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FOREWORD 

This first semiannual technical report was prepared by 
the Research and Development Center of the General Elec- 
tric Company in Schenectady, New York, under Advanced 
Research Projects Agency Contract No. DAHC-15-72-C- 
0235,  "Cryogenic Systems and Superconductive Power," 
ARPA Order No.  2200.    This contract is administered by 
the General Electric Research and Development Center for 
the Department of Defense, Advanced Research Projects 
Agency,   Washington, D. C. 

The engineering development work reported covers the 
period from 1 June 1972 to 30 November 1972.    This work 
is ur'er the direction of Mr. B. D. Hatch,  Principal Inves- 
tigator. 
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ABSTRACT 

Cryogenic refrigeration is a common requirement of all 
superconductivity applications.    For this reason,  dominant em- 
phasis is being given to this portion of the program.    Its specif- 
ic application to an integrated superconductive ship propulsion 
system with the extreme environments involved will assure that 
particular attention is given to each factor affecting reliability, 
maintainability,  safety,  and availability of the cryogenic system 
components. 

The specific objectives of this program are to: 

• Conduct a limited but broad application survey of 
multiple applications in which the use of cryogenic 
and superconductive systems and components offer 
substantial advantages through improvements in the 
performance af propulsion,  communication, detec- 
tion,  or weapons systems. 

• Define,  investigate, and experimentally evaluate the 
key elements jf a representative cryogenic turbore- 
frigerntor subsystem suitable for providing reliable 
long-lived cryogenic refrigeration for a superconduc- 
tive ship propulsion system. 

Provide a sound technical basis for subsequent appli- 
cations of superconductive power in the area of ship 
propulsion.    Other applications,  and their requirements, 
will be reviewed and evaluated,  in order to form a pre- 
liminary evaluation of those applications that might de- 
serve more detailed study. 

iü 
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Section 1 

SUMMARY 

TECHNICAL PROBLEM 

The specific objectives of this program are to: 

• Conduct a limited but broad application survey of multiple applications 
in which the use of cryogenic and superconductive syutems and com- 
ponents offer substantial advantages through improvements in the 
performance of propulsion, communication, detection, or weapons 
systems. 

• Define, investigate, and experimentally evpiaate the key elements of 
a representative crycenic turborefrigerator subsystem suitable for 
providing reliable lonf lived cryogenic refrigeration for a super- 
conductive ship propulsion system. 

• Provide a sound technical basis for subsequent applications of super- 
conductive power in the area of ship piopulsiun.   Other .applications, 
and their requirements, will be reviewed and evaluated, in order to 
form a preliminary evaluation of those applications that might deserve 
more detailed study. 

Cryogenic refrigeration is a common requirement of all superconductiv- 
ity applications.    For this reason, dominant emphasis is being given to this 
portion of the program.   Its specific application to an integrated supercon- 
ductive ship propulsion system with the extreme environments involved will 
assure that particular attention is given to each factor affecting reliability, 
maintainability, safety, and availability of the cryogenic system components. 

METHODOLOGY 

The program presented provided that lh« work would be divided into 
three phases: 

• Phase    I -- Cryogenic Application Studies 

• Phase   II -- Systems Technology Evaluations 

• Phase III -- Key Component Development 

The work in each phase was divided into various major tasks and was 
scheduled as shown in Figure 1.    Major milestones were established, as il- 
lustrated in Figure 2, for the first two phases.    All of the tasks necessary 
to fulfill the program were described in the statement of work.    To assure 
direction and clarity, these tasks were divided into two groups:   cryogenic 
turborefrigerators and superconductive power systems.   The conduct of the 
broad but limited application surveys was independent of the more equip- 

1 
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ment-oriented tasks.    This report is structured to reflect performance under 
each of the planned tasks areas. 

While work progressed in parallel in each of the two phases, a concen- 
trated effort was made to provide an initial decision in Task S-10, "Ship Pro- 
pulsion System Requirements and Criteria," because these inputs were nec- 
essary for the cryogenic refrigeration tasks. 

The objectives of concentrated effort were to establish: 

• Overall system requirements that superconductive ship propulsion 
must meet. 

• Comparison criteria to be used in comparing various approaches to 
superconductive ship propulsion in order to arrive at the preferred 
concept, as well as to compare the resulting superconducting ap- 
proach with the conventional propulsion approach for a given appli- 
cation. 

• Requirements for the refrigeration subsystem consistent with the 
overall system requirements. 

Comparison of two kinds of superconductive ship propulsion systems 
with each other and with conventional propulsion. 

• 

TECHNICAL RESULTS 

Studies into the application of cryogenic turborefrigerators to Depart- 
ment of Defense uses and of the requirements pertinent to these uses have 
developed an extensive bibliography of source material concerning a wide 
range of possibilities, from magnetic sensors to lasers.    In many instances 
the electrical power requirements are so small as to have no significance in 
regard to any application of superconductive power.    In others, where large 
power requirements may ex'st, the definition of specific requirements is 
limited.    It is recommended that these portions of the report be read directly 
by those interested rather than that a briefer summary be made here. 

In Task R-Üü, the application of cryogenic turborefrigerators to Depart- 
ment of Defense requirements other than ship propulsion has been surveyed. 
Because of military classification, the report covering the work of this task 
nas been submitted as a separate document.    This document will also contain 
extracted portions, as necessary, of the report for Task S-00, "Applications 
of Superconductive Power. " 

In Section 2, "Cryogenic Turborefngerator," the Claude cycle used in all 
refrigerators considered in this report is described.    Also, the three major 
refrigerator components (compressor, turboalternator, and heat exchanger) 
are discussed in some detail, and the computer program used to design turbo- 
refrigerators is described briefly. 



In Section 2, designs of three refrigeration systems (for a-c generators, 
d-c generators, and d-c motors) are summarized (Table 17), and detailed de- 
signs of all turboalternators and compressors are presented.    It is significant 
that of all turboalternators designed for the three refrigeration systems, only 
two different frame sizes are required.   Also, for all compressors designed, 
only one frame size is required; differences in flow rates and pressures are 
accommodated by changes in only the centrifugal impellers and compressor 
scrolls. 

Most applications require the use of partial-admission turbines.    How- 
ever, in the turbine analysis, comparisons were made between partial-ad- 
mission impulse turbines and full-admission reaction turbines.    (The results 
are summarized in Table 7. )   In the one comparison presented, the turbine 
efficiency could potentially be increased from 48 percent for the partial-ad- 
mission turbine to 70 percent for the full-admission unit. 

Heat exchanger designs showed that the plastic-laminate heat exchanger 
was typically less than half the volume and less than two-thirds the weight of 
the conventional plate-fin heat exchanger. 

As described in Section 3 under "Comparative Performance and Recom- 
mended Approach" (and in other portions of this report), the application of 
superconductive power to the selected, representative ship resulted in a 17- 
to 22-percent saving in fuel and in a reduction in the average operating time 
of the prime movers of 47 percent (even greater reduction is obtained for a 
twin-screw ship in which a cruise unit is used.) 

The size, weight, and power requirements for cryogenic turborefrigeration 
for either a-c or d-c generators are so similar that the refrigeration system, 
in itself, should not be a significant factor in sybtem selection.   Refrigeration 
system weight for the generators is about 5 percent of the generator weight, 
although refrigeration volume is approximately 75 percent of the generator 
volume. 

The size and weight of the cryogenic refrigeration system for the 200- 
rpm d-c motor are very small relative to the motor.    Weight is less than 1 
percent.    Cryosection volume (the portion that should be located near the mo- 
tor) is less than 1 percent, and th(i total refrigeration volume is less than 10 
percent of the motor volume. 

The weight, volume, and area of d-c system buswork, though large com- 
pared to conventional higher voltage buses, are quite reasonable in relation 
to the rest of the equipment.    It is about 1/3 the weight and about 1/100 the 
volume of the gas turbine inlet and exhaust ducts in a conventional gear drive. 
Thus the flexibility that the superconductive system provides in the location of 
the prime movers permits much shorter inlet and exhaust ducts to be used 
with corresponding savings in weight and volume.    This bus volume, using 
copper, is about 4 percent of the volume of the reduction gearing for a con- 



ventional gear drive of the same rating.    The area of copper bus per 40,000- 
hp motor is 10 by 12 inches, including a 35-percent area allowance for cooling. 
This size was established by considering and minimizing overall system weight 
(including fuel). 

The studies to date indicate that the transformer and rectifier sizes (ap- 
plicable to the required a-c/d-c power conditioning between the generators 
and motor of an a-c/d-c system) are significantly larger than the size of the 
d-c motor itself and are perhaps 15 or more times as large and approximately 
2 times as heavy as the d-c, copper buswork.    The electrical losses in the 
transformers and rectifiers are very nearly the same as the losses in the d-c 
copper buswork of the size previously noted. 

For the twin-screw destroyer mission profile used in this study, the super- 
conductive systems (both a-c/d-c and d-c/d-c) have a total system volume 
about 30 percent less than that of a conventional gear drive. 

For the same ship and mission profile, all three systems are very nearly 
equal in overall weight.    It should be noted that in these comparisons, an in- 
crement of approximately 370,000 pounds is involved in the magnetic shields 
of the two d-c motors.    This is about 14 percent of the total system weight, 
and the motor diameter and length could be reduced about 40 percent and 20 
percent, respectively, if the motor shielding requirement, by reason of its 
location in the ship, could be eliminated.    Where such reductions in weight 
or diameter are of value, further consideration should be given to this require- 
ment (e. g., fully shielded at patrol speeds but only partially shielded at flank 
speeds). 

Superconductive d-c machinery is indicated by this study to be preferable 
for ship propulsion service whenever such a decision is based solely upon the 
performance, reliability, cost,  and simplicity for the propulsion system 
itself. 

All d-c machines considered by this study employ liquid-metal current 
collectors.    The materials and processes portion of the study includes major 
tasks in this area.   It is significant to note that liquid-metal collectors using 
mercury and those using sodium potassium have been used successfully by 
the General Electiic Company for many years.    Collectors using sodium po- 
tassium have been provided and are currently offered for commercial, non- 
superconductive, acyclic, d-c generators by the General Electric Large D-C 
Motor Product Section.    Very recently in developmental tests on a 10-inch- 
diameter experimental collector at 3600 rpm, liquid gallium has been success- 
fully operated for more than 150 hours.    This was made possible by a Com- 
pany-funded development application in the General Electric Space Systems 
Products Division of a cleaning and reclamation circuit for the liquid gallium. 
Sodium potassium and gallium are considered to be best candidate liquid met- 
als for superconductive machine service. 
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In Task R-40, "Cryogenic Turboalternators Development for Extreme 
Environments," turboalternator designs have been initiated.    The major work 
of this task will be performed during Phases II and III of this program. 

Task R-50, "Engineering and Reliability Study for Survivability," and 
Task R-60, "System Contamination Investigation," will also be performed 
during Phases II and III. 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE IMPLICATIONS 

The small size and weight of the turborefrigeration system for the super- 
conductive machines studied on this program are such that these, in them- 
selves, are of minor impact on applications such as hydrofoil ships, where it 
is desired to locate the motor and its cryogenic refrigeration equipment in 
pods where volume is at a premium. 

The flexibility of component location and instrumentation and the ease 
and practicability of automation are of particular significance to the Depart- 
ment of Defense, because they offer real opportunities to reduce manning re- 
quirements and to simplify operational manpower qualifications.    This ad- 
vantage is felt to be very significant not only for military ships but for large 
supply and support ships. 

The reduced size and weight, and particularly the possibilities for reducing 
the diameters of high-power motors for pod mounting or propeller shaft length 
reduction, are of value to the Department of Defense in all the new categories 
of ships studied. 

'"his study is not yet complete; however, at this point there appears to be 
reasonable expectation that the cryogenic refrigeration and the other technol- 
ogies applicable to superconductive power can produce highly reliable equip- 
ment with very little maintenance required. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Based upon the work to date, in Phase I of this study, the following recom- 
mendations are made for future work, in addition to the completion of Phases 
II and III previously proposed: 

• Perform experimental performance evaluation of gas bearing turbo- 
alternators in the 120K to 150K temperature range, which is the 
operating temperature of the Claude-cycle systems studied. 

• Investigate further the application of full-admission reaction turbines 
in the larger refrigerator sizes, for a significant improvement in re- 
frigerator efficiency. 

• Conduct further experimental evaluation of the metal-plastic laminate 
heat exchanger, from the standpoints of structural integrity over a 
long period of time and outgassing characteristics. 
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• Conduct investigations of contamination-free helium compressor sys- 
tems that may be attractive alternates to the very long-life, direct- 
motor-driven, gas bearing, centrifugal compressors included in this 
study. 

• Make a more complete study of the weights, sizes, performance 
losses, and costs of the transformer/rectifier power-conditioning 
system, and its alternatives, for the a-c/d-c system.    Make a more 
complete comparison and arrive at a conclusion regarding a-c/d-c 
versus d-c/d-c systems for various specific applications. 

• Make a system study of superconductive propulsion equipment for 
hydrofoil and surface effect ship applications to determine the in- 
centive for such use. 

• Perform the following studies for displacement-type ships, including 
swath, destroyer, and supply/support categories: 

Assess the effect of the capability for locating the prime mover 
at or near deck level for maintenance, overhauling, replacement 
of units, and manning requirements. 

Assess the effect on overall mission life and the cost of reduced 
average operating time of the prime mover when using super- 
conductive propulsion. 

Assess the effect of utilizing contrarotating propellers and motors 
on the potential advantages of superconductive propulsion. 

Assess the real advantage of volume savings when using a super- 
conductive propulsion system, compared to a gear drive. 

From the preceding studies, make a recommendation as to the 
incentive for applying superconductive propulsion to conventional 
destroyer-type ships as well as swath-type ships. 
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Section 2 

CRYOGENIC TURBOREFRIGERATOR 

REFRIGERATOR APPLICATIONS STUDY 

A survey has been conducted of Department of Defense applications that 
might be suitable for cryogenic turborefrigerators.   Because many of these 
applications are classified, the applications survey has been submitted as a 
separate, classified document. 

REFRIGERATOR SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS 

REFRIGERATOR SYSTEMS 

Under this contract, the type of refrigerator being considered is a turbo- 
refrigeration system that has all rotating components suspended on self- 
acting, gas-lubricated bearings.    The elimination of sliding contact during 
steady operation avoids the wear-out failure mode, providing the potential for 
maintenance-free, long-life operation. 

Turbomachinery is adaptable to either the reversed Brayton cycle or the 
Claude cycle (Figure 3).   The principal components are: 
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Figure 3.    Cycles Suitable for Turbomachinery 



• Motor-compressor at ambient temperature. 

• Cryogenic heat exchangers. 

• Cryogenic turboalternators. 

Energy is added to the system by compressing gas at ambient temperature 
and removing the heat of compression from the refrigerant gas in the after- 
cooler.    The gas is then cooled to cryogenic temperature in the cryogenic 
counterflow heat exchangers.    Energy is removed from the refrigerant by the 
cryogenic turbines, cooling the gas and dropping its pressure.    The turbine 
mechanical energy is converted to electrical energy by the cryogenic alter- 
nator1, and this electrical energy is used or dissipated at ambient temperature. 
The low-pressure cooled gas is then available for removing heat from the re- 
frigeration load and, finally, for rem^vi-ig heat from the high-pressure, in- 
coming gas stream in the cryogenic heat exchangers. 

As shown in Figure 3, the C aude cycle differs from the reversed Bray- 
ton cycle only in the addition of a Joule-Thomson valve and heat exchanger. 
Cooling through a Joule-Thomson valve to produce liquid is possible only at 
temperatures close to the refrigerant critical temperature, where the Joule- 
Thomson coefficient is above zero. 

In all refrigerators considered in this report, the Claude cycle is used -- 
either a two-turbine machine, as shown in Figure 3, or a three-turbine unit, 
formed by the addition of one more turbine stage and two more cryogenic heat 
exchangers.    A modification to the Claude cycle is also utilized; part of the 
helium liquid formed downstream of the Joule-Thomson valve is used for cooling, 
and the vapor evoJ  ed does not pass back through the heat exchanger system, 
as shown in Figure 3.   Instead, the cold vapor is withdrawn from tl     refrig- 
erator and is passed along electrical leads or structural supports, withdrawing 
heat from the leads or supports.    After accomplishing this cooling job, +he 
helium vapor is near room temperature, and the vapor reenters the refriger- 
ation system at the compressor suction.    In this way, a refrigerator is mod- 
ified to perform with the principal characteristic of a liquefier; the low-pres- 
sure return flow through the cryogenic heat exchangers is less than the high- 
pressure flow rate on the other side of the same heat exchangers. 

Characteristics of gas bearing turborefrigerators are summarized as 
follows: 

• Gas bearings avoi    sliding contact, providing potential for long life. 

• Components are separable (the compressor or refrigeration station 
can be remotely located). 

• There is essentially no vibration at the position of the refrigeration 
load. 

• Input power is conditioned electrical power or shaft power from a 
mechanical energy source. 
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• Refrigeration load cooling is by means of a flowing gas or liquid 
stream. 

• Temperatures of 40K or lower can be attained. 

• Refrigeration can be provided at more than one location and at more 
than one temperature simultaneously. 

• Thermal time constant? are large, and cold sections are well isolated 
thermally from warm s   otions (hence slow cook! iwn and slow warmup). 

COMPRESSOR 

Different types of machinery have been used for compressors, in an ef- 
fort to build refrigerators for a variety of applications.     The compressor sys- 
tem lubrication plays a key role in the design of a cryogenic refrigerator. 
Oil-lubricated, positive displacement machinery will operate for extended 
periods of time, but the lubricant contaminates the cold section of the refrig- 
erator and the system performance deteriorates eventually.    Solid-lubricated, 
reciprocating machinery delays but does not avoid the contamination problem, 
and the wear rate is such that long-life operation is not attained.    Efforts di- 
rected at nonlubricated,   reciprocating compressor designs have led to the use 
of diaphram compresbors, bellows compressors, labyrinth-seal piston com- 
pressors, and helical rotor compressors. 

The first two have very short lives because of fatigue.    The labyrinth seal 
has obtained a modest success for a life of about 8000 hours but requires a 
vibration-free and shock-free environment to prevent contact between the pis- 
ton and the cylinder walls.    The helical rotor compressor potentially has the 
longest life of all positive displacement compressors, but suitable means to 
assure oil-free operation have not as yet been established. 

High-speed dynamic compressors have the desirable long-life and non- 
contaminating characteristics required in a cryogenic system.    Lubrication 
in the working space is not required because these compressors have no rub- 
bing surfaces; rotating elements are suspended on gas fluid-film bearings. 
Therefore these compressors have the potential for very long life while sup- 
plying contaminant-free gas to the refrigerator. 

As a consequence of these considerations, all of the cycle studies performed 
under this contract have incorporated gas bearing turbocompressors only. 

Compressor Requirements 

The turbocompressor system provides the high-pressure gas to the re- 
frigerator.   Almost all of the power requirements of the refrigerator system 
are needed to drive the turbocompressors.    Desirable requirements and fea- 
tures of the refrigerator compressor include: 
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• Long life. 

• Assured contamination-free compressed gas. 

• Reliable,  continuous operation. 

• Long intervals between service and maintenance. 

• Capability of operating at momentary high g-loads. 

• Low input power to the compressor as a consequence of: 

High aerodynamic efficiency. 
High motor electromagnetic efficiency. 
Low tearing and windage parasitic losses. 

• Minimum number of stages for low cost and high reliability. 

• Compact arrangement to reduce weight and size. 

• Convenient design arrangement for ease of assembly and disassembly. 

• Compressor stages in series operation, with sufficient surge 
margins. 

• Low rotating assembly weight for high critical speed. 

• Low-weight impellers to reduce the overhung mass for high critical speed. 

• Stationary impeller outer shroud to minimize the impeller stress 
level. 

• Minimum axial thrust for low total bearing losses. 

• Material selections compatible with low contamination requirements 
of refrigeration system. 

• Gas bearings capable of stable operation within full ranges of speeds, 
pressures, and temperatures. 

• High-speed motor stresses compatible with long life and compact 
rotor design. 

• Adequate motor cooling. 

• Capability of many start-stop cycles. 

• Minimum development effort. 

• Low seal leakages 

• Reasonable manufacturing costs. 

Compressor Description 

The General Klectric Company has accumulated extensive experience 
with dynamic compressors that operate on fluid film bearings.   Gas bearing 
curbocompressors have been developed in the sizes required by small turbo- 
refrigerators of a few hortepower, as well as in the 150-hp size range. 
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Both regenerative and centrifugal compressors have been applied to cryo- 
genic refrigeration systems.    Both types have similar motor, gas bearing, 
and rotor-dynamic requirements, but only the centrifugal compressor can be 
applied to the refrigerator requirements of this contract. 

Regenerative Compressors.    The General Electric Company has been active 
in the development of long-life, maintenance-free, noncontaminating compres- 
sors of the regenerative type.    Regenerative compressors have a low specific 
speed characteristic that is compatible wi'h the attainment of the high head/ 
flow requirements of very small refrigerators with helium as the working fluid. 
T./o multistage, regenerative compressors have been developed. 

The first of these units was developed using General Klectric Company 
funds.    It consists of four stages of regenerative compression driven at 
47,500 rpm by an integral 4-hp induction motor.    The rotor is suspended on 
tilting-pad journal bearings and Raleigh step thrust bearings. 

The second compressor was developed under contract to the U.S. Air 
Force.    It Js an advanced model of the first unit,  in which the thrust bearing 
location hau. been changed and the speed has been increased to 100, 000 rpm. 
This compressor delivers 1. 1 grams per second of helium at 38 psia,  which 
corresponds to a pressure ratio of 2. 5.    The inductiou motor power input was 
3. 5 hp. 

A third regenerative compressor was developed under U.S. Army Mobil- 
ity Equipment Research and Development Center sponsorship.   This unit is a 
single-stage compressor that discharges 3.3 grams per second of helium at 
42 psia and is designed for a pressure ratio of 1.4.    This compressor's rotor 
is shown in Figure 4.    The rotor is suspended on tilting-pad journal bearings 
and spiral-groove thrust bearings.    The compressor is driven by a 4. 4-hp, 
90,000-rpm, brushless d-c motor, which is contrally mounted between the 
journal bearings.     Figure 5 shows the disassembled compressor.    Dev ?lop- 
ment has been completed, and the compressor has been operated up to design 
speed. 

Centrifugal Compressors.     The General Electric (om^jany has been active in 
centrifugal compressor technology.    The Company has conducted several pro- 
grams aimed at the development of high-performance centrifugal compressors 
for small gis turbine applications.    Recently the General Electric Company 
has been involved in the development of a small centrifugal stage for a turbo- 
shaft engine.    This unit has achieved a pressure ratio of 3.0 and an efficiency 
of 0.81. 

Tne Company has also been active in the design and development of gas 
bearing centrifugal compressors.    A gas bearing,  single-sta^e, helium gas 
circulator for a test reactor loop was developed.    The arrangement is is 
shown in Figure 6.    The rotor,  whidi is shown in Figure 7, is supported by 
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Figure 4.    U.S. Army Single-Stage Compressor Rotor 

Figures.   Disassembled U. S. Army Single-Stage  Compressor 
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tilting-pad «a«, journal and thrust bearings.   It .s driven at 83.800 rpm by an 
Integrat l'o-hp Induction motor.    Four of these units were built and dehvered. 

Currently under development la a four-stage centrifugal compressor for 

use in a U.S. Air Force cryogenic refrigerator.   This™™Vr*8SO\™™T 
of two two-stage modules,  as shown In Figure 8.    Kach modulo !• drwen at 
91  000 rpm bv a 2. 5-hp Integral Induction motor.   The compressor delivers 
2 3 grams per second of helium at 0.66 atmosphere,  and the four ^ages m 
series will operate at an overall pressure ratio of two.    Two Impeller wneels 
are shown In Figure 9.    Figure 10 shows the arrangement of the compressor 
system In a sealed outer casing. 

romoressor Motors.     Figures 6 and 7 show an Induction motor integral with 
a slngl«?-stage centrifugal compressor. 

The compressor drive motor Is a two-pole,  three-phase induction motor. 
Its nominal rating is 152 hp. 300 volts. 400 hertz operating at 24

; 
000/P"1' 

0 842 power factor, and 84. 2-percent efficiency,   its rotor is solid stee   with 
a'cage of round aluminum bars.    The overall outside diameter of the stator 
core Is 13. 5 inches, and the stack length Is 5. 5 Inches. 

High-speed induction motors have been developed by the General Klectnc 
Research and Development Center for the multistage regenerative compres- 
sors   and «wo 91.000-rpm. high-speed induction motors are currently under 
development for the U.S. Air Force centrifugal compressor.    The compressor 
drive motor is supplied with six-phase power.   Harmonic losses, core loss, 
and double (1'R) losses were reduced to the bare minimum to atta.n an electro- 
magnetic efficiency of 94 percent.    The stator is a two-pole design    rated 83 
volts at 1525 hertz.    The stack is 1. 70 inches long and the rotor »s 1.85 mches 
in diameter.   The rotor is solid steel, and the cage is round bar aluminum. 

A recent development included the design of a 4-hp.  90.000-rpm. gas- 
bearing-supported, motor-driven, single-stage, regenerative compressor and 
the design, construction, and testing of an advanced, brushless. d-c. perma- 
nent magnet, breadboard motor.    During the first phase, the full-torque. 
12 000-rpm   breadboard motor was built to operate from a d-c source with- 
ou'i the use of brushes.    An optoelectronic commutator and its associated power 
electronics energized the motor.   The 90.000-rpm prototype motor has been 
tested at design speed and has been delivered to the U.S. Army Mobility hquip- 
ment Research and Development Center. 

Compressor Design Basis 

The design of dvnamic compressors for turborefrigerator cycle studies 
was based on the design accomplishments achieved at the General Klectnc 
Research and Development Center.    Hence all designs from these studies will 
result in turbocompressors that could be designed, built, and operated. 
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Aftercooler 

Coolant 
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Diameter     27 In. 
Length 28 In. 

Impeller 
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Figure 10.    Compressor System in Sealed Outer Casing 

The salient features of the turbocompressors include: 

• V»ry long life potential. 

• Pj'oven design features. 

• Design motor-driven imprller. 

• Roior supported on self-acting gas bearings. 

• Minimum contamination problems. 

• Rational development for extended life operation. 

The design apnro^chts to be taken to satisfy the overall requirements 
include: 

• Minimum number of stages for low cost ami high reliability. 

• Material selections compatible with refrigerator low contamination 
requirements. 
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• Gas bearings capable of operating within complete ranges of speeds, 
pressures, and temperatures. 

• High-speed motor stresses compatible with long life and compact 
rotor design. 

• Compressor surge margins compatible with control needs. 

• Low temperat ires and stress levels for long creep-limited life. 

• Short rotating issembly for high critical speed. 

• Low inpui power to compressor: 

High aerodynamic efficiency. 
High motor electromagnetic efficiency. 
Low bearing and windage parasitic losses. 

Actually, except for the aerodynamic design, all of the turbocompressors 
to be considered fit between the design extremes of the Wright-Patterson Air 
Force Base Refrigerator B unit and the advanced test reactor (ATR) compres- 
sor described previously.    Table 1 lists most of the principal dimensions of 
these two machines. 

Table 1 

GAS BEARING COMPRESSOR COMPARISON 

Principal Dimensions 
Refrigerator B 

(91, 000 rpm, 
2. 50 hp, 1. 87 kw) 

ATR Circulator 
(24, 000 rpm, 

150.0 hp, 112.0 kw) 

Impeller tip diameter (in.) 4.200 13.85 

Journal diameter (in.) 1.650 4. 47, 3. 00 

Thrust runner diameter (in.) 3.30 6.00 

Motor diameter (in.) 1.85 5.84 

Stator stack outside diameter (in.) 5.00 13.00 

Journal pad length (in.) 1.500 6. 00, 3. 00 

Distance between journals (in.) 7.25 15. 375 

Motor and stack length (in.) 1.700 5. 280 

End ring length (in.) 0.789 1. 500 

Motor rotor gap (i.i.) 0.030 0. 080 

Shaft length (in.) 9.235 21.813 

Housing outside diameter (in.) 10. 750 26.125 

Overall assembled length (in.) 15. 986 38.250 

Rotating assembly weight (lb) 6.427 115.0 

CR-3330| 
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Motor Design Basis.   The size of the compressor drive motor is determined 
by the horsepower and rotating speed.    The rotor diameter is limited by the 
physical properties of its component parts.   The length of the machine must 
be compatible with the stiffness requirements of the shaft.    For this reason, 
there is a maximum horsepower that can be built for any specific rotating 
speed.    When this maximum is exceedei, a new compressor design, which 
will result in a lower speed and larger diameter impeller, is needed.    These 
factors result in a unique relationship for motor power as a function of speed, 
for the desired motor design proportions. 

Aerodynamic Design.    The computer program for impeller and diffuser aero- 
dynamic design is based on the relationship of specific speed to centrifugal 
compressor stage efficiency for wheels operating in the regime of Reynolds 
numbers of 105 and above.    The efficiency-versus-specific-speed relationship 
employed in the computer program isbased on centrifugal compressor inves- 
tigations in the 0.04 to 0. 20 dimensionless specific speed range conducted at 
the General Electric Company and based on reported work by others in the 0. 02 
to 0. 04 specific speed range.    Because the efficiency is based on experimental 
data, it includes the losses of disk friction and leakage flow.   A postulation has 
been made that impeller seal diametral clearances will be able to be maintained 
to prevent leakage flow from exceeding 5 percent of the total flow of the stage. 

In addition to efficiency, the impeller entrance outside diameter and tip 
blade angle setting have been scheduled as a function of specific speed, based 
on a multitude of centrifugal compressor experimental and design data. 

An accelerating impeller velocity schedule that is essential to good com- 
pressor performance, has been incorporated. The impeller tip axial width is 
determined from this schedule. 

The computer program is structured so that the performance of each stage 
is printed out separately.    The desired combined pressure ratio of the stages 
is made to converge within 0. 7 percent.   A list of output variables of each in- 
dividual stage is presented. 

The program contains two tip speed adjustment factors that are input val- 
ues.    One input designates the number of modules that will be maintained at a 
constant tip speed.   The second factor is a fraction by which the tip speed may 
be reduced for the following stages.    Thus the best efficiency for each stage 
may be obtained. 

To maintain practical impeller shaft diameters, the program has a built- 
in limit of minimum impeller hub diameter.   The program is also predicated 
on the assumption that impeller axial tip widths below a minimum value are 
beyond the manufacturing capability of impellers. 

For the aerodynamic design of all impellers, the program has been de- 
signed to conduct a series of checks before proceeding to the stage-by-stage 
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calculations.    These checks are made to prevent the generation of unusable 
data as a result of inputs that exceed either design limits or the limits of the 
program. 

The gas bearing design approach used for the turbocompressors is the 
same as that used for the turboalternators, which is discussed below. 

Centrifugal Compressor Performance Survey.   As a guide for refrigeration 
system cycle studies, a centrifugal compressor study was conducted to exam- 
ine refrigerators for 120K temperature refrigeration applications.    This 
examination was carried out under a U. S. Government contract.   Above- 
atmospheric operation was assumed with heat rejection temperatures just 
above normal ambient condition^.    Electrical component efficiencies were 
fixed: 

• Conditioner controller efficiency    0,, 92 (fraction,. 

• Motor electromagnetic efficiency   0. 93 (fraction) 

The impeller tip speed was fixed at 1600 fps for all stages, which is typical 
for long-life operation with a good impeller structural design.    This constant 
tip speed penalizes low specific speed units, because the best efficiency can 
be obtained by decreasing the tip speed with succeeding stages. 

Bearing geometries and motor dimensions consistent with current design 
approaches were selected.    These geometric values are expected to be approx- 
imately in the proper range, but many detailed design considerations would 
have to be made before final selections are made.   These considerations in- 
clude: overspeed margin, thrust load, acceleration loads, and the actual de- 
sign life target. 

The results of the centrifugal compressor performance survey are shown 
in Figures 11 through 14.    Figure  11  shows the shaft rotational speed versus 
the compressor mass flow rate, along with the overall compressor system 
pressure ratio, as a function of the number of stages.    Figure 12 shows the 
overall isentropic efficiency of the complete compressor system, with inter- 
stage cooling, as a function of the mass flow rate to the compressor.    The 
reason for the increasing   efficiency with the number of stages is a result of 
the intercooling between stages. 

Figure 13 shows the individual aerodynamic wheel efficiencies for the 
first and last stages for compressor systems consisting of four, six, and 
eight stages operating in a series.    The decrease in aerodynamic wheel ef- 
ficiency with decreasing flow rate is a consequence of the lower specific speed, 
as shown on the lower part of Figure 13.   Typical dimensions for the com- 
pressors, resulting from the survey, are shown in Figure 14 where both the 
shaft length and the tip diameter are shown.    This is the shaft length of each 
of the modules and the impeller diameter for each one of the centrifugal com- 
pressor impellers. 
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An interesting extension of the centrifugal compressor survey can be pro- 
vided from work completed under the U. S. Army SAFEGUARD contract men- 
tioned above.   A comparison of positive displacement compressors for cryo- 
genic refrigerators, along with dynamic compressors, has been made, and 
the overall efficiencies are shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15.    Compressor Performance Comparison 

The centrifugal compressor performance is that for a six-stage arrange- 
ment, where the pressure ratios vary from 3. 1 to 3. 6.   The labyrinth seal 
piston compressor is a single-stage unit, which has a pressure ratio of around 
four, made by Sulzer Brothers in Switzerland.    The unit is nominally a dry 
operating compressor, but does have some inherent contamination potential. 

For larger refrigeration systems, the nonlubricated, helical rotor, posi- 
tive displacement compressor is shown with two stages in series, where the 
pressure ratio for these two stages is above four.   This compressor arrange- 
ment has no contamination in the gas passages, but the helium-gas-to-oil seals 
do provide a serious contamination source. 

Consideration was given to whether one or two stages should be used on 
each module.   A relative comparison of characteristics is given in Table 2. 
From this appraisal, it can be seen that there is no clear-cut generalization 
that can be made a priori, because the key elements in making any decision 
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Table 2 

COMPARISON OF CHARACTERISTICS 

Characteristic 
One Stage 
per Module 

Two Stages 
per Module 

Development effort Less More 

Machine complexity Less More 

System compactness Less More 

Aerodynamic efficiency More Less 

Interstage leakage None Some 

Overall efficiency Similar Similar 

Thrust load Large Almost zero 

Total development cost Less More 

Total production cost More Lees 

would be relative to development effort and cost, as compared to total produc- 
tion cost.    The other items listed can be handled adequately on an engineering 
basis, and there are no overriding considerations apparent. 

The only tentative trend that may be postulated is that for a single bread- 
board refrigerator, one stage per module would probably involve less total 
cost.    Conversely, it may be postulated that for large production quantities, 
two stages per module would result in the lowest total cost. 

For the study reported here, it was postulated that the high-production- 
rate approach is warranted;   hence all compressor modules include two im- 
pellers on a single motor-driven shaft.    The specific design criteria used in 
the computer programs included: 

• First-stage inlet pressure:   above 1.0 atmosphere 

• Pressure ratio:  2. 5 to 3. 5 

• Speed:   1600-fps maximum impeller tip speed and motor diameter 

• Arrangement:   Two centrifugal stages per module 

• Gas bearings:   Tilting-pad journal;  spiral-groove thrust 

• Motor:   Induction 

TURBOALTERNATOR 

A variety of different expansion engine approaches has been used for the 
cryogenic expansion duty required in rt closed-cycle cryogenic refrigeration 
system.    These approaches include reciprocating devices with oil-lubricated, 
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solid-'abricated, and gas-lubricated pistons.   Reciprocating expansion engines 
have also been built with diaplirayms and bellows, and high-speed cryogenic 
turtmes with oil- and gas-lubricated bearings have been employed. 

Most of these expansion devices have a relatively short life and/or the 
possibility of contaminating the helium refrigerant fluid.    The only exceptions 
are the gas bearing machinery.   The positive displacement, gas-bearing, re- 
ciprocating expander is in an early development stage and has not been proven. 

High-speed gas bearing turboalternators, however, have been successfully 
developed, have achieved the desired performance goals, and have provided 
the potential for the long operating life desired. 

Hence all the detailed cycle studies conducted under this contract have 
incorporated gas bearing turboalternators only. 

Turboaltemator Requirements 

The refrigerator turboexpander is the means for extracting energy at low 
temperatures, thereby providing useful net refrigeration for the refrigeration 
load.   Necessary and desirable features for cryogenic turboexpanders are: 

• Long life. 

• Reliable continuous operation. 

• Long intervals between service and maintenance. 

• High output power from the alternator as a consequence of: 

High aerodynamic efficiency. 
High alternator electromagentic efficiency. 
Low bearing and windage parasitic losses. 

• Minimum number of stages for low cost and high reliability. 

• Conpact arrangement to reduce weight and size. 

• Convenient design arrangement for ease of assembly and disassembly. 

• Low rotating assembly weight for high critical speed. 

• Low-weight wheels to reduce the overhung mass for high critical 
speed. 

• Stationary wheel outer shroud to minimize the wheel stress level. 

• Minimum axial thrust for low total bearing losses. 

• Low stress levels to use high-strength aluminum wheels. 

• Capability of operation at any altitude for specified g loadl. 

• Capability of normal operation after experiencing specified g loads, 
not operating. 
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• Low electrical load lead wire .loule and conductivity losses to ambi- 
ent temperature. 

• Minimum heat leak to the turbine wheel. 

• No external gas supply to the bearings. 

• High reliability. 

• Material selections compatible with low contamination requirements 
of refrigeration system. 

• Gas bearings capable of stable operation within complete ranges of 
speeds, pressures, and temperatures. 

• Adequate alternator cooling. 

• Capability of many start-stop cycles. 

• Minimum development effort. 

• Low seal leakages. 

• Reasonable manufacturing costs. 

Turhoaltemator Description 

Two basic types of turbine are of interest for the turboexpander:  impulse 
and reaction turbines.    The partial-admission impulse turbine operates at a 
lower speed and is more adaptable to very small flow rates (Figures 16 and 17). 

Figure 16.    Partial-Admission,Radial Impulse Turbine, 
1. 1-Inch Diameter 
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Figure 17.    Radial Impulse Turbine Wneel (0. 625-Inch-Diameter) 
Mounted on 0. 261-lnch-riameter Alternator Shaft 

The reaction turbine is generally used for higher flow rates and is not attrac- 
tive for partial admission (Figures 18 and 19). 

In most cryogenic refrigeration applications at the General Electric Re- 
search and   Development Center, the impulse turbine has been used because 
of the low flow requirements.    Both radial and axial versions have been de- 
signed.    The radial inflow reaction turbines have not found application in 
General Electric designs beyond the parametric studies for large cryogenic 
refrigerators. 

Cryogenic turbine expansion provides a critical performance function in 
long-life refrigerators.    Therefore,   considerable research and development 
effort at the General   Electric Company has gone into providing long-life tur- 
boalternators for cryogenic refrigeration systems. 

Six turboalternators developed by the General Electric Company to date 
are: 
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Figure 18.   Three-Inch-13iameter,  Kull-Admission,  Radial 
Reaction Turl)ine 

Figure 19.    Turbine Wheel (1. 90-Inch-Diameter) with 12 lUades 
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• Two for the U.S. Air Force lor a liquid-helium-temperature 
refrigerator. 

• One for a General Fleet ric 80CK refrigerator. 

• One for the U.S. Army,  with a fiO-watt output at 180,000 rpm. 

• Two for the General Klectric liquid-helium-temperature refrigerator. 

All of these turhoalternators have heen of the partial-admission, radial 
inflow, impulse configuration, with a single expansion stage.    Figure 20 shows 
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Figure 20.    Cryogenic Turboalternator (Cutaway) 

the arrangement of the single-stage turboalternator pictured in Figure 21. 
Figure 22 shows the turboL'lternator under test. 

Current work at the General Flectric Research and Development Center 
is aimed at developing units with longer life and higher efficiency than pre- 
viously obtained.    Two different two-stage turhoalternators have been de- 
signed and built for the U.S. Air Force.    Their configuration is shown in 
Figure 23.    These turhoalternators will be capable ol operating effectively 
under low flow conditions.   One of these turbonlternators has been assembled 
and is being tested.    Figure 24 shows all the parts for this machine. 

The design for two single-stage turhoalternators for a U.S.  Army Mobil- 
ity Equipment Research and Development Center 4. 2CK refrigerator has been 
initiated. 
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Figure 21.    Full-Scale Model of Cryogenic Turboal .ernator 
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Figure 22.    Turboalternator Test Stand 
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In addition, a partial-admission, axial inflow, impulse turbine develop- 
ment program has been undertaken, supported by the General Electric Com- 
pany.    This turbine is currently being endurance-tested at 100,000 rpm and 
at ambient temperature.    To date, it has been running for more than 990Ü 
hours without service or maintenance. 

The success of miniature turboalternators in cryogenic refrigeration has 
required the devt-opment of self-acting gas bearings and high-efficiency al- 
ternators that can operate at low temperature. 

The turboalternator arrangement shown in the above figures is a high- 
speed, radial inflow,  impulse turbine mounted on a permanent magnet alter- 
nator shaft.     The shaft is supported and positioned on self-acting, gas-lubri- 
cated bearings.    Both the journal and the thrust bearings are free to adjust 
in the rotating assembh, thereby providing a means for rotating assembly 
alignment and positioning not available with rigidly fixed bearing surfaces. 
Tests at speeds up to 400, 000 rpm have been conducted.   The bearing, win- 
dage,   and   electromagnetic parasitic losses are acceptable. 

The high-speed alternator has proven to be of both sound design and effi- 
ciency.    Tests with electrical loads up to 109 watts have been conducted with 
electromagnetic efficiencies above 98 percent.    This U.S. Army test alter- 
nator stator was wound with 265 percent more copper than previous versions, 
after which it was instrumented with eight thermocouples for test and eval- 
uation. 

The bearing system allows operation in any orientation, free from gas 
bearing and rotor instabilities sometimes found in other bearing systems. 
This bearing system has also proved capable of many start/stop cycles.   At 
room temperature, a single turboalternator was subjected to start/stop cycles 
by repeatedly accelerating the rotor to 90, 000 rpm and then allowing it to coast 
to a stop.    Both horizontal and vertical positions of the turboalternator were 
tested.   A total of 10,028 start/stop cycles was made, after which the bearing 
elements and the shaft surfaces were examined.    Some wear was evident, but 
the bearing system was still completely serviceable.   Various manufacturing 
techniques have been developed to produce these turboalternator gas bearing 
elements.   It is significant that the start/stop cycle tests were conducted with 
elements manufactured by the lowest cost methods. 

The turboalternators have been subjected to operation at cryogenic tem- 
peratures as low as 580K in a closed-cycle turborefngerator for the U.S. 
Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Center. 

For the present contract, a Rig Hertha frame-size turboalternator, with 
a 0. 5-inch-diameter shaft, is to be designed, built, and subjected to extreme 
environmental tests at 80oK.    For this unit, a mechanical arrangement layout 
has been made, based on the design approach used in the second-generation 
Tiny Tim turboalternator frame size, which uses a 0. 26-inch-diameter shaft. 
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The single-stage turboalternator is being designed to incorporate ele- 
ments that could readily be developed to provide suitable performance and 
that could be adaptable to quantity production. The initial design layout of 
this turboalternator has been prepared and is shown in Figure 25. 

The turboalternator is mounted on gas-lubricated journal bearings.    Three 
hardened pads at each journal bearing support the 0. 50-inch-diameter shaft 
with an operating gas film thickness on the order of 400 microinches.    These 
journal bearings are of the self-acting tilting-pad type and are capable of 
stable operation throughout the operating range and at any attitude. 

Two inward-pumping, self-acting, spiral-grooved, thrust bearings posi- 
tion the shaft axially.    Like the journal bearings, the thrust bearings are gas- 
lubricated and typically operate with a 500-microinch gas film thickness.    The 
entire bearing system is self-aligning, because the thrust bearings are gim- 
bal-mounted and the journal tilting pads are individually self-aligning.    Satis- 
factory operation of the complete bearing system can therefore be somewhat 
independent of the accuracy with which adjacent parts are manufactured.     A 
radial inflow impulse turbine wheel is shown in Figure 25.    The radial inflow 
wheel is cor venient for close blade-tip axial clearances to minimize leakage. 
Neither the turbine wheel nor the nozzle has been final-designed. 

The turbine energy is absorbed by a two-pole permanent magnet alter- 
nator.   This compact alternator is a very practical device for extracting 
energy at cryogenic temperatures when that energy will be dissipated at a 
remote location.    The two-pole magnet operates within the stator, which id 
wound three-phase in a core of low-loss iron laminations. 

The vacuum-tight enclosure shown will be welded for the final assembly, 
but the design allows the use of replaceable static seals for initial tests. 
Proximity probes are installed to monitor the position of the rotor and gas 
bearing elements.   An axial probe on the outer thrust bearing is shown to 
monitor thrust bearing motion. 

High-speed gas bearing turboalternators require very close tolerances 
to operate properly.   Also, the aerodynamic components require close clear- 
ances to achieve maximum performance potentials.    Therefore, it is most de- 
sirable to establish the assembly procedures of a candidate design at the in- 
ception of the design.    The results can lead to minimizing the number of 
critical tolerances on manufactured parts and also can lead to a design that 
will provide the least development effort.   Hence a first draft for the assem- 
bly procedure will soon be initiated for this turboalternator, in conjunction 
with the layout drawing. 

A preliminary design drawing of a turboalternator arrangement was made 
for the full-admission reaction radial inflow turboalternator design (Figure 26). 
It has a 1. O-inch-diameter shaft and the frame size is called the Grizzly Giant. 
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This drawing is essentially a scaled-up version of the Tiny Tim and Big Bertha 
frame sizes, with just the wheel and nozzle geometry changed for the full-ad- 
mission reaction turbine wheel. 

The apparent temperature short circuit from the exit duct to the inlet duct 
is of no consequence; this problem was resolved with a heat transfer analysis. 

The rotating assembly may possibly be shortened by using smaller proxim- 
ity probes.    There is also a possibility that the critical   speed on this type of 
rotating assembly is lower than that desired for the eventual design speed and 
the initial higher cooldown speed of interest. 

A savings in the platinum cobalt magnet volume in the shaft can possibly 
be achieved by using a hollow cylinder, but with ?.s little change in the design 
as is practical. 

This design is adaptable to provide a turbine wheel on both ends of the ro- 
tating assembly but, with most of the applications envisioned at this time, it 
is not anticipated that this frame size would use two turbine wheels on one 
shaft. 

The radial reaction turbine wheel has been scalloped to reduce .he thrust, 
and it is anticipated that no performance penalties will be incurred.    The net 
turbine thrust can be reduced to almost nothing, with the proper rotor back face 
scalloping.    The thrust generally goes to about zero as the scalloping is at a 
radius of 0. 6 of the tip radius.   Because the turbine flow is expanding and 
a favorable pressure gradient exists, the influence of rotor cutback on efficien- 
cy is negligible.   Another advantage of rotor cutback on the turbine is that the 
stress levels will be lower, and the possibility of using aluminum turbine 
wheels for long-life operation is increased. 

The possibility of making a separate exducer and impeller must be exam- 
ined.    Further design attention and stress analysis considerations would be 
included before these items are finalized.    The strength of the nozzle backing 
plate,  which is part of the housing,  must be investigated from the diaphragm 
bending standpoint. 

None of the feedthroughs for alternator power, thermocouples, and prox- 
imity probe instrumentation are shown on the drawing, but would be incorpor- 
ated in a final design. 

The possibilities of variable area nozzle vanes in this design would be in- 
vestigated,  since a substantial improvement in refrigerator cooldown perfor- 
mance could be obtained. 

Only self-acting gas bearings were considered for this design.    Externally 
pressurized bearings were not seriously considered for the following reasons: 
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• Refrigerator cycle efficJe; -y requires a low ambient pressure, near 
atmospheric pressure, in the rotor housings. 

• Refrigerator cycle efficiency would be lowered because a portion of 
the cycle gas would have to be diverted through the bearings. 

• Ducting the bearing exhaust gas would involve a mechanical and 
thermal heat leak complication that is considered impractical. 

• The bearings must be isolated from the rotor cavity by noncontacting 
seals.    The design of the seals could be equally as complicated as 
the design of the bearing itself. 

Surface features of many self-acting gas bearing types are shown in Fig- 
ure 27.    Tilting-pad journal bearings were selected for the journals because 
of: 

• Confidence in ultimate success. 

• Prior manufacturing and cryogenic test experience. 

• Broad stability range. 

• Inherent self-alignment. 

• Reasonable tolerance to dirt Ingestion and thermal distortion. 

Tapered Land 

Pocket 

Step 

Spiral Groove 

CR-2312 

Figure 27.   Surface Features of Self-Acting Bearings 
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Figure 28 shows a scale drawing of the journal bearing for the Big Bertha 
turboalternator.   A double-acting hydrodynamic thrust bearing with a gimbal 
system mount was selected because of: 

• Confidence in ultimate success. 

• Prior manufacturing and cryogenic test experience. 

• Suitability for any attitude, plus g loading. 

• Suitability for complete self-alignment. 

• Adequate load capacity. 

• Low friction power loss. 
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Figure 28,    Tilting-Pad Journal Bearing for Big Bertha Turboalternator 
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TurbualU-'rnator Design IJasis 

The overall design basis and approach to satisfy the cryogenic refrigera- 
tor requirements will be directed toward: 

• Keliable continuous operation. 

• Long life between service and maintenance intervals. 

• Minimum design and development. 

• Low cost, size, and weight. 

• Compatibility with environment. 

• Material selections compatible with refrigerator low contamination 
requirements. 

• Gas bearings capable of operating within complete ranges of speeds, 
pressures, and temperatures. 

• Low-loss gas bearings especially for low-mass-flow designs. 

• Alternator load characteristics compatible with control needs. 

• Low stress levels for long creep-limited life. 

• Short rotating assembly for high critical speed. 

• High overall efficiency: 

High aerodynamic efficiency. 

High alternator electromagnetic efficiency. 

Low bearing friction and windage parasitic losses. 

Salient features of the gas bearing cryogenic turboalternator design basis 
include: 

• Very long life potential. 

• Proven design features. 

• Direct turbine-driven alternator. 

• Rotor supported on self-acting gas bearings. 

• No high-pressure gas to bearings. 

• Developed technology that can be applied to large units. 

• Minimum system heat leak with alternator. 

• Conveniem  load control with alternator. 

• Minimum contamination problems. 

• Rational development for extended-life operation. 
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All of the turboaltemator design features of the gas bearing and electro- 
magnetic design of the alternator are essentially the same, irrespective of 
si/.e, with the only exception being the type of turbine wheel and nozzle used. 
The partial-admission impulse turbine is used for the low flow regimes and 
the full-admission reaction turbine is used for the higher How regimes.    The 
approximate efficiencies and the ranges of specific speeds used for each cat- 
egory of turbine are shown in Figure 30.    It can be seen that in the vicinity of 
a specific speed of 20. 0 that it is possible to have either type of turbine pro- 
viding the best efficiency. 
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Figure 30.    Turbine Aerodynamic Performance 

Alternator Design.    The   electromagnetic design of the cryogenic alternator 
is based on an analysis similar to that for previous designs and substantiated 
by test results of similar alternators, using a solid platinum cobalt magnet 
material. 

The design is based on a minimum stator overhang from the magnet, in 
addition to a specified gap between the magnet and the stator.    Also, a non- 
magnetic gap between the magnet and any adjacent element is required.    Peak 
alternator flux density is based on the power and the copper and core loss co- 
efficients, which are both functions of the operating temperature.    For a spec- 
ified operating temperature and speed, along with the desired power output 
and desired electromagnetic efficiency, the size of the magnet is determined 
as a function of the core and copper loss coefficients. 

Designs using this approach have resulted in electromagnetic efficiencies 
above 99 percent, operating at cryogenic temperatures.    Of course at the higher 
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temperaturt'S, the copper losses are greater; hence the operating efficiencies 
are lower. i 

The alternator load requirements essentially determine the size of the 
turboalternator frame tried.    For the two frame sizes described above, all 
of the turboalternators for the subject study require either a 0. 5-inch-diam- 
eter Big Bertha frame size or a 1. O-inch diameter with the Grizzly Giant 
frame-size turboalternator.    The approximate alternator power range and 
speeds are shown in Figure 31. 

20,000 — 
1.00-In.  Oiameter 

50 100 200 500 

Speed (1000 rpm) CR-2261 

Figure 31.    Approximate Cryogenic Alternator Power Characteristics 

Partial-Admission Turbine Design.    Considerable analysis has been performed 
on high-energy, low-flow turbines for a variety of applications.    Character- 
istic of these turbine types are small nozzle and blade passages, impulse tur- 
bine blades, and high gas velocities.    Criteria for analyzing these turbines may 
be reduced to overall performance similarity parameters of specific speed 
and diameter and local performance loss-producing parameters of relative 
blade Mach number and blade Reynolds number.    The maximum performance 
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for design conditions is determined principally on the basis of the specific 
speed and specific diameter. 

The turbine aerodynamic design point is initially established with the 
overall cyclf input conditions to the turbines:   turbine inlet total temperature, 
turbine inlet total pressure, mass flow, and turbi.ie outlet static pressure. 

The overall isentropic head is determined from nonideal gas charts or 
with the perfect gas relationship.    Next an initial estimate of the overall tur- 
bine efficiency is made to establish the turbine exit conditions.    The exit con- 
ditions may be determined from the nonideal gas tables or from the perfect 
gas relationship.    Then the specific speed and specific diameter are determined. 
From these two parameters, with the diameter or the speed fixed, the initial 
aerodynamic efficiency is determined. 

The above approach is used to establish a preliiMnary design of the tur- 
bine wheel and nozzle aerodynamic design. A complete analysis is then con- 
ducted for an evaluation of all losses.    The various loss categories are: 

• Parasitic 

Journal bearing friction 
Thrust bearing friction 
Disk windage 
Shaft windage 
Core loss 

• Alternator electrical 

Copper loss 
Can loss 
Pole face loss 
Stray load loss 
Leakage flux loss 

• Aerodynamic 

Reynolds number 
Partial admission 
Housing leakage 
Axial tip clearance leakage 
Radial tip clearance effects 
Blade loading loss 
Trailing edge thickness loss 
Blade roughness loss 
Reaction effect 
Mach number effect 

All of the above design elements of the turboalternator are incorporated 
into a comprehensive digital computer design program.    The design program 
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accepts refrigeration input cycle conditions and geometry choices.    It then 
provides output of efficiency, individual losses, and a variety of performance 
information.   A simplified version of the partial admission turhoalternator 
design point computer program structure is: 

• Input 

Cycle conditions 

Inlet temperature 
Inlet pressure 
Outlet pressure 
Flow 

Geometry 

Wheel diameter 
Nozzle angle 
Blade angle 
Blade trailing edge thickness 
Number of blades 
Axial blade clearance 
Exposed shaft diameter and length 
Alternator gap, diameter, and length 

Performance 

Alternator core loss coefficient 
Alternator copper loss coefficient 
Nozzle velocity coefficient 
Specific diameter 

t Output 

Reynolds numbers 

Disk 
Shaft 
Blade 
Alternator gap 

Efficiencies 

Overall 
Hydraulic 
Wheel aerodynamic 

Parasitic Losses 

Electrical (core and copper) 
Bearing friction 
Gap windage 
Shaft windage 
Disk windage 
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Performance 

Net power output 
Wheel power 
Shaft power 
Specific speed 
Speed 
Blade inlet relative mach number 
Partial admission arc 

CRYOGENIC HKAT EXCHANGER 

Reversed Brayton-cycle and Claude-cycle refrigerators require cryogenic 
heat exchangers having very high levels of thermal effectiveness (Ref. 1).  This 
requirement is a consequence of the relatively low pressure ratios available 
with dynamic compressors and the relatively small temperature drops produced 
by the expanders.    These temperature drops must be utilized largely to pro- 
duce useful refrigeration,   leaving only a small available temperature difference 
to drive heat between the gas streams in the cryogenic heat exchangers.    This 
small tempe.-ature difference between streams implies a high thermal effective- 
ness. 

As a consequence of this requirement for high thermal effectiveness,   the 
cryogenic heat exchanger is generally the largest and heaviest component in 
the cryogenic part of the refrigeration system. 

To attain the very high levels of thermal effectiveness required in this 
cycle,   and at the same time to achieve a reasonably small volume,  heat ex- 
changers must possess the following characteristics: 

• Large heat transfer surface area per unit volume. 

• High heat transfer surface coefficients,   (These can be realized by 
designing flow passages with very small equivalent (hydraulic) 
diameters,   which also usually serve to increase the surface area 
per unit volume. ) 

e   Very small longitudinal heat conduction through the walls and gas 
in the exchanger. 

• Very uniform distribution of flow for each stream throughout any 
cross section of the exchanger (but high lateral thermal conduction 
tends to reduce the penalty of flow nonuniformity). 

Several types of cryogenic heat exchangers might be considered to satisfy 
these requirements; however,   two general types appear most favorably suited 
for the particular applic ation under consideration.    The first type is the plate- 
fin heat exchanger,  and the second is the metal-plastic-laminate type. 

The plate-fin exchanger is frequently used in industrial applications and 
is extensively described in the literature (Hef, 1).    The metal-plastic  laminate 
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exchanger is a newer development that will be briefly described below.  Designs 
for both types of exchanger are carried out by the cycle design computer pro- 
gram.   In all designs described in this report, the metal-plastic laminate heat 
exchanger was found to be considerably lighter and smaller than the corres- 
ponding plate-fin exchanger.   As a consequence, all cryogenic heat exchanger 
weights and volumes given in this report are for the metal-plastic laminate 
type,   unless otherwise noted. 

Metal-PlaJtic Laminate Heat Exchanger 

The metal-plastic laminate heat exchanger is a generic type that ran uti- 
lize several different heat transfer surfaces.    Two surfaces will be discussed 
here:  the   perforated plate" and the "wire mesh".    The laminate exchanger 
will be described first util'zing the perforated-plate surface, which has been 
developed by the General Llectric Company and other organizations. 

The principle of the perforated-plate heat exchanger is illustrated in Fig- 
ure 32.   The exchanger consists of a large number of parallel perforated plates 
with gaps between the plates.    The gas streams f.Vw longitudinally in counter-  ' 
flow,  and heat transfers laterally from one stream to the other through the 
plates,  which are constructed of metal of high thermal conductivity. 

—C 

<or- 

Warm Gas 
^67 

Cold Gas 

Heat 
Conducted 

Through 
Metallic 

Plates 

Plastic 
Separators CR-1017 

Figure 32.    Principle of Perforated-Plate Heat Exchanger 
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The gaps between plates serve to improve thermal performance by re- 
ducing longitudinal heat conduction; for this reason,  the separator must be of 
a low- thermal-conductivity material such as plastic.    The separators,  when 
firmly bonded to the plates, not only form a barrier to longitudinal conduction 
of heat but also serve as gastight seals,  from stream to stream and from both 
.streams to the outside.    Because very small holes can be produced,  the heat- 
transfer surface area per unit volume can be very large -- a favorable factor 
in miniaturization.    As an example,   areas per unit volume of 60 square centi- 
meters per cubic centimeter can be easily attained.    This is about five to ten 
times the surface area density of conventional compact heat exchangers. 

The reheadering effect that occurs between each pair of plates tends to 
produce a highly uniform flow distribution at any cross section.    Also,  the 
fact that each hole in a plate is thermally connected to the other holes in the 
same plate provides additional protection against performance degradation due 
to flow nonuniformities.   Design of headers to eliminate an entrance jet is 
therefore not as critical as in most types of exchangers. 

Because each hole in a plate may have a length-to-diameter ratio in the 
0. 5-to-l. 0 range,  thermal and hydrodynamic boundary layers are broken up 
before they have a chance to become fully developed.    This results in high 
heat transfer surface coefficients and,   consequently,  high friction factors. 
This effect is enhanced if the holes are misaligned from plate to plate. 

A cutaway view of an entire heat exchanger with headers is shown in Fig- 
ure 33.    This figure illustrates the method used to split the hot and cold streams 
into adjacent channels and shows how the streams flow lengthwise through the 
exchanger.    A photograph of a perforated-plate heat exchanger in a cryogenic 
test apparatus is shown as Figure 34. 

A more detailed description of the perforated-plate heat exchanger c^n be 
found in References 2 and 3. 

Wire mesh is another type of heat transfer surface that has been used in 
metal-plastic laminate heat exchangers.    Figure 35 shows the heat heat transfer 
surface developed by Kinergetics, Inc. With respect to exchanger construction, 
the wire mesh exchanger is similar to the perforated-plate exchanger described 
above. 

An advantage of the wire mesh design is that larger fractions of open face 
area can be attained than with the perforated-plate surface, producing a small- 
er exchanger size and weight in many cases.    The cycle design computer pro- 
gram actually calculates the perforated-plate design for the metal-plastic lam- 
inate case,  but it has been found that if the fraction open face areas correspond- 
ing to wire mesh are used as inputs,  the resulting heat exchanger weights and 
sizes are close to those that would be calculated for wire mesh exchangers. 
All laminate heat exchanger weights and sizes given in this report correspond 
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Figure 35.    Cross Section of Wire Mesh Heat Exchanger 
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to the wire mesh exchanger.   In the computer output,  the word composite is 
used to designate the metal-plastic laminate (or wire mesh) exchanger. 

COMPUTER PROGRAM 

In the selection of a cycle design for a cryogenic refrigerator, it is neces- 
sary to compare different cycle types,  as well as different cycle designs,  within 
one cycle type.    The calculations that must, be performed for the evaluation of 
these cycles are long and involved.    This is particularly so in a miniature cryo- 
genic refrigerator because: 

• The refrigeration cycle itself is a highly coupled system in which 
the thermal performances of the different components are intimately 
related. 

• Mechanical and thermal losses are a very significant fraction of 
the gross refrigerative capacity and are thus coupled to the cycle 
design. 

• Some of the refrigeration cycles depend on real gas properties,  so 
it is impossible to use ideal gas properties. 

Computer programs have been written that perform calculations for par- 
ticular cycles and that utilize realistic characterizations for some of the hard- 
ware involved (Ref. 4).   These programs have been tailored to particular cycle 
types and are fairly difficult to apply to variations of the cycle. 

The approach of having a computer program that itself may select and 
optimize components has also been taken.    This type of computer program con- 
siders a decoupled system,   so the assembly of a number of optimum compon- 
ents may yield a total system that is not desirable from an overall system point 
of view.    The purpose of the optimization is also not usually well defined. 

It is desirable to have available a computer program that can be used sim- 
ply to try out different designs in a realistic fashion and that will have a short 
turn-around time so the designer may utilize it efficiently. 

Cycle-design programs that will respond in a few seconds have been writ- 
ten for the General Electric time-sharing system,,    These programs are based 
upon earlier work funded by the General Electric Company,   as well as additions 
and improvements carried out under U.S.  Air Force Contract F33615-71-C- 
1003.    The programs are designed to accommodate reversed Brayton and Claude 
cycles with up to five turboexpanders,   and with liquid withdrawal for electrical 
lead cooling. 

A typical cycle is shown in Figure 36.    This figure illustrates a reversed 
Brayton cycle with a capability of four refrigeration loads at different temper- 
atures.    It should be noted that the secondary refrigeration loads have been 
placed at the turboexpander inlets rather than in the low-pressure stream.  This 
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will allow construction of more compact heat exchangers at these loads, because 
only part of the cycle flow is taken through the refrigeration load,  and this flow 
is at high pressure. 

The cycle design computer program will provide designs for perforated- 
plate heat exchangers in the cryosection; partial-admission,  radial-impulse 
turboexpanders with their corresponding alternators; and centrifugal or regen- 
erative compressors with motors.    It will not design such subsystems as the 
heat rejection system on the structural supports for the cryosection, or cal- 
culate the heat leak due to supports and radiation. 

ELEMENTS AND COMPONENTS 

The most important hardware components of a refrigerator are: 

• Compressor system, with its associated hardware (motor,  bearings, 
and aftercoolers). 

• Process cryogenic heat exchangers. 

• Work-producing expanders. 

• Expansion valves. 

These components may be arranged into different cycle types, but the dif- 
ferent cycle types repeat the arrangement of some of the components.    A re- 
frigeration cycle may therefore be characterized by several elements,  each 
of which is composed of more than one component.    These elements may then 
be used as building blocks to construct a complete cycle.    The elements that 
have been used to characterize the cryogenic refrigeration cycles that are de- 
sirable for a miniature cryogenic refrigerator are numbered and are shown 
in Figure 37;  the corresponding temperature entropy diagrams are shown in 
Figure 38.   The numbered element types are: 

1. Warm-end element,  which contains the compressor,  its associated 
coolers, and the warm-end regenerative counterflow heat exchanger. 

2. Intermediate section,  which includes a balanced-flow and an unbal- 
anced-flow heat exchanger and turboexpander.    A secondary refrig- 
eration load has been placed upstream of the turboexpander.  (When 
liquid is withdrawn from the coldest element (Element 6),  then all 
cryogenic heat exchangers are unbalanced-flow exchangers, ) 

3. Cold end for a reversed Brayton cycle,   containing a turboexpander 
and the primary refrigeration load. 

4. Cold end for a Claude cycle,  including a Joule-Thomson valve and 
and    the primary refrigeration load.    Element 4 is used when the refrig- 
5. erant enters the two-phase region.    Element 5 represents the case 

where a phase change does not take place.    These two elements have 
been considered as different,  for convenience in the computer pro- 
gram computation. 
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6.     Cold-end element from which liquid is withdrawn to be used for cool- 
ing electrical leads or supports.    The resulting vapor is returned to 
the system at the compressor suction,   at the temperature existing 
at that point. 

A cycle type may be constructed from these elements by specifying an 
element sequence (from the cold end to the warm end).    For example,  Fig- 
ure 3(J shows the simplest possible reversed Brayton cycle that can be con- 
structed.    This cycle is constructed by element sequence 3-1 and has the cap- 
ability of one refrigeration load that will be at a relatively high temperature. 
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I       Balanced-Flow 
tJ*   Heat Exchanger 

Turboalternator 

Primary Kefrigeraüot   Load CH-4047 

Figure 3 9.    One-Load Reversed Brayton Cycle 
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This cycle would be suitable for a single 80oK load.   For refrigeration at a 
lower temperature, it is desirable to add one or more turbines.   Element se- 
quence 3-2-1 identifies the reversed Brayton cycle in Figure 40.    This cycle 
has the capability of providing refrigeration at two temperature levels. 
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Figure 40.    Two-load Reversed Brayton Cycle 
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A Claude cycle may be constructed in a similar way.   Figure 41 repre- 
sents the cycles with eiement sequences 4-2-2-1 or 5-2-2-1, depending on 
whether the primary refrigeration load is in tue two-phase region or in the 
vapor region.    Figure 3o represents four-load reversed Brayton cycle 3-2-2- 
2-1. 
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CYCLE PKOGRAM ORGANIZATION 

A short computer program has been written for each of the characteristic 
elements,  so the performance of each element can be calculated when a set of 
independent operating variables is selected.    This set is selected so the ele- 
ments can be interconnected without a great deal of additional calculations. 
This is simpl> done by utilizing the thermodynamic states and mass flows at 
the coupling points as independent variables.   In this way,  the program can 
calculate the cycle performance starting from the coldest element.    The input 
for these programs is entered in a set of files from which the computer will 
rend.    The organization of the various programs and input files is shown in 
Figure 42. 
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REFRIGERATOR SYSTEM DESIGN 

DESIGN KEQUIREMENTS AND TRADE-OFFS 

Design requirements are discussed in detail in Section 3,   under "Ship 
Propulsion System Requirements and Criteria."   In general,  the refrigeration 
system must also meet these requirements and at the same time provided re- 
frigeration capacities outlined in Section 3 under "Refrigeration Requirements." 

In the design of a cryogenic refrigerator,  a number of trade-offs may be 
considered.    As an example,  total system weight can be traded off against 
total refrigerator power input.    This trade-off can be accomplished by con- 
sideration of heat exchanger effectiveness; as heat exchanger effectiveness 
increases,  the total system weight generally increases,  but with the benefit 
of lower input power.    As another example,  the distribution of weight between 
the compressor subsystem and the cryosection can be traded off.    As the num- 
ber of compressor stages is increased, increasing the pressure ratio and the 
compressor subsystem weight,  the cryogenic heat exchanger weight drops, 
thereby reducing cryosection weight,  as a consequence of a lower refrigerant 
How rate. 

To design toward an optimum system,  a set of weighting parameters could 
be established.    However,  it is usually very difficult to put numerical values 
on such parameters; in the absence of quantitative weighting parameters,   at 
least some ordering of importance of the parameters can be established to 
provide some design guidance. 

In the design of the refrigeration system,  the following general design 
guidance was used.    It was considered that reliability and refrigerator input 
power were generally the most important optimization parameters.    It was, 
of course, not possible to calculate a quantitative value for reliability, but gen- 
erally when there was a choice between a simple system and a more complex 
system,  the simpler system was chosen.    For example,   a two-turbine system 
would be chosen over a three-turbine system unless a sizable reduction in 
input power could be realized.    Input refrigerator power is directly calculated 
by the cycle design computer program and is therefore easily optimized. 

Refrigerator weight and size were considered to be next in importance. 
The cryogenic heat exchanger is the largest and heaviest component in the 
cryogenic subsystem,   and this weight is directly calculated in the cycle design 
computation.    A hand calculation is needed to calculate compressor subsystem 
weight,  but for a given number of compressor stages,  the compressor subsys- 
tem weight varies by only a small amount,  as other system parameters change. 

Cost was not considered in the refrigerator optimization because it is 
difficult to assess without knowing the system quantities and because,  for a 
given system,  the cost is relatively insensitive to variations in size,  weight, 
and input power. 
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For the d-c motor,  the size of the cryosection was considered a more im- 
portant design criterion than for the generators.   The reason for this is that 
the motor is more likely to be cramped for space than are the generators.  As 
a consequence of this criterion,  the cryogenic heat exchanger size for the d-c 
motor refrigerator was greatly reduced by the addition of two more compressor 
stages, with only a nominal penalty in refrigerator input power.    It was assumed 
that the compressor subsystem for the d-c motor would be remotely located 
from the motor and thus would not be as limited in space as the crvosection. 

The refrigerator loads outlined in Section 3 under "Refrigeration Require- 
ments" are given in Table 3.   In the table, temperatures fixed by the design 
of the generators or motors are noted as "fixed. "   The remaining temperatures 
are established by consideration only of the refrigeration system.    These tem- 
peratures are considered "floating, " and while there is no actual useful refrig- 
eration load at these points, the refrigerator itself needs expansion and cooling 
stations at these points to establish temperature differences between streams 
in the cryogenic heat exchangers. 

Table 3 

REFRIGERATION LOADS USED FOR REFRIGERATOR DESIGNS 

Temperature 
Basic Heat 

Load (w) 
Heat Load for 
Transient (w) 

Parasitic 
Heat Load (w) 

Total Heat 
Load (w) 

1 iquiri Helium 
Withdrawal 

(g/sec) 

A-C Generator 

4.40K (fixed) -- — 0.50 0.50 0. 245 plus 

12°K (floating) -- — 2.50 2.50 10% lor transient 

35°K (floating) -- — 2.50 2.50 = 0.270 

120oK (floating) -- -- 10.0 10.0 

D-C Generator 

4.-fK (fixed) 2. 5 0.50 -- 3.0 0.11 

14°K (floating) — -- 5.0 5.0 

80°K (fixed) 32.0 -- -- 3 ', J 

D-C Motor 

4.40K (fixed) 4,21 0.84 — 5.05 0. 11 

140K (floating) -- — 5.0 5.0 

8Cf K (fixed) 106.2 — -- 106.2 

Note:   Heat loads and liquid withdrawal rates are for a single, 18-Mw generator 
or a single,   40, 000-hp motor. 

The refrigerator "fixed" load temperatures were determined entirely from 
considerations of electrical equipment design.    There was no attempt to iterate 
the electrical design to select temperatures that were optimum from the re- 
frigerator standpoint.    Fortunately,  however,  the weight and power of the re- 
frigerator is reasonably insensitive to refrigeration temperatures (especially 
at the higher load temperatures),   so this lack of iteration between refrigerator 
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and electrical equipment design has relatively little effect on refrigerator 
weight,  size,  and efficiency. 

In   Table 3,  the floating temperatures given are those temperatures finally 
optimized for minimum input power.    The refrigeration loads shown for the 
floating temperatures are estimated to be imposed from the refrigerator itself 
and are therefore considered to be parasitic loads.    These parasitic loads in- 
clude heat from radiation shields and supports that are associated with the re- 
frigerator itself.    Generally no parasitic loads were added at the fixed tem- 
perature load points.    All heat leaks longitudinally within the cryogenic heat 
exchangers are included in the calculations for heat exchanger thermal effec- 
tiveness and therefore are not reflected in the parasitic loads. 

Table   3 also includes heat loads calculated to maintain a capacity suffi- 
cient to provide for transients within the electrical equipment     Total heat loads 
shown are those used as inputs to the cycle design computer program. 

A-C GENERATOR 

Refrigeration System for A-C Generator 

As was shown in Table 3,  the only refrigeration load imposed by the a-c 
generator is the 0. 270-gram-per-second liquid helium withdrawn from the re- 
frigerator.    After cooling the superconducting winding,   the structural members, 
and the electrical leads,   this helium is returned to the suction of the refrig- 
erator compressor,   at near room temperature. 

Table 4  is  a  summary of the significant computer results for the a-c 
generator,   showing the range of parameters studied and giving the effect of 
variations in some of these parameters.    Note that these results are for a 
single refrigerator cooling a single 18-megawatt generator.    Two such gener- 
ators,   each with its own refrigerator,  will be required for the application 
being considered. 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the results of Table 4.    First, the 
total compressor input power is relatively insensitive to the temperatures 
chosen for the refrigeration stations.    This can be seen by comparing the first 
three runs,  in which only the Station 2 temperature was varied.    The minimum 
power input was calculated for a station temperature of 130K,  but over the 30K 
station temperature range,   the variation in input power was only 1. 5 percent. 

The effect of changes in the warmer station temperature is even less pro- 
nounced.    Comparing runs 6201,   6204,   and 6205, in which only the temperature 
of the warmer station was changed through a range of 10° K, the input, power 
varied by only 0. 4 percent. 

Another observation is that the addition of a third turboalternator with its 
associated cooling station produces a sizable reduction in input power. 
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COMPUTER RESULTS 

Table 4 

REFRIGERATOR FOR A-C GENERATOR- 

Run 
Compmsor 

Stages 
Fresaure 

Ralio 
Turbines 

l.lquid-lteliuin 
Withdrawal 
Kite (g/aec) 

Rvfrtieratton Capacity 
(w)/Temperature CK) f'ryugenlc Heat 

Kachanger 
Kft^ctivenciia 

Cryogenic Heat 
Rxchanger Core 

Weight (lb) 

Total Compresaor 
Input ShaCt 

Pr>war (k»l Station 
1 

Station 
2 

SUtlon 
S 

.Station 
4 

»201 6 2.bi: 2 0.270 0. 50/4. 4 4.0/19 10/70 - 0.99 616 47.4 

«2(12 6 2. SB 2 0.970 0. 50/4.4 4.0/12 10/70 0.99 632 48. 1 

6203 6 2.56 2 0.270 0.50/4.4 4.0/14 10/70 -- 0.89 47.8 

6204 6 2.58 2 0.270 0. 50  4. 4 4.0/13 10/69 - 0.99 600 47.4 

6209 6 2.58 t 0,170 0.90/4.4 4.0/13 10/75 -- 0.90 -- 47.6 

6301 6 2.69 3 0.270 0. 90/4. 4 2.9/12 1.9/90 10/120 0.99 605 36.1 

1302 6 2.69 3 0.270 0.90/4.4 J.5/U 2.3/50 10/120 0.99 -- 35.4 

6303 6 2.65 3 0.370 0. 90/4.4 2.5/13 2.9/90 10/120 0.99 - 36.5 

6304 6 2.66 3 0.270 0. 90/4. t 2.5/12' 2.5/49 10/120 0.99 -- 35.4 

6a05 6 2.65 3 0.270 0. 90/4.4 2. 5/12 2.9/40 10/120 0. 99 -- 35.0 

6306 6 2   59 3 0.270 0. 50/4. 4 2.5/12 2.9/35 10/120 0.98 541 35.0 

6307 6 2.65 3 0.270 0. 50/4.4 2.5/12 2.9/90 10/120 0.99 -- 35.3 

6308 6 2.65 3 0.270 0. 50(4.4 2.5/12 2.5/35 10/110 0. 99 35.0 

6309 6 2.65 3 0.270 0. 50/4. 4 2.5/11 i. 9/39 10/130 0.88 -- 35.0 

6310»» 6 2.65 3 0.370 0. 90/4.4 2,9/12 2.5/36 10/120 0.98 502 33.7 

7301 6 3.60 3 0.270 0.5/4.4 2.9/12 2.5/39 10/120 0.89 352 38.3 

Keniilts are for a single refrigerator cooling a slngl« 18-Mw generator, 
««Design point. 

In all the runs shown,   a heat exchanger thermal effectiveness of 99 per- 
cent was used for the major cryogenic heat exchangers.    This very high value 
of effectiveness is extremely difficult to achieve in heat exchangers with bal- 
anced flow (that is, with the product of mass flow rate and specific heat the 
same on both sides of the heat exchanger).   However,  inasmuch as a sizable 
amount of liquid helium is withdrawn from the refrigerator and bypasses the 
cryogenic heat exchangers,  there is a significant unbalance in flow between 
the two helium streams within the heat exchanger system.    Because unbalanced- 
flow exchangers can more easily attain high levels of effectiveness,  the 99-per- 
cent design is considered reasonable in this case. 

In all cases presented in Table  4, the  metal-plastic laminate heat ex- 
changer was considerably lighter and smaller than the plate-fin heat exchanger. 
For example,  for run 6310,  the two heat exchanger weights were 502 pounds 
and 1356 pounds,  respectively.    All heat exchanger weights shown are for the 
smaller exchangers. 

Run 730.1 shows what can be accomplished by the addition of two additional 
compressor stages and an increased pressure ratio.    At the expense of a 14- 
percent increase in input power,  the cryogenic heat exchanger weight is re- 
duced by 30 percent.    For the a-c generator,  it is believed that the increase 
in compressor weight,  complexity,   power,  and cost is not justified by the re- 
duction in heat exchanger weight and size. 

Run 6310 represents the most favorable overall design.    A printout of that 
computer run is givc?n in Figure 43.  This printout is given for record only. 
The location referred to in the printout progresses from the cold end to the 
warm end of the cryosection.    Under "Turboalternators," the turbine wheel di- 
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RUN NUMBER        6310 

ITERATIONS ♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦*♦*  18 

ELEMENT SEQUENCE «62221 
LIQUID FL0W BUT 0F REFRIGERATOR« 0.2695E+00 6/SEC 

LOCATION LOAD( W) TEMP(K) FL0W<G/SEC) 
1 0.5000 4.400 6.257 
2 2.500 12.00 7.861 
3 2.500 35.00 6.425 
4 10.00 120.0 6.294 

CYCLE DESIGN POINTS ?YES 

LOG. P<ATM) TEMPCK) LOC P(ATM) TEMPCK) 

1    1 2.800 5.776 1 2 1.180 4.406 
1   3 1.174 4.400 
2   1 2.828 11.95 2 2 2.814 10.37 
2   3 2.800 5.776 2 4 1.174 4.400 
2   5 1.162 10.31 2 6 1.157 11.07 
2   7 2.814 12.00 
3   1 2.856 34.93 3 2 2.842 29.77 
3   3 2.828 11.95 3 4 1.157 1 1.07 
3   5 1.145 29.58 3 6 1.139 33.19 
3   7 2.842 35.00 
4   1 2.885 119.7 4 2 2.871 103.2 
4  3 2.856 34.93 4 4 1.139 33.19 
4   5 1.128 102.5 4 6 1.122 115.3 
4   7 2.871 120.0 
5   1 2.914 335.0 5 2 2.885 119.7 

5   3 1.122 115.3 5 4 1.100 332.8 

TURB0ALTERNATORS ?YES 

L0C. 
2 
3 
4 

DIA(IN) 
0.7500 
1.250 
2.500 

- TURBOALTERNATORS  
PWR?W) EFFIC. 
69.00 0.4725 
181.2 0.5086 
572.1       0.4674 

LOC. ADM.FRACT. 
2 0.3048 
3 0.2163 
4 0.1453 

PARA.LOSS(W) 
4.376 
6.324 
67.48 

SPEC.SPD. 
22.66 
15.54 
9.894 

RPM 
72724. 
72615. 
63721. 

SPEC.DIAM. 
2.485 
3.524 
5.237 CR-4234-1 

Figure 43.    Computer Results for A-C Generator (Run 6310) (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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L0C. T.BRG.N0. T.LO  C0. T.MIN  F.CIN) 
2 0.1279 0.6327E-01 0.58B0E-03 
3 0.2564 0.65B7E-01 0.5880E-03 
4 0.6863 0.1261 0.I008E-02 

LOG. J.BRG.N0. J«LD  00.   J.MIN  F.(IN) 
2 0.4557 0.8012E-01        0.3006E-03 
3 0.9014 0.8342E-01        0.3006E-03 
A 1.419 0.1596        0.7540E-03 

SKIP  HEAT  EXCHANGER   DESIGN   ?N0 

C0MF0SITE HEAT   EXCHANGERS   ?YES 

BRG.PWR.<W) 
0.9320 

1.777 
23.85 

BL.HT./CUT.DIA. 
3.242 
3.623 
3.123 

L0C. WT(LBS) 
--HEAT   EKCHAN 
LENGTH(CM) V0L<CU.FT.) EFFECT 

2  B 5.131 17.46 0. 7829E-01 0.9901 

2   U 1.330 3.929 0. 2086E-01 0.9637 

3   B 34.98 48.34 0.6442 0.9900 

3   U 6.124 8.856 0.1116 0.9649 

4  B 133.6 86.35 2.905 0.9900 

4   U 15.16 11.55 0.3181 0.9590 

5 B 
0TALS 

305.7 
502.0 

121.6 7.322 
11.40 

0.9899 

FINNED-PLATE  HEAT   EXCHANGERS   ?YES 

L0C. 
2 B 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
5 

T0TALS 

 HEAT  EXCHANGER DESIGN   
WT(LBS) LENGTHCOM)      V0L<CU.FT.) EFFECT 

FINNED  PLATE  HYDRAULIC   DIA.   T00  BIG 
FINNED   PLATE HYDRAULIC   DIA.   T00 BIG 
95.00 572.2 1.827 0.9900 
1^.04 92.03 0.2430 0.9768 
297.0 738.6 7.975 0.9900 
39.56 200.8 1.162 0.9594 
910.7 2494. 43-50 0.9899 
1356. 52.70 

CENTRIFUGAL C0MPRESS0R7YES 

F0R   0UTPUT   F0R  ALL  M0DULES#   TYPE     ALL 
F0R   0UTPUT   F0R   FIRST  AND LAST   M0DULE  0NLY,   TYPE     F«L 
ALL  9R   F«L   ?ALL 

CR-4234-2 

Figure 43.    Computer Results for A-C Generator (Run 6310) (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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-CENTRIFUGAL C0MPRESS0R- 

ISENTR0PIC C0MPK. P0WER (KW) 
T0TAL M0T0R SHAFT P0WER (KW) 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (K) 
PRESSURE RATI0 
MASS FL0W (G/SEC) 
SUPPLY LINE DEL P/P 
RETURN LINE DEL P/P 

M0DULE SHAFT PWR (KW)   RPM 
1 11.22   0.5000E+0S 
2 11.25   0.5000E+05 
3 11.27   0.5000E+05 

22.09 
33.74 
322.0 
2.649 
26.84 

0. 
0. 

M0T.SPD.(FPS) 
667.6 
667.6 
667.6 

AER0DYNAMICS 

STAGE SP.SPEED AER0.EFF.        TIP SPD(FPS) DIA.   (IN) 
1 0.479 7E-01 0.6658 1583. 7.255 
2 0.4493E-01 0.6473 1583. 7.255 

3 0.4223E-01 0.6282 1583. 7.255 
4 0.3982E-01 0.6088 1583. 7.255 
5 0.3769E-01 0.5893 1583. 7.255 
6 0.3573E-01 0.5699 1583. 7.255 

STAGE PRESS.RATI0 C00L.EFFCTV. 
1 1.192 0.7405 
2 1 .185 0.7515 
3 1.179 0.7515 
4 1.172 0.7515 
5 1.166 0.7515 
6 1.160 0.7515 

BEARINGS 

M0DULE 
1 
2 
3 

T.BRG.N0. 
3.508 
2.522 
1.845 

T.LD.C0. 
0.606/E-01 
0.4234E-01 
0.3017E-01 

T.MIN   F.CIN) BRG.PWR.(W) 
0.1764E-02 193.2 
0.1764E-02 809.7 
0.1764E-02 227.3 

M0DULE 
1 
2 
3 

J.BRG.N0. 
1 .644 
1 .644 
I .644 

J.LD.C0. 
0.2232 
0.1552 
0.1106 

J.MIN F.(IN) 
0.1223E-02 
0.1223E-02 
0.1223E-02 CR-4234-3 

Figure 43.    Computer Results for A-C Generator (Run 6310) (Sheet 3 of 3) 
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ameters can be seen to range from 0. 75 inch for the coldest turbine (12 K 
inlet temperature) to 2. 5 inch for the warmest turbine (120oK inlet temper- 
ature).   Turbine speeds range from 73, 000 rpm to 64, 000 rpm,  and turbo- 
alternator efficiencies are in the range of 47 to 51 percent. 

The composite heat exchanger is the metal-plastic laminate heat   ex- 
changer. 

The centrifugal compressor consists of three modules,  each with a motor 
and two centrifugal impellers.    Each of the six compression stages is followed 
by a cooler.    Impeller diameters are 7. 3 inches,   and shaft speeds are 50, 000 
rpm. 

Turboalternators for A-C Generators 

All three of the turboalternator designs for the a-c generator refrigerator- 
were examined to find satisfactory operating speeds and geometries to satisfy 
cycle requirements.    Cycle Study Computer Run 6310 established the turbo- 
alternator requirements listed in Table 5.    Also shown are principal turboal- 
ternator design results from the cycle run.    The three power outputs and 
overall efficiencies must be achieved for the conditions of the cycle.    These 
turboalternators, of course, were not optimized in the cycle study; hence the 
wheel tip diameter, admission, and speed are shown only for reference purposes. 

Table 5 

TURBOALTERNATOR REQUIREMENTS 

Inputs and Results 
Inlet Temperature 

12.0CK 35. 0oK 120. 0oK 

Inputs 

Inlet pressure (atm) 2.814 2.842 2.871 

Outlet pressure (atm) 1. 162 1. 145 1.128 

Mass flow (g/sec) 7. 861 6.42 5 6.294 

Results 

Refrigerator power output (w) 69.0 181.2 572. 1 

Overall refrigerator efficiency 0. 4725 0. 5086 0. 4674 
(fraction) 

Wheel tip diameter (in.) 0. 75 1.25 2.50 

Admission arc (fraction) 0. 3048 0. 2163 0. 1453 

Speed (rpm) 72,724 72,615 63, 721 
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Complete partial admission impulse turboalternator preliminary design 
studies were conducted for all three of the stages for the required cycle con- 
ditions.    The best operating geometries were established. 

Results are shown in Table 6, where the pertinent input, output, perfor- 
mance, and geometry features are listed.    It can be seen that the overall ef- 
ficiencies achieved in the detailed designs all exceed the overall efficiencies 
required in the cycle.    This situation is the result of detailed design improve- 
ments made with the turboalternator design program. 

Table 6 

TURBOALTERNATOR DESIGN SUMMARY 
FOR A-C GENERATOR REFRIGERATOR 

Turbine type:   partial admission, radial impulse 
Load alternator type:   permanent magnet 

Journal-bearing type:   self-acting tilting pads 
Thrust-bearing type:   inward pumping, spiral groove 

Design Parameters 
MOL el and Inlet Temperature 

Big Bertha 
(12"K). 

Big Hertha 
(3510 

Grizzly üiant 
(120'JK) 

Total refrigeration power outputs (w) 75.57 191.4 681. 5 
Dt'si^n speed (rpm) 72,060 72,820 64,640 
Maximum speed (rpm) 200,1100 200,000 200,000 

Principal Dimensions 

:i.82 3. 82 Journal bearing span (in.) 
7.64 

Journal and magnet diameter (in. ) 0. 50 0. 50 1. 00 
Tlu-ust bearing outside diameter (in. ) 0.84 0.84 I. 68 
Magnet length (in. ) 0. 705 0. 705 I. 410 

Performance Factors 

21.6 63. Ü Inlet temperature (0Ii) 
216. 0 

Inlet temperaluie ("K) 12. 0 35. 0 120. 0 
Inlet pressure (psia) 41.35 41. 77 42. t<> 
Outlet pressure (psia) 17. 08 16.83 1 6. 58 
Pressure ratio 2.422 2.482 2.545 
Mass flow (Ib/hr) 67. 14 53.44 37. !i2 
Turbine run number 630601006 630602001 630603 005 
Wheel diameter (in. ) 0. 750 1. 250 2.500 
Electromagnetic efficiency (fraction) 0, 0!'S 0. !'85 0. "52 
Number of blades 3 7 ) (' 
Cycle required overall efficiency (fraction) 0. 4725 0. 5086 0. 4674 
Overall efficiency (traction) 0. 480!) 0. 5127 0. 4304 
Specific Speed 23.57 1 5. 95 10. 7n 
Total friction losseo tw) 4.89 ". 03 03.66 

Design Geometry 

0. U6Ö 0. 221B Admission (fraction) 
0. 1 i67 

Cutter diameter (in. ) 0.027« 0  02 f3 0, 0470 
Blade height (in. ) '    0"3 5 0. 1005 0   1,534 
t!lade-height-to-di.imeter ratio . ..<() .1. 707 i   26 1 
Blade .ingle (rieg) 60. 0 'iO. 0 00  0 
Xozzle angle (dcg) 80. 0 80. 0 80  0 

|( 11-2314 | 
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The complete computer design results are shown in Figures 44 through 
46.   The following paragraphs explain the computer output and define the terms 
used in these figures. 

Below the title, the design case number is used to key the run to the cycle 
program and to identify the particular turbine design run with a code system. 
Then the gas selected in the turbine design run is printed. 

• Overall Performance.    The refrigeration power output for a single- 
stage turbine is equal to the electrical power output.    Electrical 
power output is the net total refrigeration power output after all the 
losses have been absorbed, but losses through the three-phase alter- 
nator load lines to ambient are not included.    The shaft speed is as 
shown, but the optimum speed is probably about 10 percent lower 
than shown, because the speed selected was based on the hydraulic 
efficiency.    Then the parasitic losses are added.    Hence the net result 
is that the optimum turboalternator speed should be slightly lower 
than the design speed shown.    The overall efficiency shown in based 
on the net electrical power or refrigeration power output; hence all 
turboalternator losses are included. 

• Temperatures, Pressures, and Flow.    The inlet overall and outlet 
temperatures are exactly what the refrigeration cycle experiences. 

Inlet, nozzle, and outlet pressures are shown next.    The inlet pressure 
is the total pressure into the nozzle.    The outlet pressure is the static 
pressure at the exducer discharge.    The pressure ratio is the ratio of 
the inlet total pressure to the nozzle to the outlet static pressure at 
the exducer. 

Next the mass flow rate in three sets of units is shown. 

• Primary Dimensions.    The principal aerodynamic derived dimensions 
around the turbine are shown.    The wheel tip diameter is shown, and 
the blade axial length at the impeller tip diameter is shown.    The num- 
ber of blades listed is an input and is limited for manufacturing consid- 
erations. 

• Thrust Bearing.    The load on the thrust bearing is based on vertical 
operation and the number of g's of acceleration to be experienced. 
The thrust bearing outside diameter is next shown as the diameter 
ratio of the thrust bearing inside diameter to the outside diameter of 
the thrust runner.    The clearance-to-diameter ratio is the actual 
clearance on the loaded side of the thrust bearing to the thrust runner 
tip diameter and is an input value.    The load coefficient is a dimen- 
sionless parameter.    The clearance oh the loaded side of the thrust 
bearing is listed, which is a consequence of the thrust bearing diam- 
eter and clearance-to-diameter ratio specified.    The friction power 
shown is the friction power for only the loaded side of the thrust 
bearing. 
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TURBOALTERNATOR PARTIAL ADMISSION RADIAL 
DESIGN POINT COMPUTER OUTPUT 

IMPULSE 

DESIGN CASE 
GAS IS HELIUM 

REFRIGERATION PMR OUT (rtATFS) 
ELECTRICAL POrtER OUTPUT (WATTS) 
SPEED (RPM) 
OVERALL EFFICIENCY (FRACTION) 

TEMPERATURES,PRESSURES,FLOW 
INLET TEMPERATURE (R) 
INLET TEMPERATURE (K) 
OVERALL TEMPERATURE DROP (R) 
OVERALL TEMPERATURE DROP (IO 
OUTLET TEMPERATURE EXIT (R) 
OUTLET TEMPERATURE EXIT (K) 

INLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 
INLET PRESSURE (ATM) 
OUTLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 
DUTLHT PRESSURE (ATM) 
PRESSURE RATIO 
FLOW (LB/SEC) 
FLOW (LR/MR) 
FLOW (G/SEC) 

PRIMARY DIMENSIONS 
WHEEL TIF DIAMETER (IN) 
NUMRER OF RLADES 
RLADE HEIGHT (IN) 
RLADE HT. CUT. DIA. RATIO 

THRUST REARING 
LOAD(LHS.)f 
OUTSIDE DIAMETER(IM), 
DIAMETER RATIO 
CLEAR. TO DIA. RATIO 
LOAD COEFFICIENT 
REARING NUMBER 
CLEARANCE, LOADSIDE (I!.') 
FRICTION POWER(WATTS) 

630601006 

0.7b57E+02 
0.7557E+02 
0.7296E+05 
0.4809E+00 

PTHL 
PTA 
N 
ETATA 

0.2160E+02 TO 
0.120ÜE+02 TA 
3.3089E+0I 
0.I7JÖE+01 TEDK 
0.185tE+02 T4R 
0.I02RE+02 T4K 

0.4135E+02 PO 
0.2P.14E+0I PA 
0.1703E+02 P3 
0.1I62E+0I PR 
0.2422E+01 PR 
0.1865E-0I W 
0.67I4E+02 WR 
0.P467E+01 WA 

0.7500E+OO D 
0.3700E+02 Z 
0.9353E-0I RH 
0.3360E+01 RHCD 

0.3449E+00 RTL 
0.R4OOE+00 DT 
0,6348E+00 DR 
0.7000E-03 PDCR 
0.63R0F-O1 PTC 
0.1284E+00 RTN 
0.5880E-03 PLC 
0.10P9E+00 BTPL 

JOURNAL   REARING 
LOAD(LRS.) 
LOAD COEFFICIENT 
REARING  NU MRER 
CLEAR.   TO  DIA.   RATIO 
MACHINED  CLEARANCE   (IN) 
PIV.   FILM  THlCKdN) 
FRICTION  POWER(WATTS) 

0.172ÖF+00 PJL 
Ö.8030E-01 RJC 
0.4577E+00 RCN 
0.731ÖE-03 RCDR 
0,3653E-03 RMC 
0.3GOÖE-O3 RJMF 
0.3R0IE+00 PJPL 

CR-2315-1 

Figure 44.    Turboalternator Partial-Admission Radial Impulse Design Point 
Computer Output (Design Case 630601006) (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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DESIGN CASE 630601006 

jno  STAGE PERFORMANCE 
OTHER STAGE IN TEMP (K) 
TOTAL MEAT LEAK (WATTS) 
EXIT TEMPERATURE (K) 
SHAFT HEAT LEAK (WATTS) 
HÜUSG HEAT LEAK (WATTS) 

0. TOA 
0. PHL 
0.I02aE+02 T4KH 
0. PHLS 
0. PHLH 

(JAS BEARINGS 
ROTATING ASSEMBLY WEIGHT (LBS) 
ACCELERATION OF GRAVITY ("G") 
TOT. BEARING FRICTION (WATTS) 

0.3449E+00 RAW 
0.1000E+01 ACG 
0.9394E+00  PLB 

PERFORMANCE FERMS 
ISENTRQPIC HEAD 
HY^R^üLIC EFF., 
HYDRAULIC EFF., 
HYüRAJLIC EFF., 
TIP CLEARANCE EFF. CORRECTION 
TRAIL EDGE EFF. CORRECTION 
BLADE RE. NO. EFF. CORH. 

(FT) 
FIRST  TERM 
SECOND TERM 
THIRD TERM 

ALTERNATOR 
ALTERNATOR 
ALTFRii ATOR 

GAP   FLUX   (KGAUSS) 
CORE  LOSS  CÜ[£FF. 
COPPER  LOSS  CGEFF. 

TEMPERATURE  WHEEL  EXIT GAS   (R) 
TURBINE  BLADE  DISC  VOL.   FLOW   (CFS) 

0.Ö2I0E+0A 
0.6893E+00 
0.I246E+00 
0.5416H-04 
0.9769F+00 
0.O22 3E+00 
0.1006E+0I 

0.6153E+0I 
0.26C39E+01 
0,8805E+02 

HS 
ETAHI 
ErAH2 
ETAH3 
LC 
LE 
LR 

AR 
KA 
KB 

0,in3IE+02 T3 
0.

,
J354E-0I  03 

PERFQRMANCE FACTORS 
TIP SPEED TO SPOUTING VEL.RATIO 
NOZZLE COEFFICIENT 
SPECIFIC SPEED 
SPECIFIC DIAMETER 
FLO,. FACTOR 

WHEEL EFFICIENCY (FRACTION) 
HYDRAULIC EFFICIENCY (FRACTION) 
ELECTROMAGNET EFF. (FRACTION) 

ISFNTROP 10 Pi JW ER (WATTS) 
ME6L POWER OUTPUT (WATTS) 
SHAFT POWER OUTPUT (WATTS) 

PARASITIC LOSSES (WATTS) 
ALTERNATOR TOTAL EM 
fU:niME DISC FRICTION 
JOURNAL DIAM SHAFT FRICTION 
ALTERNATOR GAP FRICTION 
BEARING FRICTION 
SUM ALL PARASITIC LOSSES 

0.3779E+00 
O.OOOOE+00 
0.2357F+02 
0.239BE+01 
0.3705F+01 

SVR 
P3IN 
NS 
OS 
rtSTP 

0.5119E+00 ETAi". 
0.5046"+00 ETAH 
0.99PriE+00 ETFM 

0.1572E+03 PTAS 
Ü,B04,5E+02 PTBW 
0.756Rn+0P PTB 

n.ll37F+00 PLEL 
0,4920E+00 PLDF 
0,3154E+0I PLSF 
O.IH70~+00 PLGh 
0.9394F+00 PL'"! 
0.4886E+01 PLTP CR-2315-2 

Figure 44.    Turboalternator Partial-Admission Radial Impulse Design Point 
Computer Output (Desgin Case 630601006) (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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DESIGN CASE 630601006 

GEOMETR 
WHEEL 
BLADE 
BLADE 
ADM I SS 
ADMI SS 
NOZZLE 
BLADE 
BLADE 
BLADE 
WHEEL 
BLADE 
BLADE 

Y 
TIP CLEARANCE (IN) 
PASSAGE C'JITEH DIAMETER (IN) 
TRAILING EDGE THICKNESS (IN) 
ION ARC (FRACTION) 
ION ARC (DEGREES) 
ANGLE (DEGREES) 
ANCLE (DEGREES) 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (HEG) 
CHORD (IN) 
INSIDE DIAMETER (IN) 
PRESSURE SURFACE RADIUS (IN) 
SUCTION SURFACE RADIUS (IN) 

TOTAL MACHINE SHAFT LENGTH (IN) 
JOURNAL SHAFT DIAMETER (IN) 
JOURNAL FREE SHAFT LENGTH (IN) 
ALTERNATOR DIAMETER (IN) 

MAGNET LENGTH (IN) 
PERIF. SPEElXF.P.S.) 
RADIAL GAP (IN) 

STATOR OVERHANG (IN) 
STATOR LAMINATION DIA. (IN) 
EMPIR. ALTERNATOR DIA.(IN) 
..HEEL BACK SIDE OPTIMUM GAP (IN) 

ALTERNATOR 
ALTERNATOR 
ALTERNATOR 

0,2000E-02 
0.27B4E-01 
0.4000E-02 
0.3165F+00 
0.1140E+03 
O.BOOOF+02 
0.6000E+02 
0. I291F.+02 
0.9616E-0I 
0.5577E+00 
0,5b52E-01 
0.276^£--0I 

0.5050E+01 
0.5000'-+00 
0.3249H+01 
0,5000E+00 
0.Ö236E+00 
0.1593E+03 
0.2875c-01 
0,8625E-01 
0.1845E+01 
0.3364E+00 
0.1469E-ni 

S 
B 
E 
ARC 
ARCD 
ALP2 
BP2 
I 

03 
Y 

SL 
DJ 
PSH 
DC? 
DM 
APS 
G 
DA 
DL 
DGP 
GO 

VELOCITIES 
SPOUTING  VELOCITY   (EPS) 
WHEEL  TIP  SPEED(FPS) 
NOZZLE DISCHARGE VELOCITY   (EPS) 
BLADE   INLET  RELATIVE  VELOCITY(EPS) 
BLADE   INLET  RADIAL  VELOCITY   (EPS) 
BLADE   INLET  RELATIVE MACH  NUMBER 

0.6324E+03 CO 
0.2390E+03 U 
0.5691E+03 C2 
0,1034E+03 W2 
0.9883E+02 V2 
0.1776E+00 MW2 

REYNOLDS  NUMBERS 
BLADE  PASSAGE  REYNOLDS  NO. 
TURBINE  DISC  REYNOLDS  HO. 
JOURNAL  DIAMETER   REYNOLDS  MO, 
ALTERNATOR  ü\?   REYNOLDS  NO. 

0,8474E+05 MRER 
0.1674E+07 MRED 
0.7441E+06 NREJ 
0.3501E+06 NREG 

DRAG COEFFICIENTS 
TURBINE  DISC  DRAG  COEFF. 
JOURNAL  DIAMETER  DRAG  COEFF. 
ALTERNATOR  GAP  MOMENT COEFF. 

0.5040E-02 CMD 
Ü.3Ü27E-02 CDS 
0.9219E-03     CDG 

CR-2315-3 

Figure 44.    Turboalternator Partial-Admission Radial Impulse Design Point 
Computer Output (Design Case 630601006) (Sheet 3 of 3) 

Reproduced  from 
best available  copy. 
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TURROALTtiRMATOH PARTIAL ^DMISSMN RAHIAI 
DESIGM POINT COMPUTEl 

DESIGN CASE 
(MS IS HELIUM 

REFRIGERATIO'J PMH HUT (nATTS) 
ELECTRICAL POWER OUTPUT (WATTS) 
SPEED (SPM) 
OVERALL EFFICIENCY (F RACTI ON) 

TEMPERATURES, PRESSURES,FLOrt 
IMLEf FEWPERAfURE (;?) 
INLET fEMPERATURE (K) 
OVERALL TEMPERATURE OROP (R) 
OVERALL FEMPERATURE DROP (K) 
OUTLET TEMPERATURE EXIT (R) 
OUTLET TEMPERATURE EXIT (tO 

INLE T PRESSURE (PSIA) 
lilLET PRESSURE (ATM) 
OUTLEf PRESSURE (PSIA) 
OUTLET PRESSURE (ATM) 
PRESSURE RATIO 
FLOH (LB/SEC) 
FLOW (LR/HR) 
FLOW (G/SEC) 

RI MARY DV 
-.HEEL TIP 

iENSIOMS 
DIAMETER (IM) 

NUMBER OF BLADES 
CLADS HEIGHT (IN) 
BLADE MT. CUT. DIA. RATIO 

THRUST   REARING 
LOAD(LRS.), 
OUTSIDE DIAMETERdN), 
OIAMETi-K  RATIO 
CLEAR.  TO  DIA.   RATIO 
LOAD COEFFICIENT 
BEARING MUMRHR 
CLEARAMCF.LOAMSIDEdM) 
FRICTION  POWER(WATTS) 

JOURNAL  REARI 'J 
LOA0(L'SS.) 
LOAD COEFPICIENl 
SEARING iiUMRER 
CLEAR.   TO  DIA.   RATIO 
MACHINED  CLEARANCE   (IN) 
PIV.   FILM  THICK(IN) 
FRICTION POWER(WATTS) 

Figure 45.    Turboalternator Partial-Admission Radial Impulse Design Point 
Computer Output (Design Case 630602001) (Sheet 1 of 3) 

ON   RADIAL   I WULST: 
OUTPUT 

630602001 

0.I914E+03 PTHL 
0.19I4E+03 PT v 
0.7232E+05 »i 

0.5127E+OO FTAT,^ 

0.6300E+02 TO 
0.3500r+02 TA 
0.9327E+0I TEDR 
0.5459E+01 TEDK 
0.5317E+02 T4R 
0.29rj4E+n2 T4K 

0.4177E+02 PO 
0.2842E+01 PA 
0.IÖ33E+02 P3 
0. 114;iE+01 PR 
Ü.2482E+0I MM rn 
0.I434E-01 h 

0.5344E+02 W3 
0.6739F+0I WA 

0.1250E+01 r-. 

0.59C0F+0? z 
0,I085E+00 RH 
0.3707E+01 RHCD 

0,3b2^F+00 R LL 
o.:;4aor:+oo Of 
0.654RE+00 np 
0.7000E-03 MDCR 
0.6622F-01 RTG 
0.2t)74F+O0 nXN 
0.5380E-03 RLC 
0.2147E+00 ^TPL 

0. I764F.+00 "JL 
0.8 366E-01 RJC 
0.9041E+00 nCN 
0.7402E-n? RCOR 
0.3701E-03 BMC 

RJMF 0.300ÖE-00. CR-2316-1 
0.71BOE-I-00 RJPL 
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DESIGN CASE 630602001 

TWO STAGE PERFORMANCE 
OTHER STAGE IN TEMP (K) 
TOTAL HEAT LEAK (WATTS) 
EXIT TEMPERATURE <K) 
SHAFT HEAT LEAK (WATTS) 
HQUSG HEAT LEAK (WATTS) 

GAS BEARINGS 
ROTATING ASSEMBLY WEIGHT (LBS) 
ACCELERATION OF GRAVITY ("G") 
TOT. BEARING FRICTION (WATTS) 

PERFORMANCE TERMS 
ISENTRQPIC HEAD (FT) 
HYDRAULIC EFF., 
HYDRAULIC EFF. t 
HYDRAULIC EFF., 
TIP CLEARANCE EFF. CORRECTION 
TRAIL EDGE EFF. CORRECTION 
rjLADE RE. MO, EFF. CORR. 

FIRST TERM 
SECOND TERM 
THIRD TERM 

ALTERNATOR 
ALTERNATOR 
ALTERNATOR 

GAP FLUX (KGAUSS) 
CORE LOSS COEFF. 
COPPER LOSS COEFF. 

0. TO A 
0. PHL 
0.2954E+02 T4KH 
0. PHLS 
0. PHLH 

TEMPERATURE WHEEL EXIT GAS (R) 
TURBINE BLADE DISC VOL. FLOW (CFS) 

0.3528E+00 
0.1000E+0I 
0.1789F+0I 

0.I853E+05 
0.Ö846E+00 
0.1047E+00 
0.6602E-04 
0.9854E+00 
0.9403F+00 
0.9987F+00 

0.154tE+02 
0.I945E+01 
0.2040E+O2 

0.5272B+02 
0.1245E+00 

RAW 
ACG 
PLB 

HS 
ETAH1 
ETAH2 
ETAii3 
LC 
LE 
LR 

AB 
KA 
KB 

T3 
03 

PERFORMANCE FACTORS 
TIP SPEED TO SPOUTING VEL.RATIO 
NOZZLE COEFFICIENT 
SPECIFIC SPEED 
SPECIFIC DIAMETER 
FLOW FACTOR 

WHEEL EFFICIENCY (FRACTION) 
HYDRAULIC EFFICIENCY (FRACTION) 
ELHCTROHAONHT EFF. (FRACTION) 

ISENTHOPIC POWER (WATTS) 
WHEEL POWER 3UTPUT (WATTS) 
SHAFT POWER OUTPUT (WATTS) 

0.363OF+00 5VR 
0.9000E+(1 PSIN 
0.I595E+02 NS 
0.3444E+01 DS 
0.498ÖE+01 WSTP 

0.536OF+00 ETAW 
0.5798F+00 FT AH 
0.9850E+00 ETSM 

0.3732E+03 FTAS 
0.2004E+03 PTBW 
0.1943E+0? FTP 

PARASITIC LOSSES (WATTS) 
ALTERNATOR TOTAL EM 
TURBINE DISC FRICTION 
JOURNAL DIAM SHAFT FRICTION- 
ALTERNATOR GAP FRICTION 
BEARING FRICTION 
SUM ALL PARASITIC LOSSES 

0.2959E+01 PLEL 
0.2-632 F+01- PLDF 
0.I629E+01 PLSF 
0.II99F+00 PLGF 
0.I789E+01 PLB 
Ü.9029F+0I PLTP CR-2316-2 

Figure 45.    Turboalternator Partial-Admission Radial Impulse Design Point 
Computer Output (Design Case 630602001) (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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DESIGN CASE 630602001 

GEOMETR 
rtHEEL 
BLADE 
RLADE 
ADMISS 
ADMISS 
MUZZLE 
3LADH 
BLADE 
BLADE 
nHFEL 
BLADE 
BLADE 

TIP CLEAfiANCF (IN) 
PASSAGE CUTTER DIAMETER 
THAILINÜ EDGE THICKNESS 
ION ARC (FRACTION) 
ION ARC (DEGREES) 
ANGLE (DEGREES) 
ANGLE (DEGREES) 
INCIDENCE ANGLE (DFG) 
CHORD (IN) 
INSIDE DIAMETER (IN) 
PRESSURE SURFACE RADIUS 
SUCTION SURFACE RADIUS 

0,2000E-02 S 
(III)  0.2928E-0I D. 
(IN)  0.4000E-0? E 

0.2216E+00 ARC 
0.7973E+02 ARCD 
0.8000E+02 ALP2 
0.6000E+02 BP2 
0.I335E+02 I 
0.1055E+00 C 
0.1039E+0I D3 

(IN)  0.6094E-01 Y 
(IN)  0.3166E-01 X 

TOTAL MACHINE SHAFT LENGTH (IN) 
JOURNAL SHAFT DIAMETER (IN) 
JOURNAL FREE SHAFT LENGTH (IN) 
ALTERNATOR DIAMETER (IN) 

MONET LENGTH (IN) 
PERIF. SPEED(F.P.S.) 
RADIAL GAP (IN) 

STATOR OVERHANG (IN) 
STATOR LAMINATION DIA. (IN) 
EM PIR, ALTERNATOR DIA.(IN) 
vVHEEL BACK SIDE OPTIMUM GAP (IN) 

ALTERNATOR 
ALTERNATOR 
ALTERNATOR 

0.5050E+0I SL 
0.5000E+00 DJ 
0.3I78E+01 DSH 
0.5000E+00 DG 
0.6992E+00 DM 
0.1590E+03 APS 
0.2875E-0I G 
0.B625E-0I DA 
0.1845E+01 DL 
0.4286F+00 DGE 
0.2215E-OI GD 

VELOCITIES 
SPOUTING VELOCITY (EPS) 
WHEEL TIP SPEED(FPS) 
NOZZLE DISCHARGE VELOCITY (EPS) 
BLADE INLET RELATIVE VELOCITY(EPS) 
RLADE 
BLADE 

IML 
INL 

El 
ET 

RADIAL VELOCITY (FPS) 
RELATIVE MACH NUMBER 

0. I092r-+04 CO 
0.3975E+03 U 
0.9832F+03 C2 
0.I7R2E+03 ;.2 
0.I707E+03 y/2 
0,1799E+00 MIV2 

REYNOLDS NUMBERS 
UADE PASSAGE REYNOLDS NO. 
TURBINE DISC REYNOLDS NO. 
JOURNAL DIAMETER REYNOLDS NO. 
ALTERNATOR GAP REYNOLDS NO. 

0.2714n+05 NRER 
0.8026E+06 MRED 
0.I2B4E+06 NREJ 
0.6042E+05 MREG 

DRAG COEFFICIENTS 
TURBINE DISC DRAG COEFF. 
JOURNAL DIAMETER DRAG COEFF. 
ALTERNATOR GAP MOMENT COEFF. 

0.5927E-02 CMD 
0.4696E-02 CDS 
0.I5Ö2H-02 CDG CR-2316-3 

Figure 45.    Turboaiternator Partial-Admission Radial Impulse Design Point 
Computer Output (Desgin Case 630602001) (Sheet 3 of 3) 

Reproduced from 
best available copy. 
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TURBOALTERNATOR PARTIAL ADMISSION RADIAL IMPULSE 
DESIGN POINT COMPUTER OUTPUT 

Ö3Ü603005 

0.6815F+03 PTHL 
0.68I5E+03 PTA 
0.6464E+05 N 
0.4804E+00 ETATA 

DESIGN  CASE 
GAS   IS  HELIUM 

REFRIGERATION  PWR OUT   (WATTS) 
ELECTRICAL  POWER OUTPUT   (WATTS) 
SPEED   (RPM) 
OVERALL  EFFICIENCY   (FRACTION) 

TEMPERATURES» PRESSURES,FLOW 
INLET  TEMPERATURE   (R) 
INLET  TEMPERATURE   (K) 
OVERALL TEMPERATURE DROP   (R) 
OVERALL TEMPERATURE DROP   (K) 
OUTLEF TEMPERATURE   EXIT   (R) 
OUTLET  TEMPERATURE   EXIT   (K) 

INLET  PRESSURE   (PSIA) 
INLET  PRESSURE   (AT-0 
OUTLET  PRESSURE   (PSIA) 
OUTLET  PRESSURE   (ATM) 
PRESSURE  RATIO 
FLOW   (LB/SEC) 
FLOW   (LP/HR) 
FLOW   (G/SEC) 

PRIMARY  DIMENSIONS 
WHEEL  TIP  DIAMETER   (IN) 
NUMBER  OF  BLADES 
BLADE  HEIGHT   (IN) 
BLADE  HT.   CUT.   DIA.   RATIO 

THRUST  BEARING 
LOAD(LBS.), 
OUTSIDE  DIAMETER(IN), 
DIAMETER   RATIO 
CLEAR.   TO  DIA.   RATIO 
LOAD COEFFICIENT 
BEARING  NUMBER 
CLEARANCE,LOAUSIDE(IN) 
FRICTION   POWER(WATTS) 

JOURNAL  BEARING 
LOAD(LBS.) 
LOAD COEFFICIENT 
BEARING  NUMBER 
CLEAR.   TO  DIA.   RATIO 
MACHINED  CLEARANCE   (IN) 
PIV.   FILM   fHICK(IN) 
FRICTION   POWER(WATTS) 

Figure 46.    Turboaiternator Partial-Admission Radial Impulse Design Point 
Computer Output (Design Case 630603005) (Sheet 1 of 3) 

0.2I60E+OB TO 
0.I200E+03 TA 
0.,??2OE+02 TEDR 
0.1794E+02 TEDK 
O.I837E+03 T4R 
0.1021E+O3 T4K 

0.42J9E+02 PO 
0.2871E+Ol PA 
0.1658E+02 P3 
0.)12BE+O1 PB 
0.2545E+0! PR 
0.1609E-01 W 
0.5792E+02 rtB 
0.7304E+0I WA 

0.2500E+OI n 
0.7700E+02 z 
O.I534E+00 RH 
0.?264E+01 PHCH 

Ü.2687E+01 RTL 
0.i6B0E+0l DT 
0.654BP+00 DR 
0.6000^-03 ROCH 
0.12B0H+00 PTC 
a.695BE+0J PTN 
J.I008E-0? HLC 
0.3480F+01 RTPL 

0.I343F+01 RJL 
0.162IE+00 RJC 
0.I429E+01 BCN 
0.6318E-03 RCOR 
0.831«E-03 mc 
0.7540E-03 BJMF 
0.873/E+01 RJPLI CR-2317-1 
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OESIGN  CASE 630603005 

TWO  STAGE  PERFORMANCE 
OTHER  STAGE   IN TEMP   (K) 
TOTAL  HEAT LEAK   (WATTS) 
EXIT TEMPERATURE   (<) 
SHAFT HEAT LEAK   (WATTS) 
HOUSG  HEAT LEAK   (WATTS) 

0. TOA 
0. PHL 
O.I02IF+03 T4KH 
0. PHLS 
0. PHLH 

GAS  REARI MGS 
ROTATING   ASSEMBLY  HEIGHT   (IRS) 
ACCELERATION  ÜF  GRAVITY   ("G") 
TOT.   REARING  FRICTION   (WATTS) 

0.P687E+0I RAtV 
O.IOOOE+OI ACJ 
0.?44OF+02     PL^ 

PERFORMANCE TERMS 
ISENTROPIC HEAD   (FT) 
HYDRAULIC  EFF.,   FIRST TERM 
HYDRAULIC  EFF.,   SECOND TERM 
HYDRAULIC   EFF.,   THIRD TERM 
TIP  CLEARANCE   EFF.   CORRECTION 
TRAIL  EDGE  EFF.   CORRECTION 
RLADE   RE.   NO.   EFF.   CORR. 

0.6408F+05 
O.öü^'+OO 
0,986C'fc-01 
0.7247E-04 
O.IOOIE+01 
0.9745F+00 
0.9809E+00 

HS 
FTAHI 
ETAH2 
ETAH3 
LC 
LE 
LR 

ALTERNATOR 
ALTERNATOR 
ALTERNATOR 

GAP  FLUX   (KGAUSS) 
CORE LOSS  COEFF. 
COPPER  LOSS COEFF. 

TEMPERATURE WHEEL  FXIT GAS   (R) 
TURBINE  BLADE  DISC  VOL.   FLOH   (CFS) 

0.5559E+02 AR 
0.I357E+0I KA 
0.^701E+OI KR 

0. )79^F+03 T3 
0.4660E+00 03 

PERFORMANCE  FACTORS 
TIP  SPEED TO  SPOUTING  VEL.RATIO 
NOZZLE COEFFICIENT 
SPECIFIC   SPEED 
SPECIFIC  DIAMETER 
FLOW FACTOR 

0.3449F+00 SVR 
ü.900nE+00 PS IN 
0.I079E+02 NS 
0.4873E+0I DS 
0.9906E+0I WSTP 

WHEEL   EFFICIENCY   (FRACTION) 
HYDRAULIC   EFFICIENCY   (FRACTION) 
ELECTROMAGNET  EFF.   (FRACTION) 

ISENTROPIC  POrt ER   (WATTS) 
WHEEL  POWER OUTPUT   (WATTS) 
SHAFT  POWER  OUTPUT   (WAITS) 

PARASITIC  LOSSES   (WATTS) 
ALTERNATOR  TOTAL  EM 
TURBINE  DISC FRICTION 
JOURNAL  DIAM  SHAFT  FRICTION 
ALTERNATOR  GAP  FRICTION 
REARING  FRICTION 
SUM   ALL  PARASITIC  LOSSES 

0.5464F+00 PTArt 
0.5709F+00 FTAH 
0.9520E+00 FTEM 

0.14I9E+04 PTAS 
0.775IE+03 PTRW 
0.7I76E+03 PTR 

0.3ÖIRF+02 PLEL 
0. I941P+02 PLOF 
0.126IE+0^ PLSF 
0.9626E+00 PLGF 
0.244OE+02 PLR 
0.V366F+02 PLTP CR-2317-2 

Figure 46.    Turboalternator Partial-Admission Radial Impulse Design Point 
Computer Output (Desgin Case 630603005) (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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DESIGN  CASE 630603005 

GEGMETHY 
rtHEEL TIP CLEARANCE  (IN) 
BLADE  PASSAGE  CUTTER  DIAMETER   (IM) 
BLADE  TRAILING  EDGE THICKNESS   (IN) 
ADMISSION   ARC   (FRACTION) 
ADMISSION   ARC   (DEGREES) 
NOZZLE  ANGLE   (DEGREES) 
BLADE  ANGLE   (DEGREES) 
BLADE   INCIDENCE ANGLE   (DEG) 
BLADE  CHORD   (IN) 
ÄHEEL   INSIDE  DIAMETER   (IN) 
BLADE  PRESSURE  SURFACE  RADIUS   (PJ) 
BLADE  SUCriQN  SURFACE  RADIUS   (IN) 

TOTAL  MACHINE  SHAFT LENGTH   (IN) 
JOURNAL  SHAFT  DIAMETER   (IN) 
JOURNAL FREE  SHAFT LENGTH   (IN) 
ALTERNATOR  DIAMETER   (IN) 
ALTERNATOR  MAGNET LENGTH   (IN) 
ALTERNATOR  PER IF.   SPEED(F. P. S. ) 
ALTERNATOR   RADIAL GAP   (IN) 
STATOR  OVERHANG   (IN) 
STATOR  LAMINATION  DIA.   (IN) 
EMPIR.   ALTERNATOR  DIA.(IN) 
«HEEL   BACK  SIDE OPTIMUM GAP   (IN) 

VELOCITIES 
SPOUTING VELOCITY   (EPS) 
WHEEL   TIP  SPEED(FPS) 
NOZZLE DISCHARGE VELOCITY   (EPS) 
BLADE   INLET RELATIVE  VELOCITY(EPS) 
BLADE   INLET  RADIAL  VELOCITY   (EPS) 
BLADE   INLET RELATIVE  MACH  NUMBER 

REYNOLDS  NUMBERS 
BLADE   PASSAGE  REYNOLDS  NO, 
TURBINE  DISC   REYNOLDS  NO. 
JOURNAL  DIAMETER  REYNOLDS  NO. 
ALTERNATOR  GAP   REYNOLDS  NO. 

DRAG COEFFICIENTS 
TURBINE DISC  DRAG COEFF. 
JOURNAL  DIAMETER  DRAG COEFF. 
ALTERNATOR  GAP  MOMENT COEFF. 

0.P000E-02 S 
0.470ÜE-0I B 
0.4000E-02 E 
O.lböyE+OO ARC 
0.5641 E+O;? ARCD 
O.BOOüE+02 ALP2 
0.600ÜE+02 BP2 
0.I390E+02 I 
0.165ÜE-I-00 C 
0.2r70E+OI D3 
0.Q527E-0I Y 
0.4827E-01 X 

0.1000E+02 SL 
0.1000E+0I OJ 
0.6277E+0I DSH 
U.I000E+01 DG 
0.1378E+0I DM 
0.2823E+03 APS 
0.b750F-0t G 
0.1725E+00 DA 
0. ^POE+OI DL 
0.6924E+00 DGE 
0.3992E-0I GD 

0.2046E+04 CO 
0.7056E+O? U 
0,ia41E+04 C2 
0. ^32BE+03 vV2 
0.?!97E+03 V2 
0.I82IE+00 MW2 

0.I03OE+05 NREB 
0.3744E+06 NREO 
0.59O0E+05 NPEJ 
0.28IBE+05 NREG 

0.70nE-02 CMD 
0.5681E-02 CDS 
0.1963F-02     CDG CR-2317-3 

Figure 46.   Turboalternator Partial-Admission Radial Impulse Design Point 
Computer Output (Design Case 630603005) (Sheet 3 of 3) 
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• Journal Bearing.    The load is based on the load to a single journal 
bearing with the number of g accelerations included.    The load coef- 
ficient is a dimensionless parameter.    The bearing number is the 
journal bearing compressibility number, and the clearance-to-diam- 
eter ratio is a calculation of the bearing subroutine and is the ratio 
of the machined pivot film clearance to the journal bearing diameter. 
The machined clearance is also selected from the bearing subroutine, 
as is the pivot film thickness.    The minimum film thickness not shown 
is about 0. 8 of the pivot film thickness and is at the trailing edge of 
the pad.    The friction power shown is the total friction power for one 
of the two identical journal bearings. 

• Gas Bearings.    Rotating assembly weight is the entire rotating as- 
sembly weight including the alternator magnet and turbine wheel. 
Acceleration of gravity is the input g value desired.    The total bearing 
friction loss is the total of both journal bearings and the total of both 
sides of the thrust bearing. 

• Performance Terms.   The isentropic head is the available ideal ex- 
pansion head across the entire turbine from the inlet total pressure 
to the exit static pressure, based on the inlet total temperature.    The 
first hydraulic efficiency term is the basic impulse turbine efficiency 
with a partial-admission correction that allows the leaving velocity to 
be lower than the full-admission counterpart, because of the filling 
and emptying process ct each end of the active arc.    The second term 
accounts for momentum and mixing losses at each end of the active 
arc, where the high-velocity gas enters the blade passage and mixes 
with the latent stagnant gas.    The third term accounts for the pumping 
losses in unshrouded blades, with the residual gas pumping and churn- 
ing in the blade passage. 

The alternator gap flux is the next item listed above with the alterna- 
tor core loss coefficient and the copper loss coefficient.    The wheel 
exit gas temperature is a static temperature.    Next shown is the 
wheel discharge volume flow rate. 

Performance Factors.   The tip-speed-to-spouting-velocity ratio is 
the classical performance term and is ideally 0. 707 for a radial reac- 
tion turbine and 0. 5 for impulse turbines.    For partial-admission 
turbines, the ratio is characteristically around 0. 30.    The nozzle 
coefficient is a semiempirical input value characteristically 0 90 
The specific speed is a parameter used extensively that includes the 
operating variables of rotating speed, volume flow, and isentropic 
head.    The value of specific speed provides a general index of flow 
capability relative to work; low values are associated with relatively 
small passages and high values are associated with relatively large 
passages.    The specific diameter is another overall performance 
parameter that includes the volume flow, isentropic head and turbine 
diameter.    Both specific speed and specific diameter are widely used 
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as an indication of achievable efficiency, as shown by pertinent per- 
formance curves for turbine design. 

The flow factor, a turbine characteristic, is a function of mass flow, 
inlet temperature and pressure, and pressure ratio.    The wheel ef- 
ficiency is the actual efficiency across the wheel, including the Rey- 
nolds number penalty, if any.    The hydraulic efficiency is the wheel 
efficiency before the Reynolds number correction has been made. 
The electromagnetic efficiency is the overall electromagnetic per- 
formance of the permanent magnet alternator.    The isentropic power 
is the ideal power available with the isentropic head and mass flow 
to the turbine nozzle.    The wheel power output is the actual power 
from the wheel to the shaft.    The shaft output is the wheel power out- 
put less the windage and bearing losses. 

• Parasitic Losses.    The sum of the alternator electromagnetic losses 
is shown.    The journal diameter shaft friction loss is the net friction 
loss of the journal diameter that does not include the bearing losses 
or alternator windage friction loss.    The alternator gap friction loss 
is the windage loss between the stator and the magnet.    The bearing 
friction loss shown is the total of all the gas bearing friction losses. 
The sum of all parasitic losses is the sum of all precedirg losses 
listed. 

• Geometry.    The wheel tip clearance is the axial tip clearance of the 
blades at the wheel tip outside diameter.    The blade passage cutter 
diameter is the selected input value based on the diameter and de- 
sired ratio of the blade height to the cutter diameter.    The blade 
trailing edge thickness is an input value that critically affects the 
efficiency.    The partial-admission arc is shown as a fr ction and in 
degrees. 

The nozzle angle is the nozzle input angle.    The blade angle is the 
entrance angle of the blade and is typically around 60 degrees.    The 
blade incidence angle is the angle required for zero flow separation 
for this particular design.    The blade chord is the radial distance 
across the blade.    The blade inside diameter is at the blade trailing 
edges.    The approximate blade pressure and suction surface radii 
are listed for a constant gas passage-width design. 

The total machine shaft length is from one end of the shaft to the 
other and is an input specification.    The journal shaft diameter is an 
input value.    The journal shaft length is the length required for the 
journal bearings and the alternator stator.    The alternator diameter 
is an input value and is usually set equal to the journal diameter.    The 
magnet has no hole in the center. 

The alternator magnet length is a value calculated by the computer 
program.   It is based on the electromagnetic efficiency and the power 
output requirements.    The alternator peripheral speed is an index 
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for the strength of the platinum cobalt magnet.    The alternator radial 
gap is between the shaft and stator.    The stator overhang is the amount 
of stator overhanging each end of the magnet.    The stator lamination 
diameter is outside the diameter of the lamination. 

• Velocities.   Spouting velocity is the ideal isentropic velocity based 
on the isentropic head.    The wheel tip spsed is shown for stress con- 
siderations.    The nozzle discharge velocity is based on the flow ge- 
ometry and number of blades.    The blade inlet relative velocity, ra- 
dial velocity, and relative Mach number are based on the geometry 
and nozzle discharge velocity. 

The empirical alternator diameter is an alternate relationship for 
sizing the alternator magnet. The wheel backside optimum gap is 
the best operating clearance to minimize friction and pumping losses. 

• Reynolds Numbers.    The blade passage Reynolds number shown is 
a performance correction factor.    The turbine disk Reynolds number 
is needed to determine the turbine disk losses.    The journal diameter 
Reynolds number is used for the free shaft length windage losses. 
The alternator gap Reynolds number, based on the alternator stator- 
tc-rotor gap, is for the windage loss determination. 

• Drag Coefficients.    The turbine disk drag coefficient is used to obtain 
the friction drag.    Then the journal diameter drag coefficient and 
alternator gap drag coefficient are determined from their respective 
Reynolds numbers. 

Because the lowest temperature turbine for this refrigerator resulted in 
a design specific speed of 23. 57, it appeared worthwhile to evaluate the full- 
admission reaction turboalternator counterpart.    Hence a design study was 
conducted to determine the best efficiency and operating conditions for the full- 
admission turbine.    A comparison of results is shown in Table 7. 

The overall efficiency shows an improvement from 0. 481 for the partial- 
admission turbine to 0. 704 for the full-admission turbine.    The partial-ad- 
mission turbine design shown is certainly within the realm of producibility 
and is practical, based on past experience.    Some of the design entries for 
the full-admission turbine may be considered uncertain until further detailed 
engineering evaluations have been conducted. 

The most outstanding point of conjecture can be wunin the design of the 
turbine wheel itself, where a 0. 80-inch-diameter turbine wheel will require 
44 blades to achieve the relatively high efficiency shown.    The manufacture 
of such a turbine wheel is expected to be possible, but at the same time no 
turbine wheel this exotic has been built, because a three-dimensional milling 
approach will be necessary with very small cutters and sophisticated tooling. 
On the other hand, it is very possible that the 44 blades can be reduced in 
number, with some loss in efficiency, and yet be able to achieve a greater ef- 
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Table 7 

COMPARISON OF PAKT1AL- AND FULL-ADMISSION 
TUHBOALTFKNATOHS 

Model:   Big Bertha 
Load alternator type:   permanent magnet 

Journal-bearing type:   self-acting tilting pads 
Thrust-bearing type:   inward pumping, spiral groove 

Turbine Type 
Design Parameters Partial-Admission Full-Admission 

Radial Impulse Radial Reaction 

lotal refrigeration power outputs (w) 75.59 110. 6 

Design speed (rpm) 72,960 96,900 

Maximum speed (rpm) 200,000 200,000 

Principal Dimensions 

Journal-bearing span (in. ) 3.82 3.82 

Journal and magnet diameter (in. ) 0.50 0.50 

Thrust-bearing outside diameter (in. ) 0.84 Ü. 84 

Magnet length (in. ) 0.705 0. 705 

Performance Factors 

Inlet temperature (0R) 21.6 21.6 

Inlet temperature ("K) 12.0 12.0 

Inlet pressure (p-sia) 41.35 41. 35 

Outlet pressure (psia) 17. 08 17.08 

Pressure ratio 2.422 2.422 

Mass flow (Ib/hr) 67. 14 67. 14 

Turbine run number 630601006 630601007 

Wheel diameter (in. ) 0. 750 0.800 

Electromdgnetic efficiency (fraction) 0. 098 0. 998 

Number of blades 37 44 

Overall efficiency (fractiot;) 0.481 0. 701 

Specific speed 23.57 3 0.50 

Total friction losses (w) 4.89 9. 90 

Design Geometry 

Admission (fraction) 0.3165 1,00 

Cutter diameter (in. ) 0,0278 -- 

Blade height (in. ) 0. 0935 0. 0222 

HIadc-height-to-diameter ratio 3.36 -- 

Hlade angle (deg) 60.0 0, 0 

Nozzle angle (deg) 80. 0 81.9 

CH-2313 
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ficiency than that shown for the partial-admission turbine.   All of these fac- 
tors should be investigated further in Phase II of this program. 

The complete full-admission radial turbine design is shown on Figure 47. 
The computer printout Ir.y many elements the same as the partial-admission 
turbine design program; a detailed description of the radial reaction t'^boal- 
ternator design point program output follows. 

Below the title, the design case number (up to 13 digits) is used to key 
the run to the cycle program and to identify the particular turbine design run 
with any convenient code system.    Then the gas selected in the turbine design 
run is printed. 

• Overall Performance.    Electrical power output is the net total re- 
frigeration power output after all the losses have been absorbed, but 
Josses through the three-phase alternator load lines to ambient are 
not included.    The speed is as shown, but the optimum speed is prob- 
ably 5 to 10 percent lower than that shown, because the speed selected 
was based on the hydraulic efficiency.    Then the parasitic losses 
were added.   Hence the net result is that the optimum turboalternator 
speed should be slightly lower than the design speed shown.    The 
overall efficiency is shown based on the net electrical power or re- 
frigeration power output; hence all turboalternator losses are included. 

• Temperatures, Pressures, and Flow. The inlet, overall, and outlet 
temperature drop and outlet temperatures are exactly the tempera- 
tures the refrig. ration cycle experiences. 

Inlet, nozzle, and outlet pressures are shown next.    The inlet pres- 
sure is the total pressure into the nozzle.    The nozzle exit pxessure 
is the local static pressure out of the nozzle and into the radial reac- 
tion wheel.    The outlet pressure is the static pressure at the exducer 
discharge.    The pressure ratio is the ratio of the inlet total pressure 
to the nozzle to the outlet static pressure at the exducer.    Next the 
mass flow in three sets of units is shown. 

• Primary Dimensions.    The principal aerodynamic-derived dimen- 
sions around the turbine are shown.    The wheel tip diameter is also 
shown. 

The blade axial length at the impeller tip diameter is shown, and the 
exducer tip diameter and hub diameter are listed.    The number of 
blades listed is a function of the optimum aerodynamic performance 
based on a negative incidence angle, which results in no flow separa- 
tion at the entrance into the wh«3el.    The apparent resulting large 
number of blades shown will have to be considered in conjunction 
with practical manufacturing co ^siderations.    Then the performance 
will have to be decreased from that shown. 

• Thrust Bearing.    The load on the thrust bearing is based on vertical 
operation and the number of g's of acceleration to be experienced. 
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Figure 47,    Turboalternator Full-Admission Radial Reaction Design Point 
Computer Output (Design Case 630601007) (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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Figure 47.    Turboalternator Full-Admission Radial Reaction Design Point 
Computer Output (Design Case 630601007) (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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Figure 47.    Turboalternator Full-Admission Radial Reaction Design Point 
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The thrust bearing outside diameter is next shown.    The diameter 
ratio is the ratio of the thrust bearing inside diameter to the outside 
diameter of the runner.   The clearance-to-diameter ratio is the actual 
clearance on the loaded side of the thrust bearing to the thrust runner 
tip diameter and is an input value. 

The load coefficient is a dimensionless parameter.    The clearance 
on the Joaded side of the thrust bearing is listed, which is a conse- 
quence of the thrust bearing diameter and clearance-to-diameter 
ratio specified.    The friction power shown is the friction power for 
only the loaded side of the thrust bearing. 

• Journal Bearing.    The load is based on the load to a single journal 
bearing with the number of g accelerations included.    The load coef- 
ficient is a dimensionless load parameter.    The bearing number is 
the journal bearing compressibility number, and the clearance-to- 
diameter ratio is a result of the bearing subroutine program and is 
the machined pivot-film-clearance-to-journal-bearing-diameter 
ratio.    The machined clearance is the clearance selected from the 
bearing subroutine program.    The pivot film thickness is taken from 
the bearing subroutine program.    The minimum film thickness not 
shown is about 0. 8 of the pivot film thickness and is at the trailing 
edge of the pad.    The friction power shown is the total friction power 
for one of the two identical journal bearings. 

• Gas Bearings.    Rotating assembly weight is the entire rotating as- 
sembly weight including the alternator magnet and turbine wheel 
Acceleration of gravity is the input g value desired.    The total bearing 
friction loss is the total of both journal bearings and the total of both 
sides of the thrust bearing. 

• Performance Terms,    isentropic head is the available ideal expansion 
head across the entire turbine from the inlet total pressure to the 
exit static pressure, based on the inlet total temperature.    The ex- 
ducer leaving loss is the axial velocity head loss leaving the exducer. 
The leaving loss is expressed as a fraction of the total isentropic 
head. 

The alternator gap flux is next listed, along with the alternator core 
loss coefficient and the copper loss coefficient.    The nozzle exit 
gas static temperature is the static temperature.    The exducer gas 
temperature is the static temperature.    Next shown is the exducer 
discharge flow. 

• Performance Factors.    The tip-speed-to-spouting-velocity ratio is 
the classical performance term and is ideally 0. 707 for a radial 
reaction turbine and 0. 5 for classical impulse turbines.    The turbine 
pressure reaction ratio is the reaction ratio based on the pressure 
at the inlet to the nozzle, at the exit of the nozzle, and at the exit of 
the turbine wheel exducer.    The pressure reaction ratio is the fiac- 
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tion of the pressure drop across the turbine wheel, as compared with 
the overnl pressure drop across the stage.   This pressure reaction 
ratio xs slightly different from the classical enthalpy reaction rao 
expression. 

The specific speed is a parameter used extensively that includes the 
operating variables of rotating speed, volume flowf and isentrop'c 
head     The value of specific speed provides a general index of flow 
capability relative to work with low values associated with relatively 
small passages and high value associated with relatively large flow 

The specific diameter is another overall performance parameter 
that includes the volume flow, ideal specific work, and diameter of 
the turbine.   Both specific speed and specific diameter are widely 
used as an indication of achievable efficiency, as shown by pertinent 
penormance curves for turbine design. 

HV^ IT^ ^ ! Characteristic of the turbine as a function of mass 
flow, inlet temperature, and pressure and is a function of pressure 

wlt^h JR!      M
1
 
effic

K
ienc^ is the actual efficiency across the wheel, 

with the Reynolds number penalty, if any. included.    The hydraulic 
elficiency is the wheel efficiency before the Reynolds number correc- 
tion has been made, and the electromagnetic efficiency is the overall 
electromagnetic performance of the permanent magnet alternator 
The isentropic power is the ideal power available with the laentropic 
head and mass flow to turbine nozzle.    The wheel power output is the 
actual power from the wheel to the shaft, and the shaft output is the 
wheel power output less the windage and bearing losses. 

' j^agiticLosses.    The total alternator electromagnetic losses are 
f^f J     ^"Ti diameter shaft action loss is the net friction 
loss of the journal diameter that does include the bearing losses or 
alternator windage friction loss.   The alternator gap friftion loss is 
the windage loss between the stator and the magnet.    The bearing 
friction loss shown is the total of all the gas bearing friction losses. 
The sum of all parasitic losses is the sum of ail the preceding losses. 

' mSrS^ ^1 Wwel tiP clearance is the a^al tip clearance of the 
L thl r?H   rt

W    !   tlP OUtSide diameter-    The exducer tip clearance 
! Jhe radial tip clearance at the tip of the exducer.    The nozzle angle 

is the nozzle angle based on the best aerodynamic conditions.    The 
blade angle is the entrance of the blade and is zero for all radial re- 

thP r^rf r W!leelS-    ^ 0ther blade anSle is not consistent with the rest of this design computer program. 

Son ^ad
t
e

h
incid^ce angle is the angle required for zero flow separa- 

tion for this particular design.   It is the same angle as the relative 
velocity from the radial velocity component.    The exducer tip blade 
angle is the resultant angle at the exducer tip. based on no swirl in 
the exit velocity. 
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The total machine shaft length is from one end of ihe shaft to the 
other and is input variable.    The journal shaft diameter is an input 
value, and the journal free shaft length is the length of the shaft less 
the journal bearings and the alternator stator.    The alternator diam- 
eter is an input value and is usually set equal to the journal diameter 
The magnet has no hole in the center, to save weight and cost. 

The alternator magnet length is a value derived from the computer 
program.   It is based on the electromagnetic efficiency and the power 
output requirements.    The alternator peripheral speed is an index for 
the strength of the platinum cobalt magnet.    The alternator radial ffan 
is between the shaft and the stator. 

The stator overhang is the amount of stator overhanging each end of 
the magnet.    The stator lamination diameter is the outside diameter 
of the lamination.    The empirical alternator diameter is an alternate 
relationship for sizing the alternator magnet. 

• Velocities.    Spouting velocity is the ideal isentropic velocity based 
on the isentropic head.    The wheel tip speed is shown for stress con- 
siderations.    The nozzle discharge velocity is based on the flow ge- 
ometry and number of blades.    The blade inlet relative velocity   ra- 
dial velocity, and relative Mach number are based on the geometry 
and nozzle discharge velocity. 

The exducer axial velocity is based on the exit volume flow area with 
the assumption that no swirl remains.    From this, the exducer tip 
relative velocity is obtained and the local relative Mach number is 
determined, 

• Reynolds Numbers.    The turbine Reynolds number is used to obtain 
the turbine wheel Reynolds number correction.    The journal diam- 
eter Reynolds number is used for the free shaft length windage losses 
The alternator gap Reynolds number is based on the alternator stator- 
to-rotor gap for the windage loss determination. 

• Drag Coefficients.    The wheel Reynolds correction shown is based 
on the turbine wheel.    Then the journal diameter drag coefficient and 
alternator gap drag coefficient are determined from their respective 
Reynolds numbers. ^ 

Compressors for A-C Generator 

For this refrigerator, the cycle study resulted in the requirement for 

Ind'ofThTro'tor" m0dUleS ^ ^ Centrif^al compressor stages on each 

A detailed compressor design study was conducted, using the compressor 
design computer program.    The resulting overall performance and features 
are shown in Table 8.    Also shown are the features of the first and last modules. 
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Table 8 

A-C GENERATOR REFRIGERATOR TURBOCOMPRESSOR 
DESIGN SUMMARY 

Design Case 6310001 
Impeller type:   centrifugal 

Motor type:   induction 
Journal-bearing type:   self-acting tilting pads 

Thrust-bearing type:   inward-pumping, spiral groove 

Feature Performance 

Inlet temperature 322.80K 

Inlet pressure 1.10 atm 

Pressure ratio 2. 649 

Flow 26,84 g/sec 

Speed 50,000 rpm 

Input power 43.34 kw 

Number of modules 3 

Number of stages 6 

First and Last Module Features First Last 

Motor diameter (in. ) 3.041 3. 041 
* 

Motor lamination outside diameter (in. ) 6, 993 6. 993 

Motor power output (hp) 16.46 16.66 • 

Total windage loss (w) 181. 2 283. 2 

Total bearing friction Joss (w) 1219. 0 1275.0 

First- and Last-Stage Features First Last First Last 

Pressure ratio 1.106 1.183 1.165 1. 15!) 

Volume flow (cfm) 341. 9 296. 6 181. 9 156. 1 

Aerodynamic efficiency (fraction) 0.6641 0.6486 0.5913 0.5719 

Specific speed (nondimensional) 0.04768 0.04513 0.03788 0. 0359 

Tip speed (fps) 1575 1575 1575 1575 
Tip diameter (in  ) 7. 217 7.217 7.217 7. 217 

Tip width (in. ) 0.1847 0.1734 0. 1402 0. 1320 

CR-3331 

Because the detailed compressor design uses somewhat different inputs 
and calculation procedures from those used in the system calculation (Figure 
43), the answers are slightly different.    A conception of an arrangement for 
this compressor system is shown in Figure 4d.    Included are the individual 
plate-fin aftercoolers for each stage and the interconnecting piping. 
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Aftercooler 

Coolant 
Inlet 

Coolant 
Outlet 

Helium Outlet 

Impeller 

Gas Bearings 

Turbocompressor 
Diameter 12 In. 

Motor 

Helium Inlet KDC 18273E-1 

Figure 48.    Compressor System Arrangement 

A complete computer design point printout for the compressor system 
is shown in Figure 49.    Only the first and last modules are shown to provide 
a basis for evaluating the extremes of performance factors. 

For this centrifugal compressor design point computer program, qual- 
ifications are listed to explain every entry on the output sheets. 

Below the title, the design case number is shown to key the run to the 
cycle program and to identify the particular compressor system design run 
with a selected code system.    Then the gas selected for the compressor de- 
sign run is printed. 

Overall Performance.    The overall compressor system performance is shown 
with the inlet temperature and pressure and the outlet temperature.   The overall 
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GAS   IS   HELIUM 

0VEHALL   C3MPKESSaH   PEKF0KMA(\JCE 

INLET    JEMFEKAlÜKE   (K) 
IiMLET   f-KESSÜrtE   (AIM) 
OÜiLEI    iEMPEHATUKE   CK) 
0iJTLEi   PKESSUKE   (ATM) 
FKE^SUHE   KAI 13 
FL0W   (G/SEO) 
SPEED   (KPM) 
AMRIEMi    lEMPEHAIUKE   (K) 
IMI-JI    P0WEK   CKW) 
MJMREc' 3F M0U'JLES 
CaMDI'i -n0N'IK0L EFEICIEMHY 
MIJMPEIX 0F SlAGFS 
aVEKALL EFFICIENCY 

MUMRErt ;3F M3D. HiH   SAME TIP SPEED 
HP SPEED MULTTPLIEH 

3P9.8 14 
I . 100 P4 
335.0 1 1 
2.914 Pl 
8.ft49 P(<1 
26.8/! FL0 

O.'iOOOE + OS M 
32?. 0 IAMK 
43.3 4 P^ VKÜ 
3.000 A;v;DM 

0.9200 Firn 
6 M 

0.4939 E0CS 

3.000 MIDiv 
1 .000 AKÜ 

MODULE N0.  1 

PEKF0KMAMCE 

S TAGE   m. 
INLE1   TEMPEKATUi<E   (K) 
I^LFT   PrtESSUKE   (PSIA) 
3Ü1LEI    IEMPEKAIüKE   (K) 
PKESSJHE   rtATI^ 
ACCOM.    PHFSS.    KAI 13 
\J3L IME   FL0W   (OFM) 
AEi<0   FFFICIEMCY 
SPECIFIC   SPEED 
AF.r<0   PaivEK   (HP) 
ISE\!Ti<0PIC   HEAD   (FD 
FEMPEHAliWE   KISF   <«<) 
IIP   SPEED   (F^i) 
IIP   DIAMETEH   (IM) 
EYE   DIAMETErt   (IM) 
HÜB   DIAMETEH   (IN) 
IIP   WID1H   (IM) 
C00LEK   l>FEC 1 I VEMESS 
C00LEK   HKESS.   DK3P.   /<AII0 
AFIErtC00LEK   WEIGH!    (LRS) 

1 S - 
5R1 .0 ^03.0 1EV1I 
16.16 19.33 P^FI 
651 . 1 673. 1 TEMD •m 

1 .196 1 . 1K3 PK 
1. 196 1 .41 5 PKSiJ 
341 .9 29 6.6 U 

0.66/.1 0. ^iR6 FF 
0.4 768E-01 o.-asnF-ni AMS 

7.295 7.^9 5 HP 
0./I49RF+05 0.4 403E^05 WAD 

70.09 70. 0S> DT 
1S7S. 1 S75. 01 
7.21 7 7.217 DT 1 
2.4A4 2. 39 1 DF 

0.5096 0.5^9« DHL 
0.1K47 0.173 4 p/r r 
0.6729 0.7497 FC 1 

0. 1400E-0I 0.1400E-01 DPCOP 
7. 79 5 10.000 m r. 

CR -3332-1 

Figure 49.    Centrifugal Compressor Design Point Computer Output 
(Case No.  631C001) (Sheet 1 of 4) 
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Maj"0H DESIGN 

FLECTKaMAG.   Err,    (FR) 
DIAMKfRrt   CFNJ) 
LEM6TH   (IM) 
LAMlMAiI0M   3.DIA.(IM) 
RADIAL   GAP   (I >j) 
PEKIF.   iPEED   (FP^) 
M0T0«   P0fcEH   i5iJiPul    CM*-) 
mtati  P0WEH   L;3ü   (WATId) 
C0\)DIl-(;3,>,iK3LLEf<   L0i>i   (W) 

ngiMDIl-OBMlK.    IM.   P0WEK(KW> 

WINDAGE  P3WE«   L0S6Ea   (WAliö) 

JOURNAL   FKEE   bHAFi   LEMGTH 
M0T0H   EMD   f<rMG6 
M0i3K   K0i3i<   GAP 
T01AL   WINDAGE   L0ÜO 

GAS   BEArtlMGö   DESIGN 

THWUSf   nEA;<IxJG 
L0ADCLRS.) 

0liläIOE   DIANEiEKdNI) 
t)IAMElEi<   «Al 10 
CLEArt,    10   uiA,   HA|I0 

L0AI)   C^EFFICIEMi 
REArtI MG   M'JMREK 

CLEAriAMCE, L3Af)ÜI DE ( I M) 
FKICTig.V   PlWEK(WAiJü) 

J0UKNAL   READING 
L0ADCLRb.) 
L:3Aü   OEFFICIEMi 
"EArtLMG   MJMPFh1 

CLEAK.   1) nIA. ,<An 3 

MACHIMED  CLEAKAMCE 
PIV.   FILM   IHICK.ft-M) 

E«ICII.3\)   P^AEUCVAJ Jo) 

0.9300 E1M 
3.041 DG 
3. ft 6f» nv 
6.993 m. 

0./I409F-01 G 
663.3 APS 
1 6.46 PMC) 
98/).S PHLM 
I 14«, PHLO 
14.36 FOG 

70.PO PL^F 
73. 76 PLEF 
3 7.92 PLGF 
181 .9 PL WS 

3P.9 5 R1L 
4.!s00 P I'M 

0.7333 Uf< 
0.3300F-03 RDC« 

0.2319 BfC 
8.8 39 RT\) 

"•l4RbE-n9 PLG 
145.7 BuL 

16.48 
0. |«9/i 
2.000 

0.9887E-03 
0.2966E-02 
0. IS82E-02 

46 5.3 

BJL 
RJC 
ROM 
nCDK 
RMH 

n.JN'F 
RJPL 

fcR •3332-2 

Figure 49- <ccrr6Ä?srif.r—— 
Reproduced from 
best available copy. 
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GAS   REAKlNJGÜ 
K0TATING   AbÜY.   hfEIGHKLBäJ 
ACCRLEKAIION   QF   GHAVITY«M6M) 
rai .   REAHING   F.aCTIBWWAlU) 
SHAF1    Lt^MGlH   (IM) 
J0IJH(MAL   DIA.(IN) 
VISC0SITy   (LB-üEC/äÖ-IN) 

jy.?1? KAlf. 

1.000 AGG 
l,?.\9. HLR 
M./il bL 
3.000 Ü.J 

0.33«3e-08 MiJ 

M^DULF   N^. 

PEKF^KMAMCR 

STAGE   NJ. 
INLEl    J"EMHEKAIÜt<E   (K) 
INLEJ   PKESSUKE   (rSIA) 
iJÜlLEI    TEMFEKAIUKE   (r<) 
PKR3SIJKE   rtAin 
ACCÜM.   triF.66.   i<AiI'3 
VOLUME   FLdVi   (GEM) 
AEK0   EFFICIEMCy 
bPEGIFIC   SPEED 
AEK0   F0WErt   (Hi-) 
ISEM1K'3^IG   HEAD   (Fi) 
lEMrEfxAlüKE  KloE   (K) 
fir   SPEED   (Frü) 
Jlh   DIAMETEH   (IM) 
EYE   PIAMETErt   ( I M) 
M'.JP    [1IAVE1E«   (IM) 
IJ^   IvIDlH    (IM) 
CfllLErt   EFFECiIVEME05 
C00LEHi   PKEbS.   DKIF.   rtATI0 
AFlEWC30Lert   i%Eir,Hi   (LAS) 

1 ?. 
603.0 603.0 IEMI 
3 1 . S3 3 6. 72 KKEI 

673. 1 6/3. 1 1 FVD 
1. 165 1 . 159 Prt 
2.^73 ^.6 1 * i-rtSi) 
181.9 1S6. 1 J 

0.^9 13 0.^719 FF 
0.3/ÖbE-01 0. ')S9^';"-f)| AMÜ 

7.P95 /.'-^S Hr^ 
0.40I3E+05 0.389IF*05 Man 

VG. 09 7(1.09 DI 
1 S?"!. 1S7S. 11 
1,2X1 7.217 DI 1 
?..]*? P.n9H DK 

O.'i'SS^ n. s4/(7 DHL 
0.1402 0. 1 T '0 M/I 1 
0.7497 0. V49 7 F.r. i 

0. MuOE-01 0. 1400F-01 Dt'C.lP 
10.000 in.nno ur 

M010rt   DESIGN 

ELEC1K0MAG.   EFF.    (Fr<) 
DIAMElErt   (IM) 
LENGTH   (IM) 
LAMIMA1I3M   iJ.DIA.CIN) 
KADIAL   OAF   (IM) 
KEMIF.   SPEED   (FPS) 
M0I0H   POUErt   /TiJJPUl    (MH) 
M^I'JK   P0WEH   LaSS   (tvAITS) 
C^MüI I-CJMIK'ILLEK   LISi)   ( W) 
C0NOII-C0MTK.   IM.   P0WCK(KW) 

0.9300 rjy 

3.041 DP 
3.70H DM 
6.993 DL 

O.4409E-01 r- 
663.3 AFS 
1 6.6H HM(1 

9 36. 4 HHL^ 
1 163. FHLG 
14.S4 HGG CR-3332-3 

Figure 49.   Centrifugal Compressor Design Point Computer Output 
(Case No.  6310001) (Sheet 3 of 4) 
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WINDAGE   P3WEH  L^büES   (WAITS) 

J0ÜrtNAL   FrtEF.   iHAFI   LENGTH 
M0TOK   END  KINGS 
M^r0rt   i<01^r<   GAP 
i0TAL   WINDAGE  LOü 

111.8 PLSF 
117.0 HLFF 
54.13 PLGF 
283.5? HLWS 

GAS   BEArtlNGS   DESIGN 

IHKJil BEAHING 
L0AD(LnS.) 
0Ü.SIDK   DIAMETEiUIN) 
DIAMETEH   KAII D 
CLEAK.    10   DIA.   KAI 10 
LOAD   C^EFFIGIFMl 
BEAKING   NUM«EH 
CLEAKAMCE,L3ADiIDE(IM) 
FrtlCTIBN  »J0\NEK( UA1 rS) 

J01JKMAL   PEAK IMG 
L0AD<LPS.) 
L0AD   CTEFFICIEMl 
PEAKIMG   MUWPEK 
CLF.Art.    10   DIA.   KAJI 1 
MACH1MED   CLEARANCE 
PIV.   FILM   WICK.(IN) 
FHIC'1I0N   K0WE.<( WAJ IS) 

GAS   nEA<<I>JGS 
K0 1A1IMG   A^SY.    WEIGH KL^S) 
AGCELEKAIIIM   3F   GKAVI I Y("G") 
rar. PEAHING FKIHII^MCWAITS) 

iHAFl    LEMGIM   (IM) 
J0UHNAL   Ml A.(IM) 
VlS(:0SIIY    (LP-SEC/SU-IM) 

32.45 PTL 
4.500 DIM 

0.7333 DK 
0. 3300E-03 BDCH 

0.1P0? pin 
1 .527 PFM 

0. 1485E-02 RLG 
148.9 PI PL 

16.22 PJL 
0. 981 7':-01 P. IC 

2.000 P('M 

0. 7173E-03 PCUK 

0 ,2152E-02 PM'"; 

0 .I582E-02 R..IMF 
490.3 RJPl. 

32.45 (<AU 
l.ODO ACG 
12 7S. ^L" 
14./.6 bL 
3.000 DJ 

n .33(S3F-0« v.U 
CR-3332-4 

Figure 49.    Centrifugal Compressor Design Point Computer Output 
(Case No.  6310001) (Sheet 4 of 4) 
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pressure ratio for the entire compressor system shown includes all pressure 
drop losses.    The flow rate to the compressor is shown, followed by the de- 
sign speed of all modules.    The ambient temperature is shown next.    The 
total electrical input power to the compressor system shown accounts for all 
losses. 

Next the number of modules is shown, followed by the conditioner-con- 
troller efficiency.    Then the number of stages making up the complete com- 
pressor system is shown.    The overall efficiency is the power input to the 
conditioner-controller, as compared with the entire isentropic power output 
of the compressor.   Hence all windage, bearing, motor electromagnetic, con- 
ditioner-controller, and cooler pressure drop losses are included in this 
value.    The number of modules with the same tip speed is then listed   followed 
by the tip speed multiplier, which is different from 1. U if not all modules have 
the same tip speed. 

Stage Performance.   The stage number of each of the stages within the module 
is shown, followed by the local inlet temperature, the inlet pressure, and the 
outlet temperature before the cooler.    Then the pressure ratio of the individ- 
ual stage is followed by the accumulated pressure ratio across all stages, up 
through the particular stage listed.    Next the inlet volume flow and wheel aero- 
dynamic efficiency are shown.    The specific speed and aerodynamic power 
are then listed. 

The isentropic head across each stage is next shown along with the actual 
stage temperature rise.    Then the impeller peripheral speed is shown, fol- 
lowed by the tip diameter, eye diameter, and hub diameter.    The impeller in- 
let tip width is shown next, followed by the effectiveness of the cooler following 
the stage, the cooler pressure drop ratio, and an estimated cooler weight. 

Motor Design.    Electromagnetic efficiency of only the motor itself is first 
listed, and the motor d'ameter and the length of the motor without the end 
rings is sh-^wn.    The radial gap between the motor and stator is nex' listed. 
The motor peripheral speed is shown (it is a criterion for stress consider- 
ations) and then the motor power output is shown in units of horsepower.    The 
motor power loss is the amount of electromagnetic losses to be removed from 
the stator.    Then the conditioner-controller input power requirement is listed. 

W indage Power Losses.    The individual windage power losses are shown, 
first with the journal shaft free area loss.    Then the friction irom the motor 
end rings is listed, followed by the motor rotor gap windage loss.    Then the 
total windage loss is shown.    The disk friction loss for the impeller was in- 
cluded within the overall impeller aerodynamic efficiency. 

Gas Bearing Design.    The thrust bearing design is shown first with the load 
given in pounds, which is the entire rotating assembly weight for vertical op- 
eration and incluies any additional load for acceleration.    Next the outside 
diameter of the t'irust bearing is shown,  along with the diameter ratio of the 
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thrust-bearing-to-journal-bearing diameter.    Next the thrust bearing clear- 
ance-to-diameter ratio, which is tar the most highly loaded thrust bearing 
surface, is listed.    The load coeff cient is the load over the projected area 
and the ambient pressure.    The bearing number is the gas bearing compres- 
sibility number, which is a significant design parameter.    Clearance on the 
most heavily loaded side is next listed.    This is the direct result of the clear- 
ance-to-diameter ratio established.    The friction power loss shown is the 
friction for only the most heavily loaded thrust surface. 

Next the journal bearing design parameters are shown, with the journal 
bearing load being half of the rotating assembly weight, plus any acceleration 
load imposed.    The load coefficient listed is the unit load over the journal pro- 
jected area times ambient pressure.    This is a first-order selection criterion 
number.    The bearing number is the bearing compressibility number, which 
is a significant   esign parameter. 

The efficiency of the gas bearing decreases as the bearing number in- 
creases.    The clearance-to-diameter ratio listed is the ratio of the pivot film 
clearonce to the journal shaft.    The machined clearance is the clearance ma- 
chined in the tilting-pad bearing.    It is the difference between the actual jour- 
nal radius and the actual pad rai'ius.    The pivot film thickness listed is the 
design operating film thickness at the pivot point.    The total friction power 
loss for only one journal bearing is next listed. 

The combined gas bearing performance is shown next with the calculated 
rotating assembly weight shown first, followed by the imposed acceleration 
of gravity.    The total bearing friction loss consists of the friction loss of both 
journal bearings plus the friction loss of both the loaded and unloaded sides 
of the thrust bearing. 

The final entry is the     tal shaft length.    This length is determined by 
stacking all of the bearing dnd motor elements plus allowing for gaps between 
the various elements along the shaft. 

D-C GENERATOR 

Refrigeration System for D-C Cienerator 

As was shown in Table  3, the d-c generator imposes refrigeration loads 
at 4. 40K and 8ü0K, in addition to requiring a withdrawal of liquid helium from 
the refrigerator.    Table 9 is a summary of the significant computer output 
for the d-c generator.    As in the case of the a-c generator, these results are 
for a single refrigerator cooling a single, 18-megawatt generator. 

Some of the same general conclusions as were drawn earlier for the a-c 
generator can be drawn from this table.    The effect of varying only the Sta- 
tion 2 temperature can be seen by comparing the compressor input shaft 
power for the first three runs in Table  0.     The Station 2 temperature   giving 



COMPUTER RESULTS 
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the minimum input power, is about 140K, but the change in power is not very 
sensitive to the station temperature. 

The difference between Runs 10201 and 10204 is that for the latter run, 
turbine wheel diameters and other turbine geometry were chosen closer to 
optimum values, thereby increasing turbine efficiencies.    These changes in 
turbine geometry were worked out using t turbine design computer program 
thai is separate from the cycle design program. 

Run 11201 illustrates the effect of increasing the pressure ratio by the 
addition of two compressor stages.    The input power increases 4 percent (com- 
pared to Run 10204), but the cryogenic heat exchanger weight drops by 48 per- 
cent.    Because this effect is accomplished at the expense of increased weight, 
complexity, and cost of the compressor subsystem, and because there is no 
strong inducement to decrease the weight and size of the cryosection. it was 
felt that the lower compressor ratio would be more suitable for the Jc gen- 
erator. 

In all the runs shown in Table  »,   a heat exchanger effectiveness of 98. 5 
percent was used for the major cryogenic heat exchangers.    The reason fo»^ 
this is that the amount of liquid helium withdrawn is small relative to the 
total flow (in contrast with th»  a-c generator system).    The degree of unbal- 
anced flow between helium s'ueams within the refrigerator is therefore small, 
and the difficulty of achieving 99-percent effectiveness is increased.    The ef- 
fectiveness of 98. 5 percent is considered a safe upper limit under these cir 
cumstances. 

In all cases the metal-plastic laminate heat exchanger was lighter and 
smaller than the plate-fin exchanger.    For example, for Run 20205, the heat 
exchanger weights were 381 pounds and 606 oounds, respectively.    All weights 
given in the table are for the lighter exchangi-rs. 

It is interesting to compare Runs 10204 and 20205.    Every run in the table, 
except for Hun 20205, used an incorrect value of 64 watts for the Station 3 
heat load.    When the correct value of 32 watts was used (Run 20205).  the he- 
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lium How rates changed only slightly, as reflected in only snail changes in 
heat exchanger weight and compressor input power.    The re? son for this 
small change is that the principal heat load at the warmest turbine station is 
internal to the refrigerator; that is. the principal requirement of the warmest 
expansion turbine is to provide the cooling necessary to maintain the temper- 
ature difference between helium streams within the cryogenic heat exchangers 
thus compensating for the inefficiencies of the heat exchangers. 

The relative importance of the internal heat load and the external heat 
load is illustrated by the fact that the warmer turbine extracts about 730 watts 
Of power from the system, while the external heat load at that point is only 32 
watts.    It is therefore apparent that a major change in external heat load will 
have only a small effect on the refrigerator design. 

Run 20205 is chosen to represent the most favorable design.    A printout 
of that run is shown in Figure 50.   The cold and warm turbine diameters are 
1. 3 and 2. 0 inches, and the shaft speeds are 44.200 and 68.800 rpm. respec- 
tively.    Turboalternator efficiencies are in the 51- to 53-percent range. 

KUN NUMBEH 

IlEKATiaNS 

20205 

ELEMENT   SEtUENCE   ■6221 
LIQUID   FL0W 0UT  0F  HEFRIGEKATaR-   0.IIOOE^OO   G/SEC 

L0CATI0N L0AD(W) TCMPCK» FL0WCG/SEC) 
1 3.000 4.400 6.028 
2 5.000 14.00 13.43 
3 32.00 80.00 11.26 

CYCLE   DESIGN  P0INTS   ?YES 

L0C. 
1   1 
1   3 

P<ATM) 
2.800 
1.174 

TEMP<K) 
5.780 
4.400 

L0C. 
1   2 

PCATM) 
1.180 

TEMP(K) 
4.406 

2   1 
2   3 
2   5 
2   7 

2.828 
2.800 
1.162 
2.814 

13.94 
5.780 
11.78 
14.00 

2   2 
2   4 
2   6 

2.814 
1.174 
1.157 

1 1.89 
4.400 
12.44 

3   1 
3  3 
3   5 
3   7 

2.856 
2.828 
1.145 
2.842 

79.45 
13.94 
67.55 
80.00 

3   2 
3   4 
3   6 

2.842 
1.157 
1.139 

68.39 
12.44 
74.60 

4   1 
4  3 

2.885 
1.139 

335.0 
74.60 

4   2 
4   4 

2.856 
1.117 

79.45 
331.1 

TUKB0ALTERNAT0HS   ?YES CR-4235-1 

Figure 50.    Computer Results for D-C Generator (Run 20205) (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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L0C. 
2 
3 

DIA(IN) 
1.300 
2.000 

L0C. ADM.FHACT. 
2 0.2406 
3 0.2213 

L0C. T.BRG.N0. 
2 0.8S06E-01 
3 0.5597 

L0C. J.BRG.N0. 
2 0.2999 
3 1.280 

■TURB0ALTERNAT0RS • 
PWR(W) EFFIC. 

155.3 
729.9 

PARA.L0SS( W) 
2.744 
63.81 

0.5336 
0.5113 

SPEC.SPD. 
17.38 
15.85 

RPM 
44198. 
68769. 

SPEC.DIAM. 
3.193 
3.482 

T.LD C0. T.MIN   F.(IN) BRG.PWR.(W> 
0.6490E-01 0.5880E-03                 0.3874 

0.1249 0.I008E-02                    22.20 

J.LD 00. J.MIN   F.CIN) BL.HT./CUT.DIA. 
0.8219E-01 0.3006E-03                    3.526 

0.1581 0.7540E-03                     3.488 

SKIP  HEAT   EXCHANGER  DESIGN   ?N0 

C0MP0SITE  HEAT   EXCHANGERS  7YES 

L0C. WTCLBS)           LENGTH(CM)      V0L(CU.FT.) EFFECT 
2  B 4.741                     16.13        0.7233E-0I 0.9850 
2   U 0.8553                   2.387       0.1356E-01 0.9478 
3  B 75.71                    67.80                     1.535 0.9851 
3  Ü 6.661                    6.451                  0.1327 0.9299 
4  B 293.2                    119.5                    6.992 0.9851 

T0TALS 381.2                                                     8.745 

FINNED-PLATE  HEAT  EXCHANGERS   7YES 

L0C. WT(LBS)           LENGTH(CM)      VBLCCU.FT.) EFFECT 
2  B FINNED PLATE  HYDRAULIC   DIA.   T00  BIG 
2   U FINNED  PLATE HYDRAULIC   DIA.   T00   BIG 
3  B 122.9                    436.1                     2.687 0.9850 
3   U 12.25                    58.12                  0.2484 0.9305 
4  B 471.2                     1234.                      19.49 0.9850 

T0TALS 606.4                                                     20.43 

CENTRIFUGAL C0MPRESS0R7YES 

F0R  OUTPUT   F0R   ALL  MODULES«   TYPE     ALL 
FOR  0UTPUT   FOR   FIRST  AND LAST  MODULE  ONLY*   TYPE     FiL 
ALL  0R   F*L   7ALL 

Ca-4235-2 

Figure 50.    Computer Results for D-C Generator (Hun 20205) (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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•CENTRIFUGAL  C0MPRESS0R- 

ISCNTR0PIC   C0MPK.   P0WEK   (KW) 
T0TAL  M0T0R   SHAFT  P0WER   (KW) 
AMBIENT  TEMPERATURE   (K) 
PRESSURE   RATI0 
MASS  FL0W   (G/SEC) 
SUPPLY   LINE   DEL   P/P 
RETURN LINE  DEL  P/P 

24.38 
36.02 
322.0 
2.584 
30.72 

0. 
0. 

M0DULE  SHAFT  PWR   (KW) RPM 
I 
2 
3 

11.98 
12.00 
12.03 

0.S000E+05 
0.S000E+05 
O.SOOOE+05 

M0T.SPD.(FPS) 
667.6 
667.6 
667.6 

AER0DYNAMICS 

STAGE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

SP.SPEED 
0.S224E-01 
0.4901E-0I 
0.4604E-01 
0.4339E-0I 
0.4102E-0I 
0.3891E-01 

AER0.EFF. 
0.6872 
0.6715 
0.6544 
0.6367 
0.6188 
0.6008 

TIP SPD(FPS) DIA. (IN) 
1529. 7.010 
1529. 7.010 
1529. 7.010 
1529. 7.010 
1529. 7.010 
1529. 7.010 

STAGE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

PRESS.RATIO     C00L.EFFCTV. 
.185 
.178 
.173 
.168 
.162 
.157 

0.7163 
0.7385 
0.7385 
0.7385 
0.7385 
0.7385 

BEARINGS 

M0DULE 
1 
2 
3 

T.BRG.N0. 
3.450 
2.513 
1.852 

T.LD.C0. 
0.5761E-01 
0.4049E-01 
0.2908E-01 

T.MIN  F.(IN) 
0.1764E-02 
0.1764E-02 
0.1764E-02 

BRG.PWR.iVJ) 
192.4 
208.6 
225.7 

MODULE 
1 
2 
3 

J.BRG.N0. 
1.639 
1.639 
1 .639 

J.LO.C0. 
0.2111 
0.1484 
0.1066 

J.MIN   F.(IN) 
0.1223E-02 
0.1223E-02 
0.1223E-02 CR-4235-3 

Figure 5Ü.    Computer Results for D-C Generator (Run 20205) (Sheet 3 oi 3) 

The centrifugal compressor consists of three modules, each with two 
centrifugal impellers. Impelier diameters are about 7. 0 inches and shaft 
speeds are 50,000 rpm. 
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Turboalternators for D-C Generator 

Both of the turboalternator designs for the d-c generator refrigerator 

r^r^111611 t0 find Satisfactory 0Perating speeds and geometriefto satis- 
fy cycle requirements.    Cycle Study Computer Run 10204 established the 
turboalternator requirements listed in Table 10. 

Table 10 

TURBOALTERNATOR REQUIREMENTS (RUN 10204) 

Inputs and Results 
1              Inlet Temperature 

14. 0CK 80.0oK 
Inputs 

Inlet pressure (atm) 2.814 2.842 
Outlet pressure (atm) 1. 162 1.145 
Mass flow (g/sec) 13.40 11.84 

Results 

Refrigerator power output (w) 154.9 775.3 
Overall refrigerator efficiency 
(fraction) 

0. 5334 0.5165 

Wheel tip diameter (in.) 1. 30 2.00 
Admission arc (fraction) 0. 2404 0.2271 
Speed (rpm) 44, 193 68, 987 

Also shown m Table 10 are principal turboalternator design results from 
the cycle run     The two power outputs and overall efficiencies must be achieved 
for the conditions of the cycle points.   These turboalternators. of course   were 
not optimized in the cycle study; hence the wheel tip diameter  admission   anS 
speed are shown only for reference purposes. 

Complete partial-admission turboalternator preliminary design studies were 
were cond    ted for both of the atages for ^        P^ cycle

y
condif.on

S
s
tUdl^e

Were 

best operating geometries were established. 

Design summary results are shown in Table 11.    Complete design com- 
puter result listings are shown in Figures 51 and 52. 

Compressors for D-c Generator 

For this refrigerator, the cycle study resulted in the requirement for 
three compressor modules with two centrifugal compressor stages on each 
end of the rotor. 
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Table 11 

TURBOALTERNATOR DESIGN SUMMARY 
FOR D-C GENERATOR REFRIGERATOR 

Turbine type:   partial admission, radial impulse 
Load alternator type:   permanent magnet 

Journal-bearing type:   self-acting tilting pads 
\ Thrust-bearing type:   inward-pumping, spiral groove 
I 

Design Parameters 
!      Model and Inlet Temperature 

Big Bertha 
(140K) 

Grizzly Giant 
(8ü0K) 

Total refrigeration power outputs (w) 161.7 804.4 
Design speed (rpm) 44,290 69.110 
Maximum speed (rpm) 200.000 200.000 

Principal Dimensions 

Journal bearing span (in.) 3.82 7.64 
Journal and magnet diameter (in.) 0.50 1.0 
Thrust bearing outside diameter (in.) 0.84 1.68 
Magnet length (in.) 0.705 1.410 

Performance Factors 

25.2 Inlet temperature (0R) 144.0 
Inlet temperature (^C) 14. 0 80.0 
Inlet pressure (psia) 41.35 41.77 
Outlet pressure (psia) 17.08 16.83 
Pressure ratio 2.422 2.482 
Mass flow (Ib/hr) 110.4 96.98 
Turbine run number 102010103 102010202 
Wheel diameter (in.) 1.30 2.00 
Electromagnetic efficiency (fraction) 0. 990 0.973 
Number of blades 53 59 
Cycle required overall efficiency (fraction) 0.5334 0.5165 
Overall efficiency (fraction) 0.5364 0.5195 
Specific Speed 17,72 16.58 
Total friction losses (w) 4. 19 77.34 

Design Geometry 

Admission (fraction) 0. 2450 0. 2308 
Cutter diameter (in. ) 0. 0345 0. 04925 
Blade height (in.) 0. 1238 0. 1787 
Blade-height-to-diameter ratio 3.586 3.629 
Blade angle (deg) 60.0 60. 0 
Nozzle angle (deg) 80.0 80.0 

|CH-2319 | 

. 
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lURRiMLTERNATOf? PARTIAL ADMISSION RADIAL IMPULSF 
DESIGN POINT COMPUTER OUTPUT 

DESIGN CASE 
GAS IS HELIUM 

REFRIGERAriON PU9   OUT (KlATTS) 
ELECTRICAL PORTER OUTPUT (WATTS) 
SPEED (RPM) 
OVERALL EFFICIENCY (FRACITUN) 

TEMPERATURES, PRESSURES,FLOH 
INLET TEMPERAFURF (R) 
INLEL  FEMPERATURE (K) 

OVERALL TEMPERATURE DROP (R) 
OVERALL TEMPERATURE DROP (K) 
OUTLET TEMPERA TURF EXIT (R) 
OUTLET TEMPERATURE EXIT (K) 

INLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 
INLET PRESSURE (ATM) 
OUTLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 
OUTLET PRESSURE (ATM) 
PRESSURE RATIO 
FLOn (LR/Sl-C) 
FLOW (LP/MR) 
FLOrt (G/5EC) 

PRIMARY DIMENSIONS 
.«HEEL TIP DIAMETER (IN) 
NUMBER OF RLADES 
r-tLADE HEHHT (IN) 
RLADE HT. CUT. DIA. RATIO 

THRUST BEARING 
LOAD(LHS.), 
OUTSIDE DIAMETER(IN), 
DIAMETER RATIO 
CLEAR. TO DIA. RATIO 
LOAD COEFFICIENT 
REARING NUMBER 
CLEARANCE,LOADSI DE(IN) 
FRICTION POWER(WATTS) 

JOURNAL REARING 
LOAD(LBS.) 
LOAH COEFFICIENT 
REARING NUMBER 
CLEAR. TO DIA. RATIO 
MACHINED CLEARANCE (IN) 
PIV. FILM THICKdN) 
FRICTION POWER(WATTS) 

1020)0)03 

0.)6)7E+03 PTHL 
0.)o)/E+ni PTA 
0.4429F+05 N 
C.t3364E+00 ET ATA 

0.?5?0F+02 TO 
0. I4O0E+02 TA 
0.4020E+0) TEOR 
0.^23TF+0) TEDK 
0.?) )c'F+0? T4R 
0.)I77E+02 14 K 

0.41.?[3F+0? pn 
0.2R)4F+0) PA 
0. 17O3E+02 P3 
0.))62F+0) PR 
0»2422E+0) PR 
0.1066'  -01 W 
0.)]04P+0? WB 
0.I392E+02 WA 

0.)300E+01 D 
0.530ÜE+02 Z 
0.)238E+00 RH 
0.1586r:+0) RHCO 

0.3523F+OO RTL 
0.-3400E+00 DT 
0.6,348E+00 DR 
0.70OOE-O3 BDCR 
0.65)7F-0) "TC 
0.R534E-01 RTN 
0.5B80F-03 RLC 
0.4?04E-0) r^TPL 

0.)762F+OO RJL 
0.8253E-0) RJC 
0.3008E4-00 prh\ 

0.73OIE-01 RCDR 
0.3695E-01 RMC 
0.^006E-03 PJMF 
0,)586E+00 RJPL CR-2320-1 

Figure 51.   Turboalternator Partial-Admission Radial Impulse Design Point 
Computer Output (Design Case 102010103) (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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DESIGN CASE 

TrtO  STAGE  PERFORMANCE 
UTHER  STAGE   IN TEMP   (K) 
TOTAL  HEAT LEAK   (rtATTS) 
EXIT  TEMPERATURE   (K) 
SHAET  HEAT LEAK   OJATTS) 
HOUSG  HEAT LEAK   (WATTS) 

GAS HEARINGS 
ROTATING ASSBMRLy WEIGHT (LBS) 
ACCELERATIJN ÜF GRAVITY ("G") 
TOT. BLARING FRICTION (WATTS) 

PERFORMANCE TERMS 
ISENTROPIC HEAD (FT) 
HYDRAULIC EFF., FIRST TERM 
HYDRAULIC EFF., SECOND TERM 
HYDRAULIC EFF., THIRD TERM 
TIP CLEARANCE EFF. CORRECTION 
TRAIL EDGE EFF. CORRECTION 
RLADfc RE. NO, EFF. CORP. 

ALTERNATOR GAP FLUX (KGAUSS) 
ALTERNATOR CORE LOSS COEFF. 
ALTERNATOR COPPER LOSS COE^F. 

TEMPERATURE WHEEL EXIT GAS (R) 
TURBINE BLADE DISC VOL. FLOW (CFS) 

PERFORMANCE FACTORS 
TIP SPEED TO SPOUTING VEL.RATIO 
NOZZLE COEFFICIENT 
SPECIFIC SPEED 
SPECIFIC DIAMETER 
FLOW FACTOR 

WHEEL EFFICIENCY (FRACTION) 
HYDRAULIC EFFICIENCY (FRACTKIN) 
ELECTROMAGNET EFF. (FRACTION) 

ISENTROPIC POWER (WATTS) 
WHEEL POWER OUTPUT (WATTS) 
SHAFT POWER OUTPUT (WATTS) 

PARASITIC LOSoES (WATTS) 
ALTERNATOR TOTAL EM 
TURBINE DISC FRICTION 
JOURNAL 01 AM SHAFT FRICTION 
ALTERNATOR GAP FRICTION 
REARING FRICTION 
SUM ALL PARASITIC LOSSES 

1Ü20I0I01 

0. TO A 
0. PHL 
0. H77F+02 T4KH 
0. PHLS 
0. PHLH 

0.^52^+00 RAW 
0.IOOOE+01 A CG 
0.^B96F+00 PLR 

0.7245E+01 HS 
0.6R67E+00 ETA HI 
O.IOBIF+OO ETAH2 
0.632SE-04 FTAH3 
0.992IE+00 LC 
0.O525E+00 LE 
0,1007E+0I LR 

0.158OE+02 AB 
0.?^42F+0I KA 
0.7mE+n2 KB 

0.2IO«E+0? T1 
O.IOnE+OO 03 

0.?6«IE+00 SVR 
O.OOOOE+OO PS IN 
0.I772E+02 NS 
0.?l40r--+0! DS 
0.657PE+0I WSTP 

0.550?E+00 ETAW 
0.57B5E+0() FT AH 
0. 090i3P+O'i ETEM 

0.30I4F+01 PTAS 
0.1650E+01 PTBW 
0.163?n+0? PTB 

0.I650(:+0I PL EL 
0.1379E+0I PLDF 
0.72?6E+00 ,JLSF 
0.49061—01 PLGF 
O.^ROfiE+OO PLP 
0.4191E+OI PLTP CR-2320-2 

Figure 51.    Turboalternator Partial-Admission Radial Impulse Design Point 
Computer Output (Design Case 102010103) (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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DESIGN  CASE IOPÜIOIO.1 

GEOMETRY 
WHEEL TIP CLEARANCE   (IN) 
BLADE  PASSAGE CUTTER  DIAMETER   (IN) 
BLADE  TRAILING  EDGE THICKNESS   (IM) 
ADMISSION   ARC   (FRACTION) 
ADMISSION   ARC   (DEGREES) 
NOZZLE  ANGLE   (DEGREES) 
BLADE   ANGLE   (DEGREES) 
BLADE   INCIDENCE  ANGLE   (HEG) 
BLADE  CHORD   (IN) 
WHEEL   INSIDE  ' lAMETER   (IN) 
BLADE  PRESSURE  SURFACE  RADIUS   (IN) 
BLADE  SUCTIOM   SJRPACr  RADIUS   (IM) 

TOTAL MACH 
.'OUR^'AL SH 
JOURNAL ER 
ALTERNATOR 
ALTERNATOR 
ALTERNATOR 
ALTERNATOR 
STATOR OVC 
STATOR LA I 
EMPIR. ALf 
rtHEEL  RACK 

INE  SHAFT LENGTH   (IN) 
AFT  DIAMETER   (IN) 
EE  SHAFT  LENGTH   (IN) 

DIAMETER  (IN) 
MAGNET LENGTH   (IN) 
PER IF.   SPEED(F.P.S.) 
RADIAL  GAP   (IN) 

RHANG   (IN) 
INAfION  iJIA.   (IN) 
ERNATOR  niA.(IN) 
SIDE  OPTIMUM  GAP   (IM) 

VELOCITIES 
SPnijflNO VELOCITY   (EPS) 
NHf -:L  TIP   SpcED(FPS) 
NOZZLE  DISCHARGE  VELOCITY   (EPS) 
RLADE   INLET RELATIVE  VELOCTTY(FPS) 
BLADE   INLET  RADIAL   VELOCITY   (EPS) 
BLADE   INLET  RELATIVE  MACH  NUMBER 

REYNOLDS  NUMBERS 
BLADE  PASSAGE  REYNOLDS  NO. 
TURBINE  DISC  REYNOLDS  NU, 
JOURNAL  DIAMETER   RFYNOLOS  NO, 
ALTERNATOR  GAP   REYNOLDS  NO. 

DRAG COEFFICIENTS 
TURBINE  DISC   DRAG  COEFF. 
JOURNAL  DIAMETER   DRAG COEFF. 
ALTERNATOR   ?AP  MOMENT COEFF. 

0.?üOOE-0? S 
O.^SIE-O) B 
3.4000E-0P     E 
0.2450E+no ARC 
Q.«8l9E+02     ARCD 
0.«OOvDE+n^     ALP2 
O.AOOOF+03 RP2 
0. I32PE+02     I 
O.I?IOC+00 C 
0.IO5HE+0I D3 
0.<S9BBE-0I Y 
0.3b35E-0l X 

0.rj050E+01 SL 
0.5000E+00 OJ 
O.^^öE+OI Ds;» 
C.5000E+on DO 
o.öeivc+oo n»i 
0.9670E+0? APS 
O.P875E-ni 0 
0,8625E-0I DA 
0. IB45f->01 DL 
O.^^'böH+OO DG^ 
^.PöTVF-OI ^D 

0.2bI4F+01 U 
0.6l47E+0^ C? 
0.I115H+0? ,\2 
0,I067E+01 12 
0.1774E+()0 ha?. 

O.Ql^'jP+ns     URcn 

'), ^t>p^'-+n-3     NREJ 
0. lo'-^oE+O')     MREG 

0.^ü46P-03     CMD 
0.?6?4!--0,?     CDS 
). II4BF-02     CDG CR-2320-3 

Figure 51.   Turboalternator Partial-Admission Radial Impulse Design Point 
Comput&r Output (Design Case 102010103> (Sheet 3 of 3) 
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TURBOALTEHNATOR PARTIAL ADMISSION RADIAL IMPULSE 
DESIGN POINT COMPUTER OUTPUT 

OFSIGN 
GAS 

CASF 
IS HELIUM 

REFRIGERAriON PWR OUT (WATTS) 
ELECTRICAL POWER OUTPUT (WATTS) 
SPEED (RPM) 
OVERALL EFFICIENCY (FRACTION) 

TEMPERATURES,PRESSURES, FLOW 
INLET TFMPERArUPE (R) 
INLET TEMPERATURE (K) 
OVERALL TEMPERATURE DROP (P) 
OVERALL TEMPERATURE DROP (K) 
OUTLET TEMPERATURE EXIT (R) 
OUTLET TEMPERATURE EXIT (K) 

INLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 
INLET PRESSURE (ATM) 
OUTLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 
OUTLET PRESSURE (ATM) 
PRESSURE RATIO 
FLOrt (LR/SEC) 
FLOW (LP/HR) 
FLOW (G/SEC) 

PRIMARY DIMENSIONS 
WHEEL TIP DIAMETER (IN) 
NUMBER OF BLADES 
BLADE HEIGHT (IN) 
'^LADE HT. CUT. DIA. RATIO 

THRUST REARING 
LOAD(LRS.), 
OUTSIDE DlAMFTER(IN)f 
DIAMETER RATIO 
CLEAR. TO DIA. RATIO 
LOAD COFFFICIENT 
REARING NUMBER 
CLEARANCE,LOADSI DE(IM) 
FRICTIOM POWER(WATTS) 

JOURNAL BEARING 
LÜAD(LRS.) 
LOAD COEFFICIENT 
REARING NUMBER 
CLEAR. TO 01 A. RATIO 
MACHINED CLEARANCE (IN) 
PIV. FILM THICK(IN) 
FRICTION POWER(WATTS) 

IÜ20I0P02 

O.R044E+0^ PTML 
O.R044E+0:? PTA 
0.691 IF+05 N 
0.5|O^F+(X) ETAT A 

0.1440E+03 TO 
0.RÜ00E+02 TA 
0.2276F+02 TEDR 
0.I264E+02 TEDK 
0.I2I2E+0? T4R 
0.6736E+02 T4K 

0.4I77E+02 PO 
0.2842E+01 HA 
0.I681E+02 P3 
O.M45E+ni PR 
0.2482E+0t PR 
0.2694E-01 W 
0.O60BE+02 WR 
O.I223E+02 «A 

0.2000E+01 D 
0.S900E+02 Z 
0.r/B7E+00 RH 
0.3629F+0I RHCD 

0.2687E+01 RTL 
0.iöCOE+Ol HT 
0.6548E+00 OR 
0.6000E-01 BDCR 
0.126IE+00 RTC 
0.5626E+00 RfN 
0.1 GORE-02 RLC 
0.^054E+01 RTPL 

0.1344F+ÜI RJL 
O.Ib97F+00 RJC 
0.12o4E+CI RCN 
0.7900E-0.3 RCDR 
0.7900E-0.1 RMC 
0.7540E-01 RJMF 
0.3I32E+01 RJPl. CR-2321-1 

Figure 52.   Turboalternator Partial-Admission Radial Impulse Design Point 
Computer Output (Design Case 102010202) (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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DESIGN CASH IO?OIU?02 

TWO STAGE PERFUHMAMCE 
OTHER STAG!-: IN Th'MP (K) 
TOTAL HEAT LEAK (WATTS) 
EXIT TEMPERATURE (K) 
SHAET HEAT LEAK (WATTS) 
HQUSO HEAT LEAK (/;ATTS) 

0. TO A 
0. PHL 
0.67^6E+0? T4<h 
0. PHLS 
0. PHLH 

GAS REAHINGS 
ROTATINO ASSEMBLY WEIGHT (LBS) 
ACCELERATION UE GRAVITY ("G") 
TUT. BEAR IMG ER IGT ION (WATTS) 

0.26n/E+01 RArt 
0.1Ü00E+0I ACG 
0.P242E+O2  PL^ 

PERFORMANCE TERMS 
ISENTRQPIC HEAD (FT) 
HYDRAULIC EFF., FIRST TERM 
HYDRAULIC EHE., SECOND TERM 
HYDRAULIC EFF., THIRD TERM 
TIP CLEARANCE EFF. CORRECTION 
TRAIL EDGE FEE. CORRECTION 
BLADF RE. NO. EFF. CDRR. 

0.42^5E+0ti. 
0.6R65E+00 
0.10I9E+00 
0.6515E-04 
0.I007E+OI 
0.0745E+0D 
0.09^0E+00 

HS 
FT AH I 
ETAH2 
ETAH3 
LC 
LE 
LR 

ALTERNATOR 
ALTERNATOR 
ALTERNATOR 

GAP  FLUX   (KGAUSS) 
CORE  LOSS  CÜEFF. 
COPPER  LOSS  COEFF. 

0.4719E+03 A« 
0.152BE+0I KA 
0.öbO6F-»-0I      KR 

TEMPERATURE WHEEL  EXIT GAS  (R) 
TURBINE  RLAOE DISC VOL.   FLOW   (CE 

0.1I9IE+03     T3 
0.5I04E+00     01 

PERFORMANCE  FACTORS 
TIP  SPEED  TO 
NOZZLE COEFFICIENT 
SPECIFIC  SPEED 
SPECIFIC OIA'^ETER 
FLOH  FACTOR 

VEL.RATIO 0. ^bE+OO SVR 
0.9000E+00 PS IN 
D.165BE+02 NS 
0.?.?4 7E+OI ns 
O.nöHE+O'^ HSTP 

rtHEEL EFFICIENCY (FRACTION) 
HYDRAULIC EFFICIENCY (FRACTION) 
ELECTROMAGNET EFF. (FRACTION) 

0,569!JF/fO'J ETAH 
0.5846E+00 ETAH 
O.Q7.30E+00     ET EM 

ISENTROPIC POMER (WATTS) 
»(HEEL POWER OUTPUT (WATTS) 
SHAET POWER OUTPUT (WATTS) 

0.154^E+04 PTAS 
0.^fll7E+01 PTR^. 
0."273E+01     PTS 

PARASITIC  LOSSES   (WATfS) 
ALTERNATOR   TOTAL  FM 
TURBINE  DISC  FRICTION 
JOURNAL  DIAM   SHAFT  FRICTION 
ALTERNATOR  GAP  FRICTION 
REARING  FRICTION 
SUM   ALL  PARASITIC  LOSSES 

0.2296F>0? 
0.11 10 [-"+02 
0. I9^E*02 
0.I477P+01 
0.2242F+02 
0.7734F+03 

PLEL 
PLOF 
PLSF 
I'L^F 
PLR 
PLTP CR-2321-2 

Figure 52.   Turboalternator Partial-Admission Radial Impulse Design Point 
Computer Output (Design Case 102010202) (Sheec 2 of 3) 
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nCSIGfJ  CASF IO?OIÜ?C)? 

OFOMCI 
rtflFFL 
RLAOf? 

ADMIS 
ADM IS 
MOZZL 
SLADfi 
RLADfi 
RLADE 
HHFEL 
?LADR 

'■LADK 

HIP  CLI'AHANCP   (IIO 
PA^SAOF CUTTER  DIAMETFW   (IN) 
H/AILIIKJ  KfXJF  THICKNFSS   CIM) 

SION  A»?C  (FRACTION) 
SION   \HC   (PEÜREES) 
h  AN3LE   (URnHFFS) 

ANOLE  (DEORFES) 
INCIUEMCE  ANOLE  (DFG) 
CHORD  (IN) 
INSIDE DIAMETER  (IM) 
PRFSSURE  SURFACE RADIUS   (H) 
SUCriOM  SURFACE rtADIUS   (IN) 

lOTAL  MAC'-;IN!  SHAFT LENGTH   (IN) 
JOURNAL SI AH I   DIAMETER   (IN) 
JOURNAL  FREE  SHAFT  LENGTH   (IN) 
ALfbRNATOR  DlAMfcfER   CIN) 
ALTERNATOR MAONET LENOTH   (IN) 
ALTERNATOR PRtvIF.   SPEED(F.P.R. ) 
ALTERNATOR   M.JIAL GAP  (IW) 
STAT'JH nvf^n JG   (IN) 
STATOR   I.AUNAiION   DIA.    (IN) 
=MPIR.   ALTERNATOh  DIA.(IN) 
«HEEL  SACK  SIDE OPTIMUM GAP  (If) 

VELXITIES 
SP JUT IMG   VELIOITY   (EPS) 
»iHKEL  HP  SPEEOCFPS) 
itJ/ZLE DISCHARGE VELXITY   (EPS) 
CADE   Ii<'L':r  VELAiTVE  VELOCITY( EPS) 
''FADE   Ifif.-i   HADIAL  VELOCITY   (EPS) 
''LADE   INLHf RELATIVE  MACH  KU^RER 

REYNOLDS  MJWEHS 
BLADE PASSAGE  REYNOLDS N'O. 
fURRlMH Disc REYNOLDS  NO. 
JOURNAL DIAMEfEN  REYNOLDS  NO. 
ALfErtMATOR  GAP   HFYr'OLr)S  NO, 

DRA ^lEFEIGIENIS 
TURHIflE DISC JPAG COEFF, 
JOURNAL  DIAMETER  D^VAS COFEE. 
ALiE^NATOR   ?«P  MOMENT COEFF« 
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Figure 52.    Turboalternator Partial-Admission Radial Impulse Design Point 
Computer Output (Design Case 102010202) (Sheet 3 of 3) 
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The overall perfurmance and features are shown in Table 12.    Also shown 
are thu first and last module teatures.    A conception of an arrangement for 
this compressor system would be very similar to that shown in Kigure 48. 

The complete computer program printout of the design is shown in fig- 
ure 53 for the first and last of the three modules. 

Table 12 

D-C GENKHATOR REFRIGERATOR TURBOGOMPRESSOR 
DESIGN SUMMAUV 

Design Case 1U2040Ü1 
Impeller type:   centrifugal 

Motor type:   induction 
Journal bearing type:   sidf-f cting tilting pads 

Thrust bearing type:   inward-pumping spual groove 

Feature Performance 

Inlet temperature 331.4^. 

Inlet pressure 1.117 a tm 

pressure ratio 2. 584 

Flow 31.27 « / See 

Speed 411,000 ipm 

Input power 44.48 k n 
Number of modules 3 

Number of stages (i 

First anJ Last Module 1'eatures First Last 

Motor diameter (in. ) 3. Ir.2 3. 152 

Motor lamination outside diameter (in. ) 7.249 1. 240 

Motor power output (lip) 1 6. 02 17. 10 

Total windage loss (w) 124.U 194. 1 

Total bearing friction loss (w) 367.0 4:10.8 

First- and Ladt-St.-iy«' Features first last Firs) Fast 

Pressure ratio 1.186 1.178 1. 162 1. 15« 

Volume llow (cfm) UC  4 343.3 212,7 183.0 

Aerodynamic efficiency (traction) U (i7»2 0.6620 0, 6085 0. 5808 

Specific speed (nondimensiunal) 0. 05053 0.01741 u. 03!»7;t 0.03772 

Tip speed (fps) 1540 1540 I'i40 F540 

Tip diameter (in. ) 7.,153 7.353 7 vy.1 7.353 

Tip width (in. ) o. 20! a 0. IR80 0.1517 0. 1420 

|rl{-3.U3| 
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■ 

D-C MOTOR 

Refrigeration System for D-C Motor 

Tpble  3   indicated that the d-c motor requires refrigeration at 4, 4^ and 
80oK, in addition to the withdrawal of liquid helium from the refrigerator. 
Table 13 is a summary cf the significant computer results for the d-c motor. 
TbeM results are for a single refrigerator cooling a 40,000-hp motor. 

The same general trends can be observed from Table 13 as from Tables 
4 and 9.    The first five runs in Table 13 showed a Station 2 temperature of 
140K to result in minimum power input. 

Runs 8208 and 8306 showed the effect of increasing the thermal effective- 
ness of the major heat exchangers from 98, 5 percent to 99 percent.    While 
the reduction in input power was significant, a 99-percent effectiveness is 
considered a risky design with nearly balanced-flow heat exchangers.    The 
more conservative choice of 98. 5 percent was therefore made for the re- 
mainder of the runs, including design point Run 9206. 

Runs 9201 through 9206 showed the effect of increasing the pressure ratio 
by the addition of two more compressor stages.   With only a slight penalty in 
input power, the heat exchanger weight was reduced by roughly a factor of two. 
One of the reasons for this reduction is that, with higher pressure ratios, the 
same amount of refrigeration can be accomplished with lower helium flow 
rates, resulting in smaller exchangers.    In addition, smaller high-pressure- 
side hydraulic diameters can be used for the same pressure drop, further re- 
ducing heat exchanger size.    It was felt that in the case of the d-c motor, 
there is good reason to pay the penalty of increased compressor weight, com- 
plexity, and cost in order to realize the benefit of greatly reduced cryosection 
size.   Design point Run 9206 was therefore chosen from among tha high-pres- 
sure ratio runs. 

The series of runs beginning with Run 8301 utilizes three turbines.    In 
contrast with the a-c generator, the addition of a third turbine did not sign- 
ificantly reduce either input power or heat exchanger weight because thr Sta- 
tion 3 temperature was fixed at 80oK, and the three turbines were forced to 
operate at temperatures deviating considerably from optimum. 

In all cases presented in Table 13, the metal-plastic laminate heat ex- 
changer was considerably lighter and smaller than the plate-fin heat exchanger. 
For example, in Run 9206 the two heat exchanger weights were 206 and 356 
pounds, respectively.   All heat exchanger weights shown are for the lighter 
exchangers. 

Run 9206 was chosen to represent the most favorable design.    A printout 
of that run is shown in Figure 54.    The warm and cold turbine diameters are 
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RUN  NUMBER 9206 

ITERATIONS   ************      |2 

ELEMENT  SEQUENCE  «6221 
LIQUID  FL0W 0UT 0F REFRIGERAT0R«   0.1I00E+00   6/SEC 

TEMP(K> FL0W< 6/SEC) 
4.400 3.546 
14.00 9.195 
80.00 8.304 

L0CATI0N L0AD( W> 
1 5.052 
2 5.000 
3 106.2 

CYCLE  DESIGN P0INTS  ?YES 

L0C. P(ATM) TEMPCK) L0C. P<ATM) TEMP<K) 
1   1 3.800 6.214 1 2 1.180 4.406 
1   3 1.174 4.400 
2   1 3.838 13.91 2 2 3.819 11.44 
2  3 3.800 6.214 2 4 1.174 4.400 
2  5 1.162 11.33 2 6 1.157 12.07 
2   7 3.819 14.00 
3   1 3.877 77.54 3 2 3.857 65.78 
3  3 3.838 13.91 3 4 1.157 12.07 
3   5 1.145 64.97 3 6 1.139 72.15 
3   7 3.857 80.00 
4   1 3.915 335.0 4 2 3.877 77.54 
4  3 1.139 72.15 4 4 l.i 17 331.0 

TURB0ALTERNAT0RS  7YES 

L0C. 
2 
3 

DIA(IN) 
1.300 
2.600 

•TURB0ALTERNATaRS  
PWR(W> EFFIC. 

L0C.   ADM.FRACT. 
2 
3 

0.1750 
0.1291 

127.7 
650.0 

PARA.L0SSCW) 
2.496 
54.74 

0.5041 
0.4892 

SPEC SPD. 
12.73 
8.922 

L0C.     T.BR6.N0. 
2 0.8987E-0I 
3 0.4308 

L0C.     J.BR6.N0. 
2 0.3261 
3 1.098 

T.LD C0.   T.MIN  F.(IN) 
0.6405E-01        0.5880E-03 

0.1247       0.1008E-02 

J.LD C0.   J.MIN  F.(IN) 
0.8111E-01        0.3006E-03 

0.1579        0.7540E-03 

RPM 
479 70. 
54555. 

SPEC.DIAM. 
4.184 
5.719 

BRG.PWR.CW) 
0.4515 

14.33 

BL.HT./CUT.DIA. 
3.509 
3.325 

CR-4236-1 

Figure 54.    Computer Results for D-C Motor (Run 9206) (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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SKIP HEAT EXCHANGER DESIGN ?N0 

COMPOSITE HEAT EXCHANGERS ?YES 

L0C. 
2  B 
2 U 
3 B 
3 U 
A  B 

TaTALS 

WTC LBS) 
2.433 

0.5157 
44.90 
3.408 
154.9 
206.1 

•-HEAT EXCHANGER  DESIGN-- 
LENGTH(CM)      V0L(CU.FT.> 

8.280       0.3712E-01 
1.755 
53.99 
4.479 
84.41 

0.7869E-02 
0.8527 

0.6346E-01 
3.487 
4.448 

EFFECT 
0.9849 
0.9588 
0.9850 
0.9358 
0.9849 

FINNED-PLATE HEAT  EXCHANGERS  ?YES 

 — -HEAT  EXCHANGER  DESIGN  
L0C. WT<LBS)          LENGTHCCM)      V0LCCU.FT.)          EFFECT 

2  B FINNED PLATE HYDRAULIC  DIA.   T00 BIG 
2 U FINNED PLATE  HYDRAULIC  DIA.   T00  BIG 
3 B 79.38 453.9 1.590 
3 U 8.959 61.77 0.1647 
* B 268.1                    874.1                    8.950 

T0TALS 356.5                                                    8.705 

0.9851 
0.9357 
0.9849 

CENTRIFUGAL C0MPRESS0R7YES 

F0R 0UTPUT F0R ALL  M0DULES#   TYPE     ALL 
F0R  0UTPUT  F0R  FIRST AND  LAST M0DULE  0NLY,   TYPE 
ALL 3R  F*L  ?ALL 

F*L 

•CENTRIFUGAL  COMPRESSOR« 

ISENTR0PIC  C0MPR.   P0WER  <KW) 
T0TAL  M0T0R  SHAFT  P0WER  (KW) 
AMBIENT   TEMPERATURE   <K) 
PRESSURE  RATI0 
MASS  FL0W  <G/SEC) 
SUPPLY  LINE  DEL P/P 
RETURN LINE  DEL P/P 

MODULE   SHAFT  PWR   (KW)        RPM 
1 9.531        0.5000E+0S 
2 9.555       0.S000E+05 
3 9.583       0.5000E4-05 
4 9.613       0.5000E4-05 

23.56 
38.28 
329.0 
3.507 
21.05 

0. 
0. 

MOT.SPD.JFPS) 
667.6 
667.6 
66 7.6 
667.6 CR-4236-2 

Figure 54,    Computer Results for D-C Motor (Run 9206) (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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1 

AER0DYNAMICS 

STAGE SP.SPEED AEK0.EFF.   TIP SPD<FPS) DIA. (IN) 
1 0.4I63E-0I 0.6236 1644. 7.536 
2 0.3925E-01 0.6038 1644. 7.536 
3 0.370IE-GI 0.5829 1644. 7.536 
A 0.3498E-0J 0.5619 1644. 7.536 
5 0.3322E-01 0.5418 1644. 7.536 
6 0.3164E-01 0.5225 1644. 7.536 
7 G.3023E-01 0.5038 1644. 7.536 
8 0.2895E-01 0.4858 1644. 7.536 

STAGE PRESS.RATI0 C00L.EFFCTV. 
1 1.196 0.7473 
2 1.186 0.7654 
3 1.179 0.7654 
4 1.171 0.7654 
5 1.165 0.7654 
6 1.158 0.7654 
7 1.151 0.7654 
8 1.145 0.7654 

BEARINGS 

M0DULE 
1 
2 
3 
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1 
2 
3 
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0.2291E-01 
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0.1144 

0.8399E-01 

T.MIN   F.(IN) 
0.1764E-02 
0.1764E-02 
0.1764E-02 
0.1764E-02 

J.MIN  F.CIN) 
0.1223E-02 
0.1223E-02 
0.1223E-02 
0.1223E-02 

BRG.PWR.(W) 
194.4 
211.4 
229.2 
248.2 
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Figure 54.    Computer Results for D-C Motor (Run 9206) (Sheet 3 of 3) 

1. 3 and 2. 6 inches, and the shaft speeds are 48,000 and 54,600 rpm, respect- 
ively.    Turboalternator efficiencies are in the 49- to 50-percent range. 

The centrifugal compressor consists of four modules, each with a motor 
and two centrifugal impellers. Impeller diameters are about 7.5 inches, and 
shaft speeds are 50,000 rpm. 

Turboalternators for D-C Motor 

Both of the turboalternator designs for the d-c motor refrigerator were 
examined to find satisfactory operating speeds and geometries to satisfy 
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cycle requirements.    Cycle Study Computer Run 9206 established the turbo- 
alternator requirements listed in Table 14. 

Table 14 

TURBOALTERNATOR REQUIREMENTS 

Inputs and Results 1        Inlet Temperature 

14.0oK 80.0^ 
Inputs 

Inlet pressure (atm) 3.819 3.857 

Outlet pressure (atm) 1. 162 1. 145 

Mass flow (g/sec) 9. 195 8.304 
Results 

Refrigerator power output (w) 127.7 650.0 

Overall refrigerator efficiency 
(fraction) 

0.5041 0.4892 

Wheel tip diameter (in. ) 1.30 2.60 

Admission arc (fraction) 0, 1750 0. 1291 
Speed (rpm) 47,970 54,555 

Also shown in Table 14 are principal t.urboalternator design results 
from the cycle run.    The two power outputs and overall efficiencies must be 
achieved for the conditions of the cycle points.    These turboalternators   of 
course, were not optimized in the cycle study; hence the wheel tip diameter, 
admission, and speed are shown only for reference purposes. 

Complete partial-admission turboalternator preliminary design studies 
were conducted for both of the stages for the required cycle conditions     The 
best operating geometries were established.   Design summary results are 
shown in Table 15.    Complete design computer result listings are shown in 
Figures 55 and 56. 

Compressors for D-C Motor 

For this refrigerator, the cycle study resulted in the requirement for 
four compressor modules with two centrifugal compressor stages on each 
end of the rotor. 

The overall performance and features are shown in Table 16     Also 
shown are the first and last module features.   A conception of an'arrange- 
ment for this compressor system would be very similar to that shown for the 
three module arrangement shown in Figure 48, but with the addition of one 
more module. 
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Table 15 

TURBOALTERNATOR DESIGN SUMMARY 
FOR D-C MOTOR REFRIGERATOR 

Turbine type:   partial admission, radial impulse 
Load alternator type:   permanent magnet 

Journal-bearing type:   self-acting tilting pads 
Thrust-bearing type:   mward pumping, spiral groove 

Design Parameters 
Model and Inlet Temperature 

Big Bertha 
(140K) 

Giant Grizzly 
(80oK) 

Total refrigeration power outputs (w) 143.6 762.3 

Design speed (rpm) 48,340 55.340 

Maximum speed (rpm) 200.000 200.000 

Principal Dimensions 

Journal bearing span (in.) 3.82 7,64 

Journal and magnet diameter (in.) o. to 1.00 

Thrust bearing outside diameter (in.) 0.84 1.68 
Magnet length (in,) 0.705 1.410 

Performance Factors 

2-1.2 Inlet temperature (0R) 144.0 

Inlet temperature (0K) 14.0 80.0 

Inlet pressure (psia) 56.12 56.68 
Outlet pressure (psia) 17,08 16.83 
Pressure ratio 3.287 3.369 
Mass flow (Ib/hr) 80.72 75.41 
Turbine run number 920301006 9203 02006 
Wheel diameter (in. ) 1.30 2.60 

Electromagnetic efficiency (fraction) 0.992 0.959 
Number of blades 67 91 

Cycle required overall efficiency (fraction) 0.5041 0. 4892 
Overall efficiency (fraction) Ü. 5128 0.5016 
Specific speed 13.47 9.66 
Total friction losses (w) 4.45 80.88 

Design Geometry 

Admission (fraction) 0. 1844 0.1384 
Cutter diameter (in. ) 0. 0265 0. 0409 
Blade height (in. ) 0.09754 0.1451 
Blade-height-to-diameter ratio 3.684 3.548 
Blade angle (deg) 60.0 60.0 
Nozzle angle (deg) 80,0 80.0 

C,R-2322 
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Figure 55.    Turboalternator Partial-Admission Kadial Impulse Design Point 
Computer Output (Design Case 920301006) (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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DESIGN CASE O?Ü30lüüA 

TWO STAGE PERFORMANCE 
OTHER STAGE IN TEMP (K) 
TOTAL HEAT LÜAK (nATTS) 
EXIT TEMPERATURE (K) 
SHAFT HEAT LEAK (rtATTS) 
HOUSO HEAT LEAK UATTS) 

GAS HEARINGS 
ROTATING ASSEMWLY HEIGHT d"^) 
ACCELERATION OF GRAVITY (»0«) 
TOT,, REARING FRICTION (WATTS) 

PERFORMANCE TEH.4S 
ISENTRORIC HEAD (FT) 
HYDRAULIC EFF.t FIRST fFRM 
HYDRAULIC EFF., SECOND TERM 
HYDRAULIC EFF., THIRD TERM 
PIP CLEARANCE FFF. CORRECTION 
TRAIL EDGE EFF. CORRECTION 
BLADE RE. NO. EFF. CORN, 

ALTERNATOR 
ALTERNATOR 
ALTERNATOR 

GAR FLUX (KGAÜSS) 
CORE LOSS COEFF. 
COFFER LOSS COEFF. 

GAS   (R) 
FLOR   (CFS) 

TEMPERATURE WHEEL  EXIT 
TURBINE  RLADE DISC  VOL. 

PERFORMANCE  FACTORS 
TIP  SPEED  TO  SPOUTING  VEL.RATIO 
NOZZLE  COEFFICIENT 
SPECIFIC  SPEED 
SPECIFIC  DIAMETER 
FLOW  FACTOR 

WHEEL  EFFICIENCY   (FRACTION) 
HYDRAULIC   EFFICIENCY   (FRACTION) 
ELECTROMAGNET   EFF.   (FRACTION) 

ISENTROPIC  POrt ER   (.VAITS) 
WHEEL   POWER  OUTPUT   (WATTS) 
SHAFT  POWER  OUTPUT   (WATTS) 

PARASITIC  LOSSES   (WATT^) 
ALTERNATOR  TOTAL  FM 
TURRINE DISC FRICTION 
JOURNAL  DIAM   SHAFT  FRICTION 
ALTERNATOR  GAP  FRICTION 
BEARING  FRICTION 
SUM  ALL  PARASITIC  LOSSES 

0. TO A 
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Figure 55. Turboalternator Partial-Admission Radial Impulse Design Point 
Computer Output (Design Case 920301006) (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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Figure 55.    Turboalternator Partial-Admission Radial Impulse Design Point 
Computer Output (Design Case 920301006) (Sheet 3 of 3) 

Reproduced from 
best available  copy. 
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Figure 56.    Turboalternator Partial-Admission Kadial Impulse Design Point 
Computer Output (Design Case 920302006) (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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DESIGN CASE 
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Figure 56.    Turboalternator Partial-Admission Radial Impulse Design Point 
Computer Output (Design Case 920302006) (Sheet 2 of 3) 

Reproduced  from 
best available  copy 
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DESIGN CASE 9203ÜP006 

• 
GEOMETRY 

WHEEL   flH CLEARANCE  (IN) O.20OÜE-02 S 
RLADE  PASSAGE CUTTER OIAMETEH   (IN) 0.40PnE-0l B 
HLADE   riMM.IN'J   EDGE  THICKNESS   (IN) 0.4O0OE-02 E 
ADMISSION   AHC   (EIMCTIQN) O.I3P4E+00 ARC 
ADMISSION   A^C   (DEGREES) 0.49fllE+02 ARCD 
MOZZLE  ANGLE   (OECWEES) 0."OOOE+02 ALP2 
RLADE  ANGLE   (DEGREES) 0.6000E+02 RP2 
BLADE   INCIDENCE ANOLE  (DEC) 0.I407E+02 I 
BLADE CHORD   (IN) 0.I46/E+00 C 
»»HEEL   INSIDE  DIAMETER   (IN) 0.2^07E4-0I D3 
BLADE PRESSURE SURFACE RADIUS   (IN) 0,R470E-01 Y 
BLADE sucncr; SURFACE RADIUS (IN) 0.43PPF-0I X 

TOTAL   MACHINE   SHAFT LENGTH   (IN) 0.IOOOF+02 SL 
JOURNAL  SHAFT  DIAMETER   (IN) O.IOOOE+OI DJ 
JOURNAL FREE  SHAFT LENGTH  (IN) 0.6251E+OI DSU 
ALTERNATOR  DIAMETER   (IN) O.IOOOE+OI DG 
ALTERNATOR  MAGNET LENGTH  (IN) 0.I404F+01 HM 

ALTEWATOR  P'-RIF.   SPEED(F.P.S.) 0.2417E+0^ APS 
ALTERNATOR  RADIAL GAP  (IN) 0.t3750E-OI G 
STATOfl OVERHANG  (IN) 0.I725E+00 DA 
STAfUR   LAMINATION   DIA.   (IN) 0.3600E+D) DL 
RMPIR.   ALTERNATOR  DIA.(IN) 0.60O'3E+fX) DGE 
MHEEL  BACK  SIDE  UPTIVUM  GAP   (IN) 0.4564E-0I GD 

VELOCITIES 
SPOUTING VELOCITY   (EPS) 0.I856E+04 CO 
«HEEL TIP  SP«-!-:n(FPS) 0.6293E+m U 
NOZZLE  DISCHARGE  VELOCITY   (EPS) 0,I670E+04 C2 
BLADE   INLET  RELATIVE  VELOCITY(FPS) 0.30I6E+0^ n2 
BLADE   INLET  RADIAL  VELOCITY   (FPS) 0.290ÜE+0.? V2 
BLADE   INLET RELATIVE  MACH NUMBER 0.2107F+00 w,u 

REYNOLDS NUMBERS 
BLADE  PASSAGE  REYNOLDS  NO. 
TURBIWE DISC KEYNüLDS NO. 
JOURNAL  DIAMETER   REYNOLDS  NO. 
ALTERNATOR GAP  REYNOLDS  NO. 

DRAG COEFFICIENTS 
TURBINE  DISC  DRA^ COEFF. 
JOURNAL DIAMETER   DRAG COEFF. 
ALTERNATOR GAP  MOMENT COEFF. 

O.IBOIF+O^) NR EP 
Ü.7485E+06 NRED 
0.II07E+06 NREJ 
0.S2I0E+05 NREG 

0.60IOE-0; CMn 
D./JRT^F-D,? CDS 
0.1633E-02     CDG CR-2324-3 

Figure 56,    Turbo, iternalor Partial-Admission Radial Impulse Design Point 
Computer Outp it (Design Case 920302006) (Sheet 3 of 3) 

ReprcJuced  from        CTTC 
best   ivailabl« copy, jy 
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Table 16 

TURBOCOMPRESSOR DESIGN SUMMARY 
FOR D-C MOTOR REFRIGERATOR 

Design Case 9206001 
Impeller type:   centrifugal 

Motor type:   induction 
Journal bearing type:   self-acting tilting pads 

Thrust bearing type:   inward-pumping spiral groove 

Feature Performance 
Inlet temperature 331.0^ 
Inlet presaurt- 1.117 atm 
Preaaure ratio 3.507 
Flow 

Speed 

Input power 

Number of moduJea 

21.05 g/sec 

50,000 rpm 

50. 98 kw 

4 
Number of stages 

8 

Firat and Last Module Featurea First Last . 
Motor Diameter (in. ) 3.041 3.041 
Motor lamination outaide diameter (in,) 6.993 6.993 
Motor power output (hp) 14.42 14.90 

■ 

Total windage loss (w) 172.9 342.5 
Total bearing friction loss (w) 1244 1431 

First- r.nd Last-Stage Featurea First Last First Last 
Pressure ratio 1. 196 1. 187 1.152 1. 146 
Volume flow (cfm) 270.8 229. 1 103.5 89.8 
Aerodynamic efficiency (fraction) 0.6227 0.6029 0.5025 0.4845 
Specific speed (nondimensional) 0.04152 0. 03914 0.03013 0.0288b 
Tip speed (fps) 1647 1647 '647 1647 
Tip diameter (in.) 7.551 7.551 7.551 7.551 
Tip width (in.) 0.1633 0.1515 0. 1128 0. 1074 

CR-3335| 

The complete computer program printout is shown in Figure 57 for the 
first and last of the four modules. 
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Figure 57.    Centrifugal Compressor Design Point Computer Output 
(Case No.  9206001) (Sheet 1 of 4) 
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Figure 57.    Centrifugal Compressor Design Point Computer Output 
(Case No.  9206001) (Sheet 2 of 4) 
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Figure 57.   Centrifugal Compressor Design Point Computer Output 
(Case No.  9206001) (Sheet 3 of 4) 
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Figure 57. Centrifugal Compressor Design Point Computer Output 
(Case No.  9206001) (Sheet 4 of 4) 

SUMMARY OF SYSTEM DESIGNS 

Table 17 presents a summary of information on the design-point refrig- 
eration systems presented above in Tables   4,  9. and  13.    In addition. Table 
17 includes weights and sizes of the compressor subsystems. 

Table 17 shows that the total power inputs to the three systems do not 
differ greatly - the range being from 33. 7 to 38. 3 kilowatts.    It is difficult 
to make direct comparisons among the three systems, because of the different 
system arrangements.    Each system differs from the other two with respect 
to the number of turbines, pressure ratio, or heat exchanger tf:ectiveness; all 
of these parameters have a strong effect on input power, as can be seen from 
the above tables. 

The heat exchanger weights shown in the table are for the heat exchanger 
cores only.   The weights do not include heat exchanger headers, piping, filters 
turboalternators, or radiation shields.   An estimated 10 to 20 percent can be 
added to the heat exchanger weight to account for these items.   Weights for 
vacuum jackets surrounding the cryosection are also not included in the table. 
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Table 17 

SUMMARY OF REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS 

Parameter 

Design point computer Run No. 

Liquid helium withdrawal rate 
for cooling (g/sec) 

Refrigeration capacity (w) 
temperature (0K) 

Station 1 (coldest) 

Station 2 

Station 3 

Station 4 (warmest) 

Turbines 

Number of compressor stages/ 
pressure ratio 

Thermal effectiveness of major 
cryogenic heat exchangers 

Total compressor input shaft 
power (kw) 

Cryogenic heat exchanger 

Weight (lb) 

Compressor subsystem 

Weight (lb) 

Size (in. outside diameter 
x in. high) 

A-C 
Generator 

6310 

0.270 

0.5/4.4* 

2.5/12* 

2. 5/35* 

10/120* 

3 

6/2.65 

0.990 

33.7 

502 

600 

36 x 32 

*Para3itic heat load (internal to refrigerator) 

D-C 
Generator 

20205 

0.11 

3.0/4.4 

5.0/14* 

32/80 

2 

6/2.58 

0.985 

36.0 

381 

600 

36 X 32 

D-C 
Motor 

9206 

0.11 

5.05/4.4 

5.0/14* 

106.2/80 

2 

8/3.51 

0.985 

38.3 

206 

690 

42 X 32 

CR-4237| 

added to the heat exchanger weight to account for these items.   Weights for 
vacuum jackets surrounding the cryosection are also not included in the table. 

Compressor Subsystem Weight and Size 

The last item in Table 17 is an estimate of the compressor subsystem 
weight and size.    The weights were calculated on the basis of equations pre- 
sented in detail in Reference 5.   The weights include: 

• Power conditioner-controllers. 

• Motors. 
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• Compressors (frames, impellers, etc. ). 

• Heat rejectors (one water-cooled heat exchanger after each com- 
pression staet i. 

The compressor subsystem weight does not include any cover or housing 
that may be needed to protect the compressor. 

Refrigeration System Arrangements 

Various arrangements of the compressor subsystem and the cryosection 
are possible.    Because the only connections between the compressor subsys- 
tem and the cryosection are ambient temperature supply and return lines for 
helium gas, the compressors and the cryosection can conveniently be sepa- 
rated by a considerable distance.    This may be an advantage in some layouts. 
For example, it may be desirable to locate the compressor subsection at some 
distance from the d-c motor, which may be limited for space.    It may also be 
an advantage to locate the compressors for the motor and both generators in 
the same vicinity. 

Figure 48 is a drawing of a typical three-module (six-stage) compressor 
subsystem.    Each of the three modules contains a motor and two centrifugal 
compressor impellers.    Following each of the six compression stages is a 
water-cooled heat rejector.    The shafts are oriented vertically, and the im- 
pellers are mounted at each end of each shaft. 

A typical cryosection arrangement is shown in Figure 58.    This unit 
has three single-stage turboalternators and a circular cryogenic heat exchanger 
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Figure 58.    Cryosection with Circular Heat Exchanger 
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of the metal-plastic laminate type. At the intermediate-temperature turbine, 
a connection to a radiation shield is shown. Cold helium gas from any of the' 
three turbines could be piped to a cooling station, if needed. 

Figure 59 shows a cryosection arrangement especially designed from the 
standpoints of compactness and structural rigidity to withstand shock and vi- 
bration.    The heat exchanger is in the shape of a "Y, " to give it a large sec- 
ond moment of area and to accommodate the turboalternators with a minimum 
of wasted space. 

Cryoaectlofl 
Support Cryog9Hlo Huut Lxchangera Tufboalternator 

Turboalterna tor Vacuum Wssel 

leal Exchanger ileadur 

From Superconductive Coi 

J-T Kxpanaion Valve 

Tu Superconductive Coil 

From 1UÜ1\ Load 

To IÜ0°K Load 

Multilayer Reflective 
Insulation 

RDC-18273E-2 

Figure 59.    Cryosection with Y-Shaped Heat Exchanger 

Comparisons of refrigerator weights, sizes, and power relative to the 
generators and motors being cooled are given in Section 3 of this report. 

COMPARISON OF REFRIGERATION TURBOMACHINERY 

From the review of refrigeration requirements for the Department of 
Defense, it is apparent that three categories of cryogenic refrigeration are 
required: 

• Special lightweight low-input-power refrigerators used for space 
applications.    These refrigerators can be 1- to 2-watt refrigerators 
operating as low as 40K and as high as 100^.    For this type of re- 
frigerator, very special component designs are necessary to meet 
the generally limited input power capability of the spacecraft. 

• Small refrigerators for ground, shipboard, and aircraft applications, 
where the input power and weight restrictions are not as severe as 
for the space applications. 

• Large refrigerator requirements for ground and ship applications to 
satisfy Department of Defense requirements.    In general, these cryo- 
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genie refrigeration needs are more similar to commercial 
requirements. 

For these large refrigerators, the key to the success for long life will 
eventually be the use of advanced turbomachinery components, which can be 
made to approach a reasonable production cost. 

It is anticipated that the adaptability of long-life turborefrigerators can 
and will be proven in studies that are anticipated for ARPA, the U. S. Army 
in Huntsville, the U. S. Navy,  and the National Bureau of Standards.  Turbo- 
refrigeration systems will be the best selection in most of these studies, 
from the standpoints of life and maintenance. 

The costs of turborefrigeration systems must be considered,  and a means 
of standardizing components needs to be adopted. 

The anticipated cost breakdown of typical large turborefrigerators is: 

Component Percent 

Compressors 40-60 

Turboalternators 25-35 

Cryogenic exchangers 5-15 

All other costs 5-15 

Taking the above list in reverse order, "all other costs" includes filters, 
plumbing, vacuum equipment, controls, power supply, and any other special- 
ized necessities. 

The cryogenic heat exchanger can be either the laminated or the plate-fin 
type.    For small refrigerators,  the laminated type will probably be the most 
compact.   As far as cost is concerned, it is anticipated that the two types are 
reasonably competitive. 

The second largest item of cost is the turboalternators.   The approach at 
the General Electric Research and Development Center is believed to be a 
unique and effective means of providing this refrigerator component.    The 
cost of such devices can be expected to be reduced as development proceeds 
and manufacturing methods are advanced. 

Development and manufacturing tooling costs can be minimized by limiting 
the number of different frame sizes.   The number of different turboalternator 
designs can be limited to the extent that probably a minimum of four different 
frame sizes with alternator diameters 0. 25 to 2. 0 inches will provide loads 
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for powers from 10 to 10,000 watts.    These four frame sizes should be suf- 
ficient to satisfy all Department of Defense refrigerator needr>.    This approach 
has been applied to the selection of turboalternators in the cycle studies. 

A comparison of all turborefrigeration turboalternators for the three 
refrigerator applications is shown in Table 18.    It can be seen that the turbo- 
alternator requirements can be conveniently met by the two different frame 
sizes, the Big Bertha and the Grizzly Giant units.    It can also be seen that 
the design of these turboalternators generally vary along with the design tem- 
peratures, and the loads vary with the particular operating conditions.    Hence 
it can be concluded that with the exception of specific turbine wheel and tur- 
bine nozzle designs, all parts of all three refrigerator applications can be 
made identical within the two frame sizes selected. 

The most costly components in the refrigeration system are the high-speed 
turbocompressors.    Cost is high because there are so many precision ele- 
ments within each rotating assembly, and there are many units required. 
Hence minimizing the number of different rotating assembly designs can re- 
sult in substantial savings. 

A comparison of all the refrigerator turbocompressors is shown in Table 
19.    It can be seen that there are many similarities in the design results. 

The motor dimensions shown are similar in size and rating for all three 
applications.    The motor for the d-c generator application is adequate and it is 
justified as a design basis for all three applications.    Variations in frequency 
and voltage are easily accommodated by simply changing the number of turns 
in the stator winding. 

Because the rotating speed can be made the same, the first stage of each 
compressor system could be made identical.    Further, for the a-c generator 
and d-c generator, all three nodules should be made with identical components 
on a stage-by-stage basis.    Further, the first three modules of the d-c motor 
refrigerator would be identical to the first three modules of the a-c and d-c 
generators.    Then, for the fourth module of the d-c motor refrigerator turbo- 
compressor, the entire motor and bearing system would be identical to the 
other units, except that the seventh- and tighth-stage impellers would be 
slightly different because of the volume flow conditions.    It is also anticipated 
that all of the aftercoolers for all the refrigeration turbocompressors should 
be identical. 

OFF-DFSIGN PERFORMANCE STUDY (TASK R-SQ 

The off-design performance study is primarily a Phase II Task; however, 
work on this task was started during Phase I.    The following discussion de- 
scribes this preliminary work, which was performed during Phase I. 
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To predict off-design performance of the system,  the behavior of its el- 
ements individually and collectively must be expressed in mathematical terms. 
This can be looked upon as construction of a mathematical model that can be 
used to simulafe various system operating conditions. 

It is most useful to assemble such a model in modular form, much as the 
physical assembly of the system must take place. The complete assembly is 
therefore visualized as a set of models of the essential system elements plus 
their interconnections and a computational method for exercising them. 

In general,  a performance model of the system can be significantly sim- 
plified in f-omparison with a design model because,  in most cases,  only the 
external characteristics of a given device are of interest.    Where important, 
the nonideal behavior of an actual device cir often be represented by some 
mocifying empirical function added to an ideal model.    Under these consider- 
ations,   and exploiting the advantages of a modular approach,  it is most prac- 
tical to start with the basic first-order functions of the system and add re- 
finements later. 

In the present case    satisfactory models for  compressors  and turbo- 
alternators are available from work on pi eceding programs,   such as U.S. 
Air Force Contract F33615-71-C-T003,    describp^. below.    The major ele- 
ment for which a working model was needed « as the cryogenic heat exchanger, 
and that derivation is presented below.   Tb^; other elements required are the 
Joule-Thomson valve,  the liquid-gas interface,  and the refrigeration load. 
The first two of these elements are sren as quite straightforward relation- 
ships; however,  a convenient form jor representation remains to be chosen. 
The refrigeration load is,   of course,   central to the program.    However,  from 
the standpoint of the refrigerator,  its first-order effect is simply to withdraw 
a certain fraction of liquid helium fn m the total mass flow of helium. 

For reasons discussed more fully below,  it does not appear meaningful 
to separate off-design and transient models of the system,  except perhaps in 
the level of detail of the refrigeration load effects.    The model is therefore 
visualized as a single entity,  which will evolve as more refinements are added 
but which will simulate transient behavior in moving from one off-design state 
to another. 

Any modeling/computation activity is subject to a variety of modifica- 
tions and corrections until finally working to complete satisfaction.    In that 
sense,   and noting that a number of steps remain to complete the model,   the 
following description must be regarded as preliminary. 

CONCEPTUAL MODEL SYSTEM 

From a performance-modeling standpoint,   the system is seen to contain 
the elements shown in Figure 60, 
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1 

The motor-driven compressor maintains a driving pressure ratio across 
the stack of heat exchangers and turboalternatorj. which extract energy from 
the fluid, thereby reducing its temperature in a boot-strapping manner until 
liquefication finally takes place as a result of expansion through a Joule-Thom- 
son valve.    Bypass and throttling valves are provided for control purposes, 
to keep the compressor operating in a proper thermodynamic state without 
overpowering the turbomachinery during cooldown and/or other off-design 
conditions.    The several elements present in the refrigeration load are seen 
to have a resultant effect, on the refrigerator proper, of diverting some frac- 
tion of the mass flow from the low-pressure side of the heat exchangers. 

REFERENCE MODEL 

A model of a cryogenic turborefrigerator system was developed under 
Contract F33615-71-C-1003 for the Department of the Air Force.    The model 
is described in detail in Reference 6. 

The model contains a basic representation of the compressor and turbo- 
al ,'rnators and their interrelationships; the model has been successfully 
operated over a range of synthetic, off-design conditions.    Its general form 
is shown in Figures 61 and 62. 
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It is planned to use all of the elements of that model as a base and to add 
to it the additional elements and interrelationships required for the present 
application.    The primary deficiency of the reference model is the absence of 
the heat exchanger elements and the consequent requirement for independently 
determined temperature -nputs.    For this purpose,   a heat exchanger model has 
been synthesized and is described below.    By properly using this model with 
the turboalternator energy and mass flow relations in hand from the reference 
model, it is planned to synthesize a temperature calculation loop about the 
structure of the reference model.    To this the essential characteristics of the 
Joule-Thorns on valve and the flow diversion of the refrigeration load will then 
be added. 

HEAT EXCHANGER MODEL 

Consideration was given to synthesis of a heat exchanger model on the 
basis of transient heat flow equations for a distributed configuration.    It was 
soon apparent that the solution of the resulting simultaneous partial differential 
equations would require laborious calculation to solve the implied boundary 
value problem for each particular configuration and thermal  state --a situation 
impractical for the type of modeling desired and unjustified for the level of in- 
put information anticipated and the accuracy needed. 

It was therefore decided to approximate the heat exchanger on the basis 
of an idealized, distributed, steady-state model and an arbitrarily applied 
single time constant transient relationship.    The derivation of the steady-state 
model is included in Appendix 1,  "Ideal Heat Exchanger Model, " and the basic 
transient concept is below.    The results of the steady-state model synthesis 
are: 

It is assumed that in the calculation process,  values will be obtained for 
the input temperature and mass flow at each side of the heat exchanger.    The 
derived relationships will then be used to determine the temperature at the 
corresponding heat exchanger outputs. (Figure 63). 

T = fa (Ti, Ts, mi, mg) mi 

Heat Exchanger< 

Ts. ma    A •      T = fx (TL Ta.  mx,  ma) 

Figure 63.   Heat Exchanger Outputs 
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The results are* 

- 1 

m1-ma   hA 
minip    Cp 

/    mi-^   hA 
m1ms   Cp 

mi-rru hA 
j    ni! m2     Cp 

- 1 

- 1   T. 

(1) 

m, -m. hA 
m, i     nums     Cp 

ük1 ' 1 Tx + Uli 
m2 

- 1   T 

m^ms   hA 
m^ e   mj m2   Cp      , 

" 1 

(2) 

m. 

Where the constant parameter (hA/Cp) will be determined by calibration 
against data for the physical unit. y callbratlon 

COMPUTATIONAL AND TRANSIENT CONSIDERATIONS 

.v^ Whethfr Seeking a neW off-dtsign balance point or the behavior of the 

rdeTvarfaMesr1^ COnditi0nS' " iS g0ing t0 be neceSSa^ ** ^ ** model variables from some initial state toward a new stable-balance state. 

In very general terms, referring to the conceptual model system of Fie- 

alternJtoTaSTad1: TT T^' the energy and ^aSS floW ^r each turbo-' 
nan th!n K w ! be calculated-    I" a chain calculation, this information 

cess car be ren J? T?^ * u* ^^ th-modynamic state and the pro cess car. be repeated until a stable solution is reached. 

i is llZ^ OUt SUCh iteratiVe Processes ^ an efficient and stable manner 
actors r^T068/3^ tointroduce ^gorithms with appropriate conv^rgeL; 
nhvlT.ni t

Certain forms of these functions can be shown to be equivalent to 
tlclLT COnStantS- For this --son. it is anticipated iLftherew 1 in 
this case be no essential difference in form between an off-design and a t'ran 
sient model. By inserting appropriate time constants for traLfnt purposes 
these constants are expected to function as aids in stable convergence to off 

SÄes ^r^zz:^*—^ - - - --orf 

are o^h^order of«!" ^T ** ^ COnStantS for thft turboalternators 

Hm/
0r t.he !'?' exchan8ers. " 's planned to establish a single equivalent 

time eenstan. for each on the basis of extrapolation of test dfta for repreL- 
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tative types.   For each present heat exchanger output temperature, T, the 
expressions given on page 144   under "Heat Exchanger Model" will permit 
calculation of the corresponding final steady-state temperature, T'.   Assuming 
a single time constant, T, for the device: 

1   + TS 

or: 

dT        1 
sT   =  _ .   _ (T1 . T) 

(3) 

AT   -   - (T1 - T) At 
T 

T, + 1    -   Tj +^(1' - T),  At 

where At is a time step input for the transient problem. 
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Section 3 

SUPERCONDUCTIVE POWER SYSTEMS 

SUPERCONDUCTIVE POWER APPLICATIONS STUDY 

The purpose of this Task is to survey potential Defense Department ap- 
plications for superconductivity and cryogenics in the category of electric 
power and/or propulsion requirements. 

The applications, which have been identified, are described below in de- 
tail, with an indication of the degree to which each is being pursued by the in- 
dividual services.    A summary of the findings is also presented below: 

Application 

1.    Ship Propulsion 

2,    Superconductive 
Alternators 

3.    MHD Power 
Generation 

4.    Pulse Energy 
Storage 

Description 

Superconductive generator-motor electric 
drives connecting gas turbines to ship 
propellers.    Pursued by Navy.    Major 
development request expected. 

Superconductive alternators in the 1- to 
10-Mw range for base power sources. 
Potential application in Air Force and 
Army.    Actively pursued in several organi- 
zations. 

Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) power gen- 
erators with superconductive field coils. 
Competing for applications similar to 
those of Item 2,    Pursued by Air Force. 

Use of switched superconductive inductors 
as pulse energy sources for lasers (re- 
places capacitors).    Air Force pursuing 
(relatively) low-energy, long-pulse systems 
for driving flash lamps.    Flash lamp lasers 
are being supplanted by other types for wea- 
pons application.    Existence of three com- 
peting types (one electrical) and the em- 
bryonic state of their development makes 
the requirement for an energy source dif- 
ficult to quantify.    For matching present 
experimental electric lasers, capacitor 
sources would be too bulky, and inductor 
sources cannot be switched in the short 
time required.    Neither source fits the re- 
quirement well.    A bin.   SKy study of the 
total system (energy auurce, pulse condi- 
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Application 

4. Pulse Energy 
Storage (Cont'd) 

5. Refrigeration 
Requirements 

New Supercon- 
ductor Stimulation 

Description 

tioner, and laser) is indicated, but the 
laser technology still may be too lluid 
to make this meaningful. 

The above devices imply a need for com- 
pact, reliable refrigerators; however, de- 
vices themselves are speculative enough 
to make firm formulation of the number 
and timing of refrigerator need difficult. 
The Air Force leans to batch cooling for 
short missions, eliminating the need for 
refrigeration. 

Niobium titanium is adequate for demon- 
stration models and is not the limiting 
item in demonstration of useful devices. 
Conceivable breakthroughs in supercon- 
ductive materials do not appear to ma- 
terially ease the development job or 
make advantages of superconductive de- 
vices overwhelming.    Continuing develop- 
ment of high-critical-temperature fila- 
mentary superconductors is indicated. 

The detailed basis for the above conclusions is set forth in the following 
pages.    A list of U. S   Air Force-supported work appears in Table 20. 

SHIP PROPULSION 

Superconductive machinery can be applied to ship propulsion with po- 
tentially beneficial results.    The ship drive system might consist of one or 
more gas turbines per propeller.    The gas turbines directly drive electric 
generators that, in turn, power electric motors coupled directly to the pro- 
peller shaft.    The use of electric drives permits the propeller speed to be 
independent of the gas turbine speed (as opposed to fixed ratio gearing).    Be- 
cause of this independence, the gas turbine can be operated at all times at 
speeds consistent with minimum fuel consumption.    In addition, the number 
of gas turbines connected to the propellers may be varied to suit operating 
conditions, and the gas turbines can be cross-connected (one turbine can 
drive both propellers).    All of the above operating modes can be beneficial 
in achieving minimum fuel consumption for a given operating condition. 

The use of superconductive machines is aimed at reduced size and weight 
for the propulsion system.    Two distinct types of machines may be suitable for 
this application.    The first is the acyclic (homopolar) d-c motor and generator, 
and the second is the synchronous (a-c) motor and generator.    A hybrid sys- 
tem, using an a-c generator, rectifiers, and a d-c motor, is also conceivable. 
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Table 20 

HIGH-POWER PROGRAMS 

Program 

4-Mw APU 
(Phase I -- complete; 
Phase II -- AFWL) 

Advanced turbine (FY74) 

Advanced generator 
(deferred) 

Superconducting 
generator 

High-power fuel cell 

Multiburst MHD 

Explosive MHD 

Explosive MHD 

High-voltage MHD 

Limiting mechanisms in 
MHD 

Capacitive energy storage 

Inductive energy storage 

High-power switching 

Capacitor switching 
(Fy74) 

Transformer 

Transient effects in 
superconductors 

Computer-aided design 

Contractor 

AFWL ■ Air Force Weapons Laboratory 
APU ■   Auxiliary power unit 
MHD = Magnetohydrodynamic 

Rocketdyne/Westing- 
house 

Unassigned -- future 

Unassigned -- future 

Westinghouse 

Pratt and Whitney 

Avco 

Avco 

Hercules 

In-house 

Stanford University 

Unassigned ••- future 

MCA 

Hughes (gas tube) 
MCA (rotary) 
Westinghouse (Vacuum 
interrupter) Purdue 
University (solid state) 

Unassigned -- future 

Thermal Technology 

National Bureau 
of Standards 

University of Kentucky 

Description 

Modify the existing turbine to run on NJU.  fabricate a 
gearbox,  design an alternator    and build a rotor. 

Design the optimum turbine in the 3000- to 10, 000 hp range. 

Design the optimum,  high-speed,  high-frequency generator. 

Design and fabricate a 1- to 5-Mw supen onducting alter- 
nator. 

Reduce the specific weight of high-power-density fuel 
cells to~0. 5 Ib/kw, 

Investigate MHD generator operation,   repetitive bursts, 
and rapid starts at 2 to 3 Mw. 

Investigate explosive MHD,   redirci tion to design a 10-Mw, 
prototype,  conventional MHD genf-rator. 

Investigate explosive MHD,   redirection to explore a solid- 
fuel MHD. 

Study MHD generator,  invert •     and load interactions. 

Investigate MIIU phenomena. 

Increase the specific energy density of i-apacitors to 
400 to 500 j/lb. 

Demonstrate inductive energy storage at 100 kilojoules. 

Investigate various means of accomplishing inductive 
energy storage (opening) switching. 

Build a high-power closing switch. 

Reduce the specific weight of u high-power transformer 
to< 0. 4 Ib/kw. 

Develop helium pump and cnndui I transient supercon- 
ductivity analysis. 

Perform computer modeling of high-power systems. 

Homopolar machines would use superconductive field windings and nor- 
mal armature elements.    The armature elements can be either disks or drums, 
series-connected to produce the required output voltage.    Because homopolar 
machines are low-voltage, high-current devices, liquid-metal current collectors 
are usually assumed.   The homopolar, d-c machines have the advantage that 
the superconductive field coil is stationary, making the cryogenics and coil 
construction essentially state of the art.    In addition, no intermediate power 
conditioning is required.    The disadvantage is the large current required, 
necessitating the use of heavy bus work and also the use of liquid metal in 
the current collectors, which, with some metals (e. g., mercury and sodium 
potassium), may present a potential operating hazard. 

A-C synchronous motors and generators would consist of a superconduc- 
tive field winding on the rotor and a normal-temperature armature winding 
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on the Stator.    Typical operating speed ratios are from 3600 rpm at the tur- 

ralLn h "Z ^ ^"^    In —tional electric drives.'the speed 
Z     T ^ ned by matching the nu"*er of poles on the motor and gen- 

200 r'om   36 ^ T^T^ T^ ^ *'' * 3600-rpm' 2-Pole ^erator and a 200 rpm. 36-pole motor).    Superconductive machines do not lend themselves 
to a large number of poles; power density falls off rapidly above 6 to 8 poles 
Hence a superconductive motor-generator system will require a frequency    ' 
changer   such as a cycle converter, in order to meet the basic speed ratio 
between the turbine and the propeller.    The frequency changer will also serve 
as a speed regulator device for the drive motor. 

^^t^IfageS ^ a"c/a"C SyStem would be higher astern voltage, allowing 
of the free lnJerCOÜections' ™d P-sibly faster response through the use ' 
aL weflt oTrhet"8" aS a.SPeed COntr01-   Disad-ntages might be the size 
and weight of the frequency changer and increased cryogenic complexity leadine 
to higher refrigeration requirements and increased development Urne! * 

The U. S   Navy has been pursuing, at a low level, the application of super- 
conductive ship drives for a number of years.   A number ofstudy contacts 

Naval ShS   n    ^ ^ ^ " ^ 0ng0ing dev^opment program a^ the US 
Naval Ship Research and Development Laboratory in Annapolis. Maryland 

fX   /i^8 T11 f0r the iSSUance of a re^est f°r P^posal for a more de- 
fuut T y fon!,tructionofa3000-hP model system (40.000 hp is typical 
full-scale power).    There appear to be no basic technological barriers to the 
development of such a system. miners 10 me 

SUPERCONDUCTIVE ALTERNATORS 

tha+ iy^r6 0f suPerconductive «eld windings in alternators is an application 

Ind weLht) "in6"1"1 r^^ 0f inCreaSed POWer denS^ (decreased sZe and weight).    In principle, a superconductive alternator could be constructed 

a" irt ToLTolTVZ' ? PraCtiCe' mOSt COnCeptUal ^^\l7eTCZed 
WM'h y t!l f eld retUrn Circuit' in order t0 eliminate stray a-c fields 
which might be undesirable.    All concepts presume that only the field winding 

Uoll   oneS^f'^ ^ armatUre Winding (a-c) iS more or *** —I- tional. operating at normal temperatures.    (A satisfactory power frequencv 
superconductor has not been developed. ) irequency 

In most concepts, the superconductive field winding is carried on the rotor 
(as it is in conventional alternators), which increases the complexity of the 
cryogenic cooling design.    Flux densities in the armature, three to four times 
those of conventional air gap flux densities, can be achiev^.    The eUminaUon 

and  thus   in^r   T^ " ^ Stat0r alSO alIoWS more sPace ^ oonZTor and. thus, increased current loading, so the theoretical gain in power densitv 

Jhr" tow" ^ ^ ^ ^    ^^ -"^-ations'show gains of ab^t' 
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The development of successful superconductive alternators appears to 
be possible asing straightforward (although sophisticated) engineering.    Cryo- 
genic cooling requirements do not appear excessive, and available supercon- 
ductor technology appears adequate.    It is possible that there may be some 
surprises in helium flow behavior and/or in superconductor stability in ro- 
tating assemblies under high centrifugal loading, although this is not con- 
sidered likely. 

Superconductive alternators are under study in several organizations in 
the United States.    The bulk of this study effort is aimed at evaluation of cen- 
tral-station steam turbine applications (60 hertz).    Westinghouse has built 
an experimental, 5-megavolt-ampere model, which is undergoing testing. 
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology has a 2-megavolt ampere machine 
nearly ready for testing (sponsored by the Edison Electric Institute).   Within 
the General Electric Company, activity has been concentrated on design studies 
of large machines; no working models have been built.   In terms of direct 
military applications, the U.S.  Air Force Power and Propulsion Laboratory 
is funding the construction of a 1- to 5-megawatt, 400-hertz, 12,000-rpm, 
superconductive alternator.    The work on 60-hertz machines can be trans- 
lated, with a high degree of correlation, to the higher speed, higher frequency. 
Air Force requirement. 

The U. S.  Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Center 
(MERDC) is interested in smaller, lighter alternators for generation in com- 
mand post (base load) operations where the generator set is transported pri- 
marily by truck.    The 1- to 5-megawatt range suits their projected needs 
for the near term, and further forecasts are not available. 

In the case of the U. S. Air Force, the need is not so much for a prime 
aircraft power supply as it is for powering special purpose loads.    In the 
latter case, the generator would probably be driven by a separate chemical 
turbine, as opposed to being tied to the turbojet propulsion engines.    Although 
public identification has not been made, it is generally supposed that the load 
requirement is basically premised on high-energy laser weapons (discussed 
below), although other high-power load needs may exist or arise. 

Laser weapon development is not concentrated in the Air Force     All 
three Department of Defense services,  as well as AREA,  have an interest 
in laser deployment,  but so far there has been no differentiation in type- that 
is,   the present assumption is that the Air Force development will be commonly 
applicable to all three services.    To this extent,  the power source require- 
ment is common,   although it is obvious that size and weight are not so critical 
in a landbased or ship-based system. 

In summary, a need is foreseen for lightweight electrical power sources 
in the 1- to 10-megawatt decade by at least two of the three services.    It is 
possible that superconductive alternators may help meet this need. 
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The development is being actively pursued at the present, and no areas 
where a technical breakthrough is needed to implement the application have 
been identified, 

MHD POWER GENERATION 

Special purpose, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) generators are being con- 
sidered by the Air Force as an alternate power source to the turbine-alter- 
nator for laser weapons power. The MHD device would use stored fuel and 
oxidizer (liquid or high-pressure gas), discharging the combustion products 
overboard. Fuels considered have been mundane, such as JP-4. or exotic, 
such as toluene, benzene, cyanogen, and so forth. The use of solid rocket 
propellants is still under consideration. 

Selection of fuel will depend on mission duration, specific fuel consump- 
tion, and so forth.    Few MHD machines have been built, and those have been 
laboratory devices.    The Avco Everett Research Laboratory has operated a 
2-me;|awatt machine and also a 3 0-megawatt industrial prototype.    A 200- 
kilowatt machine has been operated at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. 

MHD generators need superconductive field coils.    Here again the coil 
is stationary, rather than rotating, as in the alternator application.    The Air 
Force has contracted for a few prototype coils,  with reasonable success.    It 
appears that satisfactory coils can be made,  applying current technology (1 to 
2m long with an 8- to 12-inch active bore for 5 to 10 Mw).    When optimized 
for total weight, MHD generators are optimum at a working flux density of 
about 50 kilogauss. 

Technical factors other than coil technology and cryogenics will be limit- 
ing in the development of MHD generators.    MHD generators may have a size 
and weight advantage over rotating generators. A further advantage may be fast 
startup;  that is.  a rotating machine must spin at idle for the duration of the 
mission period to be ready for fast loading at arbitrary command, when the 
weapon is actually being used in fast,  short bursts.    The MHD generator may 
have the capability of starting from shutdown in fractions of seconds,  through 
the use of fast valving on the fuel and oxidizer.    However,  the MHD field coil 
would have to remain charged.   A subsidiary advantage may be the lack of in- 
teraction between the field and the fluid (drawing power suddenly does not load 
the field or require sudden changes in field current).    There is no analog of 
the reactance of a synchronous generator. 

PULSE ENERGY STORAGE 

A need exists for short, high-energy, electrical pulses for Department 
ol Defense laser applications.    Conventional capacitors prove to be too bulky 
for airborne missions.    The theoretical energy density available in a magnetic 
field created by a superconductive inductor is attractive, however, pulse length 
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requirements are short, and switching emerges as a major technical problem. 
Because the discussion illustrating the above thesis and leading to conclusions 
has turned out to be extensive, the conclusions appear first: 

• Application of superconductive inductors to pulse energy duty re- 
quires development, mostly in switching, for relatively modest 
power levels. 

• Any applications compatible with today's technology in inductive 
storage are probably being supplanted by other forms of high-energy 
lasers, 

• In the high-energy laser technology, there are three competing sys- 
tems, only one of which is electric.    The state of development is not 
far enough to pick a winner. 

• The trend in high-energy electric lasers (electric discharge lasers) 
is toward shorter and more frequent pulses.    Based on today's know- 
ledge, upgrading capacitors may be more fruitful than developing in- 
ductive systems.   Switching techniques may require new inventions 
for inductive systems. 

• Probably neither inductors nor capacitors are fully satisfactory ap- 
proaches.   A fruitful activity would be a fresh look at the total sys- 
tem integration, including modifying the laser itself to arrive at the 
optimum direction of development.    The present state of laser tech- 
nology is not stable enough to allow firm conclusions from such a 
study. 

In addition to requirements for large blocks of basic electric power gen- 
eration, laser weapons systems may create requirements for power condition- 
ing, the principal one being the delivery of electric power in short pulses of 
high energy.    The classic example of this requirement is the glass laser, 
which is pumped by pulses of light delivered by a bank of flash lamps. 

The traditional source of pulsed power is the capacitor bank; however, 
capacitors are low-energy-density devices and unsuited to mobile or airborne 
applications.    In terms of fundamental energy density, inductors (and partic- 
ularly superconductive coils) are much more compact.    This can be seen by 
looking at the basic equations for the volume density of stored energy in the 
electrostatic and electromagnetic field: 

=   ee£   andW   -  ^_ 

Where E is the electric field intensity, B is the magnetic flux density, e0 is 
the permittivity of free space, and IOQ is the permeability of free sp^ce. 

Typical orders of magnitude for working electric field strengths in the 
best commercial capacitors is about 2.5 megavolts per inch and the dielec- 
tric (e. g. , castor oil and paper) may have a dielectric constant of about five. 
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This figure yields a theoretical energy density of about 3. 5 joules per cubic 
inch.    Commercial energy storage capacitors have an overall energy density 
of about 2. 5 joules per cubic inch (based on the volume of the can only) and a 
specific density of about 40 joules per pound.    In contrast, a magnetic field 
(created by a superconductive coil) of 5. 0 webers per square meter has a 
theoretical energy density of 164.5 joules per cubic inch.    This comparison 
reveals the incentive for investigating superconductive, inductive energy 
storage. 

Two factors have inhibited the use of inductors as substitutes for cap- 
acitors in energy storage applications.    The first factor is the inherent re- 
sistive loss during charging and during charged, waiting intervals (hopefully 
this loss is eliminated by superconductivity).    The second factor is that the 
transfer of energy to the load must be accomplished by interrupting the coil 
current.    For short pulses of high energy, this factor imposes severe duty 
on the interrupting element (switch).    Capacitors have little inherent loss 
and the energy transfer is accomplished by closing a switch, a relatively 
simple operation. 

Although superconductors are lossless in the presence of steady currents 
and fields, a time-varying field produces losses. These losses are delivered 
directly to liquid helium. An appreciation of the sensitivity may be gained by 
observing that mechanical refrigeration at helium temperatures requires 1000 
watts input per watt extracted; thus, the inductor losses must be kept on the 
order of 0. 1 percent or less to avoid a refrigeration requirement equal to the 
energy stored. 

Mechanisms for superconductor loss are understood, and partially ade- 
quate technology exists for coping with them.    Losses are hysteretic (rate- 
independent) in the superconductor.    Minimization of losses is presently ac- 
complished by codrawing the superconductor in fine filaments in a metal 
matrix.    The presence of a metal matrix introduces eddy current losses, which 
are rate-dependent.    For pulses in the microsecond range, the eddy currents 
dominate for present designs.    The remedy for losses is finely stranded con- 
ductors, fully transposed, and can be handled for reasonable cases with today's 
technology.    The switch problems are less well defined, because less study 
for cases of practical interest has been undertaken to date. 

The results of a specific case can be briefly cited for purposes of exam- 
ple.    A U.S.  Air Force-funded program studied the production of pulses of 
50 to 100,000 joules, rise time of about 100 microseconds, pulse duration of 
250 microseconds, and a pulse repetition frequency of five per second.    At 
50,000 joules, the load (bank of flash lamps) requirement was on the order of 
peak currents of 20,000 amperes at 15 kilovolts, (250-^is pulse), or some other 
combination of current and voltage yielding 300-megawatt peak power.    These 
values (along with the rise time) serve to define the switch requirement. 
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The results of preliminary evaluation of these requirements have been 
published (Refs. 7 and 8).    The requirement for a superconductor is a com- 
posite strand of a few (one to three) thousandths of an inch in diameter.    The 
superconductor can be a single or multifiiament diameter of one thousandth 
of an inch or less.    These dimensions, though not common, are within today's 
state of the art. 

All investigators have rejected, as switching elements, silicon-control- 
led rectifiers, ignitrons. and triggered vacuum gaps (ignitrons are the most 
common capacitor switch, but the clearing times are too long for inductive 
applications) in favor of vacuum breakers with movable   contacts.    One con- 
tractor estimated that a series-parallel combination of 17 of the best com- 
mercial switches would be required.   All circuit breakers require a current- 
zero to extinguish the arc; commercial a-c breakers rely on the natural 60- 
hertz current zero. 

In the present application, the switch would be commutated by discharging 
a capacitor through the contacts in the reverse direction.   After the current 
zero, the switch has a characteristic recovery time during which the metal 
ions and electrons created by the arc must condense or be otherwise removed 
to prevent a restrike when voltage is reapplied.    Recovery times of commercial 
vacuum breakers appear adequate, if marginal, for the lOO-microsecond volt- 
age rise time considered here.    Mechanical limitations and reliability at a 
pulse repetition frequency of five per second have yet to be evaluated. 

In terms of laser weapons, the above example represents a relatively 
low-level requirement.   Flashlamp lasers for high-energy pulses are being 
deemphasized, and it is likely that flashlamp systems of the above character- 
sties will never be deployed. 

Laser weapons research has evolved to the point where it is now estimated 
that light power levels higher than those obtainable with flashlamps will be re- 
quired.    Three types of systems are being investigated for this purpose: 

• Gas Dynamic Lasers.    The pumping mechanism is primarily thermal 
excitation by combustion, followed by expansion of the working gas 
into the optical cavity. 

• Chemical Lasers. A chemical reaction at temperatures and pres- 
sures less than those required for thermal excitation produces the 
excited species. 

• Electric Discharge Lasers.   Electron bombardment produces the 
pumping excitation. 

In order of the state of development, the ranking is: 

1. Gas dynamic lasers 

2. Electric discharge lasers 

3. Chemical lasers 
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It is not appropriate, in this document, to delve into the technical details of 
each method.    The subject is presented only to cast some light on the prob- 
ability of a need for pulse energy systems.    Possible requirements can be 
discussed briefly; for the present, it is sufficient to note that there are two 
nonelectric competitors for the laser weapons mission. 

Electric discharge lasers, as applied to the weapons field, are adapta- 
tions of the gas discharge carbon dioxide laser. The latter, in its present 
embodiment, is pumped by a continuous glow discharge in a tube, the optic 
axis being parallel to the electric discharge. These lasers operate at re- 
duced pressure and are capable of producing a few kilowatts of output, but 
cannot be reasonably scaled up in power. 

To upgrade the energy density as well as total power for the weapons ap- 
plication, it is desirable to operate near atmospheric pressure.    To accom- 
plish this, the electric discharge laser ha 3 the electric discharge perpendi- 
cular to the optic axis and is of considerably shorter length (for reasonable 
voltages).    To remove waste heat, the gas is circulated, the flow generally 
being in the third dimension. 

The emitted light is at 10.6 microns in both cases, characteristic of a 
transition between carbon dioxide vibratioaal sta+es.    One recent version of 
the electric discharge laser is called the pulser sustainer electric discharge 
laser.   lonization is created by an electron beam injected into the gas from 
an external electron source.    The primary energy comes from so-called 
sustainer electrodes, which bound the active volume.    In this way, the sus- 
tainer voltage is too low to sustain continuous ionization (and degeneration 
into an arc) but is of just the right magnitude to produce a maximum concen- 
tration of excited molecules.    The free electrons are produced by the in- 
jected beam.    The plasma electron temperature is thus controlled by the sus- 
tainer voltage, and the density or current is controlled by the injection source. 

Electric discharge lasers can operate in a continuous-wave mode; however, 
this mode is not presently favored, because the gas density must be reduced to 
1/3 atmosphere or less and the light output is less than the average power pro- 
duced by a pulse mode electric discharge laser. 

In the pulse mode, limitations are placed on pulse length by the fact that 
a sudden release of energy in the gas creates a pressure wave that propagates 
with the speed of sound.    Once the wave is reflected at the walls of the cavity, 
the optical quality of the cavity is spoiled.    (These sound waves create severe 
structural and vibrational problems for the electric discharge laser as well.) 
Present pulse length is approximately 20 microseconds. 

The above sonic limitation on pulse length implies that a maximum of 100 
microseconds may be tolerable, even for high-power systems.    As now visu- 
alized, a trapezoidal pulse of 20 to 100 microseconds will be required with a 
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rise time on the order of 3 microseconds.   Such pulses are within the cana- 
bültles of capacitor banks; however, a 3-microsecond rise time would appear 

hJT SO
M K0rt that " iS bey0nd preSent1^ ^asonable capability of sw tches that could be used to interrupt an inductor current. wucnes 

reaJred^l^T16 5f Tntioned that in addition ^ the short pulse duration 
required, the electric discharge laser requires a pulse whose voltage is flat 
to within about 10 percent, because the pulse voltage determines the electron 
energy, which must be kept within close limits for maximum efficiency 

Capacitor banks are amenable to pulse shaping by arranging the capacitors 
along with small inductors in the form of a transmission line     Ihe mechan sm 
with associated additional hardware) for precise pulse shaping with'ntduc 

tive store have not been fully investigated. 

The short pulse requirement cited above for electric discharge lasers 

äZnssiT the indUCtiVe St0rage PiCtUre fUrther' aS Crated by the earlier 

fM« ?eSigning the "^"ctor for low loss is accentuated by short pulses   although 

ZsesXri!:0^ n0trhihitiVe-   HOWeVer' the Production of high energy pulses with rise times on the order of a few microseconds, would appear to be 

quired * ^ the ^ ^ SWitChing' and new Mentions may be re- 

REFRIGERATION REQUIREMENTS 

Implementation of any of the above power generation machinery concents 
wi 1 create a need for compact, reliable refrigeration machinery.   It does 
not appear possible to arrive at a numerical measure of this retirement in 
units per year or watt load per year, because a requirement for deployment 
of the machinery itself cannot be arrived at in any firm way.    Firm datTon 

reX^aü^H^^186^^ ^ 0f ^ individual mach^ are^lsonot 
era   sizlwm h«v   r/!1"' T3* StUdieS haVe ShOWn that ma^ines of this gen- eral size will have refrigeration loads in the range 5 to 20 watts     Hence 
refrigerator development for machines in this capacity range se^msTndLted. 

In addition  the more sophisticated cooling studies show that the most ef- 
fective cooling is obtained by systems that remove heat at the highest possible 

re"uPreni^TtetietVhe1' T^ ^ abSOrpti0n üf ^ heat in the -hausfheUum gas returning it to the refrigerator at a temperature near room temperature   or 

XT' TheTtlön: refrigerator With -e - "-re elevatLtemperaTure 
stages.    The 5- to 20-watt range quoted above presupposes such a cooline CVCIP 

reTuTr'eml^ 7fH"34^ deVeloPme"t ^r.m should'address itself to   ool'g' requirements of this general nature. ^vmi& 

constlllunn C
f
0mPiiCati0n in evaluating refrigeration needs is introduced in 

consideration of airborne applications.    Generally speaking, contacts with the 
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U. S. Air Force indicate that studies performed to date have resulted in the 
general conclusion that the mission duration for the superconductive equipment 
in question is usually taken as about two hours (total airborne time may be 
more than this; reference is to the time of active use).    In th^se cases, weight 
trade-offs usually result in the conclusion that for short mission duration, it 
is preferable to provide cooling with batch liquid helium, venting the exhaust 
gas overboard.   Hence a requirement for refrigeration machines is not forth- 
coming.   In the case of equipment that must be continuously kept cold (cooldown 
time is usually visualized on the order of large fractions of days) for combat 
rerdiness, the usual assumption is that a more conventional (commercial 
perhaps) refrigerator in the form of ground support equipment will be used. 

Navy, Army, and space applications, however, all require compact, re- 
liable, continuous refrigeration systems. 

POTENTIAL FOR ADVANCED SUPERCONDUCTORS 

Niobium titanium remains the material on which most superconductor 
applications are based.    In recent years, significant advances have been made 
in producing niobium titanium in twisted filament form.    This configuration 
makes possible the control of losses in pulse applications (e. g., synchrotrons) 
at low frequencies (one per second), for which it was first conceived.   How- 
ever, more important, the mechanism that contributes to low loss also con- 
tributes to stability against flux jumps in steady-field applications, and coils 
are now constructed in which practically all electromagnetic instabilities 
have been eliminated. 

The suppression of magnetic instabilities has allowed another form to 
surface:   mechanical instabilities due to wire and/or coil motion.    These in- 
stabilities operate in a similar way; superconductor deformation or frictional. 
motion creates enough energy to raise the superconductor above its critical 
temperature, defined by the extant condition of current density and magnetic 
field strength.    This instability is remedied by firm restraint of the super- 
conductor -- mostly the use of coil potting. 

Although niobium-titanium properties are no longer the limiting item in 
the exploitation of superconductive devices, it is pertinent to raise the question 
as to what improved superconductor properties would enhance the scope of 
application.    The critical field is an obvious possibility; however, increases 
in critical field, per se, may not be of primary significance at the moment. 
Rotating machinery concepts generally retain iron shielding and increasing 
the operating flux density serves mainly to increase the required shielding 
without a substantial gain in overall power density.    In the case of magneto- 
hydrodynamic generators, it is found that a generator weight optimum usually 
comes out at about 40 kilogauss because increased fields require increasing 
amounts of superconductor and, if high enough, the addition of structural ma- 
terial to contain magnetic forces.   Similar factors exist in the design of energy 
storage coils. 
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Niobium tin (NbaSn) is the second most developed superconductor.   Al- 
though it has better properties than niobium titanium, it is intrinsically 
brittle and harder to fabricate into useful shapes; this latter property has re- 
tarded its use, except where high field strength is indispensible.    In view of 
the remarks about high fields in the above paragraph, it appears that this 
property may not be sufficient to displace niobium titanium.    However, nio- 
bium tin has a critical temperature of 180K, compared to lO^C for niobium 
titanium.    This property may prove advantageous in allowing the supercon- 
ductor to operate near 10oK, as opposed to 4. 20K, as is customary for nio- 
bium titanium.    (Niobium tin has properties at lO'k almost as good as those 
of niobium titanium at 4. 20K.) 

Higher temperature operation allows an improvement in the cycle effi- 
ciency of cryogenic cooling.    For higher temperature operation, the effec- 
tiveness of liquid cooling, with its attendant high nucleate boiling coefficient 
is sacrificed (the critical temperature of helium is 5.2^).    To realize the 
cycle efficiency, cooling would be produced by gas entering at approximately 
8 K and exiting at 10oK.    In such a system, the refrigerator input might be 
halved for a given load.    It should be noted that freely boiling liquid auto- 
matically provides a fixed temperature point, while in gas cooling, the flow 
rate must be controlled to maintain the temperature.    In the case of batch 
cooling, the helium must be carried as the liquid, in any event; however, the 
amount required would be about half if the total enthalpy of the gas between 
4. 2 K and 10^ could be utilized. 

It seems safe to predict that the filamentary form of superconductor is 
firmly enough entrenched so that a filamentary, flexible form of niobium tin 
would be required before it would be used extensively, even with the above re- 
frigeration requirement.   However, the increased critical temperature might 
have a second (and more important) benefit in this case.   Instability (either mag- 
netic or mechanical) depends on a balance between the potential for energy re- 
lease (mechanical or magnetic) and the specific heat required to raise the super- 
conductor above the critical temperature.   Because the specific heat of metals 
(niobium) increases from 3 x lO"4 at 4. 20K to 25 x lO-4 joules per gram at 
about 8 K, this available energy absorption may prove to be a powerful in- 
fluence on stability.   Experimental work is required to verify this supposition. 

Another superconductor that has properties similar to those of niobium 
tin is Va galliurr.   Its critical temperature is somewhat lower (14^); how- 
ever, at low temperatures its critical field and critical current density (at 
high fields) appear to be somewhat better.    The Japanese are actively pur- 
suing its development as a commercial product; indications are that it may 
be somewhat simpler to produce in filamentary form than niobium tin. 

Other processes that have been considered for producing fine-filament 
superconductors include the impregnation of vicor glass with lead or lead- 
bismuth alloys.    This process produces very fine filaments (which have en- 
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hanced the critical field), but the resulting composite is limited in critical 
temperature.    Niobium carbonitride has been produced in reactions starting 
with synthetic fibers.   Its critical temperature can range from 90K to 180K, 
depending on structure, and its critical field is comparable to that of niobium 
tin.    Critical current densities have not been accurately measured.    The above 
processes have the advantage that the filament production is not associated 
with the presence of a metal matrix; therefore, these may have the potential 
for the creation of a true a-c superconductor. 

In conclusion, it appears that the direction of research will be most pro- 
fitably aimed at producing twisted filament superconductors with higher crit- 
ical temperature from the standpoints of stability, operating margin, and 
cooling efficiency.   Success in this regard could conceivably lead to super- 
conductors whose a-c losses would be acceptable at power frequencies; these 
superconductors mir^ht lead to more effective electrical apparatus concepts. 

SHIP PROPULSION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND CRITERIA [TASK S-IOI 

SYSTEM REC UIREMENTS 

System requirements for this study have been established by considering 
various type * of naval ships to which superconductive propulsion machinery 
might be applied, reviewing the specific requirements of each of these ships, 
and considering requirements generally applicable to Navy ships. From this 
information, a set of system requirements has been prepared that is consid- 
ered to be typical of those that • superconductive propulsion system should be 
able to meet in one or more promising naval applications. 

System Description and Potential Advantages 

The basic system (Figure 64) consists of a generator driven from the 
prime mover, suitable power conditioning equipment, an adjustable -speed 

— —  Refrigerator   

Motor 
Power 

Conditioning Generator Prime 
Mover 

Figure 64.   Schematic Diagram of Basic System 
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motor driving the propeller, and cryogenic refrigeration equipment for main- 
taining the field windings of the motor and generator at superconducting tem- 
peratures.    Suitable control equipment (not shown) is,  of course, required for 
the complete system. 

In cases where more than one prime mover and generator is involved, 
the system lends itself well to having capability for cross connection, where 
motors and generators can be electrically connected in any combination. 
Figure 65 illustrates such a system.   In accordance with the proposal and 
program plan for this study, attention has been directed toward two basic 
systems: 

• D-c generator/d-c motor 

• A-c generator/d-c motor 

Motor 

Motor 

Generator 

Power 
Conditioning 
and Control 

Generator 

Generator 

Generator 

Figure 85.    Cross-Connection Capability 

Potential advantages of the superconductive system can be categorized In- 
to three main areas: 

• Flexibility of Mechanical Arrangement.    Because the prime mover 
and propeller are no longer connected through gearing,  there is a 
great deal of freedom available for choosing the location of the prime 
mover.    For example,  in a destroyer application using a gas turbine, 
the turbine could be located at or near deck level,  eliminatint; the 
very bulky and heavy inlet air and exhaust ducting required for a tur- 
bine located deep in the hull.    Or,  in the case of a hydrofoil or sur- 
face ship,  generally simpler electrical leads could replace complex 
gear trains. 
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(/>rre ^bTLo   H CThl1lty      The ability for cross connection 
(Figure 65   provides the potential for improved specific fuel consumo- 
üon by makmg it possible to shut down one or more prime movers 

^e ^of bl'r'; enabling the remaini^ UnitS to opeTatTnearer 
I'Lre^in tht '  n     T**?9*™'   A Possibility that can also be con- sidered in this connection is use of one or more relatively small prime 
mover/generator units at cruise speed, achieving better fuel con- 
sumption than would be possible using the larger units 

LTr^r^n Zf™ ^^ ^^ * ^^^^ 
• Heduced Size and Weight.    The preceding two advantages are basic 

ive mac^tr;68^ ^T t^ ^ ^ ^^ USe of supZloZl 
chTne^v   on thPnth      ™l°r mcenti™ ^v the superconductive ma- 
we\It     TMI     f !r ?and'1 

1S itS POtential for reducing ^ze and weight,    fhis potential could lead to increased payload or imoroved 
ship performance.    Possibly more important, it might also maklan 
approach practicable that otherwise might no   be.   Direct dr've of 

ca'se   ^fowr8 ^USe 0f m0t0rS in the ^S -^be such a case, where low frontal area is vital. 

Potential Naval Application« 

Five types of naval ships have been considered: 

• Conventional surface 

• Swath 

• Hydrofoil 

• Surface effects 

• Submarine 

The first four of these types are shown in Figure 66 

to be prpater- if +hQ • """««-non capaouity.    These advantages appear 

burrace ship, with the additional desirability of low 
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Figure 66.    Potential Navel Applications 

weight.   Reduced size, to a lesser extent, is also of interest, becaube it pro- 
vides increased accessibility and a reduction in propeller shaft lengths. 

Hydrofoil.    The major advantage in this case appears to be elimination of 
complex gear trains.    Motor size,  especially frontal area,  is of prime impor- 
tance,  in order to locate the motors in the pods. 

Surface Effects Ship.     These ships are characterized by the need for power, 
in many different parts of the  ship,  for propulsion and lift.    Consequently, 
the major advantages appear to be elimination of complex gear trains and pos- 
sible consolidation of a number of prime movers into fewer,  more efficient, 
centrally located units. 

Submarine.    The major potential advantage in this case appears to be the pos- 
sibility of locating the motor outside the pressure hull,  eliminating penetra- 
tion of that hull by a rotating shaft and the consequent problems of providing an 
adequate seal around this shaft for deep submergence depths.    Because of the 
more sensitive nature of submarine requirements, no further consideration has 
been given in this study to submarine application, but the possibility is noted for 
future reference. 
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Investigation of Specific Ships 

From the above ship types,  six specific ships have been investigated in 
more detail,  and   Table 21  compares their power requirements.    The DDP63, 

Table 21 

COMPARISON OF POWER REQUIREMENTS 

Characteristic DD363 
Patrol 
Krigate 

Twin-Screw 
Destroyer Swath Hydrofoil SES 

Displacement (tons) 7000 -4000 4000 2800 7f)0 300 
Total power (hp) 

Number of shafts 

80,000 

2 

40, 000 

1 

80,000 

2 

40,000 

2 

40,000 

2 

100. 000 

2+4 
Prime mover 

Type 

Rating (hp> 

Gas turbine 

20, 000 

Gas turbine 

20,000 

Gas turbine 

20, 000 

Gas turbine 

20, 000 

Gas turbine 

20, 000 

Gas turbine 

20,000 
Speed (rpm) 

Propeller speed (rpm) 

Motor rating (hp) 

3 G00 

168 

Gear 

3600 

180 

40, 000 

3600 

180 

40, 000 

3600 

200 

20,000 

3600 

800 

20,000 

3600 

800 
30,000 (2) 
10, 000 (4) 

Two propellers of 30, 000 ^p each and four lift fans of 10, 000 hp each 

the patrol frigate, and the twin-screw destroyer are all conventional surface 
ships of des royer size. The DD963 is currently being constructed by Litton 
Industries. Inc. The patrol frigate is under active study by the Bath Iron 
works Corporation and Gibbs and Cox. The twin-screw destroyer is a hypo- 
thetical, but ty^cal. advanced ship called out in the initial version of Refer- 
ence 9 which provides preproposal information for a forthcoming Navv re- 
quest for quotation for a study of superconductive ship propulsion! 

The   swath ship described in Table 21 is somewhat smaller and is of the 
double-submerged-hull construction indicated in Figure 66.    It has been 

strover Ift^fortf ^ r* ^ ^ 1S eXpeCted to replace the twin-screw de- 
surfaoP IV*      H ^ ^^ reqUeSt f0r ^otation-    The hydrofoil and 
surface effects ship are typical advanced ships also called out in the initial 
version of Reference 9; they are expected to remain in the final version 

Selection of System Rating and Type of Ship 

generator having the same rating and speed. 

^r K,
86

,!?
0
^" 

0f a tyPiCal m0t0r ratin^ and sPeed was not so straightforward 

a basic d ir*
68 ^fH^6 dlfferenCeS " Ship m0t0r -quirementsmean that a basic decision must be made as to which ship type should be studied (conven- 
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tional destroyer,  swath, hydrofoil,  or surface effects ship).    The decision 
was to use the conventional destroyer, because: 

• Comparative information for cor ventional propulsion for this ship 
type is more readily available,  and such comparison is considered 
an important part of this study. 

• One can concentrate more on the superconductive aspects for this 
type of ship than with the hydrofoil or surface effects ship,  because 
the latter would necessarily get involved with various types of gear 
trains and a multiplicity of sizes of motors.    At this stage of study, 
and for the scope of this program,  such concentration is considered 
appropriate. 

With the decision to base studies on a conventional destroyer-type ship, 
a motor rating of 40, 000 hp and 2 00 rpm was also selected.      The rating of 
40,000 hp is apparent from Table 21.   The 200 rpm is somewhat higher than the 
180 rpm indicated in the table, but is used because a preliminary selection of 
that rating and speed had been made early in the program,  based upon data 
from the patrol frigate,   which at that time had a propeller speed of 200 rpm. 

System Requirements 

System requirements are given in Appendix II, "System Requirements 
for Superconducting NavaJ Ship Propulsion System, "   Explanation of this 
appendix, where appropriate, is provided below. 

Performance Requirements.     The system performance requirements are: 

• Ratings.     Because of inefficiencies,  motor,  generator,  and prime 
mover ratings   are not equal.    Of the two basic choices available 
(fix the prime mover rating or fix the motor rating),  the motor rat- 
ing was chosen to be fixed.     This is because it eliminated perturb- 
ing motor size and makes ship performance constant.    Also,  it can 
be argued that the gas turbine output,  because of the wide variety 
and growth capabilities of these units,  can be allowed to fluctuate in- 
sofar as it. is required in this study.    A fixed generator rating was 
selected for sizing and layout studies,  in order to avoid unnecessary 
perturbations in these areas.    The size (18,000 kw) is somewhat larg- 
ei than actually needed,  even with inefficiencies,  but is convenient 
and sufficiently close for size studies. 

* Size-     The required generator envelope dimensions were selected 
to assure that the generator is no wider or higher than the LM2500 
gas turbine prime mover and thus does not determine mounting spac- 
ing.    Motor-required envelope dimensions were selected so the motor 
would fit within the machinery space noted for the twin-screw destroy- 
er described in Reference 9 (height of 14 ft).    Required refrigeration 
equipment, envelope dimensions were arbitrarily selected so they 
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are no  larger  than the  equipment being  serviced  (motor and gener- 
ator),  a requirement that should be very conservative. 

The goal dimensions for the generator and motor are approximately 
equal to machinery sizes obtained in early studies and are used here- 
in with the rationale that it should be possible to better these numbers 
Again,  refrigeration equipment, size is arbitrarily made no larger 
than the machines serviced. 

• C^ss-Connect Switching Time. The goal of 1 minute is based upon 
information indicating that the time required to do this for a conven- 
tional gas turbine/gear drive is 1 to 2 minutes. 

• Cooldown and Warmup.     Cooldown time is taken from Reference 9 
Warmup time is somewhat arbitrary,  being selected on the grounds 
that it is not critical if it is but a small portion of the cooldown time 
and that it should be possible to warm up considerably faster than it 
is possible to cool down. 

• Generator and Motor Starting Times These are typical times for 
the gas turbine and are selected so the generator and motor will be 
no more restrictive than the turbine. 

• Crash Reversal.     This requirement is taken from Reference 9. 

• Overspeed.    The motor value of 25 percent is standard practice for 
Navy electrical equipment (MILG 18473).    The generator value of 
.0 percent is the same as that of the gas turbine to which it is cou- 
pled, the standard 25 percent for electrical equipment being unneeded 
in this case. 

• Short Circuit and Loss of Superconductivity. These are very real 
possibilities, in spite of care taken to prevent them; therefore the 
requirements are considered prudent. 

• Resonant Frequencies.     Speed is adjustable and the   possibility exists 
of running for some time at any speed within the operating range. 

Operational Requirements and Goals.    Operational requirements and goals 
include: H 

• Duty Cycle.      These data are taken from Reference 9. 

• LUe.     This requirement is comparable to that for conventional 
steam turbine gear drive systems,   and it is argued that this equip ■ 
ment should be able to do as well. 

• Reliability. The mean time between failure of 140. 000 hours is com- 
parable to that of marine steam turbines, and it is argued that thegonl 
ol this equipment should be to do as well. 
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• Maintainability.     Time between major inspections or overhaul of 
45, 000 hours is consistent with current Navy practice for d-c motors 
and generators. 

Environmental Requirements.    Environmental requirements include; 

• Shock and Vibration.     The comments in general are based on perusal 
of applicable specifications.    The steady-state acceleration design 
guidelines for shock are based on experience with marine gear design. 

• Magnetic Field Strength.     This requirement is taken from Reference 9. 

• Inclination. This requirement is the same as that called out in the 
LM2500 gas turbine specification as well as in MIL-E-17341C. the 
specification covering gas turbine engines for naval shipboard'use. 
Because a gas turbine is the prime mover in this study, inclination 
requirements for the electrical and refrigeration equipment should 
equal,  but need not exceed those of the gas turbine. 

• Other.     All other environmental requirements are taken from Ref- 
erence 9. 

Refrigeration Requirements 

Refrigeration requirements of a general nature are contained in Appendix 
II.     System Requirements for Superconducting Naval Ship Propulsion Systems " 
The following paragraphs provide requirements that are unique to the refrig-   ' 
eration equipment needed for the specific preliminary designs   which have 
been prepared in this study, of an a-c generator, a d-c generator, and a d-c 
motor.    These latter designs are consistent with the system requirements 
listed in Appendix II. 

Following is a summary of the refrigeration requirements: 

•  Refrigeration Approach.    The a-c generator utilizes an all-liquefier 
refrigeration system, wherein saturated liquid helium at about 4. 40K 
and 1-atmosphere pressure is supplied to the rotor.    This helium 
cools the winding   and the current leads, takes care of all heat leakage 
into the cryogenic portion of the rotor, and exits as a gas at room 
temperature.    Losses in the room temperature outer portion of the 
rotor are expected to be absorbed by air circulating in the rotor/ 
stator gap. 

The d-c generator and d-c motor have a more complex set of tem- 
perature stations.    Some saturated liquid helium at about 4. 40K and 
1-atmosphere pressure is used to cool the electrical leads, exiting 
from the machine as a gas at room temperature.    The winding is 
cooled by^a refrigerator loop, wherein saturated liquid helium at 
about 4.40K. and 1-atmosphere pressure is supplied to the winding, 
cools it. and exits as gas at a maximum allowable temperature of 
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5, 50K.    An intermediate temperature radiation shield at 8ü0K is 
also cooled by a refrigeration loop operating at that temperature, 
using helium gas. 

* Steady-State Requirements.    Table 22 summarizes the steady-state 
helium flow and refrigerator loop requirements, as determined in 
this study, for the a-c  generator,   d-c generator,   and the d-c 
motor.    A word of caution is in order regarding these results, to the 
extent that they represent reasonable, but net fully optimized/re- 
sults.    This caution should be kept in mind when making comparisons 
from machine to machine, 

* Transient Requirements.    Under transient conditions, the heat load 
increases considerably above the steady-state value.    For the a-c 
generator, it is believed that the most severe of such conditions 
would occur during a three-phase armature short circuit, wherein 
additional heat is generated in and around the winding.    For the d-c 
generator, it is believed that the most severe of such conditions 
would occui during a crash-back maneuver when the field might have 
to be reversed in 15 seconds or less.    Again, this condition produces 
heat loads in and around the winding.    For the d-c motor, the tran- 
sient analysis indicates that no field ramping will be required during 
this maneuver. 

For the generators, it has been determined that the best way to han- 
dle these transient loads is to evaporate a portion of the liquid helium 
contained in the winding during steady-state operation.    This helium 
is then replpced over a period of time by providing refrigeration sys- 
tem capacity somewhat in excess of the steady-state requirement.' 
The same approach is used for the d-c motor. 

Table 23 summarizes results of the transient loads, the suggested 
increase in refrigeration system capacity over the steady-state 
value, and the corresponding recovery time from the transients. 

Table 22 

SUMMARY OF STPJADY-STATE REFRIGERATION REQUIREMENTS 

Machine Type A-C 
Generator 

D-C 
Generator 

D-C 
Motor 

Rating (hp) 24, 000 24, 000 40, 000 
Liquefier requirement (g/sec) 
(at 4.40K inlet) 

0. 25 0. 11 0. It 

Refrigerator requirement (w) 
. 

At 4.40K      5.50K 2.5 4. 2 
At so'k -- 32 106 

• 
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Table 23 

TRANSIENT REFRIGERATION LOADS 

Machine Type 

Rating (hp) 

Transient heat load at winding 

Watt-sec 

Duration (sec) 

Average (w) 

Helium evaporated during 
transient 

Gram 

Liter 

Average rate (g/sec) 

Steady-state winding requirements 

Helium flow (g/sec) 

Watts 

Ratio of transient rate/steady 
rate 

Suggested excess refrigeration 

Capacity at  winding (%)* 

A-C 
Generator 

24, 000 

89 

0.3 

295 

4.6 

0.037 

15 

0.22 

68 

10 

D-C 
Generator 

24, 000 

510 

15 

34 

27 

0.22 

1.8 

D-C 
Motor 

40, 000 

Recharge time after transient (min):,;  ~3 

2.5 

14 

20 

~9 

20 

^Including latent heat at 4. 4UK of helium used to cool conductor leads.  

Table 23 sliows that an excess refrigeration capacity of 10 percent 
for the a-c generator will allow recharging the helium evaporated 
during the transient in about 3 minutes, while 20-percent excess 
capacity for the d-c generator will allow a recharge in about 9 min- 
utes.    These times appear to offer reasonable operation 1 flexibility. 
It is therefore suggested that refrigeration capacities at 4. 40K of 
the a-c and d-c generators be 10 and 20 percent, respectively, in 
excess of steady-state requirements, in order to handle transients. 
For the purpose of refrigeration system design, a 20-percent extra 
capacity for the motor has also been specified. 

Operational procedures and resultant effects on refrigeration size, 
to meet the 72-hour cooldown requirements of Appendix III. have not 
yet been determined. 
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AzC Generator Steady-State Refrigeration Requirements.    A schematic dia- 
gram of the generator rotor,  to emphasize sources of heating that must be 
removed by refrigeration,   is given in Figure 67.    The generator rotor con- 
sists of an annular field winding,  enclosed within a cylindrical steel shell 

transmltlTo116 rirg;.Thi%ring SUPPOrtS the Winding ^rifugal load and also transmits torque to the shaft through what is termed the torque ring extension 
but which is an integral part of the torque ring. ^nsion, 

Shield Suppor 

Radiation Shield 

Electrical Leads 

- Elertroma^i.t.ti.   Shield 

- Torque Hi riß 

Field Winding 

Torque King Extension 

Shaft End 

Shaft 

Coolant Flow 

Figure 61.    Schematic of A-C Generator Rotor 

Another annular cylinder encloses the torque ring and is separated from 
it by a vacuum gap     This cylinder is a thermal radiation shield    and end bells 

It Jolt 8^:': the ^r PUrPOSe-    The radiati0n Shield - maintained 
extension ,astemng lt to an appropriate location of the torque ring 

shield^t f8 ;adiat
f
i0".Shield is another cylinder,  the electromagnetic 

shield.    The   unction of this shield is to protect the field winding from non- 

aTo meinstS Pr
t
0dUCed ^ the armatUre-    "'  t0^her -th'the shaft ends, 

shiL re't '    T entire/ütor inte^ at a high vacuum.    The electromagnet c 
shield operates at room temperature,  and the ends of the torque ring exten- 
ThTwi^61,6 th

H
efh

faSten to the shaft ends,  are also at room tLpera'turl 
suoe^iuoHn t0rqUe ^^ immediately adjacent to it are maintained at superconducting temperatures. 

The design requirement in this case is that the temperature in this region 

assira" e6 tha't th5' nl^T™' " ^'^ t0 prOVide *" ^^ ^rgZTf 
fndicated in ft m ^'"^^ Wil1 n0t g0 n0rmal-    Electrical leads,  as indicated in the figure,  connect the winding to room temperature conductors. 

For this configuration, the sources of heat leak to the winding are: 

•   Thermal radiation from the electromagnetic shield and shaft ends 
partially intercepted by the thermal radiation shield. 
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• Thermal conduction from the shaft ends,   in along the torque ring 
extensions,  with some additional conduction in along the torque ring 
extensions from the thermal radiation shields,  from their points of 
attachment. 

• Conduction in along the current leads. 

• Heat generated in and near the field winding, due to time-varying flux 
such as might be produced by negative sequence currents in the arma- 
ture,  arising from unbalanced loads in the armature circuit. 

The steady-state value of this latter heating,  in the present analysis,  has 
been assumed to be negligible.    This should be a rather reasonable assump- 
tion, based on the ability to provide well-balanced armature loads as well as 
effective attenuation by the electromagnetic shield. 

The cooling approach that has been selected is an all-liquefier refriger- 
ation system.    Liquid helium at about 4. 2 to 4. 40K and approximately 1- 
atmosphere pressure is supplied to the rotor through a rotating joint along 
the rotor centerline.    This helium is used to absorb the previously mentioned 
heat leakages and exits   from the machine at room temperature.    This par- 
ticular approach has been selected based upon General Electric Company- 
funded studies of a number of different approaches for larger machines.    In 
all cases, the all-liquefier approach was either better or essentially as good 
as the other approaches in terms of estimated power input requirements.    Be- 
cause it is a simpler system,  and judged to be of comparable or smaller size, 
it was therefore also selected for the a-c generator to be applied to this study. 

In this connection, detailed design layouts and analyses of this a-c gen- 
erator were separately and previously prepared using General Electric 
Company funds,  as part of a study covering a range of sizes and ratings. 
Application of the all-liquefier cooling approach to this size and quantitative 
determination of the refrigeration requirements were also done under the 
Company-funded study.    Details are contained in a General Electric internal 
report that is available to appropriate persons. 

A-C Generator Transient Hefrigeration Requirements.    A-C generator tran- 
sient refrigeration requirements include: 

•   Transient Heating.    Transient heating of the field winding and nearby 
structure will occur whenever the magnetic field seen by the rotor 
changes magnitude with time.    In considering the various possibilities, 
it is believed that the worst case will be that for a three-phase terminal 
short circuit of the armature,  and the transient heating has been esti- 
mated for this condition using the following major assumptions:   (1) 
the losses in the torque ring are predominant,  compared with the losses 
in the superconductor and its copper matrix.  (2) the total losses in the 
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support structure,  including end effects,  are twice the losses calcu- 
lated for the active length of the structure, and (3) power dissipation 
caused by a-c components of armature current is negligible compared 
to that caused by d-c components, due to the rapid decay time of the 
former. 

Results indicate a transient heating of about 89 watt-seconds over a 
0. 3-second period, for an average rate of 2 95 watts in this time. 

*  Effect on Refrigeration Requirements.    For a useful helium cooling 
capability of about 28 watt-seconds/gram,  between the rotor center- 
line and winding exit temperature of 5. 5°K, the transient heating just 
noted would result in a flow requirement of about 11 grams per second 
some 45 times the steady-state helium usage rate.   Obviously some      ' 
means of using thermal capacity to average this out over a longer 
period is preferred to increasing the capacity of the refrigeration 
system by such a drastic amount. 

A review of this possibility indicates that it should be quite feasible to 
accommodate the increased transient heat load simply by letting it 
evaporate some of the liquid helium already present in the winding 
A longer time period can then be used to restore conditions in the wind- 
ing to those prevailing just before the transient. 

Calculations indicate that evaporation of a little more than 4 grams of 
helium will absorb this transient load and that it should be possible to 
provide adequate volume for helium storage within the winding in such 
a way that this evaporation will result in a negligible pressure and 
temperature rise within the winding.    With this situation, a refriger- 
ation system having a capacity 10 percent in excess of the steady-state 
value is capable of restoring the helium stored in the winding to its 
original condition in about 6 minutes, even if two shorts occur in rapid 
succession.    This situation is considered quite adequate;  it has there- 
fore been concluded that transient heating will be accommodated by 
boiling off liquid helium already stored in the winding region and sizing 
the refrigeration system for about 10-percent greater capacity than 
required for steady-state operation. 

In connection with this problem,  it is noted that the liquid helium in the 
winding,  because of the centrifugal field present,  will be immediately 
adjacent to the torque ring,  where the major transient heat is gener- 
ated,  and thus should effectively insulate the winding from this heat. 

D-C Generator.    To withstand the shock requirements of a marine drive ao- 
phcation. the support structure of the superconducting field coil must be 
designed for high strength and rigidity while minimizing the heat leaks     The 
design approach used in the present study can be seen in Figure 68. 
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Figure 68,    Acyclic Generator -- Dewar Coi struction 

The coil is contained in a vacuum-tight annular can suspended within an 
enclosing vacuum jacket,  the whole of which can be called the dewar.    The 
inner cold chamber,   containing the coil,  is at nominally atmospheric pres- 
sure and is supported through the vacuum region by four coaxial,  thin-walled 
tubes.    These support tubes are very rigid, yet present a path of high thermal 
resistance between the outer walls and the inner cold chamber. 

The surfaces of the support lubes are coated with a highly reflective 
layer to minimize radiation.   An enclosing radiation shield, and the inter- 
mediate joint of the support tube assembly,  are heat-sunk at 80oK. 

D-C generator steady-state and transient refrigeration requirements 
are discussed below: 

•   Steady-State Refrigeration Requirements.    Steady-state thermal loads 
on the superconducting coi] are of three types: current lead conduction, 
support conduction, and radiation.    The current leads can be treated in 
three different ways:  (1) the leads can be uncooled,   (2) the leads can 
be uncooled but have intermediate temperature sinking,  and (3) the 
leads can be vapor-cooled by liquid helium boiloff.    Reference 13 shows 
the superiority of the last method,  which takes a portion of the helium 
boiloff gas as a counterflow coolant up the length of the leads and re- 
turns the gas to the refrigeration cycle at ambient temperature.    In 
the present study,  vapor cooling was chosen to handle the current lead 
heat conduction,  and a consumption of 4. 5 liquid liters of helium per 
1000 amperes for a pair of leads was assumed.    This value is con- 
servative and could probably be reduced by a third,  with careful design. 

The degree of conduction heat leak through the support structure is a 
function of the type of support,  the construction material,  and the 
strength level at which it was designed.    In the present study the coil 
support was designed to withstand an acceleration loading of 60g,  as a 
first approximation to meeting the shock requirements of Appendix II, 
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"System Requirements for Superconducting Naval Ship Propulsion 
System. "   The calculation of conduction and radiation heat leaks 
appears in Appendix III,     Calculation of D-C Generator and Conduction 
and Radiation Heat Leaks to Superconducting Field Coil." 

For the configuration in Figure 68, with all radiation surfaces having 
an emissivity of 0. 03, the following heat leaks result: 

Leak Rate 

Heat to 80°K shield 

Conduction 22.8w 

Radiation 8. 9w 
31. 7w 

Heat to coil enclosure 

Conduction 2.4w 

Radiation 0. lw 
2. 5w 

LHe consumption of leads 0. 11 g/sec 

A support structure of the same general design,  but using glass- 
filament-reinforced epoxy composite,  was also investigated.    The 
additional thickness of the support shells was compensated for by 
the lower thermal conductivity of the composite,  so that within the 
known accuracy of the parameters,  the above results were substan- 
ially unchanged. 

• D-C Transient Refrigeration Requirements.   During a change of mag- 
netic field strength, as when imposed by control requirements,  there 
is a partial conversion of the stored energy of the magnetic field into 
heat in the refrigerated region.   These conversions are the so-called 
ramping losses,  and they are of two types:  ohmic losses associated 
with circulating currents induced in the structure and hysteretic 
losses within the superconductor itself. 

Ramping losses due to induced currents can be controlled by inter- 
rupting the circumferential current paths with nonconductors inserted 
in closed metallic current paths and by using nonconductors,  such as 
glass-epoxy composites, where possible.    By careful design,  all of 
the possible current paths in the cold region can be interrupted,  except 
for a thin-walled container,  in the coil enclosure,  which serves as a 
hermetic seal to prevent helium diffusion into the vacuum region.    In 
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the present study,   it has been assumed that a stainless steel container 
having 0. 010-inch walls will be used as a helium barrier. 

Hysteretic losses in the superconductor are a function of the physical 
properties and geometric construction of the superconducting compos- 
ite.    The calculation of these losses and the above losses is presented 
in Appendix IV.  "Transient Refrigeration Loads Due to Ramping. " 

Taking a representative extreme maneuver in a marine propulsion 
system as being a propeller reversal from full ahead to full astern in 
15 seconds,  the resulting refrigeration load due to the generator field 
reversal is calculated to be 520 joules (see Appendix IV). 

This transient refrigeration load can be adequately handled by the 
evaporation of a quantity of the liquid helium in which the coil is sub- 
merged.    Because the quantity of liquid helium needed to furnish 520 
joules of refrigeration effect at 4. 4ÜK is only 220 milliliters,   it is no 
problem to provide enough excess liquid storage in the coil dewar to 
furnish several such reversals in quick succession.    The amount of 
liquid helium consumed during these transients can be made up by 
excess refrigeration capacity. 

A 20-percent refrigeration capacity excess over steady state will 
restore the liquid helium used during a reversal in less than 9 minutes 
This recovery rate,  coupled with a few liters of excess storage capac- 
ity in the coü dewar,  is considered quite adequate.    It has therefore 
been concluded that transient refrigeration demand will be met bv 
providing excess liquid capacity in the coil dewar and a 20-per. ent 
capacity increase of the refrigerator over steady-state requirements. 

D-C    Motor.    The construction of the dewar containing the superconducting 
field coil of the motor is essentially the same as that described above for the 
d-c generator.    As in the generator,  the inner cold chamber is supported by 
concentric thin-walled tubes,   heat-sunk at 80°K midway between ambient and 
coil temperatures.    The main difference between motor and generator coil 
supports is that the former uses two concentric support tubes rather than 
four.    Fewer tubes are needed because the much greater length of the motor- 
coil provides room for a larger conduction path with fewer tubes in series. 

Only steady-state conditions were investigated for the d-c motor    be- 
cause the system analysis indicated that rapid transients of field strength 
as required for control purposes,  would be required only in the generator. 
The steady-state refrigeration requirements for the motor were calculated 
on the same basis as those of the d-c  generator,  as described above and in 
Appendix III. 
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To support the mrtor coil at an acceleration loading of 60g,  the required 
thickness of A-286 support tubes was found to be 0. 078 inch.    The following 
heat leaks result: 

Leak Rate 

Heat to 80°K shield 

Conduction 31. 8w 

Radiation 74. 4w 
106. 2w 

Heat to coil enclosure 

Conduction 3.45w 

Radiation 0. 76w 
4. 21w 

LHe consumption of leads 0. 11 g/sec at 700 amperes 

COMPARISON CRITERIA 

Following are comparison criteria suitable for comparing superconduc- 
tive ship propulsion systems with each other and with conventional gear drive: 

• Performance 

Efficiency 
Size and shape 
Weight 
Response to speed commands 
Startup time 
Field strength external to the machine 

• Operation 

Reliability 
Life 
Maintenance requirements 
Vulnerability to accident or enemy action 
Noise 
Safety 
Detection 
Cost effectiveness 

• Adaptability to Various Ships and Missions 

Power level (any limitations) 
Compatibility with prime movers 
Compatibility with propellers 
Flexibility of component arrangement 
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• Development Risk 

Technical barriers 
Unknowns 
Probability of success 
Cost 
Time 

These criteria have been used to the extent practicable in this study,  in 
order to make the comparisons that are describrd in more detail below, 

COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE AND RECOMMENDED APPROACH 

Scope 

As part of this study, data have been generated to provide a preliminary 
comparison of the following ship propulsion systems: 

• Conventional gear drive 

• D-C generator and d-c motor 

• A-C gensratox and a-c motor 

These data also make it possible to make a preliminary comparison of various 
items of individual equipment within these systems.    System rating is that 
called out on pages 164 and 165 under "Selection of System Rating and Type of 
Ship, " namely two 20, OOO-hp gas turbine-generators driving a single 40, 000- 
hp motor.    The type of ship, where study requires this information, is a con- 
ventional destroyer. 

The following information has been prepared: 

• Comparison of fuel consumption for conventional gear drive and 
superconductive ship propulsion using mission profile information 
from Reference 9 and for both a single-screw and twin-screw ship. 
Details of this study are contained on pages 191 through 204. 

• Peliminary designs of an a-c generator, a d-c generator, and a 
d-c motor, as described in detail beginning on pages 204,  207, 
and 211,  respectively. 

• Refrigeration requirements for the generator and motor prelimin- 
ary designs, as already described on page 168 under "Refrigeration 
Requirements. " 

• Preliminary design and estimates of size, weight, and performance 
of the refrigeration equipment required for the generator and motor 
preliminary designs.    Details are contained on pages 60 through 135. 
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• 

• 

• Preliminary size and weight estimates of tratiFformer/rectifier 
equipment required for the a-c/d-c system.    Details pre contained 
on pages 217 and 218. 

• Prel'minary study of c?.rcu.itry and switching for the d-c/d-c system. 
Deta Is appear on pages 218 through 224. 

Study of optimum bus size and losses for the d-c/d-c system,  with 
details also contained on pages 224 through 228. 

Compilation and extension of the foregoing information into a tabu- 
lation of size and weight of the conventional gear drive, d-c/d-c, 
and a-c/d-c systems for a twin-screw destroyer using the mission 
profile for that ship (Ref. 9). 

The objective of the following paragraphs in this section is to take the 
pertinent information generated in the foregoing studies and to summarize and 
compare it. 

Summary and Conclusions 

Summary Comparisons.    The cross-connection capability of superconductive 
propulsion results in significant reduction in fuel requirements for the typical 
destroyer mission described in Reference 9.    For a twin-screw ship, this 
reduction is on the order of 17 percent, without use of small cruise turbine- 
generator sets and on the oHer of 22 percent,  using small cruise turbine- 
generator sets (see page 162;     For a single-screw ship, no advantage results 
unless a small cruise turbine-generator set is used, in which case the re- 
duction is on the order of 17 percent. 

The cross-connection capability also resi'lts in a significant reduction 
in operating time of the 20, 000-hp prime movers for the typical destroyer 
mission described in Reference 9.    The average operating time of these units 
is 51 percent for both twin-screw and single-screw ships using conventional 
gear drive. 

For the twin-screw ship using superconductive drive,  it is reduced to 
about 27 percent if no cruise unit is used and to about 5 percent, if a cruise 
unit is used.    For the single-screw ship with superconducting drive, no 
reduction is achieved unless the cruise unit is used,  in which case the 
average operating time of the large units is about 9 percent.    This reduction 
in operating time should be significant in increasing overall mission life for 
the large units and in reducing costs. 

Size and weight of the a-c generator and of the d-e generator are very 
nearly the same and should not be a significant factor in making a system 
selection. 
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Size,  weight,   and power requirements of the refrigeration equipment for 
the a-c and d-c generators are very similar and should not be significant in 
making a system selection;  indeed,   it appears that the refrigeration system, 
in itself,   will have very little impact in chjosing between a d-c/d-c and an 
a-c/d-c system.    (Refrigeration system weight for the generators is about 
5i of the generator weight while volumes are about 75$  of the generator 
volume.) 

The size and weight of the refrigeration system for the d-c motor are 
small relative to the motor (total volume is < lO^of motor volume,  cryosection 
volume is <1^   and weight is <l/2^). 

The weight, volume,  and area of d-c buswork,  though large compared to 
conventional higher voltage buses, are quite reasonable in relation to the rest 
of the equipment for the twin-screw destroyer mission profile of Reference 9. 
For example, the bus weight using copper buses at minimum system weight 
is about half the total generator weight, about 12^ of the total motor weight, 
about 1/3 of the weight of gas turbine inlet and exit exhaust ducis in a con- 
ventional gear drive,  and about 1/4 the weight of reduction gearing for a con- 
ventional gear drive.    This weight includes allowance for cooling but does not 
include the support structure.    Use of aluminum buses would reduce this 
weight by about 25 percent at minimum system weight. 

Correspondingly,  the bus volume using copper buswork at minimum 
system weight is about 60^of the total generator volume, about ll^of the 
total motor volume,  about l^of the volume of gas turbine inlet and exit exhaust 
ducts in a conventional gear drive, and about 4 percent of the volume of re- 
duction gearing for a conventional gear drive.    This volume includes allowance 
for cooling.    Use of aluminum buswork would increase the volume by about 
140^ at minimum system weight. 

The area of each copper bus (two required per generator) at minimum 
system weight is about 61 square inches,   including a 35-percent area allowance 
for cooling.    Minimum system weight for copper buses occurs for a bus loss 
of about 3 percent,  while for aluminum bus work it is at a loss of about 2 per- 
cent for the twin-screw mission profile of Reference 9. 

Preliminary indications are that transformer/rectifier sizes are sig- 
nificantly larger than the d-c motor and, of course,  much larger than the 
d-c bus volume (perhaps 15 or more times as large as copper buswork). 
Weight of these items also appears to be very large compared to d-c/bus 
we.-ht (perhaps twice as heavy as copper buses),  while losses are expected 
to be about the same as the d-c/d-c buswork.    However,  some caution should 
be exercised here,  in that transformer/rectifier sizing studies were quite 
limited.    More work should be done before drawing definite conclusions. 
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For the twin-screw destroyer missior) profile of Reference 9,  the weights 
of all three systems (conventional gear, d-c/d-c without cruise units, and 
a-c/d-c without cruise units) are equal to one another within the accuracy of 
the study, differing by less than 1. 5 percent.    In this connection,  the reduced 
weight of fuel and gas turbine inlet and exhaust ducting attributable to the 
superconducting systems is essentially offset by the greater weight of their 
electrical equipment compared to reduction gearing. 

For the same mission profile,  both superconducting systems,  however, 
have a total volume about 30 percent less than that of the conventional gear 
drive. 

The requirement for shielding the d-c motor results in a significant 
weight and volume penalty.    The weight increment for the twin-screw ship 
is about 370, 000 pounds for two motors.    This increment is about 14 percent 
of the total system weight for the mission profile of Reference 9.    The motor 
diameter and length could be reduced about 40 percent and 20 percent, re- 
spectively,  if the shielding requirement did not exist. 

Major C nclusions.    For conventional destroyer application, the following 
appear to be the prime advantages of the superconducting system relative to 
a gear drive: 

• Capability for locating the prime movers at or near deck level, 
with consequent implications on accessibility in maintenance, 
overhaul, replacement of units, and manning requirements. 

• Significant reductions in average operating time of the prime 
movers, with consequent implications on overall mission life 
and cost. 

Concirrently,  there appears to be no significant weight saving for a fully 
shielded superconductive system compared to gear drive.    Although there is a 
volume saving of about 30 percent,  the value of this saving may be somewhat 
limited, because the need for tight volume restrictions for this type of ship is not 
too evident, as far as the destroyer-type ship used in this study is concerned. 

A true evaluation of the real merit of the advantages cited above (because 
it is closely associated with the intended use and ship type considered) is 
beyond the scope of this study, so no firm conclusion has been drawn. How- 
ever, as an opinion, it would seem that there is not a great deal of incentive 
for applying superconducting propulsion to conventional destroyer-type ships 
unless something additional is done, such as using contrarotating propellers. 
In this connection,  a d-c superconducting motor is considered to be highly 
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suited to driving contrarotating propellers, offering,  in effect, the possibility 
of doubling motor power output in the same frame size.    When this possibility 
is coupled with the increased efficiency obtainable by the application of such 
propellers,  a significant improvement in performance for conventional 
destroyer-type ships might result.    This potential improvement has not been 
studied in this contract. 

The foregoing conclusion would also be expected to apply to the swath- 
type ship,  assuming a similar mission profile and based on current infor- 
mation on volume availability for such a ship. 

Hydrofoil and surface effects ship applications may be much more prom- 
ising for superconductive propulsion because of the additional possibility of 
eliminating complex gear trains. 

From results of this study, concern over large d-c buswork that has 
been evidenced from time to time appears to be overdrawn.    Viewed in its 
proper perspective as another item of equipment in the system, d-c bus size, 
volume, cost, and losses are very reasonable.    In this connection, better 
perspective might be gained by comparing d-c buswork to the gas turbine 
inlet and exhaust ducting,  a highly fair comparison. 

The major trade-offs betweena-c/d-candd-c/d-c systems appear to be: 

• Relative development and operational risk of the a-c generator 
versus the d-c generator. 

• Size, weight, and efficiency of transformer/rectifier equipment 
versus d-c buswork. 

In the first category,  the d-c system clearly has the advantage due to its 
stationary superconductive coil.    Results of the present study indicate it also 
has an advantage in the second category, but more transformer/rectifier 
studies are required before a definite conclusion can be drawn. 

While no firm conclusion can yet be drawn, due to uncertainties in 
transformer/rectifier sizes and weights,  the weight of evidence to date indi- 
cates that the d-c/d-c system is preferable to the a-c/d-c system.    Such a 
conclusion would receive added support,  it is believed,  in hydrofoil applica- 
tions where the transformer/rectifier equipment must also be placed in the 
pod with the motor,  in order to avoid buswork and bus losses comparable to 
those of the d-c system. 

Performance Comparisons 

Weight and Volume.    Table 24 is a summary of the weight and volume esti- 
mates for major system elements as determined during this study.    One of 
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Table 24 

WEIGHT AND VOLUME OF MAJOR COMPONENTS 

Component Weight 
(lb) 

Volume 
(ft3) 

Gas turbine* — 44,500 -- 600 
Turbine 10,300 -- -- -- 

Enclosure/base/accessories 34,200 -- -- mm 

Reduction gear** -- 116,000 — 1,950 
A-c generator* -- 20.000 — 55 
D-c generator* — 26,000 — 58 
D-c motor** — 244,000 — 590 
Transformers/rectifiers ** -- 70,000 -- 1,170 
Refrigeration 

A-c generator — 1,132 -- 43 
Cryosection 532 -- 11   

Compressor subsystem 600 — 32 -- 

D-c generator — 1,007 __ 41 
Cryosection 407 — 9 -- 

Compressor subsystem 600 — — 32 - _ 

D-c motor -- 916 -- 47 
Cryosection 226 -- 5 .- 

Compressor subsystem 690 — 42 -- 

*20,000-hp nominal 
**40,000-hp nominal 

the more interesting aspects of this table is the small weight of the refrig- 
eration equipment, relative to the equipment it is cooling,  and the small 
volume of the refrigeration equipment for the motor, relative to the motor 
size.    Volume of refrigeration equipment for each generator is roughly com- 
parable to the corresponding generator volume.    Motor volume if seen to be 
about one third that of the reduction gear for a conventional drive.    Trans- 
former/rectifier volume is relatively large. 

Using the basic building blocks from Table 24. plus results of studies on fuel 
consumption and d-c bus weight and volume from pages 201, 226, and 227,  a 
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compilation of weights and volumes has been prepared for the twin-screw 

four ^000^ S^ 0f
t
Ref~ 9' usine four 2?. 000-hp gas turbines driving 

5000 ho turh^n ßenerat0
f
rS'  Wlth two 40' 000-hp motors per shaft.    The two 

been aLZ^lT^^l SetS  SU^ested in Reference 9 for this ship have been omitted in this compilation. 

Three systems,  as previously mentioned,  have been considered: 

• Conventional gear drive 
a D-C/D-C 

• A-C/D-C 

Tnlf^d^lume ^mmarieS are Provided in Tables 25 and 26.  respectively 
27 and 2 ' ^"r^r11 0i.theSe WeightS and VOlumes is ^iied in TaMef 
eich svatm To   V   ^   FlgUreS 69 thrOUgh 71 Provide a graPhic P^ture of each system.  showing the arrangement and relative volumes of equipment 
For convenience,  only half of the system is shown in each figure; thaUs 

prlte   r/n! 'Tr^ With ^ 0f the tWO Shafts'    Volume's, whlre appro- 
hlif th.     ? Prorated.accordingly.   For example, the fuel volume shown is 
half the volume required for the complete, two-shaft system.    In these f Les 
the equipment size is drawn to scale    Some averaging of h^ght and depth 

rvTCrbasL8'"r ^^ f^-«^ so each^ifure cafbe^tefon 
a volume basis,  as having a depth equal to the height shown in the figures. 

Table 25 

SUMMARY OF WEIGHT FOR TWIN-SCREW SHIP 

System Type 
Conventional 

Gear 
D-C Generator 

D-C Motor 
A-C Generator 

D-C Motor 
(lb) (lb) (lb) 

Gas turbines 358,000 237,000 237,000 
Gear 232.000   

Electrical system 
680,000* 708,000* 

Refrigeration system -- 5,900 6,400 
Fuel 

Total 
2,093,000 1,723,000 1.715,000 
2,683,000 2,645,900** 2,666,400 

Increment 0 -37,100 -16,600 
Percent increment 0 -1.4 -0.6 
 ^ onicxumg  weignx = JYU.UÜO lb 

**Use of aluminum buswork could decrease total weight by -33.000 lb 
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Table 2 6 

SUMMARY OF VOLUME FOR TWIN-SCREW SHIP 

System Type 

Gas turbines 

Gear 

Electrical system 

Refrigeration system 

Fuel 

Total 

Increment 

Percent increment 

Conventional 
Gear 
(ft3) 

D-C Generator 
D-C Motor 

(ft») 

A-C Generator 
D-C Motor 

(ft3) 
15,400 4,400 4,400 
3,900 -- -- 

-- 1,660 3,740 

-- 257 265 
37,250 30,700 30,550 
56,550 37,017 38,935 

0 -19,533 -17,595 

0 -35 -32 

Table 27 

SUMMARY OF SYSTEM WEIGHT FOR TWIN-SCREW SHIP(1 

System Type 

Gas turbine 

Turbines 

Enclosures/base/accessories 

Ductwork*5 

Gear 

Generator 

Motor 

Switches 

Buswork 

Transformers/rectifiers 

Controls 

Refrigeration 

Generator 

Cryosection 

Compressor subsystem 

Subtotal 

Motor 

Cryosection 

Compressor subsystem 

Subtotal 

Fuel 

Total 

Conventional Gear 
(lb) 

41. 000 

137,000 

180, 000 

358, 000 

232, 000 

D-C Generator 
D-C Motor 

(lb) 

237,000 

•11,000 

137. 000 

59, 000 

Not estimated 

105. 000 

488. 000 

28, 000 

89, OOO*2 

A-C Generator 
A-C Motor 

(lb) 

. 000 

41.000 

137, 000 

5!>, 000 

Not estimated 

5!)Ü0 

2,0!»3,OOÜ 

2. «83,000 

KiOO 

2400 

4000 

500 

1400 

1900 

1. 723. 000 

2. M5. 1100 

.(I 

— 80. 000 

-- 488. 000 

— Assiinu'il 
Negligible 

-- Assumed 
Negligible 

... 140 000*•' 

Mot estimnted 

-- 11400 

2100 -. 
2400 .- 
4500 _. 

1.00 

1400 

II'OO 

1) Two motors—nomlnnl rating    40,000 hp each 
Four generators ami four turbines - nominal rating    20, 000 hp ea«!.. 

conw   r'T    T68 COUW re"U<'08 thiS by ~n- 000 '"•   """«'^ -»«ailowanee lor consistent with coolant area allowancp 
3) Assumes WeiKht of transformer I  504 Jf oommer-ial practice 
4) Use of aluminum buses could reduce thin by ~l(i OGo 11> 
5) Not including inlet and exit sUencers, which oould u.ld ~7!-.UüO ptiunds. 

1,715. 00(1 

2. ÖB(i, 400 

weight of coolant, 
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Table 28 

SUMMARY OF SYSTEM VOLUME FOR TWIN-SCREW SHIP- 

System Type Conventional Gear 
(ft3) 

D-C Generator/D-C Motor 
(ft3) 

A-C Generator/D-C Motor 
(ft3) 

Gas turbine 

Turbines 2400             15,400 2400         4400 2400         4400 

Enclosures/base/accessories** -- "- - 
Ductwork 13,000 2000 2000 

Gear 3900 •- -- 
Generator -- 230 220 

Motor 

Switches 

Buswork 

— 

1180 

115 

135t 

1180 
Assumed 
negligible 
Assumed 
negligible 

Transformers/rectifiers -- -- 2340tt 

Controls Not estimated Not estimated Not estimated 

Refrigeration .. 257 265 

Generator -- — -- 
Cryosection -- S6 44 

Compressor subsystem -- 128 128 

Subtotal -- 164 172 

Motor -- 
Cryosection — 9 9 

Compressor subsystem — 84 84 

Subtotal .. 93 93 

Fuel 37,250 30,700 30, 550 

Total 56, 550 37,017 38,955 

*Two motors-nominal rating = 40, 000 hp each. 
Four generators and four turbines-nominal rating = 20, 000 hp each. 

*«Added volume of enclosure and base not included. 
tUse of aluminum could increase this by ~ igof^for operation at minimum weight of fuel and bus. 

Includes 35% allowance for coolant volume, 
tt Rectifier volume not included.    Assumes volume * 50% of commercial practice. 

A few background comments concerning these tables and figures are in 
order before discussing them in more detail: 

• Fuel weights and volumes are based on the mission profile for this 
ship, as given in Reference 9, and include realistic gas turbine 
specific fuel consumption characteristics and system component 
efficiencies.    These calculations are described in detail beginning 
on page 191. 

• D-C bus size and losses have been optimized to result in minimum 
weight of buswork plus fuel (which will very nearly minimize the 
total system weight).    D-C bus volume and weight also include an 
allowance for cooling.    These calculations are described in more 
detail beginning on page 224. 
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Figure 69.    Conventional Gear Propulsion System 

• Reduction gear weight and volume estimates are based on General 
Electric Company studies of similar ships, but are not otherwise 
detailed here. 

• Trans former-rectifier weights are based on rather limited studies, 
as described in more detail on pages 217 and 218. 

• The analysis resulting in refrigeration equipment sizes and weights 
is discussed in detail on pages 60 through 135. 

The most striking feature of Table 25 is that the weight of all three sys- 
tems is equal within the accuracy of this study.    The superconductive systems 
result in a significant fuel weight saving, compared to the gear drive, due to 
their cross-connect capability.    They also result in a saving in gas turbine 
weight due to reduction of inlet and exhaust ducting weights occasioned by 
placing the turbines at or nearer the deck level (see Table 27 for a break- 
down).    However,  these are essentially offset by the greater weight of elec- 
trical equipment relative to the reduction gear. 
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Figure 70.   D-C/D-C Propulsion System 
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Figure 71.   A-C/D-C Propulsion System 

Note from Table 25 that the shielding weight of the motor (370, 000 lb) 
is a significant percentage of the total,  and if there were any way of reducing 
this total by relaxing shielding requirements,  this means would be signifi- 
cant.    Use of aluminum buswork in the d-c/d-c system would reduce total 
weight by about 33, 000 pounds,  which,  though useful,  is a small portion of 
the total system weight.    Control weights have not been estimated.    It is 
believed that there would not be a sufficient enough difference between the 
systems to affect trade-off considerations. 

The most striking feature of Table 26 is that the superconductive systems 
have a significant reduction in volume compared to the gear drive (about 30^). 
This difference is due to the combined effects of reduced gas turbine ducting 
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volume (see Table 28 for a breakdown) and of fuel volume.   Of course it 
should be noted that volume saving in fuel may not be as important as in the 
other areas,  because of possibly greater flexibility in locating the fuel in the 
ship.    Note also from Table 26 that the combined volume of either electrical 
system is less than the volume of the reduction gear,  although the a-c/d-c 
system is just barely so. due to the large transformer/rectifier volume.    Here 
it should also be recognized, however,  that because many items of equipment 
are involved with the electrical systems,  access to them will require space 
not included in this volume comparison. 

Figures 69 through 71,  which graphically illustrate the system arrange- 
ments and relative sizes of equipments,  show more clearly: 

• Very large fuel volume compdred to other equipment and the signifi- 
cant fuel volume saving for the superconductive systems. 

• Large gas turbine duct volume for the conventional gear drive and 
the corresponding saving in the superconductive systems. 

• Relatively small volume ofd-c/d-cbuswork. compared to other equip- 
ments and particularly, for example, compared to gas turbine ducting. 

• Rather large volume of the transformers in the a-c/d-c system. 

Corresponding to the previous comment on the significant weight attrib- 
utable to shielding the d-c motor, it can be noted that shielding also occupies 
a considerable volume.    If it were removed, d-c motor diameter and basic 
length could be reduced approximately 40 percent and 20 percent, respec- 
tively -- significant amounts. 

Efficiency.    Efficiency is significant in the final analysis only as it affects 
size, weight, and cost, and the effect on size and weight have been factored 
into the results already discussed.    For comparison purposes, the best esti- 
mates resulting from this study are that the conventional gear drive will have 
about 3-percent losses between the gas turbine and propeller,  while both types 
of superconducting drive will have about 7-percent losses, as indicated in 
Table 29,    With these efficiencies, the fuel savings are as illustrated in Figures 
70 and 71. e 

Table 29 

SYSTEM LOSSES 

Component DC/D-C A-C/D-C 

Generator 1 L7 
Motor 2.6 I.« 
Bus 

Tnniformtn i rectifier« 

1 Negligible 

".5 
Refrigeration equipment 

Total 
0.4 

7 

0.4 

6.7 
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The d-c/d-c bus size and losses have been optimized to minimize total 
weight of the bus and fuel for a copper bus.    In both systems,  it is assumed 
that the d-c motor design finally used will be at a lower flux density and higher 
efficiency than the nominal design detailed herein (as discussed on page 216). 

Although the losses in the superconducting system are somewhat higher 
than those in the conventional gear drive,  the advantages of cross coupling 
for a twin-screw ship more than offset the losses,  resulting in a fuel saving 
(as previously indicated in Table 25). 

Cost Effectiveness.   No cost effectiveness analysis has been performed.    A 
few cost figures may, however, be of interest.    First,  with respect to d-c/d-c 
buswork, the raw material cost for the twin-screw ship would be about $29, 000 
and $10, 000, respectively,  for copper and for aluminum buses, assuming a 
basic metal cost of about 50 cents a pound for copper and 25 cents a pound for 
aluminum.    Second, with respect to fuel costs, the fuel savings using the 
superconducting drive compared to the conventional gear drive would be about 
$7500 per mission, assuming a fuel cost of about 2 cents per pound. 

It has not been determined whether any of the above figures will have a 
significant impact on a final cost effectiveness study. 

Other Comparison Criteria.    Not a great deal can be said at this time re- 
garding the remaining comparison criteria on page 176 as they apply to the 
three systems studied.    Items such as response to speed commands,  startup 
time,  field strength external to the machine,  reliability,  life,  maintenance 
requirements,  vulnerability to accident or enemy action, noise,  safety, and 
detection have quantitatively or qualitatively been made part of the system 
requirements of Appendix II.    The assumption is that all systems can perform 
satisfactorily in these regards.    Probably the a-c/d-c system will have more 
difficulty meeting noise requirements because of transformer noise.    The d-c 
buswork may be somewhat more vulnerable to enemy action because of its 
larger size.    No really striking potential for significant advantages of one 
superconducting system relative to another in the foregoing categories,  how- 
ever,  is foreseen. 

The same comment applies with respect to adaptability to various-type 
ships and missions, as itemized in the list of comparison criteria (page 176). 
No particular difference is foreseen for the two superconducting systems, 
with both having a significant advantage over the conventional gear drive with 
respect to flexibility of component arrangement, especially location of the 
prime mover. 

In the area of development risk, as itemized on page 177,  it would appear 
that the d-c generator has less risk and requires less development time and 
cost than the a-c machine,  because of its having a station,-.y instead of a 
rotating field coil; however,  no quantitative estimates have been made. 
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Not listed as comparison criteria,  except by implication,  is the effect 
that refrigeration system requirements and performance might have on the 
choice between the a-c generator and the d-c generator.    At the beginning of 
the study,  it was thought that this effect might be highly significant.    Results, 
however, indicate that refrigeration equipment may play a minor role in 
selection of the preferred superconducting system.    Sizes, weights, and 
power requirements are essentially the same for the two machines,' as can be 
seen under "Summary of System Designs'  on page 133 and also in Tables 
24 through 28. 

The a-c refrigeration system, as currently designed,  has one more 
rotating stage,  implying less reliability, but a reasonable ad|ustment in the 
thermal r idiation shield temperature could reduce this to two stages,  with 
probably minor effect on performance and size. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

From the results of this study,   the following recommendaiions are made 
for future work: 

• Make a study of transformer-rectifier sizes and weights and 
performance losses in sufficient detail to make a valid com- 
parison with d-c buswork and arrive at a conclusir" regrading 
a-c/d-c systems versus d-c/d-c systems for any particular 
application. 

• Make a system study of superconductive propulsion equipment for 
SWATH,  hydrofoil and surface effects ship applications to determine 
the incentive for such use. 

• Pfrform the following studies for destroyer-type ships: 

Assess the effect of the capability for locating th" prime mover 
at or near deck level for maintenance, overhaul,  replacement 
of units, and manning requirements. 

Assess the effect on overall mission life and cost of reduced 
average operating time of the prime mover when using super- 
conductive propulsion. 

Assess the effect of utilizing contrarotating propellers 
and motors on the potential advantages of superconduc- 
tive propulsion. 

Assess the real advantage of a volume saving when using a 
superconductive propulsion system,  compared to a gear drive. 

From the preceding recommendations,  make a recommendation 
as to the incentive for applying superconductive propulsion to 
conventional destroyer-type ships as well as to swath-type 
ships. J^ 
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ANALYSIS 

Fuel Economy and Operating Time of Prime Movers 

Cases Considered. This section reports on the procedures and results of an 
analysis carried out to obtain quantitative information on the effects of elec- 
trical propulsion on fuel economy and prime mover operating time. 

Both single-screw and twin-screw ships were considered,  with the fol- 
lowing cases considered for each: 

Ship Case Description 

Single screw 1 Two 20. 000-hp gas turbines and a gear drive,  with 
capability for operating either or both turbines 

2 Same as Case 1, but with electric drive (two 20, 000- 
hp generators and one 40. 000-hp motor) 

3 Same as Case 2,  but with one 5000-hp turbine- 
generator for cruise/low power 

Twin screw 1 Four 20, 000-hp gas turbines and gear cirive, two 
turbines per shaft with capability for operating 
either or both, and no cross-connect capability 
between shafts 

2 Same as Case 2,  but with electric drive and cross- 
connect capability bc-i 'een shafts (two 20, 000-hp 
generators and one 40, 000-hp motor per shaft) 

3 Same as Case 2,  but with two 5000-hp turbine- 
generators for cruise power and with cross- 
connect capability 

A typical mission profile was assumed.   Analyticr 1. but realistic, gps 
turbine characteristics were used,  and the effects of operating the turbine- 
generator at both rated speed and at variable speed to obtain minimum fuel 
consumption were determined. 

Mission Profile.   The mission profile of Table 30 was used.    This profile is 
taken from Reference 9 and is considered typical of a destroyer-type ship. 

Gas Ti'rbine Char' cteristics.    Table 12 indicates that all of the detailed ship 
applications inves.tigated in this study utilize or plan on utilizing a 20,000- 
hp, 36-rpm gas turbine, which specifically is the General Electric Company 
Model No.  LM2500.    It is therefore pertinent to examine the characteristics 
of this turbine. 

Figure 72 gives the horsepow0.,  speed,   and specific fuel consu nption of 
this machine at 100oF ambient temperature.    It also shows a typical propeller 
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Table 30 

TYPICAL MISSION P HO FILE 

Step Time 
(hr) Operation Power 

(% rated) 
Prop Speed 

(•-. r:,u.-d) 

1 0 Dockside 0 0 

2 0-0. 1 Dockalde 0 0 

3 0. 1-0, 11 Dockaide maneuver 0. 013 5 
4 0. 11-1.0 Harbor maneuver 1.8 25 
5 1. J-l. 1 Harbor maneuver 1. 6 25 
6 1. 1-200 Cruise/patrol 12.5 SO 
7 200-300 Patrol/watching (I 0 
8 300-300. 1 Patrol/alert (I 0 
9 300. 1-305 I l,i:iK Hpeed 100 100 

10 305-310 High speed 70 H'.i 

11 310-350 High speed rruiso 2 3 61 
12 350-352 Harbor maneuver 1. 1 22 
U >352 Dotkalde 0 0 

23.0UO 
P - ndltloiia 

20,00" 

lb 000 

i 

8 
X 

lo.ooo 

..«oo 

100° r sf 
14.6!<6PtU > 

0 Humidity Wjl^ 
Fuel LUV - I«.400 Blu'l.b        WA\    \ 
4 lit.  ntO Inlet LoM ■/   .   i     \ 
«'n   H.O Kxhsust loss    ^A.     '  \    <.A_ 

^1! !>t 
^ 0. 42 

>      41 

0. 50 

■j 

■ 
r 

0 70 

1000 2()U0 JOtiO 
f*o»ei   T irblnr S|irril irprnl 

» '00 

Figure 72.    LM2500 Estimated Engine Performance 
(Subject to 5% Production Variation) 
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speed/horsepower curve,  which assumes propeller power is proportional to 
the cube of the speed.   Two items of major interest from this figure are: 

• The fact that speed should be reduced as load is reduced,  in order 
to achieve minimum specific fuel consumption. 

• The turbine characteristics match very well with propeller character- 
istics,  so the turbine will,  over essentia^y the entire load range, 
operate near minimum specific fuel consumption when direct-connected 
to a propeller.    This characteristic seems generally typical of gas 
turbines of this type (with a free power turbine).    This observation 
can be noted from Figures 73 and 74, which give performance of two 
other actual machines, one in the 20. 0U0 to 30, 000-hp range and one 
in the 5000-hp range. 

If the minimum specific fuel consumption points of Figure 72 are plotted 
versus rated power on a normalized basis,  the result is the curve shown in 
Figure 75.   This curve quite graphically shows the penalties that are paid 
when a gas turbine is run at partial load,  even when this is done at the min- 
imum spe-ific fuel consumption points.    The advantage,  in a multiple-turbine 
ship,  of being able to shut turbines down as load is decreased,  is quite apparent. 

Figure 7:..    Va iation of Fuel ( onsumptioi. with lloriepawer and Speed 
(5rj"F Inlet Temperature, Fuel UIV      18,500 Htii/IJ») 
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Figure 74.    Horsepower SFC Speed Cha -arteristic GTPF990 

2.2 

2.0 Notes: 

1.8 — 

1.6 

1. Based on LM1SO0 

2. Speed Varied with Power to 
Achieve Minimum SFC 

is 

»IM ■ 

1.2 

1.0 

0.2 0. 4 0. 6 
Tower 

0.8 1.0 

Hated Power 

Figure 75.    Typical Minimum Specific Fuel Consumption of Marine 
Gas Turbine (~ 20, 000 Hp) 
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Hather than use the actual characteristics of the L'vl2500 turbine and those 
of a smaller 5000-hp turbine, gas turbine performance was assumed to be rep- 
resented by the analytical expressions given in Reference 9.    This assumption 
has been made in order to make results of this study more comparable with 
results to be obtained from the forthcoming Navy study,  to be based on Refer- 
ence 9, where these same analytical expression are to be used. 

The relations are: 

• 20, 000-hp turbine 

w    . Q f 6.6 + 1.05N 
f       1. 143 (8 - N) 

where: 

W-    ■ Fuel Rate (1000 Ib/hr) 

N      ■ Power turbine speed (1000 rpm) 

Q      « Power turbine torque (1000 Ib-ft) 

which can be rearranged to give: 

p _ 6. 6 + 1.05 N  
1.143 (8-N)SFC      1__7 

1000 "   190. 2N 
where: 

SFC   = Specific fuel consumption (lb/hp-hr) 

P      ■ Power turbine horsepower (hp) 

5000-hp turbine 

w    _ Q + 0. 66 4 0. 042 N 
f 0.159 (20 - N) 

which can be rearranged to give: 

 0.66 + 0. 042N I1 

0. 159 (20-N)SFC 
1000 IPO   7N 

Figures 76 and 77 give the performance resulting from use of these ex- 
pressions.    By comparison with Figure 72 and 74, it is seen that these analy- 
tical expressions give quite realistic performance characteristics,  compared 
to actual units,   and may therefore be used with considerable confidence in 
this study. 

Similar to Figure 75,  Figure 78 gives the specific fuel consumption as a 
function of propeller power lor various numbers and combinations of the 20,000 
and 5000-hp units,  using the preceding expressions.    This is done for the case 
where speed is adjusted with load,  as required to obtain minimum specific fuel 
consumption and also for the case where speed is maintained ( onstant at the 
rated value.    From this curve,  the advantage of switching to fewer units as 
load is decreased is graphically illustrated. 
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Figure 76.    Typical Performance of 20, 000-Hp GEJS Turbine 
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6000 i— 

5000 

4000 

u 
%    3000 
a 

2000 

1000 — 

Notes: 

1) As Given in Nsec Work Directive 
N00024-73-R-70pil 24 August 1972 

2) SFC = Lb/Hp-Hr 

Typical Propeller 
Load Curve 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Power Turbine Speed (1000 rpm) 

Figure 77.    Typical Performance of 5000-Hp Gas Turbine 
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1. Ur- 
Notes: 

1. No Losses Between Turbine and Propeller 

2. Numbers on Curves Denote Number 
of Units 

Legend: 
Constant Power Turbine Speed at Kated 
Value 

 Variable Power Turbine Speed 
for Minimum SFC 

20 30 40 50 60 
Total Power to Propellers (1000 hp) 

Figure 78.    Specific Fuel Consumption for Various Gas Turbine Combinations 
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Finally,  as working curves.  Figures 79 and 80 give fuel flow versus tur- 
bine horsepower for the 20. 000- and 5000-hp units, respectively,  for both 
minimum specific fuel consumption and rated speed. 

80001— 

7000 — 

6000 — 

.c — 
X! 

5000 — 

XI 
Note:   Based on Nsec Work Directive 

N00024-73-R-7071 24 August 1972 

2000 

1000 

4000 — 

3000 — 

Constant Power Turbine Speed 
at Rated 3600 Rpm 

— —  Variable Power Turbine Speed 
for Minimum SFC 

0 5. 000 10.000 15,000     ""■'"" 200ü0 

Horsepower per Turbine (hp) 

Figure 79     Typical Fuel Flow for 20. 000-Hp Gas Turbine 

3000 

Note:   Based on Nsec Work Directive 
NO0024-73-R-7O71, 24 August 1972 

<ü 
a. 
* 
o 

2000  — 

Cn   1000 — 

Constant Power Turbine Speed 
at Rated 9000 Rpm 

 Variable Power Turbine Speed 
foi  Minimum SFC 

1000 2000 
H'   I Sfrii   Wcl 

3000 1000 
e    Turbine ■ in) 

5000 

Figure 80.    Typical Fuel Flow for 5000-Hp Gas Turbine 
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Fuel Consumption.    Based upon the nomnali   -H! mission profile of Table 30 
and actual ratings of the machines used for the cases described on page 191 
under "Cases Considered, "   more detailed mifcwion profiles for the single- 
screw and twin-screw ship are shown in Tabk s 31 and 32, respectively. These 

Table 31 

MISSION PROFILE.  SINGLE-SCREW SHIP 
(40,000 Hp) 

(hr) 
Uperatirr 

Propeller 
Power 

(". rated) 

Propeller 
Power 

(hp) 

■ 

) 
Ip 

Purbine Status 

<l,.p 

i ase 
{(»ear 

20, 000 

1 abi   . 
i' ietlri 
20,000) 

) 
(   .se 

(Etottrii   Hi 
3 
h c I uisc uiuU 

20, 000 Dp 1000 Hp 

OK Idle Hot Off      Idle Hot Off Idle | Hut Off | Idle Hoi 

1 0 Duckside II 0 2 0 0 2         0 0 .' II       o i   |   o!   o 

2 0-0. ! DocksldQ startup 0 0 1 0 1           1 n 2 0        0 o i i; o 

3 0. 1-0. 11 Dockslde maneuver 0. 013 5. 2 0 1 1 0 1 3    |     0        0 .)         Oil 

4 0.11-1.U Harbor maneuver 1. 6 640 0 1 I 0 1 2    1     0        0 0    '     0  ]    1 

S 1.0-1. 1 Harbor maneuver 1. 6 640 0 1 1 0 1 2    I     IJ        II o '   oil 
6 1, 1-200 fruiee/patrol 12. S .), 000 0 1 1 I) 1 2    '     0,0 0         0       1 

7 i00-:ioo Patrol/watching 0 0 1 II 1 1 0 o     n o        | 1  o 
8 (00-300. 1 Patrol/alert u 0 2 0 0 i ,1 n       j  [  o 1         0       0 

H 300. 1-30;. Fhnk spetii 101) 40, 0011 0     i    0 2 " II 2 U    i     0        2 1    '     0       n 

10 

u 
30 j  31 

310-350 ll!gh «p.- '1        i«. 

in 21), 000 

8, 200     , 1 '0 1 

11 

1    ' 

n 

•0 

2 

1 

0 i. 

1 u 1 

i    ,     0   !    0 

1          0   j    0 

u !5(!-a52 llarljn        mi II\>T 1. 1 440 1 '   0    * 1 , ' n 1 2          ii II 1.      '■     1 

u .•:;:,.; Doiksidr 0 0   0 0               1          0 0 2        II 0 1    i     0   1   0 
»See page 101 for definition  leases. 

Table 32 

MISSION PROFILE FOR TWIN-SCREW SHIP 
(80,000 Hp) 

Time 
(hr) Operation 

Propeller 
Power 

(':, rated) 

Propeller 
Power 
(hp) 

Case 
(Gear 

20,000 Ip 

Turbine stains 

Step 
(1 

Case 2 
;lei tri 
n. 000 

) 
fase 3» 

(Plcctri.  with ( ruisf mit) 

20,000 Hp 5000 Hp 

OH Idle Hot Off Id le Hot Off   Idle Hot Off   Idle Hot 

1 0 Dockslde 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 4      0 0 2       0 11 

2 0-0. 1 Oockside startup 0 o 2 2 0 3 1 0 4     0 0 1        1 0 

3 0.1-0.11 Dockslde maneuver 0,013 10. 1 2 0 2 3 0 1 1       0 0 i     n 1 

4 0. 11-1.0 Harbor maneuver 1.6 1,280 2 I) 2 0 1 1      0 n 1        0 1 

5 1.0-1. 1 Harbor maneuver 1.6 1,2(10 2 0 2 0 . 4 0 0 o     i 1 

6 1.1-200 fruisc/pu'lol 12. S 10, 000 2 11 5 0 1 ,>    1 0 1) 0         0 2 
7 200-300 Patrol/u.mhing 0 0 i / 0 

„ 
3 1 11 4 0 0 '  1   i 0 

H 300-300,1 Palrol/aleit 0 " 0 4 0 0 4 -l II 4 0 
i 

2       0    i    0 

100. l-SOS Fl.ink spefv' 100 80, OOn 1) 0 4 0 0 1)  |    0 4 '   1    0 0 

10 305  31 " High speed 70 nB, 000 1 ll 1 1 0 3 1       0 2    I    0 l) 

11 lln-Til) ITigh-flpeed (.-ruiee 33 IS, 400 II 
■! 

11 1 1 2   Irin 
12 350-362 Harbor maneuver 1. 1 880 2 n ■J II 1 ,    n n 1 

i       i) 1 

13 >362 Uockslde 0 •1 0 ', ■1 0 (1 1       0 n ,   |    0 0 
* iec page 191 f ir definition of cases. 

tables give not only the actual hp requirements during the mission but also the 
status of all gas turbine units.    Using these tables and the fuel consumption 
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characteristics given by Figures 80 and 81, the fuel requirements for each 
phase of the mission,  as well as the total fuel requirements,  are given in 
Table 33 and 34, respectively,  for the single-screw and twin-screw ships for 
the various cases for no losses.    These tables show which portions of the mis- 

Table 33 

FUEL REQUIREMENTS FOR SINGLE-SCREW SHIP 
(No Losses) 

Constant Power Variable Power 

Operation 

Turbine Spued (lb) Turbine Speed (lb) 

Step Case 1 > 
(Gear) 

Case 2"' 
VElectric) 

Cnse 3 
(Electric with 
Cruise unit) 

Case 1 
(Gear) 

Case 2- 
(E toe trie) 

Case 3 
(Electric with 
Cruise unit) 

I Dockside 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 Dockside Startup 207 207 56 80 80 32 

3 Dockside maneuver 21 21 6 8 8 3 

4 Harbor maneuvpi I, 9f 5 1, 985 721 1,200 1. 2UU 57» 

5 Harbor Maneuver .23 223 81 135 135 65 

6 Cruise/patrol 6U6, 000 696, 000 447. 500 617.500 617. 500 447, 500 

7 Pairol/watchin^ 207, ( 00 207, 000 59. 300 80. 000 80, 000 31. 700 

8 Patrol/alert 414 414 414 160 160 160 

9 Flank speed 77. 500 77, 500 77, 500 77. 500 77. 500 ?7. 50" 

10 High speed 61, 500 61, 500 61. 500 60.000 60. 000 60, 000 

11 High-jpeed cruise 189, 600 189, 600 189. 600 180. 800 180.800 180. 800 

12 Harbor maneuver 4, 36Ü 4,360 1.480 2. 400 2, 400 1.100 

13 Dockside 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 1,238.810 1,238, 810 838. 161 1,019.783 1,019. 783 799, 439 

Total fuel ratio 1.22 1.22 0.82 1.00 1.00 0.79 

■'See page 191 for definition of cases. 

Table 34 

FUEL REQUIREMENTS FOR TWIN-SCREW SHIP 
(No Losses) 

Operation 

Constant Pf wer 
Turbine Speed (lb) 

Variable Power 
Turbim Speed (lb) 

SUp 
Case 1« 
(Gear) 

Case 2 
(Electric) 

Case 3' 
(Electric with 
Cruise unit) 

c ase 1> 
(Gear) 

Case 2- 
(Electric) 

Case S* 
(Electric with 
Cruise unit) 

Dockside 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Dockside Startup 414 207 59 160 80 31 
Dockside maneuver ' 41 21 8 16 8 3 

Harbor maneuver 3,970 2.150 893 2,400 1,513 819 

Harbor maneuver 446 242 ISO 270 170 124 

Cruise/patrol 1, 392. 000 980, 000 895, 000 1,235,000 950, 000 895, 000 

Patrol/wetcMng 414,000 207. 000 59, 300 160, 000 80, 000 31, 700 

Patrol/alert 828 828 828 320 320 320 

Flank speed 15S. 000 155,000 1S5, 000 155,000 155,000 155, 000 

10 High speed 112.800 112,800 112,800 111,000 111,000 111,000 

11 High speed cruise 379. 000 297, 000 287, 000 361,000 294, 000 294, 000 

12 Harbor maneuver 8.720 4,600 1,760 4,800 3,000 1,500 

II Dockside 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 2. 48':. 220 1,769,661 1, 522, 808 2, 029, .966 1, 585, 091 1, 489, 498 

Total luel ratio 1.22 0.87 0.76 I. 00 0,79 0,74 

•See  page 191 for deflni ion of cases 
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sion require the major portion of the fuel and in which portions of the mission 
the greatest changes occur between the various cases.   Steps 6 and 7, the 
cruise/patrol and patrol/watching portions of the mission,  are seen to affect 
fuel consumption the most. 

In Tables 33 and 34,  Case 1,   constant turbine speed is of little interest, 
because there is no reason to run the power turbine at constant speed with the 
gear drive.   It is included,  however,  for completeness. Case 1,  variable 
speed gear drive, is really the conventional reference case with which the 
superconducting electric drive should be compared,  and the total fuel ratios 
indicated in these tables are based upon this Cc.se. 

Tables 35 and 36 summarize the overall results for no losses, 
brought out by these tables are: 

Points 

Table 35 

COMPARISON OF TOTAL FUEL CONSUMPTION 
FOR VARIOUS PROPULSION  COMBINATIONS,  SINGLE-SCREW SHIP 

(40,000 Hp, No Losses) 

Power Turbine Speed 

Propulsion Combination (nnstant at \ ariabie for 
Rated Minimum SFC 

Total fuel tommmptiün (10' lb) 

Caae 1 -- gear drive 1.24 1.02 

CaBB 3 — electric dri- r 1.24 1.02 

Case 3 — electric drive 0.84 0.80 
with cruise equipment 

Fuel ratio* 

Case 1 -- gear drive 1.22 I. 00 

Case 2 — electric drive 1.22 1,00 

Case 3 -- electric drive 1). 82 0. 7!) 
with cruise equipment 

'Defltifd as ratio of totül fuel for caso considered to total fuel for Case 1 
and vnriable turbine speed. 

Table 36 
COMPARISON OF TOTAL FUEL CONSUMPTION 

FOR VARIOUS PROPULSION COMBINATIONS,  TWIN-SCREW SHIP 
(80,000 Hp, No Losses) 

Power Turbine Sperr) 
Propulsion Combination Constant at Variable for 

Rated Mlnimu n SFC 

Total fuel < onsumption (10' lb) 

Case 1 -- gear drive 2.47 2.03 

Caae 2 -- electric drive 1.77 1.80 

Caae 3 -- electric drive 1.53 1.49 
with cruise equipment 

Fuel Ratio» 

Case 1 -- gear drive 1.22 ..on 

Case 2 •- electric drive 0.87 o. 7n 

Case 3 -- electric drive 0. 7B 0. 74 
with cruise equipment 

Defined as ratio of total fuel for case considered to total fuel for 
Caae I and variable turbine «peed. 
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• Electric drive for the single-screw ship offers no improvement in 
fuel consumption unless a small cruise unit is used.    This situation 
exists basically because the gear drive already has the capability 
for operating one or both large turbines. 

• For the twin-screw ship,   the addition of electric drive significant- 
ly improves fuel consumptions,   and the addition of the small 
cruise units helps only a small amount. 

• Operation at variable turbine speed gives a significant improvement 
over constant speed operation for both gear and electrical drives, 
but this advantage diminishes considerably if small  cruise units' 
are used. 

Parenthetically, it is of interest to note that the saving in fuel consumption 
for the electric drive, compared to the conventional gear drive for the twin- 
screw ship and variable turbine speed,  represents a fuel volume on the order 
of 7500 cubic feet,  a value considerably greater than values of any of the power 
components. 

The effect of inefficiencies on \he preceding results has been estimated. 
Table 37 is a tabulation of typical losses for various components,  based upon 
results of this study.    From these losses, it was concluded that a typical effi- 

Table 37 

COMPARISON OF TYPICAL LOSSES 

Component % 
of Rated 

A-C generator 1.2 

D-C generator 1. 0 

D-C motor 4.5 

A- C/D-C transformers / rectifiers 2 

D-C/D-C bus 2 

Cryogenic refrigerator power input 

A-C generator 0. 19 

D-C generator Ü. 20 

D-C motor 0. 14 

Gear d.-ive (two turbines/ shaft 
with clutching) 

3.0 
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ciency for the electrical drive is about it2 percent, compared to about hi per- 
cent for a gear drive using two turbines on a single shaft.    (See Table 29 for 
later estimates. )   The relative total fuel consumption for variable turbine 
speed using these values is given in Table 3ö, where the corresponding values 
for no losses are also shown.    In making these calculations, it was assumed 
that the effect of inefficient on turbine specific fuel consumption during each 
phase of the mission is negligible and that efficiency of the system does not 
change with load. 

Table 38 

RELATIVE FUEL CONSUMPTION 

With L osses* No Losses 
Component 

Twin Single Twin Single 
Screw Screw Screw Screw 

Gear driver- 1. 00 1. 00 1.00 1.00 

Superconducting Ü. 83 1. 05 0. 79 1.00 

Superconducting 0. 78 0. 83 0. 74 0. 79 
with Cruise unit 

-Gear loss assumed ■ 3 percent. 
^-Comparisons must be made vertically.    Total fuel 

for reference gear drive is different for each case. 

The effect of losses does not particularly change the nature of the results. 
It is concluded that for this mission profile,   addition of electrical drive com- 
pared to conventional gear drive improves fuel consumption about 17 to 22 per- 
cent for a twin-screw ship,  depending upon whether cruise units are or are 
not used.    Improvement for a single-screw ship requires use of the cruise 
units,  with a resultant fuel saving op about 17 percent. 

Operating Time.    Using the information of Tables 31 and 32,  the operating 
time of the turbines has beer, determined for the various cases and is given in 
Tables 39 and 40,  respectively,  for the single-screw and twin-screw ships. 
The relative operating time from these tables is summarized in fable 41. 
A dramatic reduction in operating time for the large turbines is seen to occur 
with the addition of the electric drive.    Again, however,  the single-screw ship 
requires cruise turbines in order to achieve this reduction. 

This reduced operating time should be significant in increasing overall 
mission life for the large units and in reducing costs. 

A-C Generator 

Detailed design layouts and analyses of the a-c gener itor used in thi.s 
study to determine refrigeration requirements were carried '.ut separately 
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Table 39 

COMPARISON OF TURBINE OPERATING TIMES PER MISSION 
FOR SINGLE-SCREW SHIP* 

ne»crlpü(ir.»! 

20. U00-hp turbine« 

Toul time (hr) 

Avtrtgr time per turblpe (hr) 

Average operating time ()l)t 

5, 000-hp turbine« 

ToUl time (hrl 

Averago time per turbine (hr) 

Average operatin|{ time ($)t 

'   i- <■ 1 

Gear Drive 
>'aw 2 

Electric Drive 

3t,2 

1H1 

51 

362 

181 

f)l 

Caa« 3 

Elei trie Driv« 
wi(!i Cruiae Unit 

t.u 

.10 

H. 5 

102 

:)03 

•See Table 31 for mliBion profile. 

'•See page mi for definition of laae» in detail 

tDefined aa ratio of average time per turbine over miaaion duration of 352 hour«. 

Table 40 

COMPARISON OF TURBINE OPERATING TIMES PER MISSION 
FOR TWIN-SCREW SHIP^ 

nesenption** 
Case 1 

(Jear Urive 

Case 2 

Klectric Drivt 

Caae 3 

Klectric Drive 
with Cruise Unit 

20, 000-hp turbines 

Total time (hr, 7i9 377 76 
Average time per turbine (hr) 180 94 19 
Aveiage operating time (f)t 51 27 5.4 

5 OOO-np turbine« - 

Total time (hr) .. .. 501 
Average time per turbine (hr) -. .. 250 
Average operating time ()l)t -- -- 71 

*See Table 32 for mission profile 

•»See page 101 for definition of cases in detail, 

tDefined as ratio of average time per turbine over mission duration of 352 hours. 

Table 41 

RELATIVE OPERATING TIME 

Component Twin 
Screw (»1 

Twin 
Si rew i%) 

Oaar Drive 

20,000-hp turbine II II 
Superconducllnf 

10.000-hp turbine 27 51 
Superconducting with 
CruHe unit 

20.000-hp turbim 1, 4 II   !S 

S000-hp turbine 71 86 
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and previously using General Klectric Company funds.   This work includes 
both rotor and stator studies and applies to a 6ö-hertz,  two-pole machire. 
Details of this work are contained in a General Electric Company internal 
report that is available to appropriate persons. 

The following comments regarding the design are. however,  appropriate 
here: 

• The rotor design is capable of withstanding stresses produced by 
steady-state loads and transient loads,  including 10-percent over- 
spjed.  short circuit conditions and 75g steady acceleration (to ap- 
proximate shock loading, per Appendix II.   "System Requirements 
for Superconducting Naval Ship Propulsion System").    Capability 
to withstand the 75g steady acceleration was checked as part of 
this study. 

• The rotor design has been checked for stability in both torsion and 
bending and was found to be adequate. This work was done as part 
of this study. 

• A preliminary assessment was made of the critical speed of the 
generator rotor,  and it has been concluded that the lowest critical 
speed should be well above the 120 hertz most likely to be the max- 
imum driving frequency for a two-pole.  60-hertz machine.   This 
assessment was also made as a part of this study. 

• A complete analysis of torsional natural frequencies requires con- 
sideration of the total generator/prime mover system with the inter- 
connecting shafting.    For purposes of tliis study,  it is felt that such 
an analysis would be premature;  however,  torsional resonant fre- 
quencies in the torque ring and electromagnetic shields themselves 
were investigated as uncoupled members.   It is concluded that the 
resonant frequencies are well above the most likelv maximum driv- 
ing frequency of 120 hertz. 

This work was done as a part of this study.    The effect of coupling 
was not analyzed, but it is believed that it will not change the results 
significantly. 

In connec«-on with the desire to reduce transformer/rectifier volume and 
weight (see page 182). a preliminary evaluation was made of the effect on gen- 
erator performance of designing a 180-hertz machine (6-pole at 3600 rpm) 
as contrasted with the 60-hertz machine just described.    The design was not 
earned out to the detail of the 60-hertz design; it was carried out to the point 
however, where it is apparent that the difference between the two cases should 
not be significant from a system standpoint,    although rotor critical speeds 
for example,  may warrant more careful study due to the higher possible 
driving frequency. 
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D-C Generator 

The d-c generator was sized on the basis of being driven at the same 
shaft speed at, the a-c generator,   3600 rpm.    The output of two of these gen- 
erators is combined in series to power a single,  40, 000-hp motor at a nominal 
100-volt generator terminal voltage.   The choice of the system voltage ar.J the 
series connection of the generators is discussed on pages 218-223.   On this 
basis, the individual generator is required to produce 14. f) megawatts (20,000 
hp) plus bus and motor losses; however, to put the generators on a more di- 
rect basis of comparison, the d-c generators were sizes at the same power 
as the a-c generator, namely 18 megawatts (24,000 hp). 

The type of machine chosen for this study was amultidisk acyclic generator, 
utilizing a 22-percent sodium,  78-percent potassium eutertic (NaK-78) in a non- 
flooded collector system.    The collector system was modeled after existing 
machines built by the General Electric Company.    In these machines,  the so- 
dium potassium is circulated by the inherent pumping action of the collectors. 
This^circulation serves the dual purpose of cooling the generator collector 
and I'H losses and allowing for the cleaning of the sodium potassium.    From 
the standpoint of mechanical simplicity, it is desirable to have the fewest num- 
ber of disks possible without exceeding peripheral velocities that have been ex- 
perimentally demonstrated to be practical (2.^ 000 to 30, 000 ft/mi.i). 

Parametric Study of Generator Designs.   To select a suitable nominal design, 
a computer analysis was performed to yield the parametric size relationships 
of disk-type acyclic generators.    Calculation inputs were power,  voltage,   and 
current,  and the parametric variables were the number of disks and effec- 
tive flux density.    Details of other assumptions are discussed following the 
results described below. 

The results of the analysis are shown in Figure 81.    These results need 
little interpretation.     The parametric variation was not « arried beyond four 
disks,  because of the previously mentioned desire to design the generator with 
a minimum number of disks to minimize the number of sodium potassium ex- 
ternal loops.   The parametric results show that a two-disk machine can be 
designed for 100 volts,  and other calculations show that a 200-volt generator 
has acceptable characteristics with three disks.    Machine volume is not much 
improved in going to more disks and machine shape is not of concern, because 
the generators are relatively small.    For the two- and three-disk machines 
referred to,   the losses are acceptable,   and the peripheral velocities are below 
30, 000 rpm,   which represents the limit of General Electric operating experi- 
ence  (although not necessarily an absolute limit). 

The various assumptions that have gone into the parametric analysis are 
described below.    A constant shaft diameter sized to carry short-circuit torque 
was used.   Disk thickness was set by stress calculations that showed that a 
total of six inches of axial contact length between the shaft and driven di sks 
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is required to obtain acceptable bending stress in the disk hubs.   It was also 
assumed that the stator and rotor disk thicknesses were equal.    For example, 
in a two-disk machine,  each rotor disk is 1. 5 inches thick,  and each inner 
collector boss,   which is integral with the rotor disk,  has 1. 5 inches of axial 
length. 

For a larger number of disks, where the above criterion would have led 
to a disk thickness less than 1 inch, a minimum 1-inch thickness was assumed 
in order to control the I2R losses. In the unflooded generator, the collector 
losses (primarily mechanical fluid friction) are increased for wider disks, so 
the wetted collector width of both inner and outer collectors was assumed to 
be 0. 5 inch in all cases, for purposes of loss calculation. The wetted width 
can be controlled by using an appropriately shaped disk rim. 

Magnetic parameters were calculated only to a first approximation.   The 
disk diameter required for a given voltage per disk was calculated by assum- 
ing a uniform flux density in the region between collectors; this density is the 
number that is used as the flux density index in Figure 8 1. The actual flux 
density distribution for the generator geometry (assuming coil length equal to 
machine active length) in which the coil length is much less than its diameter, 
and incorporating the effects of the iron shield,  would require a complicated 
analysis.    For the present purpose,  because the generator shield was assumed 
to include end pieces for guiding the flux into the radial shield,  a lumped mag- 
netic circuit was assumed.    That is, the flux was assumed to go straight through 
the bore of the coil,  return through the end pieces and the radial shield,  and to 
be uniformly distributed. 

This calculation establishes the thickness of the superconducting coil re- 
quired,  based on the assumption for overall current density in the coil.    In 
the present case,  the coil overall steady-state current density (total ampere 
turns per unit of length divided by thickness) was assumed to be 10, 000 amperes 
per square centimeter.    This assumption is believed to be conservative by a 
factor nf three.,   rompared to present achievements in fully stable coils of com- 
parable size.    With this assumption, coil thicknesses of less than two inches 
is obtained even at the highest flux densities assumed.    Hence conservatism 
in the assumed current density will cover any inaccuracies introduced by the 
simplifying analysis assumptions,  as well as provide a margin for transient 
effects. 

The iron shield thickness was calculated by: 

• Calculating the total flux through the bore of the machine 
(including the coil and the dewar) with the above assumption 
of uniform flux density. 

• Calculating the iron thickness required to ( arry this flux at 
a saturation flux density of 2. 0 webers per square meter. 
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The above assumptions used in calculating the coil and iron thickness are 
not as approximate as they seem at first glance.   First,  the generated voltage 
is proportional to total flux,   so the iron must carry this constant number re- 
gardless of the distribution.    The actual radial (and axial) distribution of the 
flux density is important,  mainly in calculating the unused flux through the 
shaft and through the outer collector, bus, dewar wall,  and coil.    The required 
disk diameter will also be affected if the flux distribution is skewed badly 
enough.    With iron end pieces,  it is not unreasonable to assume that the axial 
and radial distributions are sufficiently uniform to make the approximations 
valid. 

As a check,  detailed calculations of the flux density distribution were made 
for a single machine (the effect of the iron on the bore flux density distribution 
could not be included) for a coil of appropriate geometry, and the overall result 
closely matched that obtained using the previously mentioned assumptions.  It 
is therefore felt that this calculation is sufficiently accurate for the sizing 
estimates needed for this study. 

Chosen Generator Design.     The generator design  chosen  for  further detail- 
ing from  the study described  in the previous  sections was  the two-disk ma- 
chine at a mean  flux density of 3. 0 webers per square meter.    Table 4? 
shows  the results of the expansion of this design to a point where a real- 
istic estimate of the cryogenic  refrigeration requirements may be made. 

Table 42 

D-C ACYCLIC GENERATOR PARAMETERS 

Characteristic Parameter 

Output power 24,000 lip 

Output voltage IGOv 

Output current 170,000 amp 

Effective flux density 3.0 Wb/m= 

Number of rotor disks 2 

Hirn velocity 25,000 ft/min 

Shaft diameter 8.00 in. 

Inner collector radium 6.25 in. 

Outer collector radius 13.25 in. 

Inner dewar radius 15.25 in. 

Inner coil radius IB. 25 in. 

Outer coil radius 17,75 in. 

Inner shield rudius 19.25 in. 

Outer shield radius 31,30 in. 

Disk pitch 3.00 in. 

Coil length 11.50 in. 

Coil thickness 1. 50 in. 

Losses  (fractional) 

Outer collector 0 731 yW' 

Inner collector 0 108 xlO"" 

I3H 0 063 X10'a 

Bearings and seals 1) 10    /lO'1" 
(estimated) 

Total 1. 00   »10"' 
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Ohmic losses in the generator were calculated on the basis of using Copper 
Alloy 150 (zirconium copper),  which has good strength and electrical conduc- 
tivity that is 93 percent of copper. 

D-C Motor 

The full-power design point of the d-c propulsion motor was chosen as 
40, 000 hp and 200 rpm at 200 volts,  power to be supplied by a pair of gen- 
erators that are series-connected as described above.    The type of motor con- 
struction chosen for this study was a multidisk acyclic machine utilizing a 
sodium-potassium eutectic alloy (NaK-78) in a flooded collector system. 

An unflooded collector system,   as used in tht generator,  is not consid- 
ered desirable on a slow-speed motor, which mnat be capable of running con- 
tinuously at any speed,  including near zero and through zero,  on reversing. 
Furthermore,  separately fed collectors,  which cool the machine through ex- 
ternal   sodium potassium loops,  would require a large number of external 
liquid metal loops, because the motor,  due to its low speed, h-'.s many more 
disks than the generator.    Therefore the motor is designed to run fully flooded 
with sodium potassium.    Rotor and stator disks are insulated on alternate 
faces; this configuration produces electromagnetic forces that motor sodium 
potassium between disks to prevent short circuiting the disk voltage.    Some 
losses (both viscous and electrical) are associated with the presence of the 
sodium potassium between disks; however,  they are tolerable,  considering 
the operational gains. 

Because the flooded collector system does not permit collector fluid cir- 
culation at a rate high enough to allovi that flow to be used in a heat removal 
system,   a separate cooling system must be used in the motor.    In the present 
case,  it was verified that the circulation of a low-viscosity silicone fluid in 
stator passages was a practical method of cooling. 

Parametric Study of Motor Configurations.    A parametric study of motor size 
and shape variation was performed.    In this case,  the power,  voltage,   and 
current were held constant,  and the parametric variables were the number of 
disks and operating flux density.    The motor voltage was chosen at 200 volts 
on the grounds that higher voltages would lead to an impractical number of 
disks.   (It is clear that the maximum practicable voltage is desirable from 
the standpoint of the system interconnection bus size). 

The results of the analysis art- shown in Figures 82 and 83, which gives ma- 
chine envelope volumes, diameters, and losses.    These figures can be applied 
with considerable accuracy to both unshielded and shielded machines, by proper 
interpretation.    It is to be noted that calc ulation of the dewar diameter and 
volume and all of the losses were made for an unshielded machine.    The di- 
ameter and volume of an iron shield needed to shield such a machine were then 
determined,  assuming that no change in dewar size would result. 
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Actually, because of the iron,  it would be possible to reduce the dewar 
size somewhat in the case of the iron machine,  but this would only be a small 
amount.  Consequently,  with the type of construction postulated,  namely a dewar 
surrounding the rotor and,  if shielded,   an iron shield outside the dewar. Figure 
83 gives envelope diameters and volumes for both unshielded and shielded ma- 
chines as follows: 

• For an unshielded machine, the envelope diameter and dimensions 
are those of the dewar. 

• For a shielded machine,  the envelope diameter and dimensions are 
those of the iron shield and are slightly conservative. 

The significant trends from Figure 83 are: 

• For unshielded machines,  the smallest volume is definitely obtained 
at the highest operating flux density. 

• For shielded machines,  this is not the case,   as will be clear from 
the following discussion. 

For the unshielded machines, the volume variation with the number of 
disks is small, even though the machine shape is changing substantially as 
the di >k number is varied. 

In the present applications, diameter is probably a more significant 
characteristic than volume, in itself, because many spaces where the machines 
would be used may be restricted in diameter but be less restricted in length. 

v The trend in diameter is monotonic; a large number of small-diameter 
disks leads to a small overall machine diameter, as expected. 

With respect to flux density, the diameter of the unshielded machines 
using nonferrous disks is smaller for high flux densities as expected although 
the variation for large numbers of disks is smaller than might be anticipated. 
One reason for this trend is that the disk active window is so small with large 
numbers of disks that small variations in outer radius can compensate for sub- 
stantial variations in flux density.    In the case of the shielded machines, with 
nonferrous disks, the shield outer diameter actually increases with increasing 
flux density, with large numbers of disks.    The reason for this trend is that the 
generation of voltage requires a constant amount of total flux, which the shield 
must carry.    In addition, the shield must carry the wasted flux -- that which 
goes through the outer structure of the machine, the coil, and the dewar.    For 
large numbers of disks, the disk window area does not vary fast enough to com- 
pensate for the amount of wasted flux, and consequently the shield thickness in- 
creases faster with operating flux density than the outer disk diameter decreases. 

This trend toward increasing shield thickness and overall diameter with 
a larger number of disks can be counteracted by using iron disks   Tooth stator 
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and rotor) at lower flux densities.   If such a machine is designed with the disk 
iron below saturation, there will be substantially no wasted flux outside the 
active window.   Even if designed above the saturation value,  only that flux above 
the saturation value will contribute to the wasted flux that must be carried by 
the shield. 

Figure 83 also shows that the losses (primarily collectur losses) also de- 
crease as the design flux density is decreased.   Generally speaking,  therefore, 
it appears that if the machine must be completely shielded,  an operating flux 
density in the range of 20 to 30 kilogauss would be best. 

Additional benefits from lower flux density accrue   from the fact that the 
superconductive excitation coil is smaller.    This leads to: decreased heat 
leak because of lower weight,  decreased excitation voltage for field changing, 
and decreased superconductor hysteresis losses during field change. 

Some of the detailed constraints and assumptions that are included in the 
motor parametric analysis in addition to a common shaft are: 

• The stator disk thickness was held constant at 2. 3 inches.    Prelim- 
inary analysis showed that this thickness was nearly correct for accom- 
modating cooling passages within the stator disk to remove inner 
collector losses. 

• Rotor disk thickness was set by a bending criterion.    In the flooded 
disk machine,  alternate layers of liquid metal between the disks are 
stationary and rotating.    This situation produces a pressure rise due 
to the centrifugal pumping action.    The pressure difference due to 
the centrifugal pumping produces bending forces in the rotor disks. 
The disk thickness was chosen to limit the deflection due to the above 
bending forces to approximately 0.015 inch.    In most caseü,  the re- 
sulting rotor disk thicknesses were consistent with desirable col- 
lector widths and reasonable ISR losses. 

• In the zeroth approximation, the outer collector width is equal to the 
rotor disk width.    In slow-speed motors,   the outer collector loss 
is the dominant loss.    This loss is reduced by increasing the outer 
collector width.    As far as the configuration is concerned,   this can 
be accomplished by providing a recess in the stator disk to accom- 
modate a flange on the rotor disk,  which increases the effective 
collector width.    In the present analysis,  the outer collector width 
was assumed to be that given by the previously mentioned disk thick- 
ness (set by deflection) plus a constant adder of 0. 85 inch (assumed 
to be the maximum practical recess in the stator disk). 

• The motor magnetic circuit was assumed to be comprised of a hollow 
cylinder to accommodate the disk array plus end pieces to guide the 
flux at a flux density of 20 kilogauss.    The coil thickness was then 
determined by calculating the required ampere turns to drive the flux 
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through the reluctance determined by the noniron bore geometry of the 
motor.   An overall current density (ampere turns per unit of length 
divided by coil thickness) of 10, 000 amperes per square centimeter 
was assumed in calculating the superconductive coil dimensions.    This 
value is conservative compared to today's technology,  but allows mar- 
gin for design uncertainties and transients during operation.    The re- 
sulting coil thickness are on the order of 2 inches,  so this is not a 
critical assumption. 

Chosen Motor Design.   Scheduling considerations to establish cryogenic refrig- 
eration requirements made it necessary to choose a motor for more detailed 
design, based on preliminary analyses, and before all of the results of the par- 
ametric study just described were complete.    The design chosen was a 30-disk 
machine at a mean flux density of 5. 0 webers per square meter.    This is a 
relatively compact machine, particularly if an unshielded application is per- 
missible.    However,  in the light of the parametric results now available and 
described in the previous section, for a fully shielded machine,  a considerably 
lower flux density is now preferred.    From Figure 83, it appears that by so 
doing,  the overall machine diameter could be decreased on the order of 10 
inches for a shielded machine,  and efficiency could be improved about 2 per- 
cent.    However, this would not greatly affect the cryogenic refrigerator re- 
quirement. 

Table 43 shows results of the development of the 5. 0-weber-per-square- 
meter design to the point where a practical evaluation of the refrigeration load 
could be made. 

Table 43 

D-C ACYCLIC MOTOR PARAMETERS 

ch motei ratic 1              Parameter 
Output power ■lO.OOOhp 

Termtnal voltage 200v 

Design current 150,000 amp 

rriectivp flux density f.. 0 Wh/m' 
Number nt rotor disk« ■U) 

Sh.ifl diami-ler 20 In. 

Inner collector radiui 12.13 in. 

Outer lullecinr radtus ID. 53 in. 

Inner dewar rndiua 23. (i in. 

Inner coil r.-ulius 24.6 in. 

Outi't- coil radiua 26.4 in. 

Inner shield radius 27. 5 m. 

Outer HhMd iMdtuB 48.6 in. 

Disk pilch i. m in. 

Coil length Sfl in. 

Coil thickness i. 8 in. 

Losses 'fractional) 

fiulrr collei lor 2 19 « 10'^ 

Inner collector 1 OF. » 10  ' 

1-H 0 JB ' I0"p 

Bearing ;ind seals 0 02 y 10" 

Total :i 52 « 10 ; 
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The Stator disks and the current carrying portion of the rotor disks were 
assumed to be copper-alloy 150,  as in the generator,  for calculation of ohmic 
losses.    Critical speed of this motor design was analyzed, and the lowest trans- 
verse critical was calculated to be at approximately 4300 rpm,  which is well 
beyond the speed where troublesome vibrations would be induced. 

A-C/D-C Transformers and Rectifiers 

If an a-c/d-c system is used, it is necessary to match the d-c motor to 
the a-c generator in one way or another.  In the general case requiring both a 
transformer and a rectifier.   It is conceivable that the a-c generator could be 
wound to generate the high-current,  low-voltage requirements of the motor 
directly,  thus eliminating the transformer.    However, this would result in 
large-size transmission buses,  just as in the d-c/d-c system and would still 
require rectification.   It therefore seemed in this study that the preferred 
approach for the a-c/d-c system would be to generate power at reasonably high 
voltages to eliminate the need for large-size transmission buses and utilize 
transformers and rectifiers at the motor end.   Other than cost considerations, 
probably the most significant trade-off consideration between the a-c/d-c system 
and the d-c/d-c system then becomes the size and weight of transformers and 
rectifiers for the former,  as compared to size and weight of buswork for the 
latter. 

If a transformer is used in the system,   the most economical transformer 
and system weight is expected to occur at a frequency of about 180 hertz on 
the a-c side.   This conclusion is rationalized as follows: increasing frequency 
will always make the transformer smaller, but will also increase losses. The 
increased loss may be offset,  however, by using thinner punchings in the core 
and finer strands in the windings. Approximately a 0. 005-inch core punching is 
implied by 180 hertz; thinner punchings can be handled, but are not too practical. 
Winding strand size will need to be reduced by a third,  compared to 60 hertz, 
using three tirr es as many strands, to limit eddy current losses.    Too many 
strands becomes impractical from the standpoint of transposition.    Therefore, 
180 hertz seems to represent about an upper limit to frequency beyond which 
further reductions in transformer size and weight would result in significantly 
increased losses,  which would probably be detrimental to overall system per- 
formance. 

As indicated above, the size, weight,  and performance of the six-pole 
generator required to produce 180 hertzat3600 rpm is not expected to be sig- 
nificantly different from values for a 60-hertz machine.    However, past studies 
indicate that power/density falls off above about six poles.    Thus,  also from 
the generator standpoint,  180 hertz is indicated as a reasonable selection. 

From the above considerations,  a limited study was made, in an effort 
to estimate transformer/rectifier sizes and weights,  at a frequency of 180 
hertz,  to be used in system comparisons.  This is not a simple task,  because: 
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• The 180 hertz is a nonstandard frequency. 

• Thirty megawatts is well above the rating of present day commercial 
units,  and specific power is not constant at higher ratings. 

• The size and weight of the units depends on the cooling; that is, most 
commercial rectifiers are air-cooled,  while water cooling is desir- 
able for high power density.   Transformer cooling and acceptable 
losses also influence size and weight. 

It was not possible to devote a significant effort to this task.  However, 
Table 44 contains some numbers obtained in a preliminary manner. 

Table 44 

TRANSFORMER AND RECTIFIER WEIGHTS AND DIMENSIONS 
/ System Frequency = 180 Hz \ 
\ LV Rating - 200v, 150.000 amp, 30,000 kw ] 

Weight/Dimension Transformer Rectifier 

Weight (lb) 115, 000 15,000 
Height (in.) 150 NE 
Width (in.) 230 NE 
Depth (in.) 117 NE 
Loss (%) 1.5 1.0 

The values in Table 44,  for transformer dimensions, are scaled values 
calculated according to commercial practice.   They represent an oil-filled 
transformer cooled by free convection in the windings, with heat rejected to 
an oil-air radiator.    About two thirds of the weight is in the tank and oil. 
If the transformer were specifically designed for ship installation with forced- 
cooled windings, the weight might come down by a factor of three and the di- 
mensions by 1. 5 (cube root of three). 

The rectifier weight is a preliminary estimate obtained by weighing the 
individual devices and adding an arbitrary factor for cooling,  racking,  and 
auxiliaries,  assuming forced water cooling.    As such, it rppears inconsistent 
with the transformer weight,  indicating the need for additional study in this 
area at some future time.   For this reason, rectifier dimensions were not 
estimated. 

D-C/D-C System 

Circuits and Switches.   To provide suitable cross connections, it is necessary to 
provide interconnection and bypass switches in the d-c power circuits.   The pre- 
sent discussion concerns itself with presenting information on a possible approach 
to show that such switching is within the state of the art with reasonable equipment. 
It is not presumed that the best procedure will be that outlined here. 
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Switches.  As background,  it is necessary that the functions of a switch pnd a 
circuit breaker be clearly distinguished.    A circuit breaker must function v/hen 
the system is loaded or during a short circuit.    It must both extinguish the re- 
sultant arc and vri nstand reapplication of voltage within a very short time.   A 
switch,  on the other hand,  operates essentially in an unloaded circuit,  and it 
is designed not by interrupting duty but by steady-state rated current through 
its already closed contacts.   In any case,  any breaker must have a current- 
zero to function.   In the case of 60-hertz breakers,  reliance is upon the natural 
current zero.   In the case of d-c breakers, a current-zero is imposed,  usually 
by discharging a capacitor through the contacts in the reverse direction.    It 
will be argued below that a current-zero can be produced in the d-c/d-c motor- 
generator circuit of sufficient duration to allow interconnections to be achieved 
with switches rather than breakers. 

Selection of appropriate switches should be reasonably straightforward, 
although high-current switches are not a common commercial item.    They ' 
are available,  however,  as evidence by material contained in,   for example, 
the Square-D catalog (Ref.  10).    The product line referred to is intended for 
application in electrolytic installations, where heavy current shorting and dis- 
connect switches are required.    The basic switch unit is a knife switch,  whi'h 
can be either manually or hydraulic ally actuated.    The point of interest is that 
a switch of 36, 000-ampere rating is offered commercially,  which is basically 
a gang of four 9000-ampere switches.    It is not too difficult to conceive, there- 
fore,  of constructing a 150, 000-ampere switch by ganging 16 of the same knife 
switches.    Thus one can get some idea of the size of a 150, 000-ampere switch 
by taking the catalog dimensions,  which are 23 x 16-1/4 x 3-3/8 inches,  for one 
9000-ampere module.   A 16-switch assembly would,  therefore,  have dimensions 
of about 23 x 16-1/4 x 54 inches. 

Current sharing among contacts must be ensured; this might be done by 
associating each pair of contacts with its own section of bus, which would 
serve as a ballast resistor.   Other configurations may be more appropriate, 
including liquid-metal contacts. 

The present discussion is aimed only at establishing that the switch is 
not a separate research project, but is amenable to engineering solution. 
Another interesting point from the catalog is that the switches can be used 
for interrupting duty in circuits, with less than 6-vült capability.    Physically, 
this is because 6 voles is not sufficient to sustain an arc in ambient air.    It 
indicates that precise current-zero should not be necessary. 

Circuit Interconnections. Notions of circuit interconnections and switching at 
zero current are built up by references to Figures 84 through 86.  Figure 84 
starts with two basic circuits defined by a system that has one motor driven 
by three generators and three gas turbines in each circuit.    Per-unit voltages 
and currents are used.    Rase power is 40, 000 horsepower,  based voltage is 
200 volts,  and base current is 150, 000 amperes.    There are two 20. 000-hp 
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40, 000  Hp   = 1. 0 

200V   = 1.0 

150.000 Anip ■ 1.0 

P^N3 

Motor Values 

N        V        I        B 
1.0     1.0     1.0    1.0 

Generator 
Values 

N V I 
1.0 0.46 1.0 
1.0 0.46 1.0 
1.0 0.13 1.0 

Legend: 

P = Power 

V = V oltage 

I   = Current 

B = Flux Density 

N = Speed 

Figure 84.   Generator/Motor Connecti ons 
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2 x 5000-Hp Load 

2 x 5000-Hp Source 

Motor Values 

N V         I 
0.5 0.13     1.0 
0.5 0.25    0.5 
0.5 0. 5      0. 25 

B 
0.25 
0.5 
1.0 

Generator Values 

N V I B 
1.0 0.13 1.0 1.0 
1.0 0.25 0.5 2.0 
1.0 0.5 0.25 4.0 

Legend:1 

P   = Power 

V   = Voltage 

I    = Current 

B   = Flux Density 

N  = Speed 

Figure 85.    Circuit Interconnections and Switching at Zero Current 
(Cruise Condition) 
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2 X 2500-Hp Load 

1 X 5000-Hp Source 

Motor Values 

N V        I B 
0. 4    0. 13    0.5    0. 31 
0. 4    0, 25    0. 25 0. 60 

Generator 
Values       Su  6 

N V        I B 
1.0    0.13     1.0    1.0 
1. 0    0.25     0 .")     2. 0 

Legend: 

P = Power 

V - Voltage 

I   ■ Current 

B = Flux Density 

N = Speed 

Figure 86.    Circuit Interconnections and Switching at Zero Current 
(One Cruise Generator) 
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generators and one 5000-hp generator (the powers do not add correctly,  but in 
this discussion round numbers are being dealt with).    In these circuits,  the 
generators are assumed to be series-connected. Circuits for parallel-con- 
nected generators are equally as obvious. 

The series connection is the starting assumption, because this connection 
requires each generator to put out only 0. 5 per-unit voltage. In disk-type ma- 
chines, this output leads to a small number of disks, which has certain advan- 
tages in unflooded generators (see page 207). Interconnection considerations 
will lead to some reservations regarding this assumption, as discussed below. 
In the series connection, each generator is required to carry one-per-unit 
current;  however,  this is easily accomplished with liquid metal collectors. 

Consider Figure 85, in which it is assumed that each motor is driven by 
its own 5000-hp generator,   as might be the case under cruise conditions.  Each 
of the 20, 000-hp generators is shown short-circuited by its own shorting switch, 
(Switches Sll,  S12, S21, and S22).    Also shown in this figure are a set of values 
for shaft speeds (the power is assumed to be proportional to the cube of speed), 
voltages,  currents,  and motor field levels, each of which combines to produce 
5000 hp.    From this table,  it can be seen that if the5000-hpmotor is designed 
only for its share of voltage under full power, it would be necessary for the 
circuit to carry one-per-unit current at cruise,  in which case the motor field 
would be reduced to 0.2 5 rated voltage.   The bus losses  at one-per-unit cur- 
rent would be the same as the losses at full power, but percentages would be 
large at cruise and efficiency would suffer. 

At the other extremf,  if the 5000-hp generator is designed to put out 0. 5- 
per-unit voltage (the generator is assumed to operate at one-per-unit speed 
throughout),  then the circuit current can be reduced to 0. 25 per unit if the motor 
flux is held at one per unit.    Therefore it seems obvious that,  considering bus 
losses, it is desirable to operate at a high circuit voltage and at partial power. 
Full voltage may not be the optimum, however,  because face losses in the motor 
are proportional to flux density,  and the option of reducing motor flux (and vol- 
tage) may lead to lower total losses.    These questions cannot be answered with- 
out a detailed study, which has not yet been performed,  of all sources of system 
loss at full and partial power. 

Similar considerations apply to the v fion of designing the 20, 000-hp gen- 
erators for only half voltage.   If the system runs on one 20, 000-hp turbine 
for an extended period,  it might be desirable f jr its generator to be capable 
of putting out more than the 0. 5 per-unit voltage,  which is required for series 
operation at full power. 

Par ial power operation from one 5000-hp source driving both motors is 
shown in Figure 86.    In this figure.  Switches Sis,  S2s, Sip, and S2p have been 
added, because these switches are necessary for this connection.  Various com- 
binatione of partial power voltages,  currents,  and fluxes are also shown.    In 
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this case, operation of the motor at low fluxes has an additional advantage in 
that it would be possible to reverse one motor by reversing its field.   This is 
possible because at a 0. 31 field,  the stored energy is only one-tenth that at 
full field,  and a relatively low excitation voltage would be required. 

Finally,  it should be noted that Switches S2m and Sim are required for 
the conditions in which either motor is operable alone from any generator. 

At this point,  it is appropriate to discuss the operation of actuating switches 
at zero current and how this actuation might be carried out.    Consider the case 
of Figure 85, where each motor is operating off its own 5000-hp generator. 
Assume it is desired to energize oneof the 20, 000-hp generators,  for example. 
Generator 12.   In this case, the procedure is to bring the generator and turbine 
up to speed with the generator field unexcited.    The excitation on the generator 
is then slowly raised.   When the generator excitation is just enough to satisfy 
the internal 1R drop,  the current through Switch S12 must be zero, because 
the IR drop must be equal to the generator terminal voltage, which is zero. 
At this point. Switch S12 can be opened,  and the excitation of Generator 12 
can be raised until it assumes whatever share of the load is desired. 

Similarly, if it is desired to go from the condition of Figure 86 back to 
that of Figure 85,  Generator 2 3 can be activated,  and its terminal voltage can 
be raised until it is just equal to that across the motors.   Then Switch S2s can 
be closed.   If the voltages of Generators 13 and '3 and of Motors 1 and 2 are 
balanced,  current will cease to flow through Switches Sip and S2p,  and they 
may be opened. 

It should be noted that these procedures may not require precise sensing 
of all voltages and/or precise control of generator fields, because switch actu- 
ation at current zero is possible even when there is a finite rate of change of 
current.    In this case,  the switch would be programmed so that the condition 
of an actuation command and current zero through the switch would trigger 
the actuator.   The capability of switches to operate at circuit voltages of 6 
volts eliminates the need for precise balancing of voltages. 

Finally,  it should be observed that although the switches are not gigantic, 
they are reasonably bulky, and the entire combination shown in Figure 86 may 
not be required if some modes of operation can be ruled out.    Further, if 
partial power is always accomplished at partial current,  then the motor by- 
pass switches and motor paralleling switches need not be designed for full 
current,  thus reducing their size. 

Bus Size and Losses.   The d-c/d-c system has been conceptually designed 
with an acyclic motor rated at 40, 000 hp (30 megawatts),  200 volts,  and 
150, 000 amperes.    Interconnections between the motor and the generators 
must be made with buswork capable of carrying rated current.    To obtain a 
preliminary notion of the size and weight of the  buswork,  a bus was sized 
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for 150, 000 amperes,   76 feet in length,  and a maximum I2R loss equal to 2 
percent of the rated motor power at rated current. 

The bus configuration was assumed to be water-cooled, rectangular bars, 
with go and return bars interleaved to minimize stray magnetic fields.    The 
resulting dimensions are shown in Table 45, 

Table 45 

COPPER BUS PARAMETERS 

Characteristic 

Current 
Length 
Loss : 

Copper area 
Copper current density 

Total copper weight 
Overall dimension : 

Overall area 
Water flow 
Water temperature 

^Percent of 30 Mw 
-Total for two conductors 

Parameter 

150,000 amp 
76 ft 
2^ 
112 in.5 

2700 amp/in.8 

32,900 lb 
12 x 13 in. 
156 in.s 

600 gpm (at 19 psi) 
110/180oF  (inlet/outlet) 

Following the preceding calculations,  the question of optimizing bus size 
and losses was investigated.   For this purpose,  the twin-screw destroyer- 
type ship of Reference 9 was used,  omitting, however,  the 5000-hp motor- 
generator sets.   The resulting configuration,  then,  consists of four 20, 000- 
hp turbine generators driving two 40. 000-hp motors,  one motor per shaft. 
General location of the various equipments, based on Reference 9,  is indicated 
in Figure 87.   Based on this figure, it is determined that the total length of 
buswork is about 352 feet. 

Maximum conductor operating temperature was assumed to be 50oC (185CF), 
consistent with the requirements of Appendix 11.   "System Requirements for 
Superconducting Naval Ship Propulsion System. "   For this calculation, the area 
and weight associated with cooling the conductors was neglected.    The pro- 
cedure was to explore the effect of bus losses on the weight and volume of 
buswork and fuel,  using the fuel consumption results from page 201 for this ship 
and its specified mission profile.    Both copper and aluminum buses were stud- 
ied, and the effect of doubling system voltage was also determined. 

Results are given in Figures 88 through 91.  Figure 88 gives the area of each 
conductor (bus), the total weight of buswork,  the incremental weight of fuel. 
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M = Motor 

D = Bus Duct 

Side View 

Figure 87.    Location of Equipment for Twin-Screw Destoryer 
(80. 000 Hp) 

S 200 

Notes: 

1. Four Generators, Two Motors 

2. Two Conductors For Each Machine 

3. Copper Conductors at 850C (185"F) 

4. Losses Elsewhere in System - 4% 

5. Terminal Voltage:   Motors ■ 200 
Generators = 100 

4 r 
Power Load in Bus (% at rating) 

Figure 88. Effect of D-C/D-C Bus Losses on System Weight for 
Twin-Screw Ship (80, 000 Total Hp) 
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Notes: 

2000 

o > 

1. Terminal Voltages:   Motors - 200 
Generators ■ 100 

2. Copper Conductors at 850C (I850K) 

3. Other Losses ■       y^ 

Incremental Fuel Volume 
Plus Bus Volume 

Incremental ;<'uel Volume 

1000 

4   ■ ," 6 
Power I,oss in Bus (% at rating) 

10 

Figure 89.    Effect of D-C/D-C Bus Losses on System Volume for 
Twin-Screvv Ship (80, 000 Total Hp) 
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o o o 

9) 

3 

200 

Notes: 

1. Twin Screw -    80,000 Total Horsepower 

2. Losses Elsewhere in System - 4% 

3. Conducting Temperature = 850c (I850f') 

4. Weight = Bus Weight Pius Incjemontal Fuel Weight 

5. Generators in Series -- Two Per Motor 

100 
Copper - 1OOv 

Aluminum •   I 00v 

Copper - 2OOv 

1 
4 6 

Power I.oss in Bus (% at rating) 
10 

Figure 90.  Effect of Bus Material and Generator Volta£e 
on System Weight 
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Notes: 

1. Twin Sen      -- 80,000 TotaJ Hp 

2. Loaatb KJsf vhere in System = 4% 

3. Conductur Temperature ■ 8.r)uc (1850F) 

4. Volume = Bus Volume Plus Incremental Fuel 
Volume 

5. Generators in Series -- Two per Motor- 

Copper - lOOv 

1000 
Muminum - lOOv 

Copper - 200v 

4 8 
Power Loss in Bus (% of rating) 

10 

Figure 91.    Effect of Bus Material and Generator Voliage 
on System Volume 
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Figure 89 gives the volume of buswork and incremental fuel as functions 
of percent loss, showing minimization at a considerably lower value of loss. 
Figures 90 and 91 give weight and volume data,  respectively,  for aluminum 
conductors and for twice the system voltage.   The significant reduction in over- 
all weight for use of either aluminum or of twice the system voltage is to be 
noted,  being about 33, 000 pounds for use of aluminum and nearly 60, 000 pounds 
for doubling the voltage.    The use of aluminum does increase bus volume; how- 
ever,  as indicated under "Superconductive Power Applications Study, " at the 
beginning of this section, bus volume does not appear, in itself, to be a sig- 
nificant item when the volume of other system components is considered. 

In utilizing information from this section, the parametric results just 
described were modified to allow for cooii^g area and weight by assuming 
that the percent increase in area required for cooling is about 35 percent, 
the value obtained from Table 45, 

Refrigeration 

Details of the analysis and design of the refrigeration systems for the a-c 
and d-c generators and the d-c motor are described under Task R-10 in Sectica 
2,  "Cryogenic Turborefrigerator." These analyses are based on the require- 
ments listed in Appendix II,  "System Requirements for Superconducting Naval 
Ship Propulsion System. " 

MODEL SYSTEM 

As originally proposed, part of the output of Task S-10 of Phase I of this 
study is a recommendation as to which superconductive approach should be used 
for a model system, as well as recommendation of the speed and power level 
of this system.    The purpose of Task S-40, to be carried out in Phase II, is 
to prepare a development plan for the design, construction,  and testing of 
this system. 

Subsequent to initiating this study,  the Department of the Navy issued a work 
statement for a superconductive ship propulsion study (Re£ 9),  and request 
for quotation for this study, based upon a somewhat revised work statement, 
is anticipated soon.   From this work statement and subsequent communication 
with Navy personnel,  a model system power,  speed,   and ship application is 
defined: 3000 hp,  1150 rpm, and the Nasty-class PTF ship. 

With the issuance of Reference  9,    the position taken in this study with 
respect to model system recommendations is to concur with the Navy defini- 
tion, for purposes of this report,  unless there is strong reason for disagree- 
ment.    No such reason has been found,  and the foregoing size,  speed,  and 
ship application is, therefore, also the recommendation of this report. 

A difficulty exists with respect to the type of superconductive approach to 
be recommended for the model system, however, because results of this study 
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are not final or conclusive (see page 179).    However, because a recommenda- 
tion is required at this time, the d-c/d-c system is recommended.    This rec- 
ommendation is based on results to date plus the judgment that further analy- 
sis will indicate that it is preferable to the a-c/d-c system, largely on the 
basis of large transformer weights and volumes compared to d-c/d-c buswork. 

MATERIALS AND PROCESS EVALUATIONS (TASK $-30) 

LIQUID-METAL CURRENT COLLECTION 

During the past several years, there has been considerable interest in 
the use of liquid metals for slipring and current collection applications, with 
the liquid metal being used to replace conventional brushes.    There are a 
number of advantages of liquid-metal sliprings.    These advantages include 
low-interface, electrical resistance; high current capability; low mechanical 
losses; extremely low electrical noise; small size; and long life. 

Extensive tests directed toward particular applications have previously 
been made at the General Electric Company, at the Naval Ships Research and 
Development Laboratories, and elsewhere.    The investigations for space sys- 
tems applications, as discussed in Appendix V, "An Investigation of Gallium 
Liquid Metal Current Collectors for Space Applications," are illustrative of 
the work.    The particular materials, finishes, rotational speeds, physical 
shapes and configurations, liquid-metal supply methods, seals, and cover gas 
or fluid, and the presence of traces of elements such as oxygen or water vapor 
are all specific to the successful operation of such collectors.    In supercon- 
ductive machinery, the liquid metal is an electrical and physical part of the 
active (torque producing) portion of the rotor.   As such, forces are generated, 
in the liquid metal itself, that will cause it to move with different velocity com- 
ponents with respect to the collector surfaces than would be the case at the 
same rotational speeds without the presence of the high magnetic field and 
armature currents. 

Thus it is intended that the unflooded collector and seal configuration 
concepts for superconductive machines that have been studied in Phase I of 
this program will have preliminary tests made during Phase II, without elec- 
trical currents and magnetic fields, and that successful tests will then be 
followed with high currents and superconductive fields during Phase III. 

Generally, the liquid metals considered for sliprings and current col- 
lectors have been mercury, sodium potassium (sodium and potassium alloys), 
and gallium.    For space applications, gallium is currently used because of 
its low vapor pressure, high surface tension, and good electrical character- 
istics.    For power applications, sodium potassium and mercury have had the 
widest usage.    Mercury has the disadvantage of being highly toxic. 

While the properties and behavior of sodium potassium are well enough 
understood to allow design work to proceed with confidence, additional ex- 
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perimental verification is necessary before development and production 
drawings should be made for those designs that involve departures from pre- 
viously demonstrated collector geometry and operating conditions. 

During Phase I of this contract, a study of the literature has been con- 
ducted.    This study has included proprietary company sources as well as 
published sources and has had as its objectives: 

• 

• 

Reexamination of available information with respect to sodium po- 
tassium, including their eutectic solutions. 

Inquiry into gallium and its eutectics. 

• Examination of various other liquid metals in both the open literature 
and in unpublished proprietary work done within the General Electric 
Company, to assure that the best possible recommendations are pro- 
vided to determine the metal and method of current collection to be 
used in superconductive, acyclic, d-c motor and generator design. 

It is significant to note that liquid-metal current collectors using mer- 
cury and those using sodium potassium have been used successfully by the 
General Electric Company for many years.    Collectors using sodium potas- 
sium have been provided and are currently offered for commercial, nonsuper- 
conductive, acyclic, d-c generators by General Electric's Large D-C Motor 
Section. 

Recently, in developmental tests on a 10-inch-diameter experimental col- 
lector at 3600 rpm, liquid gallium has been successfully operated for more 
than 150 hours.    This operation was made possible by the proprietary develop- 
ment and application of a cleaning and reclamation circuit for the liquid gal- 
lium. 

Sodium Potassium Metals and Alloys 

In the work previously done at the General Electric Company in the use 
of liquid-metal collectors for superconductive machines, the sodium potassium 
eutectic, NaK-78 (22% Na, 78% K),was selected as the collector fluid.    This 
choice was made because of the previous company investigations and parti- 
cularly because of the successful use of NaK-78 in nonsuperconductive, acy- 
clic generators produced at General Electric, 

Sodium potassium metal alloys (e. g. , NaK-78 and NaKCs) are charac- 
terized by low density and high chemical activity.    The low density of these 
alloys and their low absolute viscosity and good electrical and heat conduc- 
tivities make them very desirable in high-speed collector configurations 
(e. g., generators).    These characteristics are of less importance in low- 
speed applications (e. g., motors). 
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Most important for the development of d-c acyclic machines and for 
current collectors of very high current density, sodium potassium is fully 
compatible with a great many of the materials commonly used in such equip- 
ment.    This compatibility includes magnetic and high-electrical-conductivity 
materials (e. g. , iron and copper alloys), although it does not include aluminum. 

Sodium potassium can be used with a wider range of materials than any 
other liquid metal considered.   It is not toxic, and the ability of sodium potas- 
sium metals to wet other materials, such as copper, is particularly valuable 
in assuring good electrical contacts and low contact resistance. 

Each of the liquid metals has high rates of chemical activity with certain 
other materials and material combinations, and each of them (just as is the 
case for fuels) must be handled carefully, to assure that uninformed personnel 
are excluded and that material or environmental combinations that involve 
potential hazards are eliminated. 

It should equally be noted that, as in the case of fuels, completely satis- 
factory procedures are available and, correspondingly, that when these pro- 
cedures are employed, the potential hazards are effectively eliminated.    Over 
the years, a considerable amount of development work has been done using 
the liquid metals in heat transfer applications.    While thorough instruction of 
the involved personnel is essential, and consistent attention must be given to 
following proper procedures (using suitable materials combinations in han- 
dling these liquid metals), experience has shown that they can be safely used 
in properly designed and operated installations. 

The General Electric Company has published a 35-page document (Ref. 11) 
that covers the information needed to develop a safe operational environment 
for a sodium potassium liquid-metal facility. 

Some references have been made to the potential hazards of Superoxides 
in sodium potassium liquid-metal systems.    These references have been 
vague and undefinitive and have had a tendency to disturb rather than inform 
the reader.    This subject received further research and thermodynamic analy- 
sis during Phase I of this program, and its principal findings are that: 

The only significant oxide in equilibrium with excess metal in a 
sodium potassium liquid-alloy system is Na20.    The Superoxides of 
sodium and potassium and the K20 oxide art all reduced by the liq- 
uid sodium metal. 

Because of its limited solubility in liquid-sodium-potassium alloy, 
Na20 could only marginally affect the physical properties of the 
alloy. 

Accumulation of the NasO should be avoided to ensure that the chem- 
ical properties of the oxide will not adversely affect the machine com- 
ponents.    Mating materials, particularly insulating and sealing ma- 
terials, need to be so selected as to eliminate any long-term effects. 
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Thus, the equipment design practices employed by the General Electric 
Company under its development contract (N00024-68-C-5415) for the Depart- 
ment of the Navy, in which the liquid metal continues to be circulated, filtered 
to remove any oxide that may have been formed, cooled, and returned to the 
collectors of the active (torque-producing) elements of the machine are con- 
firmed by the independent study conducted under Phase I of this Program. 

In an analytical study prepared during Phase I, standard enthalpies and 
free energies of formation for each of the various oxides (e. g. , Na^, Na202, 
Naüa, K2O, K202, and K03) were compiled, the equilibrium equations were 
examined, the equilibrium constants were determined as a function of tem- 
perature, and the conclusion was reached that other reactions could be con- 
sidered.    However, the conclusion was clear that the only oxide favored in the 
system is Na20.    In the case of those reactions in which K20 is shown to be 
a favored product, it should be recalled that the K20 would be removed via 
reaction (K20 + 2Na   =   Na20 + 2K) in a system containing excess sodium. 
This result is in complete agreement with the statements of D. D. Williams 
that the equilibrium oxide in a sodium potassium alloy is Na20. 

It is also worth noting that in the General Electric work for the Navy, 
after the six-week liquid-metal assembly and test period, plus a six-week 
nonoperating period, not only the active portion of the d-c superconductive 
generator itself but also the filter system was clean and free of any accumu- 
lation of oxides.    This result served to emphasize both the value of effective 
seals (to exclude oxygen) and the practicability of applying liquid-metal col- 
lectors to superconductive d-c machines for specific applications, including 
marine environments.    The development work involved for long-life testing 
and for changes of scale (in building much larger machines) must, of course, 
be conducted to assure the future success of such machine applications. 

Gallium Metal and Alloys 

The information on these metals, which is necessary for their successful 
application to liquid-metal current collection in high-powered machinery is 
much less readily available.    Much of the key data, both in this country and 
abroad, appears in proprietary publications or is unpublished.    For this rea- 
son, more inquiry was made into the work that has been done on gallium,    A 
more detailed discussion is provided in Appendix V. 

General Observations.   Gallium has not found any extensive use in current 
collectors, mainly because of the very unfavorable experiences with it when 
applied to electrical machines.    It had been found that gallium turns into a 
paste after only a few seconds of high-speed operation.    Efforts to identify 
the paste and the cause of its formation had not been successful; however, 
based on work done by the General Electric Company, this problem has been 
overcome.    The paste-like substance, generally called contamination, has been 
identified, and methods of preventing its formation and techniques for cleaning 
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it have been delineated.    This work has been done on internal company re- 
search and development funds over the past two years and is considered pro- 
prietary. 

Specifically, the contamination has been identified as gallium oxide, prin- 
cipally Ga203.    Us formation can be prevented by operation in an oxygen-free 
and .noistuiv-free environment.    To the degree that a completely oxygen-free 
and moisture-free environment is not attainable in applications using rotating 
seals, gallium oxide may form, and it is necessary to provide a means for 
removing these oxides from the gallium.    Both filtering and electrolytic pro- 
cedures that will clean gallium for a current collector have been developed 
and demonstrated. 

In view of these findings, the application of gallium to current collectors 
has been reconsidered, and considerable development work has been com- 
pleted.    When properly applied, and with pi jvision for cleaning, gallium can 
be used for current collection in electrical machines. 

Whether sodium potassium or gallium is used in power applications, the 
requirements for successful equipment are essential^ H1L. same: 

• High-quality, properly designed rot ting seals must be provided. 

• The use of a controlled environment (cove^ 6as or liquid) is necessary 
inside these sealed liquid-metal areao, to assure that both oxygen 
and moisture vapor are limited to very few parts per million. 

• Equipment and procedures, prelerably automatic, must be provided 
for the removal of the oxide? that are formed. 

Characteristics of Gallium.   Gallium is a silvery white metal that lies in 
Group Ilia of the periodic table, between aluminum and indium.    It has a 
number of unusual properties:   it melts at near-room-temperature (29. 30C) 
it has very low vapor pressure and a high surface tension, it expands on 
freezing, and it is nontoxic.   Gallium is available in purities of 99. 9 td 99. 9999 
percent.    A summary of the physical properties of gallium is given in Table 46. 

Gallium is very reactive when in the liquid state and will alloy readily 
with many metals, so care must be exercised to select materials that are 
compatible with it.    Materials such as aluminum, copper, gold, magnesium, 
tin. and zinc should not be used with gallium.    On the other hand, tungsten,' 
tantalum, molybdenum, nickel, graphite. 3Ü0-series stainless steel. Kapton, 
Delrin, Noryl. Mylar. Teflon, and epoxy-filled fiberglass can be used with 
gallium. 

Liquid gallium oxidizes very readily in the presence of air or oxygen. 
The oxide forms over the surface of gallium in a film of monomolecular 
thickness.    The film displays very cohesive characteristics and has the prop- 
erty of being able to entrap gallium     Once the film is formed, there is little 
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Table 46 

PHYSICAL PHOPERT1ES OF GALLIUM 

Property Value 

Atomic number 31 

Atomic weight 69.7 

Melting point 29. St; (85.60F) 

Boiling point 2403 0C 

Specific gravity (g/ml) 

Solid 5.904 (29. 60C) 

Liquid 6.095 (29. 80C) 

5.095 (301oC) 

Expansion of solidification 3.2% 

Volume coefficient of thermal 
expansion 

Solid (0 to 30oC) 5.8 X 10"6 

Liquid (100oC) 12.0 X 10"B 

Vapor pressure (mmHg) 

30oC *io-*8 

600oC 4.4 x 10"9 

800oC 5.9 x lO"6 

Viscosity (centipoises) 1   6 (97.70C) 

Surface tension (dynes/cm) 735 

Volume resistivity (^-cm) 

Liquid 25.2 (0oC) 

25.6 (20oC) 

26.0 (40oC) 

Solid C Axis          A Axis B Axis 

o0c 48.0              15.4 7.2 

29. 70C 54.3               17.4 8.1 

Crystal structure Orthohombic 

Specific heat (cal/g0C) 

0 to 240C (solid) 0.089 

12.5 to 200°C (liquid) 0.095 

Heat of fusion (cal/g) 19.2 

Gallium purity available 99. 9 to 99. 9999% 

Toxicity Nontoxic 
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further oxidation.    Oxidation of liquid gallium can be prevented by maintaining 
it in an inert environment, such as nitrogen or argon.    There is no evidence 
that solid gallium oxidizes beyond a monolayer in the presence of oxygen. 

In addition to pure gallium, considerations have been given to using alloys 
of gallium.    By alloying gallium with indium, tin. or zinc, it is possible to re- 
duce the melting temperature.   Depending upon the alloying elements   the melt- 
ing temperature can be reduced to 30C.    There does not appear to be any 
great advantages to using alloys of gallium in either slipring or current col- 
lector applications.    The problem of oxidation would not be lessened, the 
alloy would have a more complex metallurgy, and there would be additional 
problems of preparation and handling. 

Available information indicates that indium (and the indium of the gallium 
indium eutectic) surfaces oxidize slowly, even under a protective atmosphere 
containing less than one part per million of oxygen.    The oxide formations of 
the eutectic are very similar to those of gallium alone.    The presence of water 
vapor has a definite influence in increasing the rates of formation of indium 
oxides 

Procedures for reclaiming the metals from the oxides are more complex 
as the number of elements involved is increased.    While the methods developed 
at the General Electric Company for reclaiming the gallium would be expected 
to be satisfactory for the eutectic. the experimental testing is presently planned 
only for gallium itself.    For additional details of prior work, see Appendix V. 

Other Liquid Metals and Alloys 

Experimental and analytical research work has extended over many years 
and a large literature is available with respect to the use of mercury as a liq-' 
uid metal electrical connecting fluid.    No attempt is made in this report to pro- 
vide a bibliography for mercury,  because it is readily available and because 
mercury is toxic and is not recommended for use in superconductive machine- 
ry.    Many successful applications have been made using mercury; the best of 
these being those that involve complete hermetic seals of glass or metal   with 
no possibiUty for operators to have any occasion for contact with the fluid. 

More recent investigations of mercury,  mercury amalgams, bismuth 
eutectic alloys,  and so forth under a purified gas atmosphere containing no 
oxygen and low moisture contents (e. g..  0. 2 5 ppm and above) have been made 
These tests have been separately initiated and conducted using General Elec- ' 
trie Company funds, and the data is considered proprietary. 

In each of these instances,  the formation of black or gray powders and 
scums was found to be present at various moisture levels (e. g.    ppm) and 
to be strongly influenced by the moisture content.    The bismuth'alloys with 
melting points of between 100oF and 200oF would require heating mantles to 
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be maintained in most applications.   Metal reclamation developments would 
also be required for the appUcation of the bismuth alloys. 

SUPERCOI\DUCTIVE COIL TECHNOLOGY 

The principal activities in the superconductive coil technology area will 
be carried out during Ph^se II of this contract.   These activities will include 
confirming the application of the Culham Laboratories technology to super- 
conductive coils at the General Electric Company and at the Intermagnetics 
General Corporation,   During Phase 1, the documentation of this technology 
was formally completed in a separate activity, under General Electric Com- 
pany funding. 

Superconductive coils built at Culham Laboratories, using this technology, 
have been able to produce an effectively monolithic character and structure, 
so there is no movement of any individual conductor relative to the other 
conductors in the individual superconductive coil.    At the same time, this 
technology produced coils that have been able to attain full, short-sample, 
current-carrying capabilities in the completed coil. 

This technology, though of a proprietary nature, is believed to be the 
best technology presently available.    The work during Phase II is expected 
to confirm the results obtained in England at Culham Laboratories and pro- 
vide data for comparison with other processes.    Work in this area is being 
conducted at the Naval Ships Research and Development Laboratories and 
whatever data are available at the end of Phase II will be compared with that 
obtained at the General Electric Company. 
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Appendix I 

IDEAL HEAT EXCHANGER MODEL 

As noted in Section 2, in the discussion of the overall refrigeration sys- 
tem model, the key element presently requiring modeling attention is the heat 
exchanger.   For purposes of a performance model (as contrasted with a de- 
sign model), what is desired is a transfer function that will provide a direct 
input-output relationship in terms of primary system variables.   It is not nec- 
essary that the mechanical details of construction be treated explicitly, but 
only that the model behave in a sufficiently realistic manner with respect to 
these system variables.    The calculated and/or measured figures of merit for 
the actual design can ultimately be inserted into the simplified model by direct 
empirical calibration of its constant parameters. 

Specifically, for an unbalanced counterflow heat exchanger, for given 
temperature (T), and for mass flow rate (m) inputs, the output temperatures 
as functions of T and m are expressed as indicated symbolically in Figure C2. 

T  =  fad1!, Ts, nix, ms) 1 Ti, m! 

^Heat Exchangers.^ 

Tp,  mp t T  =  fjCTi,  Tp,  m^ m,) 

Figure 92.    Output Temperatures as Functions of T and m 

ASSUMPTIONS 

The following basic assumptions are made: 

• Steady-state operation 

• No axial heat transfer 

• Constant surface heat transfer coefficient 

• Constant specific heat 
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In general, an arrangement whereby the two streams are separated by a 
large-area, thin conducting wall is implied (Figure 93). 

•so 

L       dZ 

T 

■at 

I 
m. 

i 

dqf 

.1 
I 

10 

iL 

m« 

(b) 

Figure 93.    Two Streams Separated by Large-Area, 
Thin Conducting Wall 
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ANALYSIS 

Under the assumptions, this problem is one-dimensional, in which tem- 
perature is a function of the axial distance,   z.   The rate of heat transfer from 
the fluid (1) to the wall material (3) over axial distance dz is: 

dq 13    =    hj (T! - T3) fi dz 

where: 

h =   Surface heat transfer coefficient 

A =   Effective total area 

L =   Effective total length 

T =   Temperature 

q =  Heat flow 

z =   Axial distance 

(2) is 
Similarly, the rate of heat transfer from the wall material (3) to the fluid 
a • 

dq3s    =    h, (T3 - T3) ^ dz 
Aj 

Under the assumptions, no change in heat storage takes place, and axial 
heat transfer is negligible.    Therefore: 

dqia    =    dqgp    =   dq 

and 

T^  (Tx " T3)    =    ^  (Ta - Ta) 

Eliminating T3 from this relationship: 

h^,    h.A,. 

dq     ^    h^.h^      (Tl " T*)   dz 

Li LP 

The combination of constants can be treated as a single equivalent param- 
eter of the design: 

h^A, haAa 
Li L0 _     /hA\ 

hiA! haAp. L 
Li L8 
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■ 

hA 
dq    =    —•    (T! - T8)   dz (5) 

The heat extracted from the fluid (1) will lower its temperature: 

dq    =     Cp  m1 i-dT^i (6) 

where: 

Cp   =   Fluid specific heat 

m   =   Mass flow rate 

Similarly, the heat added to the counter flowing fluid (2) will raise its 
temperature: 

dq    =    Cp  (-m^) dTs (7) 

From these two expressions, assuming Cp and m are constant: 

d(m1T1)    =    d(msTs,) 

and because Tj and Ts are functions only of the single variable,  z: 

m1T1    =    m-,Ts + D (8) 

where D is a constant (difference). 

Substituting Equation 8 into Equation 5, and equating the result to 
Equation 6: 

dTJ      =     ml-m?   M_  dz (9) 
D _  T m1ma      CpL 

ni! - m^, 1 

Integrating from  z = 0 to some general point z: 

f     dTj  =    ml-ms    hA_     f    dz 

I D _  T m1mg     CpL       i 
j      m: - m, ' J 
T10 0 

,   D    .Ti! 

^n    ' mi-rr|g     ^1 '     =    
mi - gla _hA 

D _ T,    I mlmp     CpL 
10 1 m, - m9 

m-i - mp     hA 
D \    Q m^p    CpL D 

" 1 i ~      ^T   ~    1 io:     e -■  — — mj-mg 
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m1-ma     hA 
T     A mim2     CpL   Z 

D 
m, - m- 

mt-m;,    hA 

1 _ e  mima    CPL 
(10) 

Substituting in Equation 8 and solving for TV 

m^nrtp   hA 

m8 

T     „ minis    CpL + D 
mt-mg    hA       \ 

z. 1  .Hi emim3     CpL 
nix -ma \1     m, e /   UD 

To solve for D. it is noted that at z = L. T8 =  TaL, one of the inputs: 

ml-mi   hA ^ m^mg    hA 
T*    :    "- T10 e mima     Cp +   _  D        d .Uli  emims     Cp m. 

m. mi- ms m. 
/ 

m 
m, - mc 
m i-m?   hA ms 

i-mg    hA 
T     p ni^g      Cp 1 lo  e -  T: 21 

Hl  e 
mima      Cp   _ 

(12) 

Substituting for D in Equations 10 and 11; 

m,- mg hA 
Hi e m^g    Cp 

i nig 

mj-nig  hA   _z 
e niimg    Cp   L 

m i-mg  hA  _z 
T     - 11      Q n^m,     Cp   L , i 10 - 11 - e ^       {TSL 

HJ 
m- 

HxlH 
. mim. 

g    hA 
Cp 

(13) 

m i "mg   hA m, -mg  hA   _z 
m, I     mjm-,    Cp _ e    mimg    Cp   L I 

HilHa 
/ 

hA  _z       \ 
, m,      mjm-    Cp   L 

m. 
m 1. 

m^      mimp 
m» 

Hs hA 
Cp 

(14) 

Finally, the desired values for T1 and T, 

TIL    at     z 

TSo    at    z 

are those at the outputs: 

-    L 
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Tu 

Uli 
ma 

- 1   e 

2 hA 
Cp 

10 1 - e 

mj- ma  hA 
mim.a    Cp 

mi - VCIQ hA 
mi m^nig Cp 
mg 

3L 

(15) 

mi 

ma   \ 
■20 

m^g 
hA 
Cp    -   1     T 

m1- ma  hA 

+ mj 
m. - 1     Tau 

mj m iXiir,    Cp 

(16) 
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Appendix II 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR SUPERCONDUCTING 
NAVAL SHIP PROPULSION SYSTEM 

SCOPE 

These requirements define the system and give the performance require- 
ments, operational requirements, and environmental requirements applicable 
to a superconducting naval ship propulsion system. This document is applic- 
able to all elements of the system unless stated otherwise. These elements 
include the generator, the motor, the refrigeration system, the transmission 
system, the power conditioning equipment, and controls. Unique require- 
ments of the refrigeration system are given on pages 168 and 169 of this report. 

APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 

The following documents are applicable to the extent listed herein: 

Document 

MIL-STD-785A 

MIL-STD-470 

MIL-STD-461A 

MIL-S-901C 

MIL-STD-167B 

MIL-G-18473A 

MIL-G-18474 

MIL-G-18475 

Title 

Reliability Program for Systems and 
Equipment 

Maintainability Program Requirements 

Electromagnetic Interference Charac- 
teristics, Requirements for Equipment 

Shock Test, H.I. (High Impact); Ship- 
board Machinery, Equipment and Sys- 
tems,  Requirements for 

Mechanical Vibrations of Shipboard 
Equipment 

Generators and Motors, Direct Current, 
Naval Ship Propulsion 

Generators and Motors, Alternating 
Current, Naval Ship Propulsion 

Switchboards, Power, Naval Surface 
Ship,  Propulsion Control 

SYSTEM DEFINITION 

The basic superconducting naval ship propulsion system is as indicated 
in Figure 94.    This system is applicable to a destroyer-class ship and shows 
the equipment associated with each propeller shaft.    For each shaft, the sys- 
tem consists of two generators, each directly coupled to a gas turbine, driv- 
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Cruise Unit Option 

(     lUirbinel— Generator J Refrigeration 

Motor 

I  

I 

Generator 

Power 
Cc nditioning 
and 
Control 

I 
I 
I 
L. Generator 

± 
Refrigeration ] Refrigeration 

Figure 94.    Basic System Schematic 

ing a single motor through suitable power conditioning and control     Refrie- 

^r/qUHTent " PrOVided t0 maintain superconducting fie"ds  „ the gen- 
era ors and the motor.    For adouble-shaft system,  this basic building block 

ricaUv fhr^H^'  "^^ that a11 orators and motors are coupled elec tncally through the power conditioning and control. 

A system option shown by the dotted line in Figure 94    is a sin^lP    ^m.l 
er gas turbine/generator unit for each shaft,  for low^pow^ operatfon   This 

latter unit may or may not be superconducting.    This smaller umt has not 
been sized, and no layouts have been made of it. 

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

MOTOR RATING 

Nominal output shall be 40, 000 hp and 200 rpm. 

MAIN GENERATOR RATING 

Nominal output shall be 18.000 kw (24   100 hnl m vrnn „       i- 
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MAIN GAS TURBINE RATING 

This rating is nominally in the 20. 000-hp range,  but shall be adjusted, 
as required, in fuel consumption studies,  to be consistent with the motor 
rating and system efficiencies. 

CRUISE TURBINE/GEN ERA TOR UNIT 

Nominal rating shall be 5000 hp but shall be adjusted,  as required,  in 
fuel consumption studies, to account for system efficiencies. 

EFFICIENCY 

The overall system shall have the highest efficiency possible,  consistent 
with reasonable size,  weight,  and complexity. 

As a design goal, the product of generator efficiency, transmission effi- 
lency between the generator and the motor,  and motor efficiency,  including 

power required for the cryogenic refrigeration system,  shall exceed 90 percent. 

ci 

WEIGHT 

Weight shall be minimized to the extent practicable,  consistent with main- 
taining high efficiency. 

SIZE 

Maximum envelope dimensions shall be as given in Table 47. 

Table 47 

MAXIMUM ENVELOPE DIMENSIONS 

Component Requirement (in.) (Coal (in.) 

Generator 

Wtdth 
Mi ight 

86 
K4 

< 62 
< 62 

Length Ni     «•qnirem'nl < 1 Ofi 

Motor 

Widlh 

Hfighl 
i hi 

' tifi 
<I08 

<108 
l.rnulh "..) r.quirempnt < 1 80 

Refrigeration •■4^^p^l••^, 

lor generator i  iinni 

Width 

Height 
I-enL'fh 

«4 
No requi ■ ement 

< R2 
< 62 
•   10S 

Refrigi ration equipmprit 
for motor 

Width 

Height 

Length 

IS« 

168 
No requirement 

<108 
<108 
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CROSS-CONNECT CAPABILITY 

Capability shall exist to connect generators and motors in all possible 
combinations with independent motor speed control. 

CROSS-CONNECT SWITCHING TIME 

This time is defined as the time required to switch from one set of gen- 
erator/motor connections to any other set and be transmitting power in the 
second mode.    This time shall be as short as practicable with a goal of 1 min- 
ute or less. 

COOLDOWN 

The cooldown time from room temperature to superconducting and oper- 
ating temperatures shall not exceed 72 hours for both the generator and the 
motor, 

Cooldown capability at sea is required. 

Superconductive elements shall be maintained continuously at supercon- 
ducting temperatures,  except for: 

• Extended periods at dockside (greater than 1 week). 

• Shutdown due to malfunction or maintenance. 

GENERATOR STARTING TIME 

As a goal, it shall be possible to bring the generator from zero speed 
(but with the field at superconducting temperatures) to idle speed and no load 
in less than 75 seconds. 

As a goal, the generator shall be capable of going from idle speed, no 
load, to full load and rated speed in less than 30 seconds. 

MOTOR STARTING TIME 

As a goal, the time from zero speed (but with the field at superconducting 
temperatures) to a condition where the motor can accept the load shall be less 
than 75 seconds. 

As a goal,  the motor shall be capable of going from no load to full load 
in less than 30 seconds. 

CRASH REVERSAL 

The maximum time from the issuance of a reversing command to the time 
when the electrical system is fully reversed and ready to apply reversing oower 
shall be 15 seconds. 
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WARM UP 

As a goal, the maximum warmup time from superconducting temperatures 
to room temperature shall be 6 hours,  for both the generator and the motor. 

OVERSPEED 

The motor shall be designed to safely withstand an cverspeed of 25 per- 
cent, with no permanent damage. 

The generator shall be designed to safely withstand an overspeed of 10 
percent, with no permanent damage. 

SHORT CIRCUIT 

The generator, if a-c,  shall be designed to safely withstand an external 
short circuit, with no permanent damage,  for as loner a time period as the 
short circuit can be expected to persist, consistent with the performance of 
circuit protective devices.    The field shall remain superconducting during 
this time, and capability shall exist to reapply the load as soon as the fault 
is cleared. 

The generator, if a-c,  shall be designed to withstand an internal short 
circuit without incurring structural damage that would constitute a hazard. 
The field need not remain superconducting during this time. 

Systems involving d-c generators and/or motors shall be designed so no 
permanent damage shall result, in the event of a short circuit, including a 
short circuit arising from the loss of field of either a motor or a generator. 

LOSS OF SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 

All motor and generator designs shall be such that no permanent struc- 
tural damage shall occur and no safety hazard shall exist in the event that a 
coil goes normal for any reason whatsoever. 

RESONANT FREQUENCIES 

No resonant frequencies in either torsion or bending shall lie within the 
operating speed ranges of any generator, motor, or refrigeration equipment. 

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

DUTY CYCLE 

The duty cycle of Table 48 shall be considered typical and shall be used 
for estimates of fuel consumption and definition of appropriate operational 
procedures and control requiremer.ts. 
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Table 48 

TYPICAL MISSION PROFILE 

Step Time 
(hr) Operation Power 

(% rated) 
Prop Speed 

(% rated) 
1 0 Dockside 0 0 

2 0       -     0. 1 Dockside 0 0 

3 0. 1   -     0. 11 Dockside Maneuver 0.013 5 

4 0.11-     1.0 Harbor Maneuver 1.6 25 

5 1.0-     1.1 Harbor Maneuver 1.6 25 

6 1.1   -200 Ciuise/Patrol 12.5 50 

7 200       -300 Palrol/Watching 0 0 

8 300       -300.1 Patrol/Alert 0 0 

9 300. 1   -305 Flank Speed 100 100 

10 305       -310 High Speed 70 89 

11 310       -350 High-Speed Cruise 23 6] 

12 350       -352 Harbor Maneuver 1. 1 22 

13 >352 Dockside 0 0 

LIFE 

The goal is for a design life of 100. 000 hours for all system equipment. 

RELIABILITY 

Each generator and each motor shall have its own refrigeration system. 

Capability shall exist to connect any generator to any generator refrig- 
eration system and any motor to any motor refrigeration system. 

MIL-STD 785 shall be used as a design guide,  where applicable. 

As a design goal,  the mean time between failure (MTBF) for any major 
equipment (e. g. ,  the generator,  motor,  power conditioning system,  or refrig- 
eration system) shall be greater than 140, 000 hours. 

The preliminary design process shall include identification of principal 
items inhibiting reliability and of possible improvements that can be made. 

MAINTAINA BILIT Y 

Good maintainability design features shall be emphasized using MIL-STD 
470 as a guide,  especially paragraph 5.4. 
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The goal is that major inspections or overhauling shall occur no more 
frequently than every 45, 000 hours. 

NOISE AND ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE 

The objective is to minimize noise and electromagnetic interference to 
the maximum extent practicable. 

MIL-STD 461A shall be used as a guide. 

The preliminary design process shall include identification of potentially 
high values and shall indicate possibilities for reducing them. 

SAFETY 

The preliminary design process shall include identification of major 
safety hazards and approaches for minimizing them. 

VULNERABILITY TO ACCIDENT OR ENEMY ACTION 

The goal shall be, through good design practice, to minimize vulnerabil- 
ity to accident or enemy action. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 

SHOCK 

All equipment shall be designed to meet the shock test requirements of 
MIL-S-901C for grade A -- Essential, hull-mounted, Clas.-: I -- no-resilient 
mounting. 

If necessary,  equipment may be shock-mounted to a rigid subbase,  with 
the equipment and subbase then, for testing purposes, considered as a unit. 

Section 6. 2 of MIL-S-901C and the documents listed in Section 4. 2. 8 of 
MIL-S-901C shall be used for design guidance. 

The design for shock, especially if shock mounts are used, must make 
adequate allowance for relative motion between major elements, especially 
the gas turbine/generator and the motor/propeller shaft. 

As a design guide, but not superseding test requirements of MIL-S-901C, 
experience has been that design for steady-state accelerations has been found 
satisfactory for meeting shock test requirements for heavy equipment such as 
gears, as follows: 

• Vertical:   75g 

• Lateral:   45g 

• Longitudinal:   20g 
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VIBRATION 

All equioment shall be designed to meet the requirements of MIL-STD- 
167B. 

The use of resilient mounts shall be minimized. 

The preliminary design process shall delineate the sources of any unusual 
internally generated vibration. 

MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH 

Magnetic field strength shall be no greater than 100 gauss at 6 inches 
from the surface of the equipment. 

INCLINATION 

Maximum values are (any installation angles must be added to these limits): 

Value Pitch Roll 

Maximum bias (deg) ±5 ±io 

Maximum total deg (bias plus ±10 ±45 
transient) (10-sec duration) 

SURFACE TEMPERATURE 

The temperature of all exposed surfaces exposed to personnel shall be 
between 320F and 140oF. 

TEMPERATURE RISE 

Nonsuperconducting elements of generators, motors, and power condi- 
tioning shall not exceed values given in MIL-G-18473, MIL-G-18374   and 
MIL-G-18475. 

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 

Design shall allow the capability of operating continuously in an ambient 
temperature between 320F and 1220F. 

COOLANT 

Seawater shall be used as the coolant for equipment operating at temper- 
atures greater than 850F, unless it can be demonstrated that another approach 
is better and is acceptable from total system considerations. 

Seawater supply temperature shall be a maximum of 850F. 

Double-tube heat exchangers shall be used to reduce the chance of sea- 
water entering the equipment being cooled.    For example,  the seawater shall 
pass through a tube that isinside of and concentric with another tube. 
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HUMIDITY 

Design shall allow capability of operating continuously at 0 to 95 percent 
relative humidity. 

SALT 

Design shall allow capability of continuous operation in an atmosphere 
with five parts per million of salt content. 

GROUNDING 

All electrical equipment shall be ungrounded. 
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Appendix III 

CALCULATION OF D-C GENERATOR CONDUCTION 
AND RADIATION HEAT LEAKS TO SUPERCONDUCTING FIELD COIL 

COIL WEIGHT 

At a gross coil current density of 10* amperes per square centimeter and 
an effective flux density of 3. 0 webers per square meter, magnetic calcula- 
tions show the coil cross section to be: 

• Inner radius: 16. 25 inch 

• Thickness: 1. 50 inch 

• Length: 11. 5 inch 

Therefore,  the total current in the sheet is: 

NI = (11. 5)1. SdO4) 6. 45 = 1.113 x 166    (amp turn) 

For the coil conductor, selectthe Niomax-FM C361/142, made by Imperial 
Metal Industries,  Ltd.    For an effective flux density of 3. 0 webers per square 
meter, the estimated maximum flux density at the coil surface is 4. 6 webers 
per square meter,  at which the above conductor has a critical current of 900 
amperes.    The coil current is chosen at 700 amperes, which makes the number 
of turns in the coil, N,  equal to: 

N = 1.113 x 106 /700 = 1590 turns 

Because the wire diameter is 1. 42 millimeters (A = 2. 46 x 10"3 in.2) and 
the density is 0. 32 pound per cubic inch,  the coil weight is approximately: 

We  = 1590 (34) TT (2. 46)10"3  (0. 32) = 134 lb 

COIL ENCLOSURE WEIGHT 

The inner cylinder of the coil   enclosure must support the maximum helium 
pressure on the outside against a vacuum on the inside.    This support requires 
a thickness of 1/8 inch of stainless steel.    Taking the enclosure ends at 3/8 
inch thick yields an enclosure weight of 115 pounds. 

THICKNESS OF SUPPORT TUBES 

The weight to be supported is 249 pounds.    To meet the requirements for 
shock (see Appendix II),  the support structure was designed for 60g loading. 
The failure mode is the buckling of the thin-walled stainless steel tube,  which 
was determined to have a thickness of 0. 025 inch (24 ga). 
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HEAT TRANSFER BY CONDUCTION 

The details of the coil support structure are shown in Figure 68. For this 
analysis   the support material is assumed to be an A286 stainless steel sheet 
which is taken to have a thermal conductivity expressed by the curve fls 

TThf   <w/cm0K) 
where: 

250K< T< 300OK 

T   =   Temperature ^K) 

a   =   1082.04 

b    =   4.05743 

and also,  at lower temperature: 

k = cTd (w/cm CK) 
where: 

5.50K< T< 250K 

c   =   3. 18558 x 10~4 

d   =   1.31389 

Heat transfer by radiation is assumed to be independent of heat transfer 
by conduction; this situation is conservative for this configuration 

To determine the amount of heat conducted from the ambient temperature 

tTtÄ.^    ,t0 ^ SUPPOrt She11 j0int held at 80OK' and from ^e 80°K point 
to the coil enclosure, it is necessary to integrate the basic equation of conducüWty. 

q = -kA-^ 
dx 

Ce^TST eXPreSSi0n '0r the thermal "—"vi.y.    The following 

300 < T< 25: 

25<T< 5. 5: -A 
q " L    (1 + d) 

b 

c 

b3^ 
In a + bT2 

a + bTi 

T3(
1+tl) - T1^

+d) 

both nf th.K     Where
+,the 25 K Point *** along the member being analyzed 

both of the above equations must be satisfied in their respective regions of 
applicability.    This is most readily done by equating the two conduSon 
equations and solving for the length of the member from one end to the 250K 
point    Once this length is found,  either of the two above equations c^i be 
used to determine the heat flow. 4«axions can be 
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If L is the distance between the high-temperature end of the member and 
the point where T = 250K (Figure 95), then: 

L 
1 c lTl(i+<i)_ T (i+<1) 

d+d) (TH-TI)     a ln   a + bT.I 
b          bö        a + b Tx 

Tj =250C 
■«• 0 

Li    —^ 

Figure 95.   Distance from High-Temperature End of Member 
to Point Where T = 250K 

HEAT TRANSFER BY RADIATION 

Radiation heat transfer between parallel surfaces is described by: 

q = Ae   a JTt - Tt] 

where: 

e   =   Effective emissivity 

a  =   0.533 x 10~8 (w/ft3 0K4) 

For parallel surfaces with n radiation shields interposed,  and all surfaces 

 1  

f-ljCn+l) 

having equal emissivity: 
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Appendix IV 

TRANSIENT REFRIGERATION LOADS DUE TO RAMPING 

LOSSES DUE TO INDUCED CURRENTS IN SUPPORT STRUCT! IRE 

coil tmZT^ltC
d
0^g E:6^ ^ the ^^^ ^^ 0f ^ ™* 

where: 

r   = Coil radius (m) 

B = Average flux density (Wb/m3) 

t   = Time (sec) 

^^   Assuming a „mform cross section, the resistance of the structural member 

R Ä  (ohm) 

where: 

P   = Resistivity   (ohm m) 

A = Cross-sectional area (m2) 

is u JmportlnT. t8115^ ^ ^ ^^^ dUring Sl0W r^S' whe- ^-tance 

E_2_ TTAr3/ dB\8 ,   v 
R-~( dTj   (w) 

T,  ^is^Te^e^ ir6" ^ ^^ 0f flllXd-S^ B. and Ba, intime 

Q   ^Ara (BT-B.)
2 

^L 2pT (J' 

which becomes, for a field reversal: 

n    _ 2TTAr3 B3 ,., yL fr— 0) 
For stainless steel at coil temperature,  resistivity is approximately.- 

P = 0. 37 x 10~6 (ohm m) 
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Using this value of p.  and expressing the cross-sectional area in square 
inches, Aj,  and the radius in inches.  rt,  the loss for a field reversal becomes: 

QL= o. 180   A^aB3    (j) 

The loss in a 0. 010-inch-thick can with a cross-section periphery of 32 
inches and a mean radius of 17 inches,  if subjected to a 3. 0-weber-per-square- 
meter field reversal in 15 seconds,  is therefore 170 joules. 

RAMPING LOSS IN SUPERCONDUCTOR 

An approximate evaluation of the hysteretic superconductor losses during 
a linear ramping from full to zero field is presented in Reference 12 as: 

QT  , VdJpHg    . ^     H,+ Ho 
WL     4(10")      L 

m      Hi + Ho J average over coil    " 

where: 

V   = Volume of superconductor (cm3) 

d    = Superconductor filament diameter (cm) 

Jo = Characteristic current density (amp/cm2) 

Ho = Characteristic field strength (G) 

H, =Mean field strength in SC (G) 

Hi = Empirical limiting field strength 
evaluated at 1000G 

In the composite chosen for the present machine: 

Jo = 6.48 x 105 (amp/cm3) 

H0 = 15,700 (G) 

d    = 0. 0043 (cm) 

V   = 2230 (cm3) 

The mean field strength in the coil can be obtained from the following ap- 
proximate field strength on the inside coil surface.   As the field strength drops 
off approximately linearly to zero at the outside coi7 surface,  the mean field, 
HB, is half the value at the inner surface (Figure 96).    On this basis,  the cal- 
culated loss for a 15-second reversal is 350 joules. 
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Figure 96.   Field Strength on Inner Coil Surface 
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Appendix V 

AN INVESTIGATION OF GALLIUM UQUID METAL 
CURRENT COLLECTORS FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

The General Electric Space Systems Products Department has been in- 
volved in the development of liquid metal sliprings for space applications since 
late 1968.    These liquid metal sliprings have been developed for use on future 
high-power, synchronous, orbit satellites that have large sun-oriented solar   ' 
arrays that rotate slowly relative to the earth-oriented satellite centerbody 
The sliprings will be used to transfer electrical power and signals from the 
solar arrays to the satellite body.    Up to this time, power and signal transfer 
have been accomplished using conventional brushes and sliprings.    These 
devices have a number of critical disadvantages: 

• High mechanical drive torque. 

• Brush wear-out and debris. 

• High electrical noise and large electrical power losses. 

The liquid metal slipring reduces many of the problem areas and eliminates 
others     There is no wear-out or debris, the drive torque is small, the elec- 
trical losses are very low. and there is no electrical noise.    The sliprings 
used gallium as the liquid metal, because of its favorable melting temperature 
vapor pressure, surface tension, and fluid and electrical characteristics. 

The slipring work done at the General Electric Company has been ac- 
complished both under internal research and development funds and under 
contract.    The work done with Company research and development funds is 
proprietary, covering basic studies of liquid metals, the solution to the gallium 
contamination problem, and the development of cleaning techniques     There 
were two contracts with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Lewis Research Center.   The first contract culminated in the successful demon- 
stration of a high-current gallium slipring capable of carrying currents up to 
200 amperes d-c and voltages up to 3000 volts d-c. 

This program consisted of three major tasks: 

• Material selection and experiments. 

• Engineering test model design. 

• Fabrication, testing, and evaluation. 

During the material selection and experiment phase, candidate liquid metals 
electrodes, and insulation materials were selected and tested.    Gallium was' 
selected as the liquid metal; tungsten, tantalum, molybdenum, and graphite 
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were selected as the electrode materials; Noryl, Teflon, and Delrin were 
chosen as the insulation materials. 

Selection was based on the functional requirements of the slipring, the 
inherent properties of the materials, their compatibility with each other, and 
their suitability for ground and space operation.    An experimental program 
was run to c valuate the materials and their compatibility with each other. 
There was no gallium attack upon the electrodes, as determined by metallo- 
graphic and spectrographic analyses,    Delrin and Teflon insulations showed 
no attack by gallium.    An engineering test model slipring was designed, fabri- 
cated, and tested.    It was operated at 100 amperes d-c, at up to 3000 volts be- 
tween rings, at rotational speeds of one revolution per day in air and vacuum 
environments.    In the engineering tost model, the electrodes were fabricated 
from tungsten, tantalum, and molybdenum, and the liquid metal was gallium, 
A gallium contamination was observed in the slipring, and efforts were made 
to identify it by means of spectrographic, x-ray diffraction and infrared 
analysis. 

The second contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis- 
tration Lewis Research Center was for the development of a liquid metal 
slipring/solar array orientation mechanism (LMSR/SAOM).    This mechanism 
serves to continuously rotate a solar array with respect to the main body of a 
satellite and provide a means of transferring electrical power and signals 
across the rotating interface. 

The basic requirements for the LMSR/SAOM were for a slipring using 
gallium, having 116 rings capable of carrying currents ranging from 0. 2 to 
30 amperes at up to 15,000 volts.    The orientation mechanism had torque 
motors to provide rotary motion at the rate of one revolution per day and a 
position sensor to indicate shaft location.    The entire assembly was Jess than 
10 inches diameter and 24 inches long, and it weighed less than 40 pounds. 

The overall program consisted of three major tasks: 

• Preliminary design 

• Design verification 

• Detail design 

In the preliminary design task, a design study was made in which a number 
of design concepts for the LMSR/SAOM evolved and were investigated in de- 
tail by means of design and engineering studies.    Based on these studies, rec- 
ommendations were made and a design concept was selected.    The selected 
approach was the probe design concept.    A verification model of the probe 
concept was designed, fabricated, and tested, in order to verily the integrity 
of the approach.    The verification model was designed to carry currents up 
to 30 amperes per ring at up to 15,000 volts, in a six-ring configuration.    The 
model was successfully tested for dielectric strength at 15,000 volts, launch 
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and orbital vibration, acceleration, shock, and operation. The cause of debris 
formation and ejection from gallium liquid metal sliprings has been identified, 
and the problem has been successfully solved. 

As a result of the success with the gallium liquid metal slipring and the 
identification and solution of the contamination problem, Company funds were 
allocated for the development of a Company proprietary gallium liquid metal 
current collector.    This current collector was developed for use in industrial 
power generation equipment as a replacement for conventional brushes and as 
an alternative to mercury and sodium potassium.    It has the capability of 
carrying several thousand amperes of direct current.    The gallium current 
collector has now been successfully demonstrated by personnel of the General 
Electric Company. 

CONTAMINATION 

BACKGROUND 

During the development of the first liquid metal slipring for the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration Lewis Research Center, a contamination 
was observed on top of the gallium, in the electrode cavity.    This contamination 
was quite thin and had a mottled appearance (light and dark grey).    When one 
electrode was turned relative to the other, the contamination showed a tendency 
to ball up and be ejected from the electrode cavity.    Upon disassembly of the 
slipring, another contamination was found at the bottom of the electrode cavity. 
Its appearance was quite different from that observed previously; it was very 
dark grey and appeared powdery. 

Efforts were undertaken to identify the contamination.   Samples of the 
contamination as well as the gallium were examined by emission spectroscopy 
to determine whether they contained any electrode material.    There was no 
indication of electrode material in the contamination or in the gallium.    X-ray 
diffraction tests were run on the contamination to check for the presence of 
oxides, hydrated oxides, or hydroxides of gallium.    All samples showed a 
diffraction pattern indicative of amorphous materials. 

There are two possible reasons for the appearance of this pattern: 

• To obtain a diffraction pattern, it is necessary to have a crystal at 
least 100 angstroms in size.    Because the surface oxidation of gallium 
has been estimated to be of the order of 10 angstroms thick, it is 
possible that the crystal size of the oxidation was not sufficient to 
produce a diffraction pattern. 

• There is not a sufficient quantity of oxide present in the test sample 
to produce the pattern. 

An infrared absorption test was run on a contamination sample, because 
gallium oxide, Ga303, shows two characteristic absorption bands:   one at 13. 5 
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microns and the other at 14. 35 microns.    The infrared test showed no ab- 
sorption up to 16 microns.    The lack of results from this test has now been 
ascribed to the small quantity of oxide in the test sample. 

Although the sample appeared to be highly contaminated, a microscopic 
examination of the powdery contamination indicated that the sample was mostly 
gallium, perhaps 95 to 99 percent by volume.    The sample consisted of drop  ^ 
ets of gallium covered with small, dark grey particles.    The sample of con- 

laZ™1CTaS C
+
entrifU^d in an attemPt to separate the powder from the 

gallium     Separation was not successful, because of ehe small difference in 

effect of' I'M I    ^^ ^ ^ ^ the galliUm (6- 0)' and because of the eltects of the high gallium surface tension. 

nf th? Wa! pOSSi
+
ble' from these test^ to postulate the probable composition 

with the ^Tf011- ** WaS knOWn by teSting that the gallium ^ -t react with the electrode materials.    It was also known that liquid gallium reacts 
very rapidly (e. g.. in microseconds) with oxygen to form an oxide.    This 
oxide layer is monomolecular. at least at temperatures up to several hundred 
degrees centigrade.    The degree to which water vapor might enter into the 
reaction of gallium and oxygen was not known. 

nviH " Wat P?StUlated that the contamination was either an oxide, a hydrated 
oxide, or hydroxide of gallium.    The probable compositions are: 

• Oxides of gallium 

Ga2Oa. Ga20, GaO 

• Hydrates of gallium oxide 

GasOa •  X HsO 

• Gallium hydroxides 

Ga(OH). Ga(OH)a 
GaO(OH). Ga20(OH)4 

tures^oriOOoV m
+
d0e%n<:t "u^ ^ With nitrogen' even at tempera- 

of^ge^ Ld gallium38 ^ that the ™^**™ ™ not contain compounds 

slJinTll^V0 ^^ e^erience with gallium in low-speed, liquid metal 
in hLh  !'     r,        y raPld formation oi a pastelike contamination was observed 

ve^t^d^tilurTtH00116010" ^^ * ^    ThiS formati- cau-d a very rapid failure of the current collector.    Based on more recent work   it is 
now known that the pastelike mass produced in the current collector7s the 
same as that observed in the slipring. Elector is tne 

GALLIUM CONTAMINATION STUDIES 

compl^onof^M • nSOred
+
Pr0gram WaS undertaken to determine the possible 

composition of gallium contamination.    Although the previous efforts to define 
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the composition of the contamination had been inconclusive, it was fairly cer- 
tain that the contamination was either an oxide, a hydrated oxide, or a hydroxide 
01 gallium.    A number of approaches were considered for determining the con- 
tamination composition.    A direct approach to determine the effects of oxyeen 
and water vapor upon gallium was undertaken, rather than ^tempting further 
analysis of the contamination itself.    This approach was to bubble various 
gases of known purity and composition through gallium and determine the ef- 
lects.    The gases used were oxygen, nitrogen, and hydj ogen. 

The nitrogen was selected as a control, because gallium does not r^act 
with it at normal temperatures.    Hydrogen was selected because it is normally 

Wh i0r C0^   ng large electrical ^chines.    The oxygen and nitrogen were used 
both dry and saturated with water vapor. 

Using this combination of gases, the effects of oxygen, water vapor, oxy- 
gen and water vapor   and hydrogen upon gallium could be ascertained     Tests 

LTthe"!;?at 35.c ancVn250c- In a11 tests'12 grams of ^lium — ^ 
wete WaS       CUbiC centimeters P^ minute.    The gases used 

• Oxygen -- research purity grade 

Oxygen 99. 99% (min) 
Nitrogen 20 ppm 
Argon 20 ppm 
Carbon dioxide 10 ppm 
Hydrocarbons 20 ppm 

Dew point -850F 

• Nitrogen -- prepurified grade 

Nitrogen 99. 998% (min) 

• Hydrogen -- ultrahigh-purity grade 

Hydrogen 99. 999% (min) 
Impurities Mostly helium 

• Hydrogen -- industrial grade 

Hydrogen 99. 995% (min) 
Oxygen i ppm 
Water 3 ppm 

whethPr^ H^1186 ^ the galliUm WaS monitored to provide an indication of 
whether a chemical reaction with the gas had taken place. 

When dry oxygen was passed through the gallium, a rapid change in the 
ga Hum was observed.    A contamination was formed   hat was white L color 

ulZ    H ^T3 0f bUbbling' the gallium became ™ry P^telike.   os^ng us 
liquid characteristics.    This condition was called channeling and was used as 
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the indication of failure.    The resulting mixture was weighed, and the weight 
change was found to be about 0. 02 percent. 

These findings were considered to be very important.   As expected, there 
was a reaction between the gallium and the oxygen, indicating that an oxide of 
gallium was formed.    The rate of oxidation was somewhat more rapid than 
expected.   What was very important and completely unexpected was the very 
small quantity of reaction product, 0. 02 percent or 0. 0024 grams in 12 grams 
sufficient to completely immobilize the gallium.    Thus only a small amount of' 
gallium oxide contamination can change the physical characteristics of the 
gallium from a liquid, having a viscosity approximately equal to that of water 
(1.6 centipoise at 98° C), into a pastelike mass. 

The bubbling test was then repeated using saturated oxygen.    The results 
were practically identical   to the results of the dry oxygen test:   the gallium 
channeled in 15 minutes and had a net weight change of 0. 02 percent.    This 
change was a preliminary indication that the oxide is not of the hydrated form 
Next, dry and saturated nitrogen were bubbled through the column of gallium 
The time required to channel with the dry nitrogen was 9. 5 hours and the 
weight change was 0. 056 percent.    With saturated nitrogen, there was no evi- 
dence of channeling after two hours.    These tests indicated water vapor itself 
does not react rapidly with gallium.    The time required to channel with the 
nitrogen with up to 20 ppm of oxygen was approximately 40 times as long as 
the time required with pure oxygen. 

Pure and industrial-grade hydrogen were bubbled through the gallium 
Pure hydrogen (up to 10 ppm of oxygen and other gases) was bubbled for 13 
hours, and the commercial grade (up to 50 ppm) was bubbled for 23 hours 
before the gallium channeled. 

In addition to the significant difference in time to failure between oxygen 
nitrogen, and hydrogen, there was a significant difference in the failure char- 
acteristics of the gallium.    When oxygen was bubbled through, the gallium 
became pastelike at failure.    When nitrogen and hydrogen were used, the 
gallium became extremely viscous but still displayed liquid characteristics 
This difference has been attributed to the physical form in which the contam- 
ination develops.    In an oxygen-rich environment, the gallium is formed as 
a large, monolayer film covering the entire exposed surface.    When agitated 
this monolayer is churned into the bulk material, retaining its filmlike char-' 
actenstics.    By comparison, in an oxygen-poor environment, the monolayer 
is smaller, covering only portions of the exposed surface.    This mo.-olayer 
has more of the characteristics of particulate material, rather than being 
filmhke.    The effects of particulate matter on a liquid is to make the liquid 
more viscous, without its becoming an immobile paste. 

It is felt that there is no significance in the differences in time to failure 
between nitrogen and hydrogen.    These differences are probably the results 
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of small differences in parts per million of oxygen, oxygen leakages, or out- 
gassing in the test apparatus. 

A number of important conclusions can be reached as a result of the con- 
tamination studies: 

• Contamination is probably gallium oxide. 

• The contamination is not a hydrated form of gallium oxide. 

• The presence of less than 0. 1 percent of filmlike oxide contamination 
immobilizes gallium. 

• Very few parts per million of oxygen produce significant contami- 
nation. 

• Pure, dry, inert gases will not contaminate gallium. 

• Contamination formed in an oxygen-rich environment is pastelike. 
Contamination formed in an oxygen-poor environment is a viscous 
fluid. 

IMMOBILIZATION 

Analysis 

One of the important results of the gallium contamination studies was 
the finding that small amounts of gallium oxide can effectively immobilize 
large quantities of liquid gallium. 

There appears to be a very basic and fundamental difference in the two 
liquid metals, gallium and mercury, with regard to their oxidation and im- 
mobilization characteristics.    Mercury can be stirred in an oxygen environ- 
ment for hundreds of hours without failure, whereas gallium under similar 
conditions will be immobilized in the matter of seconds or minutes.    The 
rates of formation of a surface oxide on clean mercury or gallium surfaces 
are in nanoseconds and are the same to within less than an order of magni- 
tude.    However, the oxide that formed on gallium surfaces has a high-strength, 
filmlike characteristics, which apparently does not exist on the mercury sur- 
faces to the same degree. 

An analysis was made to relate the immobilization of gallium to the sur- 
face physics of the gallium-gallium oxide interface, involving surface energy, 
contact angle, and work of adhesion.   In addition, a number of low-melting- 
temperature pure metals and a soft solder were examined experimentally to 
determine the characteristics of their oxidized surfaces. 

The physical characteristics of a number of common pure metals that 
have low melting temperatures were examined in order to identify any unusual 
parameters associated with gallium (Table 49).    Examination of these param- 
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Table 49 

CHARACTERISTICS OF LOW-MELTING-TEMPERATURE METALS 

Element 
Melting 
Point 
(0C) 

Boiling 
Point 

(0C) 

Surface 
Energy 

(ergs/cm8) 

Vapor- 
Pressure 
(mm Hg) 

Viscosity 
(Centipoise) 

Gallium 30 2400 735 10"36 (3üJC) 

10"13 (400'C) 

1.6 (98°C) 

0.6 (1100oC) 
Mercury -39 357 442 lO-3 (250C) 1.5 (20°C) 
Cadmium 321 767 608 lO-1  (320oC) 1.4 (350oC) 
Sodium 98 880 190 10~7 (100oC) 0.71 (100oC) 
Potassium 62 760 119 lO-6 (65°C) 0.52 (70oC) 
Bismuth 271 1560 376 10~10 (27Ü0C) 1.6 (300oC) 
Lead 327 1620 442 10"8 (320oC) 2.5 (350oC) 
Tin 231 2260 526 10-s(500oC) 2. 1 (240oC) 
Zinc 419 907 785 lO-1  (4250C) 3.2 (450oC) 

eters shows that gallium is an extremely unique material.    It has one of the 
highest surface energies and highest boiling points, one of the lowest melting 
points, and the lowest vapor pressure.    Because gallium has been commonly 
utilized at temperatures close to room temperature, it actually would be op- 
erating very close to its melting temperature and very far from its boiling 
temperature.    Perhaps these factors are involved in giving gallium its unique 
immobilization characteristics. 

An attempt was made to determine some of the parameters that entered 
into the immobilization phenomenon and to correlate this information with 
experimental results.    The first approach was from the aspect of the adhesion 
characteristics between the gallium and gallium oxide. 

The work of adhesion between a solid and liquid is given by: 

Wst       =      ^SA    + 1   A    -    t. 
where: 

WSL    =   Work of adhesion (ergs/cm8) 

'"'SA    
=   Surface energy between solid and air (ergs/cm2) 

iLA    =   Surface energy between liquid and air (ergs/cm2) 

V    =   Surface energy between solid and liquid <ergs/cm5) 

From the Young-Dupre equation; 

i ' 5A ^SL - ^u cos e 0 
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where Ö equals the contact angle between liquid and solid.    Combining these 
equations: 

WSL   =  "iL* (1 + Cos 9) 

Examination of this equation shows there may be a finite work of adhesion 
between solids and liquids, even if nonwetting, provided the contact angle is 
less than 180 degrees.    As a comparison, the work of cohesion of a liquid is: 

If it is assumed that the oxide film acts as a solid and if it has an area, A, 
the total work of adhesion WSLT , between the liquid and solid is: 

W5LT   =   Wst A 

WSLT   =   ILA  (I " Cos 6) A 

The total adhesive force between the liquid and its oxide is: 

fT    =   —aiJ- dynes 

or: 

f   =  —•*    dynes/cm^ 
s J 

where s   =   distance (cm).    To use this equation, it is necessary to define a 
distance, s, and an area, A. 

Because the adhesion forces are intermolecular in nature, the distance, s, 
will be quite small, in the magnitude of angstroms.    An estimated value would 
be 10 angstroms, which is on the order of magnitude of the thickness of a mole- 
cule.    The elemental oxide area was assumed to be quite large for gallium, 
because the oxide film has been observed to be large and tenacious. 

As a comparison, mercury has completely disparate oxide characteristics, 
no film is observed, and it does not agglomerate.    It was therefore assumed 
that the elemental oxide area of the mercury film is quite small.    Represen- 
tative oxide diameters were assumed to be in the following range: 

• Gallium   -- 10~2tü 1 centimeter 

• Mercury -- 10~7 to 10~3 centimeters 

Taking: fT   =   lii  ^ + Cos gj 

Element (ergs/cms) 6 ^LA  (1 + Cos 6) 

Gallium 735 ]350 213 

Mercury 476 135° 140 
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s   =   1OA   =   10 X 10"8 cm 

A   =   0,785 d3 

Where d = the diameter of the uxide particle: 

Gallium       fT   =   21.5 xlO"8 A   -   16.8xl08d2 

Mercury      fT   =   14. 0 x 10"8 A   =   11.0xl08d2 

 (dynes) 
Cm Ga Hg 

10"7 -- 11.0 x 10"6 

10"6 -- n.O x 10"4 

10"5 -- 11.0 xlO"2 

lO"4 -- ll.O 
10"3 -- 11. 0 x 102 

10~2 16. P X ID4 

10"1 16.8 x 106 

1 16.8 x 10' 8 

Based on these assumptions of possible oxide diameters, it can be seen 
that the adhesive forces between gallium and its oxide would be very much 
higher than those between mercury and its oxide.    Thus, the immobilization 
characteristics of gallium are considered to be directly related to the presence 
of the large, tenacious, oxide film elements that are associated with gallium. 

Oxide Characteristics of Liquid Metals 

The film and oxide characteristics of a number of metals in the liquid 
state were examined and compared with gallium.    The metals were mercury, 
cadmium and soft solder (60% tin, 40% lead).    The cadmium and soft solder 
were tested above their melting points, the mercury was at room tempera- 
ture, and the gallium was at room temperature and also at 400oC,    Three film 
and oxide characteristics were monitored: 

• Presence of visible oxide 

• Mechanical removability of oxide 

• Tendency to immobilize 

The observations of this investigation are summarized in Table 50. 

An unexpected result of the test was the change in the immobilization 
nature of the gallium oxide at an elevated temperature.    Although the oxide 
was present at the high temperature, it showed none of the immobilization 
characteristics that are so evident at room temperature. 
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Table 50 

INVESTIGATION OBSERVATIONS 

Material 
Presence 
of Visible 

Oxide 

Mechanical 
Removability 

of Oxide 

Tendency 
to 

Immobilize 
Mercury 

Cadmium 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 
Soft solder Yes Yes No 
Gallium   30oC 

400oC 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
No 

The physical parameters of gallium were examirmH t^ +        • ... 
had changed markedly between room teJp^reZT^C     TTT. 

sure shows .he most sig„ifieant change heing lO-^orr a.^O^td fo-Crr" 
at 400 C.   However, the vapor pressure of gaUium at 400°C is stin substan 

Är™"       ' °!rrry at 25°C' 10"3 to"- ^ cadmium at 320" 
tween 30°C Ld 400°r ^ Change

)
WaS mt consioered to be significant be- 

po'ses at n0ü°r     Th'        f
USe " 1S '• 6 centiPoi^S at n8°C and 0. 6 eenti- 

fe g %%) It 400»C    K thlrtf6 energy 0tgamUm iS "^ S"eh^ ^"^ 
in these properties of the gallium. major cnanges 

GALLIUM CLEANING 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

Because of the oxidation and immobilization characteristics of eallium 
txs necessary to clean the gallium oxide, or ultimately therfwiUbf a Sre 

in the current collector.    There are a number of possible ways of cleanW 
the oxide:   electrolytically. by filtering, by thermodynamic reduction   anSbv 
microtommg.    These various techniques have been studied ^nHT ^ 
cleaning by electrolysis or filtering are thrist "roml^n. " T^ ^ 
taming, a physical cleaning technique   appeal feas^fp8 a

t
Pproachfs-    Micro- 

but offers no particular advantag^ler XrL     Thlrmodvn^ apPi1Cation' 
of gallium oxide is not considered to be a vL^'apprcLTbecr^ ^T11™ 
treme stability of the oxide and the high teCerarerrequ'r^d    ' ^ ^ eX" 

ELECTROLYTIC CLEANINH 

e^0T;r^ct^Äe:^Te^^^^ 
Products Department, using inte/na, rLearra^Xmemfu^^his 
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electrolytic technique was successfully used to clean gallium through which 
oxygen was bubbled at a rate that would normally completely contaminate it 
within 15 minutes.    The test cell operated satisfactorily with no failure or 
indications of incipient failure for 100 hours, at which time the test was de- 
liberately terminated.    More recently, the cell design has been modified and 
used at Schenectady in a rotating electrical machine that had a gallium liquid 
metal current collector.    This machine has been operated successfully for 
150 hours, until the test was terminated as planned.    The feasibility of elec- 
trolytic cleaning of gallium has now been established both on a theoretical 
basis and on an actual machine. 

The electrolytic cell consists of an electrolyte and two electrodes placed 
in a reaction vessel.    One electrode is gallium and the other is platinum- both 
are placed in the electrolyte.    The electrolytic cell works as follows- the elec- 
trolyte dissolves the gallium oxide present in the cell.    When a voltage is ap- 
plied between the electrodes, pure gallium (and hydrogen) are formed at the 
negative (gallium) electrode. 

In practice, gallium would be  cleaned by pumping it from  the current 
collector into the electrolytic cell and pumping the cleaned gallium back into 
the current collector.    The pumping of the contaminated gallium must be at 
a sufficient rate so that the gallium is cleaned long before it has any tendency 
to be immobilized in the current collector.    Tests at Schenectady have demon- 
strated that this situation poses no problem.   Based on calculations for the 
current collector, a pumping rate of 16 cubic inches per hour should be ade- 
quate to maintain a very low concentration of gallium oxide in the collector 
gap. 

In_sitn gallium cleaning is a legitimate technique, and the  e does not ap- 
pear to be any theoretical reasons to keep it from working.    However   no 
electrolyte has been found that will dissolve gallium oxide at a high boiling 
point and a low melting point. 

FILTERING 

Regardless of the exact physical parameters of the contamination it is 
a mixture of some proportion of solid gallium oxide(s) in liquid gallium It 
has been demonstrated that the gallium oxide can be removed by a filtering 
process. In the selection of a filter, such variables as pore size, filter ca- 
pacity, filter material, pressure drop, and flow characteristics must be con- 
sidered. 

There are two general types of filters available:   sheet type and cartridge 
type.    The sheet-type filter is basically a sheet of porous material that is most 
familiar m the form of filter paper; other materials also are available such as 
fiberglass and polymeric materials.    Fritted glass and screening would be con- 
sidered as a sheet-type filter.    The major advantage of sheet filters is the avail- 
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ability of extremely small pore sizes.    Sheet filters are available with pore 
diameters from 0. 025 to 100 microns.    The major disadvantages of sheet fil- 
ters are their small retention capability and the fact that they are relatively 
easily clogged by particles that approximate the pore size or by gels. 

Cartridge-type filters have a much greater retention capability and gener- 
ally are not as easily clogged.    The minimum pore sizes are much larger than 
for the sheet filters, being approximately 1 micron in diameter.    Cartridge 
filters have a media that consists of wound filaments, agglomerations of fibers, 
woven mesh, or porous plates. 

In the consideration of pore size, especially in sheet filters, the bubble 
point or starting pressure is an extremely important parameter.    The starting 
pressure is the pressure required to initiate flow through the filter.    Once 
continuous flow is established through the filter, the operating pressure drops 
off considerably.    The starting pressure is given by: 

2     Cos 9 
P   =   j:  

where: 

p   = Starting pressure 

= Surface tension of liquid 

9   = Contact angle 

r   = Radius of pore 

For a filter application using mercury, the starting pressure was approx- 
imately 300 psi, while the operating pressure was 5 to 10 psi.    For gallium, 
taking: 

=   735 dynes/cm 

9   =   135° 

The starting pressure as a function of pore radius is: 

r Starting Pressure (p) 
(cm) (dyries/cm") (psi) 

10~6 1.04 X ID9 1.51 x 104 

10'a 1. 04 x 106 15. 1 
10"1 l. 04 x 104 0. 151 

The pore size is a critical parameter for the specification of the filter. 
If a small pore is used, it will necessitate a high starting pressure to initiate 
the flow; if a large pore is used, it may be ineffective in retaining the solids 
in the contamination.   It is therefore necessary to attempt to define the prob- 
able lower and upper limitf of pore diameter. 
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surface as a monomolecular film.    The thirknp«« of tuia on the order of 10 angstroms   i rrs tnickness ol this monolayer is probably 

probability the eallium ov^L <« 7 P microscope. so that in all 

gallium     However  no »11^ 7^ 7* fllled With heaVily ^"taminated 

Piication oVZmb^resfure to re" vHair^TPthrOUgh ^ "^ Wit,1 the aP- 
from Equatlo„ 17. P

For gaTulU^Äg^sr^" thiS ^ "^^ 

=   2(735) Cos   135° 
1.2 x 10"4 

=   8. 70 x 1Ü6 dynes/cm2 

=   126. 5 psi 

0. 127tm?m
P:;r

r
a-nn27ü" r6^ T? rem0Ved' eXpOS1^ a 0- 0^^- or 

ofoae m^roscopic examtaa   ol of !h    "T, OXide «,nain'n« "■ «he syringe.   A 
taminA(,v,„. f'-"plc <ixamlnatlon of the gallium indicated no evidence of col- 

f'om^t ^  r^TreaSIJf '^ and "^ the 6alliumwa0s removed 
the 0. 050-inchXme'.er tolet     flim remalned-   The StartinS Pr™ (or 

=   2(735) Cos   135° 
0. 127 

=   8. 21  x I0a dynes/cm2 

=   0. 119 psi 

cie^Ärxir^rrr-has ^'"'^the r—""^ - 
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